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9th ESA Earth Observation Summer School
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		1068		Ms.		female		Jaroslaw		Wajs		Jaroslaw Wajs		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27				50-370		Wroclaw		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		713206872		Polish		2/24/88		Lodz , Poland		true		1		4/27/18 21:27		6/3/18 15:27		normal		Jaroslaw.Wajs		1068		SNAP, GMT, Matlab, R, ArcGIS, QGIS (Orfeo, GRASS, GDAL), 		I do my PhD at Mining Department, Geodesy and Geoinforamtics Unit, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology, Poland. My PhD focused on remote sensing data integration for open pit mining monitoring. Currently, I use Sentinel 1A SLC products by DinSAR time series processing and it allows me to mining subsidence monitoring. In other side, I use the optical Sentinel 2 data form land cover changes estimation.		I participate in Polish Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing science 2017. I participated in International Geodetic Students Meetings organized by OGSO in Wroclaw 2013, Munich 2016, and Zagreb 2017. At the begining of my PhD I worked on UAV low cost photogrammetry DTM modelling, LiDAR point cloud processing and Surveying. My recent publications are on my researchgate profile: 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Wajs_Jaroslaw
		Ph.D. Eng., D.Sc., Jan Blachowski, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		NO		I would like to get some skills in SAR processing and see other ESA sensors data products. I'm sure that, the detailed information from this course helps me to understand the big potencial  of Sentinel data and its aplications in my area of interests.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD 		I use optical data for land cover mappin and land changes detection. Furthermore, I try to apply machine lerning alghoritms to achieve more accurate results of classification. 
My experience with Sentinel 1 SAR products is conected to processing it with SNAP software. Currently I'm worikng at processing by GMTSAR package.		During the master level a I learned VB .NET basics and Matlab scripting. Actually i have some experience with bash, GMT scripts, which helps me into data processing. 		YES

		1038		Ms.		female		Nancy		Alvan Romero		Nancy Alvan Romero		nalvanr@gmail.com		francesca.barnaba@artov.isac.cnr.it		Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia		Via Fosso del Cavaliere 100				00133		Rome		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393319744347		Italian		11/19/75		Peru		true		1		4/25/18 21:39		5/16/18 8:31		normal		alvanromero		1038		Matlab, SNAP and ENVI		In October 2015 I started a volunteer internship at the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR). The internship was focused on the contribution of mineral dust on the concentration of particulate matter in Italy country. This opportunity permitted me to prepare a paper that could be published in a few weeks.

To deepen in the topic of Earth Observation initiated with the stage to the CNR, in November 2017 I begun a master in Space Science and Technology. This master has allowed me to expand and get more involved in the topic of Earth Observation. In a few months I will be able to start a six-month internship at the Italian Space Agency (ASI).
		Environmental Engineering and Natural Resource Management, with Specialization in Environmental Studies; in November 2017 started the Master’s in Space Science and Technology at the “Tor Vergata” University of Rome.

Title of abstract: SAHARAN-DUST CONTRIBUTION TO PM10 LEVELS IN ITALY OVER THE 7-YEAR PERIOD 2006-2012 (Presented to the 11th International Conference on Air Quality-Science and Application

		PhD Physics Science, Francesca Barnaba, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR)		NO		I work directly with remote sensing and images satellite, and it was very useful during the paper preparation. The use of what I will learn in this training course will be maximum, since in a few month I will start another project that include the Climate Change, Natural Disasters and Earth Observation with the use of data satellite.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters (1 year)		I have a good knowledge in remote sensing (deep knowledge in radar), and I have experience in satellite data products (for atmospheric, land vegetation, ocean and air quality).
		Matlab (Advanced)
SNAP (intermediate)
ENVI (intermediate)
ERDAS (novice)
IDL (novice) 		NO

		1036		Ms.		female		Kristi		Uudeberg		Kristi Uudeberg		kristi.uudeberg@ut.ee		anu.reinart@ut.ee		University of Tartu		Univerity of Tartu		Ülikooli 18		50090		Tartu		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37251969263		Estonian		9/8/83		Estonia		true		1		4/25/18 18:49		4/28/18 14:04		normal		uudeberg		1036		Software: BEAM and SNAP
Data: Envisat MERIS, Sentinel-3 OLCI and Sentinel-2 MSI		I am currently a PhD student in physics (PhD work title is "Remote sensing algorithms for turbid waters") at the University of Tartu in Estonia and junior researcher at Tartu Observatory in group of remote sensing of waterbodies.
My current research activities mostly contain the in situ data collection, processing and interpretation side of water remote sensing. When Sentinel-3 was launch, then I started to work more with satellite images. At the moment I work on classification for our inland and coastal water and studied opportunities to estimate the these optical water types from satellite’s images.		During my studies in University of Tartu I have been introduced and trained on a variety of subjects fundamentals of physics and math. Since my final bachelor's year I started to focus more on environment and especially remote sensing of water. Taking additional courses: Physical Oceanography of the Baltic Sea (University of Helsinki, 11.06.-16.06.2009), Radiative transfer theory and practice of Hydrolight software (Stockholm University, 15.-21.05.2011), ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course (Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012), Remote Sensing of the Baltic Sea and Other Optically Complex Waters (Lauenburg, Germany, 28.10.-01.11.2012) and AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources (Sirmione, Italy, 18.-22.09.2017). I love give something back so I teached water remote sensing part in subject Environmental Remote Sensing I at University of Tartu and in subject Methods of Investigations of Waterbodies at Estonian University of Life Sciences, supervised B.Sc theses (two defended and two will in this spring), visited schools to talk about natural science, physics, remote sensing and being a part of popularization events as Festival of Lights, Teadusbuss and Space Scientists at School.
Since 2005, I have participated or organised fielded work for water remote sensing in Tartu Observatory and participated in three international field works: Wadden Sea (on vessel Navicula 30.04.-16.05.2006), Baltic Sea (on vessel Aranda 3.-24.08.2009) and Baltic Sea (on vessel Oceania 9.-13.05.2016).
My work at conferences
Uudeberg, K., Põru, G., Ansko, I., Ansper, A., Ligi, M., Estimation of the lakes optical water types from satellites' images, HIGHROC scientific conference, Belgium, 2017
Soomets, T., Dainis, J., Uudeberg, K., Spatial and Temporal Variability of Optical Water Types in Largest Latvian and Estonian Lakes in 2017, 2nd Mapping Water Bodies from Space Conference, Italy, 2018 
Alikas, K., Anper, A., Kangro, K., Uudeberg, K., et al, Validation of Sentinel-3A/OLCI data over Estonian inland waters,  Sentinel-3 Validation Team (S3VT) 4th meeting, Germany, 2018 
Valdmets, K., Ansko,I., Reinart,A.,Effect of Calibration Uncertainty and Spectral Band Location to Modeled Remote Sensing Reflectance, Ocean Scienas Meeting, Florida, 2008.
Publications
Uudeberg, K.; Ansko, I.; Lätt, S.; Randoja, R. (2012). An integrated collaborative tool for water remote sensing data management and analysis (at Tartu Observatory). Ocean Optics XXI Conference; Glasgow, Scotland; 2012.
Alikas, K.; Ansko, I.; Reinart, A.; Lill, E.; Valdmets, K. (2008). Testing available MERIS image processors for lakes. 2nd MERIS - (A)ATSR Workshop Proceedings. ESA SP-666 (CD-ROM).
Reinart, A.; Valdmets, K. (2007). Variability of optical water types in Lake Peipsi. Proceedings of the Estonian Academy of Sciences. Biology, Ecology, 56 (1), 33−46.
Reinart, A.; Ohvril, H.; Alikas, K.; Ibrus, P.; Teral, H.; Valdmets, K.; Okulov, O. (2007). MERIS products over large european lakes - comparison with measured data about aerosol and water quality. Procceedings of ‘Envisat Symposium 2007’, July 2007, 6 pp. : Envisat Symposium 2007, Montreux, Switzerland 23–27 April 2007 . (ESA SP-636).
Valdmets is my maiden name.		PhD Anu Reinart
Director
Tartu Observatory, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of Tartu		ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course, Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012
AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources, 18.-22.09.2017
RUS environment demo: Mapping waterbodies from space, online, 03.04.2018
RUS environment demo: Ocean colour monitoring with Sentinel-3 data using ESA SNAP S-3 Toolbox, online, 2018		When I saw topics and programme of the Earth Observation Summer School I knew that I would like to be part of this experience. Remote sensing of water has grown into my big passion and I hold a deep interest to devote my professional career towards on that. So I want to be as good as possible and to know all aspects about remote sensing of water. Also the same time I recognized that nature is  a one big system and to understand on good level water part I have to know more about atmosphere, land, ice and weather. Also, I feel that I am missing technical skills to approach problems of processing EO data. Therefore, I firmly believe that curricula of the summer school will provide good knowledge and skills to improve my work in this autumn and also in future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		4rd year PhD in Physics		All my knowledge of remote sensing is connected to water.
Optical remote sensing - my knowledge are good. I am familiar with the theory and I have studied connection between water reflectance and optically active substances to be able do find solution for remote sensing Estonian waters.
Radar remote sensing - I know very little. I have participate in one radar course and now just for my own interest I use radar images to map waterbodies now and then.		I have used Phyton, Java, Pascal, C++, R, MATLAB, but proficiency level is fair. I worked as systems analyst in software company Cybernetica AS and I know how if and for sentences work and I was able to write down in specific language all work flows and rules. In research field I have used some written programs and modified them or some short pieces to make my life easier. At the moment I am trying to educate self in this field, so I am studying Phyton to find the knowledge how to process my data. 		YES

		1049		Ms.		female		Age		Arikas		Age Arikas		age.arikas@ttu.ee		rivo.uiboupin@ttu.ee		Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		Akadeemia tee 15a				12618		Tallinn		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37258051778		Estonian		2/21/93		Rakvere, Estonia		true		1		4/26/18 18:47		5/20/18 19:12		normal		agearikas		1049		Software: BEAM, SNAP, ENVI, QGIS.

Data from optical sensors on Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, MODIS, MERIS and Landsat 8. In addition, Sentinel-3 SLSTR data.		Early Stage Researcher

Current research activities:
Optical remote sensing of water for retrieval of water quality parameters with specific emphasis on the coastal areas of Baltic Sea. Validating existing algorithms and developing new algorithms for water quality products. 
		Background:
I received my Master of Science degree in Earth Sciences and Geotechnology, with specializing in oceanography and meteorology. Due to my master thesis, I have obtained broad knowledge about optical properties of marine environment and optical remote sensing. 
Currently, I am doing my PhD in Earth Sciences, the thesis topic is Coastal Waste Water Outlet Monitoring from Satellite Imagery.

Publications: 
1) Toming, K.; Kutser, T.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Vahter, K.; Paavel, B. Mapping Water Quality Parameters with Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument Imagery in the Baltic Sea. Remote Sensing. 2017, 9 (10), 1070.
2) Sipelgas, L.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Siitam, L. Water Quality Near Estonian Harbours in the Baltic Sea as Observed From Entire MERIS Full Resolution Archive. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 2018, 126, 565-574. 

Conferences:
1) Colour and Light in the Ocean from Earth Observation Workshop in ESA-ESRIN, Frascati, Italy, on 6-8 September 2016. 
Poster presentation: Vertical Profiles of Light Attenuation During Upwelling and Downwelling Events in NW Coast of Estonia, Baltic Sea.
2) Sentinel-3 Validation Team Meeting at EUMETSAT Headquarters in Darmstadt, Germany, on 13-15 March 2018. 
Poster presentation: Validation of Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) Imagery Collected During Cyanobacterial Bloom and Coastal Upwelling in the Baltic Sea.
		Name: Dr. Rivo Uiboupin 
Organisation/University: Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		NO		The EO Summer School would broaden my knowledge in data assimilation of remote sensing and models. I would like to learn more about advantages and disadvantages of different data assimilation methods, which will support my research and encourage consideration of methods and techniques appropriate to my doctoral studies. 
In addition, it would be good opportunity to gain hands-on experience with the latest software and methods that use synergy between remote sensing, in-situ and model datasets. It would generate added value to my scientific work since I would like to investigate the impact areas of coastal wastewater discharge points from optical remote sensing data and from mixing/transport model. 
Furthermore, it is a good chance to meet other early career scientists, as well as more advanced researchers who can open up new ways of thinking about my research field. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		Optical remote sensing: advanced level. 
Experience in a) processing optical satellite imagery b) testing different algorithms to retrieve water quality parameters like chlorophyll-a, total suspended matter, coloured dissolved organic matter, Secchi depth and diffuse attenuation coefficient; c) testing different atmospheric corrections to retrieve bottom of atmosphere reflectance data; d) the formation of sea surface temperature, ice cover and different water quality parameters maps. 

Radar remote sensing: basic knowledge.		1) Python: basic knowledge (used in the following courses: 1) Data Processing in Oceanography and Meteorology, 2) Modelling of Natural Water Bodies; in addition,  I have completed one online course)

2) Fortran: basic knowledge (used in the following course: Simulation of Physical Processes)		YES

		1145		Ms.		female		Despoina		Bafi		Despoina Bafi		gs21357@hua.gr		parchar@hua.gr		Harokopeio University Of Athens		 Eleftheriou Venizelou 70, , 				176 76		Kallithea, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6972797794		Greek		8/8/95		Athens, Greece		true		1		5/16/18 15:14		5/18/18 9:50		normal		bafi		1145		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD)		I am currently working on my thesis concerning Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis - Harokopio University 		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-graduate student		Since I am a post-graduate student, I am a beginner on Remote Sensing 
(Radar and Optical).		I have had one course on Python, so my level of knowledge is fundamental (beginner).		YES

		1143		Ms.		female		Katie Elizabeth		Thompson		Katie Elizabeth Thompson		thompsonk@bournemouth.ac.uk		aford@bournemouth.ac.uk		Bournemouth University		Bournemouth University 		Fern Barrow		BH12 5BB		Bournemouth		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07944438463		British		6/30/92		Birmingham		true		1		5/15/18 17:58		5/22/18 15:34		normal		thompsonk		1143		I have been tutored and mentored in ENVI and ERDAS Imagine by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such experience to my research		Research Associate and PhD researcher 		I completed a MSc in Biodiversity Conservation in 2016, where I looked in detail at disturbance at Poole Harbour. I have since been working as a research associate for the Life and Environmental Science department within the Faculty of Science and Technology at Bournemouth University. I manage an online community for the department as well as run conferences within the department. I have since received the Freedom of the City of London for my work as well as working closely with World Animal Protection. 		Andrew Ford, Bournemouth University 		NO		As an early career researcher, I feel that this course would be a great benefit to the research project that I have recently begun. I am beginning a research project on African elephant conservation, where I will be investigating the impact of elephants on vegetation over a prolonged period of time over small and large scale areas. I think this course would directly help me develop key skills that I could apply to this research. I would also be able to broaden my knowledge and experience.
 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		I have been tutored and mentored in aerial survey, multi-spectral orbital, airborne laser scanning (ALS) and active microwave (i.e. SAR) remote sensing to an MS/MSc level by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such knowledge to my research		None		YES

		1128		Ms.		female		Sara		Barozzi		Sara Barozzi		sara.barozzi.sb@gmail.com		sara.barozzi@mail.polimi.it		Politecnico di Milano		Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32				20133		MILANO		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393392584876		Italian		11/28/94		Sassuolo		true		1		5/14/18 9:47		5/14/18 9:47		normal		Sara Barozzi		1128		SNAP, Landsat, Sentinel and Copernicus data		Master student of geoinformatic engineering. I am currently working on my thesis. My work is part of the european project E2mc, that aims to integrate information from social media and crowdsourcing with the Mapping and Early Warning Components of Copernicus Emergency Management Service.		I graduated in Environmental engineering at Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia. Now I'm taking the master course in geoinformatics engineering and I am participating in an Honours programme 'Engineering for sustainable development'. I took part in the conference GIS for a sustainable world conference(April 2018).		Ludovico Biagi,Associate professor of the Geomatics and Geodesy research group and Chair of the Master in Geoinformatics Engineering at Politecnico di Milano
ludovico.biagi@polimi.it
Maria Antonia Brovelli,Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile e
Ambientale		NO		This course can be a great opportunity to learn and to practice on what I have studied during my master and it can help me in getting a broader knowledge of all opportunities and fields of research in which I can specialize in the future. I am very interested in the topics and I am looking forward to having the chance of meeting and working with other experts in that field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year Master		Master course of Earth observation. The course focuses on developing students' knowledge of Remote Sensing Optical Data and their usage, focused in particular on the use and application of the SNAP software.		Intermediate level:Python, MATLAB 
Basic knowledge: SQL,xml, javascript,HTML, CSS		YES

		1124		Ms.		female		Soraia Alexandra		Teixeira		Soraia Alexandra Teixeira		soraia.teixeira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		fsancho@lnec.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico/ Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil		Avenida do Brasil 101				1700-066		Lisbon		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		+351919084163		Portuguese		12/7/90		Lisbon		true		1		5/11/18 22:23		5/11/18 22:24		normal		Soraia.Teixeira		1124		Software: BEAM, SNAP and ArcGis (or another GIS software)
Data: Landsat 5, 7 and 8 optical and IR imagery; Sentinel 1 e 2 imagery. 		I'm a second year PhD student from H2Doc - Environmental Hydraulics and Hydrology Programme, a collaboration between Instituto Superior Técnico and Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil. My thesis's about the performance of shoreline evolution strategies, where I hope to deepen the current knowledge about shoreline evolution models, making use of data that can improve its validation and calibration, being satellite imagery one of the main sources used, along with data
of wave time series and hindcast data.		I have a geology degree, with the specialization in mineral resources and environmental impact and master degree in Marine science. My master thesis had as its theme the formation of beach scarps and associated processes.
Publications:
-Beach scarp generation: insights from field experiments and database analyses (conference paper). Morfodinâmica Estuarina e Costeira conference May 2017(Porto, Portugal)
-Shoreline: from satellite imagery detection to long-term evolution model (accepted), to the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico (Lisbon, Portugal) in June 2018;
-Repercussions of using different sensors in satellite imagery acquisition for shoreline extraction (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in July (Toulouse, France).
-Applying CPA to meteo-oceanographic parameters of the Iberian Atlantic Coast (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the IX Iberian Atlantic Margin Symposium in September 2018 (Coimbra, Portugal)		Dr. Francisco Eduardo da Ponte Sancho, Laboratório Nacional de
Engenharia Civil
(http://www.lnec.pt/hidraulica-ambiente/pt/equipa/francisco-sancho/)
Prof. Dr. António Trigo-Teixeira, Instituto Superior Técnico
(https://fenix.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/homepage/ist11951)		No.		This course will be extremely important in my scientific training and for my PhD thesis because it covers two of the main tools I proposed to use. In the future I hope to continue working on coastal zone management, continuing my research, and for that, i think it is very important to gather all the information and knowledge about satellite imagery and earth system modeling i can. Also I think the data assimilation skill will be very useful to me in the future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD Student		I have attend three extra-curricular courses under the SOPHIA project on remote sensing. One about Sea Surface Temperature and Ocean Color, using RGB and Infrared imagery. The second course was on Geographic Information Systems: Satellite Data Analysis with the aim of exploring and representing remote sensing data related to the marine environment using geographic information systems. The last course was on Application of Synthetic Aperture Radar Images, using SAR imagery in the coastal and marine context. I also attended 
 a advanced course of information systems to
support a project where I carried out a study with the aim of quantify the differences between different sensors (SAR, RGB, IV) and satellite imagery on the precision of the shoreline extraction. i have submit this work in a poster format for the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in Toulouse.In addition to the courses mentioned above, I also attended courses in numerical modeling and programming applied to civil engineering, where I developed a conference paper that will be presented on the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico on the effects of the intrinsic uncertainties of the shoreline position extraction from the different satellite imagery in long-term modeling using a numerical model. 		As I mentioned in the previous point, I attended a course of numerical modeling and programming where I used the uncertainty arising from the use of different sensors and satellite imagery and verified if these influenced the results in the simulation of a long term shoreline evolution model. I achieved this by synthesizing, from a real shoreline, shorelines with the variations observed previously. I compared the results obtained for the different coastlines, both by the final position and by the longshore sediment rate rate after 10 years. Also, numerical modeling is my main tool in my thesis. I'm learning every day how to improve my programming skill.		YES

		1011		Ms.		female		Hélène		Bideaud		Hélène Bideaud		helene.bideaud@total.com		damien.dhont@total.com		Total SA		Avenue Larribau				64000		Pau 		FR		France		France		Western_Europe		+33662773655		French		2/1/80		Noumea		true		1		4/11/18 11:53		6/1/18 9:27		normal		hbideaud		1011		Software: Arcgis, Sismage (Total internal Software)
Data: all type of available SAR and optical data (commercial and non-commercial) but more particularly Sentinel-1 et 2 for daily use.
		I am currently involved in the development of artificial intelligence solution applied for remote sensing activities (automatic processing of large volume of data, mapping)
I operationally conduct and follow onshore and offshore slick studies, land use studies, offshore platform monitoring, interferometry studies. 
		Background:
- Seismic interpretation in various geological environments (pre-salt carbonates, isolated carbonate platform, sandstone turbidites, basement, salt diapirs), in various countries (Brazil, Nigeria, Angola, Cyprus, Yemen, UK), with an upstream geophysical background (seismic imaging and time/depth conversion). 
- Remote sensing in operational context: slick study, platform monitoring, land use

Publications:
Durian D.J., Bideaud H., Duringer P., Schröder A.; Thalmann F., Marques C.M., 2006, What is in a pebble shape, Phys. Rev. Let., 97, 028001
Adler F., Cherrett A., Guemene J.M., Gancarski S., Lays P. and  Bideaud H., 2008, Anisotropic velocity model building and depth-imaging for geosteering of extended reach drilling wells , Leading Edge 27(4):478-483  
		Dr Damien Dhont, Remote sensing specialist at Total SA
Formerly assistant professor and researcher (2000-2011) in remote sensing and geology at University of Pau (France)		NO		As newly appointed in the remote sensing team of Total, my aim is to develop my skills in remote sensing in both optical and radar domain. 
I am passionate by earth observation sciences. Being focused on operational remote sensing studies in my daily work, this training will give me the opportunity to improve my knowledge and diversify the application domains that I currently use. 
The program of the training covers many topics and I am really enthusiastic to discover them all. 
I also see that this training is more for student or young graduates.  I will be very pleased to have this academic course and to share my operational experience with the group. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Geophysicist in Total since 2004 and remote sensing engineer since 2017
Education: Engineer diploma in Geophysics and Master in Geophysics, Reservoir Geoscience and Engineering (IFP school)
		Intermediate level in both optical and SAR. 		I have no programming experience		YES

		1118		Ms.		female		Roxana		Burlacu		Roxana Burlacu		roxana.burlacu@terrasigna.com		florin.serban@terrasigna.com		Terrasigna		3 Logofat Luca Stroici Street				020581		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40762658932		Romanian		9/26/93		Bucharest		true		1		5/10/18 13:25		5/16/18 9:49		normal		roxana.burlacu		1118		-QGIS, ESA Snap, ENVI, Global Mapper, GvSIG, SagaGIS, GUIDOS
-optical images on forest, hidrological analysis, agriculture		Geographer		Participating:
-Going Places with Spatial Analysis online course at Esri (September 1-October 1, 2015) using
the ArcGIS Online platform.
-Cartographic participation in the realization of the "Atlas of Romanians everywhere"
(November 2015-January 2016).
-the professional practice within the Geographical Information Systems Master of the Faculty
of Geography at the National Cartography Center (8-14 February 2016).
-The Location Advantage online course at Esri (March 16-April 20, 2016) using the ArcGIS
Online platform.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October 2016) in Bucharest with "Lines, Points and Polygons". From
simple to complex in representing geographic data.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 October 2017) in Bucharest, with the paper "Viewing the
Orthodox Churches in Bucharest from the perspective of digital cartography".
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of
Geospatial Data" (24-25 November 2017) in Timişoara with the work "Making Infographics
Using Qgis and Inkscape".
-Winning the 1st place at the "Aia e!" Contest organized in the geo-spatial.org seminars "Free
Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October
2016) in Bucharest, in collaboration with the Romanian Cartography Association, with the
map paper "A week by plane on Romania and the Republic of -geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 April 2018) in Cluj-Napoca with "Dynamics of areas covered with forest vegetation in Romania in the last 30 years"		Dr. Florin SERBAN - Managing Director, Terrasigna		NO		This course will help me deepen my knowledge about remote sensing and discover unknown ways by me to become experienced in this field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Master		3 years of experience regarding optical and remote sensing		Beginner-Python, CSS, HTML, SQL		YES

		1041		Ms.		female		Laura		Carretero Medina		Laura Carretero Medina		laura.carreteromedina@gmail.com		demiguel@inta.es		National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		Ajalvir road, km. 4				28850		Torrejón de Ardoz		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34 636062339		Spanish		9/28/88		Madrid (Spain)		true		1		4/26/18 14:10		4/27/18 11:25		normal		LauraCM		1041		I use some specialised Remote Sensing software such as ENVI or ATCOR, and some Radiative Transfer Codes such as MODTRAN, libRadtran and 6S.
I use mostly airborne remote sensing images but I've used some satellite data and images as well		Currently I'm at INTA's Remote Sensing group performing radiometric and atmospheric correction of remote sensing images to obtain some geophysical parameters (reflectivity, emissivity, temperature...) and developing processing algorithms for remote sensing images. Also, I'm using Radiative Transfer Codes (RTC) to simulate different scenarios and perform several studies		I've studied Physics and a Masters in Geophysics & Meteorology and some courses related to Remote Sensing and Earth Observation.
 
I've participated in some congresses:
- 5th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'V). Participation in the poster "Hyperspectral Remote Sensing for mapping soil organic carbon in burned areas of North-Western Spain"
- XVI Congress of the Spanish Remote Sensing Association (AET): Remote sensing, Wetlands and Protected Areas. Presentation of the poster "Evaluation of Temperature and Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithms in AHS synthetic images". Participation in the work "Improvement of emissivity AHS product in FLUXPEC campaign"
- 4th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'IV). Presentation of the poster: Evaluation of libRadtran radiative transfer model for Remote Sensing applications

Participation in the paper: Prediction of Topsoil Organic Carbon Using Airborne and Satellite Hyperspectral Imagery, Remote Sensing, 2017, 9(12), 1211; doi:10.3390/rs9121211 		Mr. Eduardo de Miguel Llanes; National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		NO. But I've taken two MOOCS taught by members of ESA: "Earth Observation from Space: The optical view" and "Monitoring Climate from Space"
		I'd like to attend the 2018 Earth Observation Summer Course because I think it is a great opportunity for me to know more about the different techniques used in the monitoring of the Earth. This knowledge is very useful for me because it will provide me with new methods of processing data and it would teach me how to use the ESA EO Toolboxes. With all this information I could take advantage of the great variety of EO images and products supplied by ESA		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		I have a good knowledge of optical remote sensing because I've had a trainee at INTA's Remote Sensing group for 2 years and I've taken some courses related to this topic		I've used several programming languages such as MATLAB (advanced), R (intermediate) or python (intermediate)		YES

		1130		Dr.		female		Elisa		Sorrivi		Elisa Sorrivi		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		UNIBO - DICAM		via Mazzalasino n.25				42019		Scandiano		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393280454672		Italian		8/26/76		Scandiano (RE)		true		1		5/14/18 11:28		5/14/18 11:28		normal		elisa.sorrivi		1130		SNAP		▪ Adjunct Assistant Professor at IAS – Institute of Advanced Sciences – Yokohama National University (http://ias.ynu.ac.jp/research/fujino.html)		Recent publications: 
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Yozo Fujino, Dionysios Siringoringo, Erasmo Viola, “Offshore Extreme winds mapped from JAXA’s Satellite remote sensing. Case study by GCOMission-W1” – in press – International workshop on measuring high wind speed over the Ocean – METOffice – 15-17 November 2016
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “Offshore wind-temperature mapped from JAXA`s Satellite remote AMSR2 sensing over the North Pacific Ocean, Offshore Wind Energy 2017 – 6,8 June 2017, London, UK
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “JAXA`s Satellite remote sensing AMSR2: Offshore wind-temperature mapped over the North Pacific Ocean”, Earth observation, (geo-resources, productive resources, geopolitics, natural calamities and cultural heritage) – 27,28 June 2017, Bologna, Italy
		▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory”
 University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna 		▪ “Cliamte Change Initiative” Information Day, ESA-ESRIN, July 6, 2017, Frascati, Roma Italy		▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna – with Tutor Professor ERASMO VIOLA.
▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory” University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doct at UNIBO		I'm a beginners in the remote sensing by satellite.I would learn more and improve my knowledge about it for an application in Offshore Wind Energy Prediction.		Matlab, C++, Pyethon (beginners)		YES

		1093		Ms.		female		Raquel		Serrano-Calvo		Raquel Serrano-Calvo		ryserranocalvo@dundee.ac.uk		m.e.j.cutler@dundee.ac.uk		University of Dundee		University of Dundee		Geography, School of Social Sciences		DD14HN		Dundee		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44 07522187885		Spanish		10/29/87		Barcelona (Spain)		true		1		5/1/18 13:55		5/29/18 10:55		normal		ryserranocalvo		1093		In the research projects that I did for the masters of sciences I hold (MSc Degree in Geology Engineering and MSc in Geographical Information Sciences) I used as main software packages: ArcGis, ERDAS and ENVI. The satellite imagery handled was MODIS (Terra and Aqua), Landsat-7 and Sentinel 2.

In my PhD (current research), the data I use come from multiples spectrometers such as ASD Pro, OceanOptics, PhotosynQ and hyperspectral cameras. Additionally, data from an UAV with a hyperspectral camera incorporated and data from Sentinel 2 and FLEX sensor (if it is launched before the end of my current research project).
		Now, I am in the middle of my PhD research by undertaking one of my experiments to investigate plants growing in hydrocarbon contaminated soils. During the experiment, I grew 70 willows and 70 blackberries in contaminated plant pots to simulate pollution conditions from oil spills and natural oil seeps places. Measurements from multispectral, hyperspectral and hyperspectral cameras were taken weekly to monitor the impact of the hydrocarbon soil on them. Additionally, data was gathered from a contaminated field using a hyperspectral camera attached to an UAV. 
Further experiments will involve undertaking imagery using drones and Sentinel-2 to complete the upscaling workflow of the response of vegetation impacted by hydrocarbons and its detection using satellite imagery. 
		I focused my career to become an Earth Observation Specialist. For this reason, working as a Geoscientist in an Earth Observation environment has been my target since I discovered remote sensing as a science (back in 2009), its potential to analyse the Earth and help humanity to find solution to current problems.

During the time I worked in the RISKNAT Research Institute at the University of Barcelona, I took part in several projects involving new geosciences methodologies to study the evolution of the snow cover with MODIS imagery. Furthermore, during that time, I was awarded with several ESRI course scholarships that allowed me to further develop my GIS and data analysis skills.

At the University of Aberdeen, my preparation to become a geoscientist with an Earth Observation background went on by facing a series of projects that required the application of remote sensing and GIS in fields like hydrology, ecology, oil and gas, agriculture or urban pollution among others. The MSc thesis that I developed focused on the prediction of land subsidence using vegetation indexes from Landsat-7 Imagery. The research I undertook allowed me to gain exposure to the analysis of Earth observation data and study the potential of vegetation to show us what is happening in the subsurface. The thesis was carried out in collaboration with the British Geological Survey where I could develop my interpersonal skills. The project I developed was awarded with the first prize by the Geological Remote Sensing Group and presented in the conference "Challenges in Geological Remote Sensing" held at the European Space Agency offices in Frascati  in December 2015.

Now, I am developing deep research skills in vegetation remote sensing and imagery by carrying out several experiments involving from ground level measurements to satellite imagery and which will allow us to better constraint upscaling problems.
As part of my development as researcher, I decided to consolidate my professional relationships with other colleagues, research institutions and/or companies. In this direction, I collaborate with TOTAL S.A (a major energy company), I presented at several conferences like FLEX in 2017 or the CDT Conference in Oil & Gas and I attended workshops around Europe like the Field Spectroscopy course delivered by NERC in Spain. In all these opportunities, I showed the potential of satellite imagery to find solutions to our daily challenges. 
		Dr. Mark Cutler 
Reader at University of Dundee 		NO		The EOSS is, from my point of view, the perfect combination of knowledge gathering and interaction with the leading organization in Earth Observation in this planet.  For that reason, since I started studying remote sensing and satellite imagery I wanted to attend, but one of the requirements was be a PhD student! I have been trying since I was a bachelor student.  
To have a global overview of the earth observation applications will give me a broad knowledge of satellite imagery usability and applicability to my current and future research. 

The EOSS is an important opportunity for me to engage with other colleagues who also enjoy working in the Earth Observation, sharing ideas and why not, maybe to start collaborating with other colleagues. 

To conclude, I would like to say that my passion for the Earth Observation, the hard-work done during all my assignments and my motivation to know more about how we can effectively use the information gathered from a satellite imagery, made me to become a person who does not mind dedicating efforts to achieve my goals.

For all of this, I think that I am a suitable candidate who would excel and take the most of the Earth Observation Summer School. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD in Remote Sensing ( 2nd year of four )		Optical: Advanced (not only satellite imagery, but field spectroscopy (multispectral and hyperspectral) and hyperspectral cameras). I attended to a course organized by NERC and delivered by the UK Field Spectroscopy Facility and the BARSC  in the Albacete Experimental Centre "Las Tiesas"(Spain). 

Radar: Intermediate. I know the basic theory behind and I have worked with it but not at higher level. 
		R- Intermediate 
Python - Intermediate
Matlab - Beginner 
		YES

		1071		Ms.		female		Melda		Salhab		Melda Salhab		melda.salhab.14@ucl.ac.uk		a.basiri@ucl.ac.uk		Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis / University College London		90 Tottenham Court Road				W1T 4TJ		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447553765643		Lebanese		9/5/91		Beirut		true		1		4/28/18 23:22		5/1/18 2:29		normal		MeldaSalhab		1071		Data: Landsat 8 Level-1 GeoTIFF (USGS via GloVis)

Software: R - RStudio, Python - Jupyter Notebooks, ArcGIS, MapBox, CityEngine		My current research topic for my Masters of Research dissertation: "Land cover classification of satellite images using supervised machine learning based on spectral information. Study area: Lebanon"

Different classification techniques will be compared, including but not limited to, K Nearest Neighbors, Random Forests, and Naive Bayes. The data I have been using in the exploration phase of my research has been optical remote sensing data, specifically Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)-only GeoTiffs. However, I am considering using radar data as well to improve the classification.

The high-level aims of my dissertation are:
1) To study changes in land cover across Lebanon over the past decade.
2) To understand the potential and limitations of supervised machine learning classification based on spectral information.
3) To generate accessible geospatial data and insights (maps, csv files, etc.) that can be used by non-GIS researchers (as part of an effort to provide geospatial data for an area where good quality data is scarce).		- "Using remote sensing to analyse changes in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index in Lebanon" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using R, I build an NDVI measurement tool. The purpose of the tool is to enable users to measure change in vegetation of an area by uploading satellite imagery from different years. It can also be used to measure vegetation of a single image if time series data is unavailable or not needed. The tool is built in R (vs. ArcGIS) to fulfil the goal of making it accessible, as it is freely and publicly available. To further that goal, the function is designed to work based solely on initial user inputs with minimal required editing of any code. I used the tool to measure changes in NDVI in Lebanon between 2013 and 2017. 

- "Image Comparison" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Processing, a Java-based programming language and development environment, I conducted an image analysis and comparison study using vector (pixel-to-pixel) and non-vector methods. The goal was to compare different distance measurements approaches, namely, Manhattan distance, scalar product (cosine), and euclidean distance, as well as several pre-processing methods, including smoothing, pixel averaging, and edge detection (using Chebychev distance). The "winner" of each combination of pre-processing technique and distance measure was recorded, revealing the most effective methods for specific use cases (e.g. searching for an image using an image).  

- "Optimizing land use allocation for the Heathrow Opportunity Area using Linear Programming" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Python, I built a land use allocation tool that takes a set of constraints, such as a jobs target, a homes target, and the quantity of available land, and outputs optimal allocation of different land use categories for different maximisation scenarios (e.g. maximising economic output). The tool was used to conduct a scenario analysis of the Heathrow Opportunity Area Spatial Development Plan.

- "Comparing classification methods in the predicting of Yelp star ratings based on restaurant attributes" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using Python, I compared the accuracy of K nearest neighbors, decision trees and random forests classification methods in the classification of Yelp restaurant user ratings). The dataset includes 1.2m business attributes from 174,000 businesses across 12 metropolitan areas. Multiple subsets of attributes were used in the analysis. 		Dr Anahid Basiri
Lecturer in Spatial Data Science and Visualisation
UCL Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis		NO		As evidenced by my recent research, my dissertation topic, and my choice of Masters program, I am interested broadly in GIS and data science, and specifically in remote sensing and machine learning. In the Middle East and across most of the developing world, continuous high-quality data is difficult to attain, which is a challenge I can personally attest to due to several years of experience as a public sector focused management consultant in the UAE. The lack of data is a real obstacle in policy making. I have worked on several city development projects where the available data were both scarce and outdated. Remote sensing and earth observation skills are relatively rare in the Middle East preventing researchers from benefiting from the wealth of data available through programs like Sentinel and LandSat. The region is facing serious environmental challenges, with little data monitoring and analyzing impact. I am applying to the EOSS so I can further develop my remote sensing skills, apply it my current research, and use the experience to drive future work. It truly would be a privilege to be admitted to the ESA's Earth Observation Summer School. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters of Research, Spatial Data Science & Visualisation 		In my research to date, I've only used optical remote sensing data. However, I am planning on using radar data in my dissertation, as several studies have shown that fused optical and radar data may lead to better land use classification results (Joshi et al., 2016). I have yet to decide which fusion method is most applicable to my research topic. 

If granted entry to the EOSS 2018, I look forward to learning which data types and what fusion methods are used for the data lab and data processing practical exercises. The experience will undoubtedly help me with my current and future research. 		Processing (Java-based): proficient
R: proficient
Python: proficient
Java: Basic
C++: Basic
JavaScript: Basic		YES

		1141		Ms.		female		Olimpia		Copacenaru		Olimpia Copacenaru		olimpia.copacenaru@drd.unibuc.ro		stefan.t.constantinescu@gmail.com		University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography		Nicolae Balcescu 1, Sector 1, Bucharest, Romania				010041		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		0040729062821		Romanian		8/25/93		Bucharest, Romania		true		1		5/15/18 0:19		5/15/18 0:19		normal		olimpia.copacenaru		1141		I mainly work with open-source software and open data in my research and I am an active promoter of free and open-source solutions. I am an active member of geo-spatial.org, the local chapter of OSGEO and I am also part of the team that will organise FOSS4G 2019 Conference in Bucharest, Romania. 
I have worked with a range of open-source software, such as QGIS, SAGA GIS, GRASS GIS, gvSIG, OpenJUMP, uDig,  GeoMapApp, MapAnalyst, TileMill or VTP and also with toold developed by ESA, such as SNAP or GuidosToolbox, but also with comercial software, such as ArcGIS, Surfer or Global Mapper or online solutions, such as Carto (CartoDB) or ArcGIS Online. 
I also use mainly free satellite data, acquired by Landsat or Copernicus Sentinel satellites, as well as vector data dowloaded from open sources, such as OpenStreetMap.  
		I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography from the University of Bucharest, developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. My project focuses on identifying the main drivers that impacted the evolution of agricultural landscape by driving changes in land use and farming practices in Romania. The objective of the project is to perform an unprecedented survey of the evolution of Romanian agricultural landscape during the past 25 years using an innovative technology that involves satellite data, socio-economic analysis and meteorological information.
Also, since February 2017, I am employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. 
I am also a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, where I am currently involved in the project`Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`.
				Associate Professor, University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography

		NO		To whom it may concern:

I am writing to apply for the upcoming ESA Earth Observation Summer School 2018 – Earth System Monitoring & Modelling, which will take place in Frascati, in July-August 2018. I would really appreciate the opportunity to be among the participants and learn more about Earth Observation techniques. Improving my knowledge about radar and optical remote sensing has constantly been a priority for me, so I have decided to apply for this summer school, which could definitely have a great impact on my future studies and my professional life. 

Firstly, as outlined before, I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest. My PhD thesis involves developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. Therefore, I strongly believe that I would be an ideal candidate for this summer school, taking into consideration by academic background and experience. I also consider that I could highly benefit from the practical exercise in EO Data Processing using ESA EO Toolboxes stated in the preliminary programme and they could open new opportunities and perspectives in my PhD research. 

Secondly, this summer school would provide me a place for learning and advancement, which are very important for my professional life. I feel certain that the programme would suit my needs particularly well. I am currently employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. The summer school proposes activities which are in perfect agreement with my areas of interest, especially as I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 

Thirdly, attending a high-level summer school would be an important step in my future academic projects. For example, as a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, I am currently involved in the project `Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`, and I strongly feel that I could learn many new things and discover new opportunities of exploiting related Earth Observation data through the Practical Exercise with Ocean Data Lab stated in the preliminary programme of the ESA Summer School. The training sessions would be the ideal environment for developing my skills by participating in different practical activities. This would have an enormous impact, as I could integrate the knowledge gained in my present and future projects. 

What is more, this event would definitely be the best way for improving my communication abilities, by meeting researchers in this field and exchanging information regarding our projects. An international background, like the one provided by this summer school, would definitely be an extremely efficient and successful method to increase my remote sensing knowledge.  

Thank you in advance for taking the time to consider my application. I am confident you will find my application worthwhile and I would highly appreciate to be one of the selected participants, which would definitely have an enormous impact on my professional and personal development. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Olimpia Copăcenaru
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		I have an important background in using remote sensing software and data, including work experience and participation at different conferences and seminars related to these subjects and I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 
I have a Bachelor degree in Geography and a Master degree in GIS at the University of Bucharest, Romania. Also, in 2016, I participated in an Erasmus+ Mobility in Spain, at the Universidad de Córdoba, Facultad de Ciencias – Ciencias Ambientales (Environmental Science), where I had the chance to gain more practical skills in using remote sensing software and data in territorial planning. 
I work with optical data every day and, as a GIS and Remote Sensing Analyst for Terrasigna SRL, I am and I was involved in different projects, as listed:
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-MO-FOR - Technology for Automatic Monitoring of Tree Loss and Gain in Forest Areas, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-LAND – Technology for using Copernicus data to survey the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•01/2018 –Present: DataBio – Data-driven Bioeconomy: Big Data for Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EOSID – Earth Observation Services Supporting International Development Banks Projects, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EODAT – Expansion of EU Uptake in Developing Countries, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA, GISAT, TREEMETRICS, UCC.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: National pilot project for Monitoring Forested Areas, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: STAR - AGRI-BIS – Model of online service for the management of agricultural activities, TERRASIGNA, ROMSPACE - Romanian Association for Space Technology and Industry, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency. 
		I have got basic knowledge of C++, SQL, HTML and JavaScript, mainly acquired during my University studies. I have also worked with Python scripting and Anaconda. 
I have advanced knowledge of R scripting, acquired during my Erasmus+ stage at the University of Cordoba, Spain and different seminars and summer schoold that I have participated in, such as the Seminar "Cropland mapping from free multi-temporal satellite images", held in November 2017 in Athens and organised by GetMap and the University of Twente. I also organised and was the trainer of the Seminar Unsupervised land cover classifications using QGIS – SCP and R – R Studio, held in Cluj-Napoca, in April 2018. 
		YES

		1015		Ms.		female		Alzira Gomes		Ramos		Alzira Gomes Ramos		alzira.ramos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		maria.pereira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico		Av. Rovisco Pais 1				1049-001		Lisboa		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		00351965776388		Portuguese		1/7/85		Lisboa		true		1		4/12/18 13:44		4/29/18 15:33		normal		ramosag		1015		R, GDAL, SNAP and QGIS		PhD student in Earth Resources by the Instituto Superior Técnico. 		Relevant publication: Ramos, A., Pereira, M. J., Soares, A., Do Rosário, L., Matos, P., Nunes, A., ... & Pinho, P. (2015). Seasonal patterns of Mediterranean evergreen woodlands (Montado) are explained by long-term precipitation. Agricultural and forest meteorology, 202, 44-50.
My ORCID: http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3307-8253.		Prof. Maria João Pereira, Instituto Superior Técnico		Yes (4th ESA Advanced Course on Radar Polarimetry). 		My goal is to build a strong understanding of concepts in remote sensing datasets along my PhD. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master in Forestry Engineering and Natural Resources
		My knowledge in remote sensing is mainly with optical satellite images. I have been studying vegetation dynamics in drylands with a coarse resolution dataset. 		I have some experience using spatial tool with R, bash and a little experience in python.
		YES

		1037		Ms.		female		Andreea-Luminița		Dedulescu		Andreea-Luminița Dedulescu		andreea_luminita95@yahoo.com		alexandru.badea@rosa.ro		UNIVERSITY OF AGRONOMIC SCIENCES AND VETERINARY MEDICINE OF BUCHAREST		59 Mărăşti Boulevard, District 1 Bucharest				011464		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40765318282		Romanian		11/26/95		Slobozia		true		1		4/25/18 19:18		4/28/18 9:07		normal		Andreea-Luminita		1037		I used SNAP program and data from Sentinel-1 satellites		I am a student within Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering, final year, engineer by the end of June. 
I'm working on a radar technology study for my diploma paper.		I participated with my colleague Valentina Mihaela Bulibasa at the student symposium in April 2018 organized by Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering 
with the study „MAPS AND SATELLITE IMAGES – TOOLS FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE HISTORIC CENTER OF SIGHISOARA, AN UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE ”. 
I also attended the conference „European Space Programmes :
Applications and Synergies with a view on
Eastern Europe” in October 2017.		Prof. Alexandru Badea, Romanian Space Agency, Head of Space Applications dept.		NO		
I want to attend this course to gain new information and experience for my future studies		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Student in the terminal year		I have attended courses and laboratories both optical remote sensing and radar technology in the Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering where I gained basic knowledge.		I attended an online Oracle course in high school lasting one semester, I'm at the beginner level.		YES

		1024		Ms.		female		Davide		Di Carlo		Davide Di Carlo		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		IUAV		San Leonardo Filieri				03043		Cassino		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3737740996		Italian		12/31/88		Cassino		true		1		4/19/18 12:10		4/19/18 12:10		normal		davidedicarlo		1024		SNAP		
Currently I’m collaborating on two EU funded projects (EASME), SUPREME and SIMWESTMED coordinated by CORILA (http://www.msp-supreme.eu/). In such projects I’m supporting research staff and technicians to develop reports on current state of knowledge about legal and planning framework on MSP. Specifically, I deal with the approach of different countries on EU directives implementation and with graphic layout of presentations and deliverables.		During my internship and thesis research, I've supported researchers of ISMAR CNR for the Systematic Conservation Planning on Biodiversity conservation in the Adriatic-Ionian Region, giving a positive contribution in data analysis and modelling phase, thanks to my good capability in data management with GIS software’s and MARXAN tool. The work contributed to a publication of an academic paper that will be published in December 2017 (Gissi et al., Addressing complex conservation challenges through marine spatial prioritization, Conservation Biology, Forthcoming).		Daniel DePellegrin, Researcher at the Italian National Research Council – Institute of Marine Sciences (CNR-ISMAR; Venice,
Italy)		NO		My willingness to join resides in several reasons, firstly, my efforts focus on providing to decision makers the best information possible in order to make an informed and conscious decision on different issues. 
I'm very keen in learning new technologies such as remote sensing and SAR and very interested in the interdisciplinary application of GIS technology in support  biodiversity conservation, sustainability issues and urban planning.
I'm confident that such experience with ESA can give an added value to my eventually forthcoming PhD in Science and Management of Climate Change in Venice regarding the adaptation in policies of Adriatic coastal strip in a global change.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master in Planning and Policy for the Landscape, city and environment		Basic knowledge of radar Remote sensing		Basic knowledge of Javascript, SQL, Python		YES

		1149		Ms.		female		Daniela		Di Leo		Daniela Di Leo		daniela.dileo@external.eumetsat.int		michela.sunda@eumetsat.int		EUMETSAT		EUMETSAT				64295		Darmstadt		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 1525 2814332		Italian		11/18/83		Battipaglia (SA)		true		1		5/18/18 12:19		5/22/18 9:07		normal		dileo		1149		Having worked as SAR Data processing Engineer, I particularly worked with MATLAB software developing processing algorithms and routines to cross-compare L1B output data with simultaneously data acquired by other sensors. My Master thesis on remote sensing gave me the opportunity to work with IDL program, but also with NEST and ENVI tools.
 I have worked with data acquired with SnowSAR sensor, a polarimetric radar acquiring data at X and Ku-bands developed in the framework of the ESA CoReH2O (Cold Regions Hydrology High-resolution Observatory) mission. I had also the opportunity to work with TerraSAR-X images acquired over snow-cover area and over metropolitan areas in Naples.		I am currently working as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT following processing specifications definition relative to the Scatterometer, Microwave Radiometer and Radio Occultation instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. In this position I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach. Indeed, my position ranges from the definition and consolidation of processing algorithms and product specifications to the calibration and validation plan assessment, from Industry documentation review to Test Data definition, for ensuring that End-to-End Mission requirements and objectives are achieved. This also allows me to gain knowledge and experience in processing algorithm definition and system requirements analysis, verification and validation of products and algorithms, and E2E performance requirements. 		As Data Processing Engineer, I was responsible for signal processing of airborne data acquired over snow covered areas (Alaska, Canada, Finland, Austria) with a polarimetric airborne SAR, operating at X and Ku bands.
Main tasks covered were:
▪ Processing of raw L0 data up to calibrated L1B radar backscattering.
▪ Writing Matlab routines and improving of existing algorithms in order to have better calibrated images. Problem investigation and solving issues attitude.
▪ Data quality analysis of the radar backscattering from snow- covered area and comparison of data acquired by TerraSAR-X and scatterometer instrument.
▪ Writing of scientific articles and technical documentation for ESA
▪ Participation to formal meeting and international conference (ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, 16/09/2014 - 17/09/2014, Noordwijk, The Netherlands).

Publications
D.Di Leo, D. Riccio, "Multiple Reflections in a SAR images of Business Districts", SPIE-Remote Sensing, Prague, September 2011.

H.Rott, T. Nagler, K.Voglmeier, R.Prinz, R.Fromm, A.Coccia, A.Meta, D.Di Leo, D.Scuttemeyer, "Ku- and X-band backscatter analysis and SWE retrieval for alpine snow", Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), 13-18 July 2014.

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, "Analysis of the SnowSAR images acquired over a sub-arctic open tundra watershed in Canada", ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, Noordwijk (Netherlands) 16-17 September 2014. 

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, L.Corucci, "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic watershed in Canada", IET International Radar Conference, 14-16 October 2015, Hangzhou, China.

Honors and awards
IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter (October 2010): Winner of one of the prizes established by the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter for the best thesis in 2010 on topics discussed on Remote Sensing.

IET International Radar Conference (Hangzhou, October 2015)
The paper "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic open Tundra watershed in Canada" was awarded as the excellent paper.
		Michela Sunda, EPS-SG Instrument Chain System Engineer, EUMETSAT		NO		In my current position as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach relative to different instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. Therefore I would like to attend this course for having an insight in a wide spectrum of remote sensing related topics. Indeed, the course is covering many aspects relative to atmosphere, ocean and land data retrieval and assimilation, Earth system modelling that can provide me the right background to better understand details relative to processing of the instruments that I am currently following. Relatively to my current experience here in EUMETSAT, the course is also quite interesting dealing with forecast related topic and data assimilation in NWP explaining also the important role of satellite in climate monitoring. Moreover, having an end-to-end role for each instrument chain, following from data acquisition and processing till Calibration and Validation plans definition, the course can provide me the end-to-end perspective going from measurement techniques to end-user applications.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master degree in Telecommunication Engineer. Currently working in EUMETSAT. 		Having worked as SAR Processing Engineer, I have gained experience in processing and calibration of data acquired with a polarimetric airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SnowSAR sensor) operating at X and Ku bands, improving my knowledge of the whole data processing chain. I earn experience in developing Matlab algorithms to accomplish all the data processing steps, from L0 data up to the calibrated radar L1B product. I took also the opportunity to learn more about data quality analysis, developing a strong problem solving attitude and improving my scientific and technical knowledge relevant to Radar instrument. I have knowledge of the radar backscattering from snow because the SnowSAR sensor has been developed to obtain radar images with a high spatial resolution during extended time periods over snow-covered area. Several campaigns were performed in Lapland, Alaska and Austria during the winters 2011-2013 to obtain time serious measurements to check change in radar backscattering of snow and to test the theoretical algorithms
I discussed a master thesis in the field of remote sensing, winning one of the prize established by the IEEE for the better thesis discussed in the remote sensing field during the year 2010. My thesis deals with the multiple reflections from building in the metropolitan area. After the graduation I did for almost one year a PhD at the University of Naples, continuing the innovative work of my thesis and gaining knowledge on the calibration of TerraSAR-X and CosmoSkyMed images		Beside of Matlab language, I also have experience with IDL programming and I am able to use NEST, ENVI and Global Mapper tools. My experience in C++ is related to the University years. 		YES

		1105		Ms.		female		Alina		Radutu		Alina Radutu		alina.radutu@rosa.ro		radu.gogu@utcb.ro		Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest (UTCB)/ Romanian Space Agency (ROSA)		Lacul Tei No. 122-124				020396		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40213168722		Romanian		8/22/84		Valenii de Munte, Prahova, Romania		true		1		5/4/18 17:27		5/15/18 11:44		normal		radutu		1105		I used NEST, SNAP, ENVI, Remote View, ArcGIS. I'm learning SARPROZ. I used Landsat, SPOT, Modis, SMOS, Envisat, Sentinel 1, Sentinel 2 data 		My current research activity is related to the use of remote sensing techniques and EO data for assessing the groundwater dynamics in urban areas. Many urban areas are affected by subsidence caused by groundwater pumping for industrial and residential needs. In this context, my research is focused on the use of SAR techniques for mapping vertical ground displacements and their correlation with the underground phenomena and processes involving groundwater (underground infrastructures, pumping, recharge, etc.)		Since 2008 I am involved at Romanian Space Agency in related activities to emergency and disaster response services using satellite imagery. I am part of the ROSA organization team for EO events, including an annual conference dedicated to Copernicus programme. Some relevant EO projects (from ROSA and UTCB) are: 
-2008-2012: Fp7/ Geoland2 (towards an operational GMES Land Monitoring Core Service); 
-2008-2011: Fp7/SAFER (Services and Applications For Emergency Response); 
-2008-2011: PNCDI II/MUTER (Applications and utilities for monitoring land use using geospatial data and technologies).
-2015-2016: Norvegian Grants/N4D (Nature4Decision-making) - Demonstrating and promoting natural values to support decision-making in Romania
- 2016-2018: ERA-LEARN 2020/INXCES- Innovations for eXtreme Climatic eventS
Relevant articles: 
- “Damage assessment of affected areas using satellite imagery during the floods in Romania, June-July, 2010", TIEMS 18th Annual Conference, Bucharest, Romania, 2011, A. Radutu, D. Bratasanu, I. Nedelcu, I. Vlad
- "An overview of ground surface displacements generated by groundwater dynamics, revealed by InSAR techniques", 2017,  Procedia Engineering, 209, pp.119-126. doi: 10.1016/j.proeng.2017.11.137 

		Prof. Dr. Habil. Constantin Radu Gogu, Head of Groundwater Engineering Research Centre, Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest		- ROSA/ESA/DLR Radar Remote Sensing Course 2009, 26-30 October 2009, Bucharest, Romania
- 6th ESA Advanced Training Course in Land Remote Sensing, 14-18 september 2015, Bucharest, Romania		Urban areas represent very dynamic human settlements. Environmental aspects represent important features for the sustainable urban development. My research is related to the environmental problems from the urban areas, with a special focus on the dynamics of groundwater and their influence on vertical ground displacement. I am sure that I can learn many useful things for my research from this course, as groundwater represents one of the reservoirs of water cycle, which will be presented during the course. I'm interested also on the influence of cryosphere and of other systems interacting in the urban environment. I think that remote sensing is a powerful tool which can be used for assessing sustainable development, and which is not yet enough exploited.  ESA Summer Schools and trainings are the best programmes of learning the new techniques and use the new Remote Sensing data available at European level. The professors giving the lectures are always among the best specialists in their field.This is why I would like to attend this course, in order to learn more how I can use EO for approaching environmental aspects and for improving my skills in the remote sensing domain.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		MSc., 2nd year PhD		I am familiarized with different remote sensing data both optical and radar. I used optical data for environmental applications assessing vegetation indices, soil indices, different classifications, change detection. I used both radar and optical data for assessing flood masks. For radar remote sensing I realized terrain geocoding, oil spils detection, DInSAR and now I'm practicing on PSInSAR.   		I used for different projects basic programming in Matlab		YES

		1085		Ms.		female		Annunziata		Pirro		Annunziata Pirro		apirro@nd.edu		Harindra.J.Fernando.10@nd.edu		University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		University of Notre Dame, 156 Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering				46556		Notre Dame		US		United States		United States of America		North_America		+15743399110		Italian		4/29/85		Nocera Inferiore		true		1		4/30/18 17:00		5/1/18 16:17		normal		nunziapirro		1085		For my research I use the Climate Model Diagnostic Analyzer (CMDA), which is a system developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory to analyze climate datasets. It contains multiple satellite observational data, reanalysis data, and model outputs. It also provides single and multiple-variable analysis tools that can be used with the original input datasets or with a user-uploaded datasets. I use the AVISO Sea Surface Height (SSH) data set to investigate the Rossby waves in the Bay of Bengal by performing analysis of time series and averages in time and space of the ocean surface variable. The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from MODIS Aqua, GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate) and wind field from ECMWF are used to study the behavior of the upper ocean and lower atmosphere before, during and after a monsoon event in order to investigate the air sea interaction in the Bay of Bengal. The NASA METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) supports this analysis by identifying events of deep atmospheric convection. 
I also use software like Grapher and Surfer to create 2D-3D maps of the Bay of Bengal based on physical ocean properties detected by remote sensing.
Output from COAMPS coupled ocean-atmosphere model developed by the US Naval Research Laboratory, observational dataset from shipboard instrumentations such as VMP, ADCP and moorings, are processed using MATLAB. The scope is to compare and complement results from remote sensing analysis with model outputs and high-resolution in-situ ocean measurements. Data acquisition, data analysis and visualization are obtained through MATLAB scripts that I created.  
		I am a fourth-year doctoral researcher in the Department of Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences at University of Notre Dame. My dissertation in Physical Oceanography seeks to better understand the physics and dynamics of the Northern Indian Ocean with the ultimate goal of increasing weather forecasting accuracy. More specifically, I study the effect of oceanic intraseasonal oscillations on the Indian Ocean's monsoons dynamics, in particular the coupling of ocean and atmospheric disturbances of 30-60 day periods. Since the coastal communities of Southeast Asia are prone to floods, tsunamis and storm surges, improving our understanding of the Indian monsoons will minimize risks to the population and will mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters. 
In 2014 and 2015, my work focused on ocean-field observations in the Bay of Bengal. As a member of two scientific cruises, I collected ocean/atmosphere data using in-situ and remote sensors instruments. For my research, I also used the Sea Surface Height (SSH) AVISO satellite remote sensing data to delineate the migration of Rossby waves in the ocean. These waves produce distinct SSH patterns, which could be related to intraseasonal variability of oceans. After two years of data analysis, I realized that the information provided by in-situ measurements and remote sensing is a useful key input when assimilated in regional atmospheric models to improve monsoon forecast. To this end, during the summer of 2016 I started working with numerical “model” colleagues at US Naval Research Laboratory in Mississippi on atmospheric models as applied to monsoon forecasting.
So far, my data shows that the measured subsurface flow is well-linked to the SSH features, and hence Rossby waves. In addition, the analysis of the surface currents in the BoB combined with the wind field dataset from ECMWF shows that the 30-60 day oceanic intraseasonal oscillations appear in conjunction with the beginning of the summer monsoon season confirming a correlation between monsoon phenomena and ocean dynamics during the summer season.
In order to better observe the ocean response (to the monsoons) in terms of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and the influence of the upper ocean on the atmospheric dynamics during monsoon events, this summer I will collect simultaneous ocean-atmosphere data in a strategic area of the BoB (2°-22°N; 85°-90°E) aboard the R/V Tommy Thompson. Here, I will have the opportunity to operate the Remote Ocean Surface Radiometer (which measures the SST with an accuracy higher than the satellites) and I will analyze high-resolution atmospheric data collected by the W-C130 aircraft, which will conduct flights through monsoon events. Satellite retrievals from MODIS Aqua (SST), GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate), TOPEX POSIDON-Jason and METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) are key tools that I will use to support and integrate my analysis to understand the ocean-atmosphere interaction. From this summer work, I am expecting to have a clear understanding of the ocean and of the atmosphere dynamics before, during and after a monsoon event. In addition, the unique dataset collected will be an invaluable resource for future data analysis with the ultimate goal of improving monsoon forecast accuracy. The use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interaction in the Northern Indian Ocean with evident beneficial results for the society.
		I completed my Bachelor’s and Master's degrees in Civil Engineering at the University of Salerno (Italy) in 2013. My Master thesis aimed to predict the effects of climate change on the durability of building structures and to provide workable solutions to increase mechanical strength and the life-expectancy of construction materials. The research involved extensive experimental work on concrete cubes under extreme thermal conditions. 
After my studies in Italy, I realized that a Ph.D. in Physical Oceanography would allow me the opportunity to explore current environmental and climate questions and to apply my skills in both computational techniques and experimental methods in a field committed to sustainability of life on earth for all humankind. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the University of Notre Dame's graduate program in Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences in 2014.
As stated previously, my doctoral research seeks to better understand the role of the Indian Ocean in controlling the intensity and timing of the Indian Monsoons’ variability. By increasing the accuracy of monsoon forecasting, we will be able to mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters to the coastal communities of South East Asia. To achieve my research goal I use in-situ ocean-atmosphere data collected by ship-based and remote sensing instruments during two scientific cruises (2014 and 2015) in the Bay of Bengal (BoB). The results are augmented by satellite products like Sea Surface Temperature, Global Precipitation Measurement, Sea Surface Height and wind field and, by coupled ocean-atmosphere COAMPS models outputs.
In the summer of 2016, I started a collaboration with leading oceanographers at NASA’s Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. Here, I learned how to process and analyze the data collected during the 2015 cruise, and I saw firsthand how models can be combined with observational and satellite data to enhance our understanding of severe weather events. The curiosity for learning more about models and satellite assimilation stimulated me for a new challenge. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the highly competitive summer program at NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) during the summer of 2017. Here, I had an exclusive opportunity to learn from experts in the field on how to use satellite observations to advance climate models. While working at JPL, I used my communication and personal skills to establish professional relations with scientists working at NASA, which led to research collaboration.
The results obtained from the 2014 fieldwork led to a co-author publication to the peer-reviewed Journal of Geophysical Research. Currently, I have two first-author articles for publication that will be soon submitted.
I have been very active in presenting the results of my work at national and international conference, workshops and scientific meeting. Specifically, in 2015 I attended a professional meeting at UMass Dartmouth and in New Orleans. In 2016, I presented a poster at the OSM in New Orleans, at the 48th International Colloquium in Liege and I gave a talk at Oregon State University. Lastly, I gave a talk at the 2018 OSM in Portland. The work presented at these conferences was based on the accomplishments from the 2015 field campaign. The Liege Colloquium was funded by a NASA travel grant while, the 2018 OSM was supported by the IndianaView scholarship, which I was awarded for using remote sensing to advance my research.
The 2018 summer will be a very fruitful period for my research and professional development. I will present at the 8th ISEH conference at Notre Dame and, after participating into the 3rd field campaign in the BoB (June 30th – July 20th), I will give a talk at the University of Bologna (Italy), were I was invited by the Prof. Nadia Pinardi to talk about my recent research outcomes and discuss future research opportunities.
Serving as student representative of The Oceanography Society and laboratory mentor for undergraduate students, I hope to improve students’ education in ocean science. 
		Harindra Joseph Fernando, Wayne and Diana Murdy Endowed Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Earth Sciences and Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		NO		The 2018 ESA Earth Observation (EO) Summer School provides a unique opportunity to work with an international and diverse group of researchers. The interdisciplinary nature of the Summer School will allow further development of my applied skills using remote sensing and earth system modeling that are critical to answering the most challenging questions of my research projects. In particular, the use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interactions in the Bay of Bengal since they overcome the limitations of in-situ measurements by covering a larger spatial-temporal area, and providing a wider dataset. A secondary, but no less significant benefit of the Summer School is the platform afforded; one in which I will have the opportunity to discuss my current work with scientists from varying cultures and backgrounds, and to learn from the perspectives of my contemporaries. Lastly, the 2018 ESA EO Summer School is the perfect platform to establish successful scientific collaborations, which lie at the heart of modern scientific progress. As an Italian female scientist, I enjoy the ability to work across disciplines, personalities, and cultures to generate innovative ideas to challenging research questions. I look forward to beginning the Summer School for many reasons, but the perhaps the most important is the opportunity it provides to conduct cutting-edge research by honing my gained professional skill set in remote sensing. Specifically, I aim to learn different applications and types of remote sensing, to improve remote sensing techniques and lastly, complement my studies by learning how satellite observations can be assimilated into earth system modeling. My love for people, my passion for science and my varied research experiences have prepared me for the challenges of the program, and I feel confident in my ability to be a valued team player. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		I am knowledgeable about both optical and radar remote sensing. I have four years of graduate training in this field at University of Notre Dame and other coursework. More specifically, my recent training was at NASA in 2017. The summer program “using satellite data to advance climate models” was a useful course to learn the basic properties of the two systems and the principles of operation. I was also trained on different methods for acquiring information and different applications in earth sciences, with a main focus on satellite assimilation in climate models. Because my research aims to investigate the Bay of Bengal under monsoon events, which are associated with extreme weather conditions, I need to strength my train on optical and radar remote sensing. Through the ESA summer school, I aim to reach a higher level of knowledge on remote sensing techniques especially on microwave remote sensing. Since these types of remote sensing have the advantage of being unaffected by cloud cover or rain at low frequency, with day and night observations, they can carry out surface observations frequently and operationally. Thus, they are crucial for the purpose of my research.		I have more than 12 years in MATLAB programming experience. Through formal coursework that began as an undergraduate, I started to learn this useful programming language. My Master’s thesis utilized MATLAB to acquire 2D images of concrete cubes and create 3D models and, simulate the changing of concrete cubes over the time exposed to different climate conditions. As a doctoral researcher, MATLAB is the primary tool I use to perform data analysis. I use it for the satellite and in-situ measured data acquisition, the computation, and for plotting data. Specifically, I am able to create 2D and 3D maps of geographic areas taking as input satellite oceanographic and atmospheric products. I also use MATLAB for image processing techniques in a remote sensing application. In addition to course work and graduate research training, I have taught others how to use MATLAB, in particular I have been a Teaching Assistant for the undergraduate class Computational Methods during 2016.		YES

		1009		Ms.		female		Gaia		Piccioni		Gaia Piccioni		gaia.piccioni@tum.de		florian.seitz@tum.de		DGFI-TUM		Arcisstr. 21				80333		Munich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 (89) 23031-1214		Italian		10/13/90		Tarquinia		true		1		4/9/18 17:08		4/13/18 14:52		normal		gaiapi		1009		I use level-2 ocean altimetry data from the following missions: TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2, ENVISAT, ERS-2.		My main task at DGFI-TUM is to improve and update the former Empirical Ocean Tide model (EOT) with the latest altimetric data, focusing on performance enhancement in coastal and polar regions. At the moment, I am analysing the performance at the coast of a tidal solution obtained from different retracking methods along Jason-1 and Jason-2 satellite tracks.		After my BSc in aerospace engineering in 2013 (University of Padua, Italy), I attended the MSc in Earth and Space Physics and Engineering (ESPE) at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), from September 2013 until August 2015. My final thesis was made in collaboration with ESA/ESRIN, where I worked for 4 months (February-June 2015) as trainee. After my graduation, I worked as research assistant for the DTU Space department, in the division of geodesy, from August 2015 until June 2016. During this period I had the chance to co-author an article about the sea level variations monitored with satellite altimetry in the Arctic (Andersen and Piccioni, 2016) . In July 2016 I started my PhD at DGFI-TUM in tide models with ocean altimetry. In the last three years I attended  workshops with poster contributions, such as Sentinel-3 For Science (2015), 9th and 10th Coastal Altimetry (2015 and 2017) and the ESA Living Planet Symposium (2016). In 2017 I attended the Ocean  Surface Topography Science Team (OSTST) meeting, with an oral presentation on  "Coastal improvements for tidal models: the benefit of ALES retracker".		Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Florian Seitz, DGFI-TUM		ESA Advanced Training on Ocean Remote sensing. Brest, 2015		The final purpose of my PhD is to derive a tide model from altimetry data, with focus on areas of great interest for climate change studies, such as coastal and polar regions. I believe that the ESA EO Summer School will be useful for my research on different levels: insights on the Earth system and different monitoring techniques will deepen my understanding on ocean observation, and help me to locate the role of tides on the overall climatic system. Moreover, the knowledge of different monitoring techniques may be used in the future to validate my final tide model - or inspire a new synergistic product. Furthermore, I consider the topic of data assimilation of great interest for my work, because I can learn new methods to optimize and evaluate my model.
Finally, I am highly convinced that such kind of events are fundamental for young scientists, as they give the chance to not only exchange ideas with people coming from different backgrounds, but also to begin relationships which can become future collaborations.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year of PhD		Advanced level in ocean radar altimetry, with which I work for my PhD, and basic knowledge of other remote sensing techniques.
		Working knowledge of Matlab (advanced level), Fortran (advanced level), and Python (intermediate level)
		YES

		1112		Ms.		female		Alexandra		Heck		Alexandra Heck		alexandra.heck@kit.edu		bernhard.heck@kit.edu		Geodetic Institute / Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		KIT Geodätisches Institut		Englerstrasse 7		76131		Karlsruhe		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 721 608 43667		German		3/27/88		Karlsruhe		true		1		5/9/18 11:11		5/14/18 11:20		normal		AlexKHeck		1112		Software: DORIS, ROI_PAC, SNAP (Sentinel-1 Toolbox), StaMPS
Data: ERS, Envisat, Sentinel-1		My current research activities focus on the geodynamics of the Upper Rhine Graben. The aim of my PhD is to derive a 3d velocity field using Sentinel-1, GPS and leveling data. My focus is on the persistent scatterer InSAR analysis of the Sentinel-1 data, the data fusion of the three named geodetic techniques as well as the validation of the 3d velocity field using a 3d finite element model.		Education:
2011-2016: Study of Geophysics at the Department of Physics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
2016: Graduation (Master of Science) in Geophysics, Topic of Master Thesis: "Application of bistatic TanDEM-X interferometry to analyze volcanic activity at Shiveluch, Kamchatka"

Relevant participations to conferences:
Fringe, 2017, Helsinki: "Application of Bistatic TanDEM-X Interferometry at Shiveluch Volcano: DEM Corrections and Error Analysis" (Poster)
EGU, 2016, Vienna: "Lava emplacements at Shiveluch volcano (Kamchatka) from June 2011 to September 2014 observed by TanDEM-X SAR-Interferometry" (Poster)		Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Bernhard Heck
Chair of Physical and Satellite Geodesy
Geodetic Institute
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		NO		As Geophysicist I learned the potential of remote sensing to study geodynamic processes, such as earthquakes and active volcanoes.
So I am looking forward to the earth observation summer school to learn more about the application possibilities of optical and radar remote sensing, especially the possibilities to combine them. Since my past and current focus lies on the solid earth, I am also eager to learn more about the ocean, cryosphere and vegetation systems and how to handle the corresponding optical or radar signals in case of useful signal or interfering signal.
		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD candidate (2nd year)		optical remote sensing: basic
radar remote sensing: profound		Matlab (I am able to write complex programs)
C++ (I am able to write simple programs)
Python (I am able to understand and modify programs)
In addition, I have experience with Java, Gnuplot and Unix shell programming.

		YES

		1084		Ms.		female		Carina		Jank		Carina Jank		jank@geoville.com		weichselbaum@geoville.com		GeoVille GmbH		Sparkassenplatz 2		3. Stock		6020		Innsbruck		AT		Austria		Austria		Western_Europe		0043 (0)512/562021-14		Austrian		1/16/93		Hall in Tirol		true		1		4/30/18 15:43		5/14/18 14:03		normal		cjank		1084		Optical remote sensing data: HR (i.e. Seninel-2), VHR (Worldview 3&4, RapidEye, SPOT 6&7)
specific in-situ data
Software: ArcGIS, QGIS		My current research project is reshaping the EO value chain and significantly simplifying the development and delivery of EO value-added services. The major technological delivery of the project is the PerceptiveSentinel platform, that combines big data sources into a single system. The data is transformed into action by applying deep learning to unlock its value. The PerceptiveSentinel platform provides the necessary toolset to transform petabytes of data into action for a domain of choice. It enables the fusion of Copernicus data with other, EO and non-EO data sources and will deliver capabilities to engage new kinds of questions and solve the most challenging forecasting problems facing EO data today. Within the scope of the project the following EO value-added services in the field of agriculture are being developed: Cultivated areas, crop type, crop cycle, crop damage, moisture content and crop yield.		Project member in EEA Copernicus HRL 2015 Lot 1 (“Imperviousness”) and Lot 5 (“Small Woody Features”) at GeoVille GmbH: working in automatic image classifications and feature detections with HR and VHR satellite data (Sentinel-2, Spot 5 and IRS)		Mag. Jürgen Weichselbaum, GeoVille GmbH		NO		I’m a junior expert in EO and GIS Operations at GeoVille GmbH and currently at the 2nd year of the master’s programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg. In my previous work experience and academic education, I’ve gained an applied acknowledgement in a widespread array of operations with geodata, GI Systems, EO data analytics and land cover mapping and monitoring. I’m sure that the additional specific expertise gained in the EO Summer School would be very helpful for me and for my further work on the master thesis. My master thesis project aims to enhance digital diagnostics of potato diseases such as early blight based on a database containing over 20.000 samples of images of plant diseases worldwide. The high and very high resoluted satellite data (i.e. Sentinel-2) are connected with appropriate in-situ data and meteorological information to build an algorithm (machine learning). Accordingly, we are able to provide an end-user application that locates and identifies diseases and is provided to the farmers by a quick and reliable advice in nearly real time. Therefore, as our company is working in several projects on end-user applications based on several data like satellite data or in-situ data, not only me but our entire team would benefit from my participation in the EO Summer School. Particularly the specific training in data processing by using the ESA EO toolboxes is of great interest for me. I would be very happy to receive a positive acceptance for the EO Summer School.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Bachelor of Science,
2nd year in Master's programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg		optical HR (i.e. Sentinel-2) satellite data - Intermediate
optical VHR (i.e. Spot 5) stellite data - Intermediate		Python - Intermediate
R – Basic
PostgreSQL/PostGIS – Basic		YES

		1053		Ms.		female		Nela		Jantol		Nela Jantol		njantol@oikon.hr		zmesic@oikon.hr		Oikon ltd.		Trg senjskih uskoka 1-2				10000		Zagreb		HR		Croatia		Croatia		Eastern_Europe		+385916385646 		Croatian		5/10/88		Zagreb		true		1		4/27/18 10:31		4/27/18 10:31		normal		Nela_Jantol		1053		QGIS, Snap, semi-automatic classification plugin, R		Professional associate - EIA, SEA, Main assessments, Natura 2000 projects (management, monitoring, assessments)		1. April 2018. Antalya, Turkey– Workshop coordinator as a part of the project: Technical Assistance for Strengthening the National Nature Protection System for Implementation of Natura 2000 Requirement. Creating semi-automatic classification habitat map for group exercise 
2. September 2017. Vodice, Croatia – Third regional conference on environmental impact assessment - Evaluation of Natura 2000 habitats – methods and challenges (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan, Medeja Pistotnik, Zrinka Mesić)
- The habitat map development and the definition of ecological requirements and conservation zones of the natural values of the Brijuni National Park (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Tena Birov, Tatjana Vujnović, Silvija Kipson, Sandro Dujmović, Moira Buršić, Zrinka Mesić)
- Importance of biospeleological research: HES Kosinj case study (authors: Davor Korman, Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić)
3. May 2017. Reykjavík, Iceland - 2nd COST Action TU1401 Training School 2017: Questions of Power and Participation: Renewable Energy and Landscape in Policy and Planning 22 - 26 May 2017
4. February 2017. Zagreb, Croatia- 2nd Symposium on Freshwater Biology; Diversity of aquatic vegetation and habitats of Mrežnica River (authors: Nela Jantol, Antun Alegro)
5. November 2016. Zagreb, Croatia - 2nd Croatian Symposium on invasive species; Paulownia tomentosa - THE QUIET INVADER? (authors: Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić, Tena Birov, Ana Selak, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan

6. Chancellor's Award (University of Zagreb) for the scientific work " Analysis of chloroplast DNA diversity and phylogeography of common sage (Salvia officinalis L.)" in Zagreb 2013. Supervisor: Prof. Zlatko Liber, PhD. Presented at Societas biologorum croatica Congress 2015.		Zrinka Mesić, PhD, Head of Nature Protection Division, Department of Nature Protection and Landscape		NO		Dear reviewers, 

I majored in Ecology and Nature Protection and for the past two years I have been working at the Institute of Applied Ecology where I participate in creating Environmental Assessment Studies for the biodiversity, protected areas and ecological network segment. Here I observe the natural values and how they might be affected by a certain plan, project or strategy. My work also includes other projects such as studies of nature protection that provide the base for further project decisions. 

Some of the recent projects I work on include remote sensing applications such as monitoring chlorophyll a change in a coastal lagoon using Sentinel 2 imagery. My main task is to compare the sampling plots at different depths and positions in a specific environment of coastal lagoon to get the seasonal dynamics of photosynthetic activity. The processing of satellite images is paired with in-situ measurements. Challenges I came across include choosing the right atmospheric correction and creating a model for predicting chl a concentration. 
Creating and testing models for estimating biomass from satellite derived images on shrubs in Croatia for the project of monitoring and reporting system of carbon emissions is another example of the work I carried out. I sorted and analyzed data for different age classes of sampled forests, built models using linear regression in R for predicting biomass and applied prediction formulas to large and small wood waste. 

I am interested in this summer school since it can provide helpful and detailed information about ESA programmes that I can use in nature conservation management and nature resources management that provide the base for further project development. Specifically, I want to learn in more detail about earth system modelling for use in sea and land habitat mapping and forecasting, as well as to learn more about the toolboxes that will be of great value for future projects in land-use change and for analyzing ecosystem dynamics.


Best regards, Nela
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master of Ecology and Nature protection		Optical remote sensing - Sentinel2 and Landsat 8 image processing
Radar remote sensning - brief introdction		Python - intermediate, R - intermediate		YES

		1139		Ms.		female		Karolina		Owczarz		Karolina Owczarz		karolina.owczarz@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		27 Stanisława Wyspiańskiego St.				 50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		726876416		Polish		3/29/93		Trzebnica		true		1		5/14/18 19:54		5/15/18 22:02		normal		Karolina		1139		Software: GMT5SAR, SARPROZ, SNAP, SNAPHU, QGIS, ArcGIS

Data: Sentinel-1, Sentinel 2, SRTM		Currently, I am studying the influence of induced seismics on terrain surfaces with the use of satellite radar interferometry. I use Sentinel satellite imagery to determine displacements.		I work at the Wroclaw Institute of Spatial Information and Artificial Intelligence and there I deal with the processing of satellite imagery and Geographic Information System (GIS). I take part in the project CheckGREEN Application for Monitoring of Greening Practices and DIAS - Copernicus Data and Informaton Access Service.		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		The course at ESRIN is very interesting to me because it is related to the issue of remote sensing. I use knowledge in this field both during doctoral studies and in professional work. Participation in this course would enable me to acquire new knowledge, skills, experience, raise qualifications and get to know specialists in the field of remote sensing. In my doctoral thesis I use the processing of satellite imagery to determine deformations on the surface of the terrain. Therefore, participating in this course would help me find the best solution to this problem. Nowhere else will I get the remote sensing knowledge at such a high level as in ESRIN. Participation in these workshops is very important to me because I want to develop scientifically and professionally in remote sensing.		Fair		Female		Terms and Conditions		first year PhD 		During my studies, I came across a remote sensing which I consider to be a very interesting field. Therefore, I became more interested in the topic and wrote a master thesis on the dislocations of the  North Anatolian Fault in Turkey using the SBAS method. Since then I have been dealing with teletexting all the time. I process satellite imagery to generate a numerical terrain model, classification, calculate indicators such as NDVI, displacement detection. I have knowledge about radar images, optical images, methods of their development, software.		Python - basic level		YES

		1089		Ms.		female		Cherry Ann Wooller		Jones		Cherry Ann Wooller Jones		cherry.jones@cefas.co.uk		lauren.biermann@cefas.co.uk		Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas)		Cefas Laboratory		Pakefield Road		NR33 0HT		Lowestoft		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07453318293		British		6/12/95		Norwich, England		true		1		5/1/18 10:24		5/31/18 11:57		normal		CherryJones		1089		Mainly use analysis ready remotely sensed data, for example, very high resolution aerial photography which has already been geo-rectified and digital surface models constructed in Agisoft PhotoScan software, which I then analyse and manipulate using ESRI ArcGIS and Python. The X-band radar data and CCTV images I work with are processed and analysed in MatLab. I have used Fledermaus to view and modify LiDAR bathymetry and topography.		Since graduating Environmental Geophysics with a Starred First from the University of East Anglia 18 months ago, I have been working as a Coastal Processes Scientist for the British Government at Cefas (Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science). I study shore line change and sediment transport pathways, with a focus on new nuclear build sites, using novel remote sensing techniques, such as very high resolution (15 mm) aerial photography, DSMs derived using structure from motion, X-band radar and CCTV imagery.  I also study coastal vulnerability to storm events, coastal classification from breaking wave characteristics using high resolution LiDAR bathymetry and topography and collaborate internationally on building the scientific capability of small island state Government's.
I represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) Earth Observation Centre of Excellence, where cutting edge applications of Sentinel data are developed, and I am involved with projects from this group, including the automated detection and identification of sea vessels using AIS and SAR data. 		I have a background in geophysics and have studied the use of satellite remote sensed data as a tool for monitoring volcano and earthquake activity. I have focussed on coastal processes since starting at Cefas 18 months ago, and I am working on my first paper for potential publication, comparing traditional methods of measuring rock platform erosion (micro-erosion meters) with the use of very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models. 
I have been chosen to represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA Earth Observation Centre of Excellence for the last 6 months, where I have been exposed to numerous innovative applications of satellite data, predominantly for land use classification and natural resource management.		Dr Lauren Biermann, Senior Remote Sensing Scientist, Cefas		NO		I am eager to develop my earth observation skill set, in order to identify potential innovative applications. I am interested in extending my work on automated shoreline detection using terrestrial x-band radar and CCTV photography to use satellite data. I think this could be of particular use for small island states where historical data is scarce, and satellite data may provide a cost effective coastal monitoring technique. I am also interested in the integration of satellite data and coastal models.  		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Starred First BSc(Hons) and 1.5 years as professional scientist. 		I work frequently with very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models derived from this photography using structure from motion. 
I studied satellite remote sensing theory, including the different orbital types, and the physics and applications of different sensor types (LiDAR, SAR, altimetry, multi-spectral). 
I analyse non-satellite remotely sensed data at a professional, post-graduate level. 		I have used a number of programming languages throughout my education and career. I am most fluent in Python and use it regularly to automate data processing and GIS tasks. I have been taught MatLab and have used and adapted MatLab code for geo-rectifying images and other data processing tasks but have not written original code in MatLab for some time. I was taught Java whilst at university, and whilst I have not written or applied Java code since then it was a valuable way to learn higher level object-oriented programming theory. I have an introductory knowledge of R. 		YES

		1039		Ms.		female		Sofia		Junttila		Sofia Junttila		sofia.junttila@nateko.lu.se		lars.eklundh@nateko.lu.se		Lund University		Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund university		Sölvegatan 12		223 62		Lund		SE		Sweden		Sweden		Western_Europe		+358503486758		Finnish		3/13/88		Laitila, Finland		true		1		4/26/18 10:58		4/30/18 15:27		normal		junttila		1039		Currently I use data from Sentinel-2 satellite. Earlier I have worked with Envisat MERIS, Aqua MODIS and NOAA AVHRR data.

Software I use: SNAP, Matlab, ENVI, ArcGIS, ERDAS Imagine.
		I am a first-year PhD student in the Department of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University, Sweden. The overarching aim of my PhD thesis project is to improve understanding of ecosystem scale carbon exchange at northern latitudes using optical remote sensing data. The specific objective is to understand the influence of spatial heterogeneity and temporal variations of vegetation and land surface on ecosystem carbon fluxes. Improved understanding of spatial and dynamic vegetation variables will be used for up-scaling carbon fluxes from flux towers to landscape level		I hold a Master of Science in hydrosphere geophysics from University of Helsinki, Finland. As minors I have studied meteorology, physics and methodological sciences included programming and GIS. In my Master’s thesis I developed phytoplankton spring bloom indicators using Envisat-MERIS data in the Baltic Sea. In addition, I have several years of experience in environmental remote sensing and geoinformatics from working at the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE).

Peer-reviewed scientific articles:
Anttila, S., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Attila, J., Junttila, S., Alasalmi, H., Hällfors, H., Kervinen, M., Koponen, S., 2018. A novel earth observation based ecological indicator for cyanobacterial blooms. International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, 64 (Supplement C): 145-155. 

Workshops and conferences: 
Junttila, S., Kelly, J., Kljun, N., Eklundh, L. 2018. Estimating carbon fluxes for Nordic ecosystems
using optical remote sensing data. OPTIMISE Final Conference. 21-23 February 2018, Sofia, Bulgaria. Poster presentation.

Junttila, S., Attila, J., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Kaitala, S., Alasalmi, H., Kervinen, M., Bruun, E., Anttila, S. 2013. Developing phytoplankton spring bloom indicator in coastal WFD regions from MERIS data. 6th EARSeL Workshop on Remote Sensing of the Coastal Zone. 5-7 June 2013, Matera, Italy. Oral presentation.		Professor Lars Eklundh, Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University		NO		My PhD thesis aims at better understanding the carbon cycle and how to obtain improved information about carbon flux dynamics using data from remote sensing satellites. I am sure this summer school would increase my knowledge of carbon cycle modelling and improve my skills to use Earth Observation satellite data in the most appropriate way.

Along with Earth observing satellite data, I am working with data from spectral measurement systems and UAVs (drones). These instruments provide data at widely different temporal and spatial scales that need to be integrated using – for example – Bayesian modelling. Data assimilation lectures would improve my understanding of different data integration methods and their possibilities and limitations. Practical exercises of data assimilation would give my tools to carry out data integration in my PhD thesis project and take full advantage of combining data from different instruments.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD student		I have good theoretical and practical knowledge of optical remote sensing, especially remote sensing of vegetation and water quality. I have basic theoretical knowledge of radar remote sensing but no practical experience on that.		Matlab (advanced), Python (basic), R (basic), C (intermediate), Java (intermediate)
		YES

		1146		Ms.		female		Marianthi		Karantzia		Marianthi Karantzia		marianthy.glf@gmail.com		parchar@hua.gr		National Technical University Of Athens		Iroon Politechniou, 9				157 80		Athens, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6944462658		Greek		4/11/94		Athens, Greece		true		1		5/16/18 15:54		5/17/18 11:47		normal		karantzia		1146		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T.)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD).		I am currently working on my master thesis concering Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis -  Harokopeio University Of Athens		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		master student		I am a beginner on Remote Sensing (Radar and Optical).		I have had a course for Python (spyder) and a course for R, so I am a beginner on both.		YES

		1013		Ms.		female		Diana		Orlandi		Diana Orlandi		diana.potter91@gmail.com		riccardo.pozzobon@unipd.it		University of Pisa		Via Santa Maria, 53				56125		Pisa		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+39 3341256323		Italian		5/27/91		Rome		true		1		4/12/18 11:09		4/30/18 20:30		normal		Diana_Orlandi		1013		Erdas, ArcGIS, QGIS (High level)
SNAP (Basic level)		Last June I graduated in the Geological sciences and technologies Master course at the University of Pisa. My fields of research were Remote Sensing, Planetary geology and photo-interpretation. My Master thesis was about the analysis of tectonic and volcanic structures of two volcanoes: one on Mars and one in Afar. Now I am still working for this project and I am working as a GIS Analyst in a small company.		I attended the Erasmus traineeship, staying for 2 months at the LPG (University of Nantes, France) and I worked on the Mars satellite imagery through Erdas sofwtare.
During my Master I made a 3 months traineeship at the INGV (Pisa section).
Partecipation for Poster session at EMRM 2016, EGU 2017 and AGU 2017.		Dr. Riccardo Pozzobon, University of Padova		No.		I would like to continue and improve my knowledge in the Radar remote sensing. If you give me this chance, I can finally learn how to analyse some radar data, interferograms and process this type of data. Moreover, I could learn more about Optical imagery and continue my studies on the volcanoes that I am studying in this period.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Just Master graduated		-Optical: I have been working a lot in optical satellite imagery.
-Thermal: I have been working on this type of imagery during my master thesis
-Radar: I have attended some exams about Radar remote sensing, learning about the principles, techniques, pre-processing and processing of the data.		Windows (good familiarity) and Python (basic level)		YES

		1080		Ms.		female		Aikaterini		Kikaki		Aikaterini Kikaki		akikakh@hotmail.com		konstantinos.karantzalos@gmail.com		National Technical University of Athens/Hellenic Centre for Marine Research		 Heroon Polytechniou 9				15780		Athens		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6979044695		Greek		1/24/89		Athens		true		1		4/30/18 11:18		4/30/18 11:18		normal		akikakh		1080		I use Snap, Seadas, Acolite, Envi and Qgis.
The remote sensing data I use are from Landsat-7, Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3 and Aqua-modis sensors and from Copernicus (CMEMS) website.		Currently I am working on ”Kifisos 2018” project in corporation with Hellenic Centre of Marine Research. That's why my research is focused on study of spatio-temporal changes of chla, sst and spm in Saronikos gulf due to river Kifisos using satellite data. I also study Sargassum algae blooms and plastic debris events in Caribbean Sea using high resolution satellite data.		I have a MEng in surveying engineering and a MSc in oceanography. Recently I have joined two workshops by EUMETSAT:1)Operational Marine Surface Analysis using EUMETSAT's Copernicus Marine Data Stream,2)Using the Copernicus Marine Data Stream for Ocean Applications. I have participated in three conferences: (3rd International Ocean Color Meeting, 10th & 11th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society) and I have one publication: Kikaki et al. (2014), ''Study of the Beach Zone of Koutsounari (SE Crete) using Video Monitoring Methods''.10th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society. Currently I am preparing for Ocean optics conference. I have also participated in scientific cruises by R/V "AEGEO".


		 Assistant Professor Konstantinos Karantzalos School of Rural & Surveying engineering National Technical University of Athens		NO		I strongly believe that if you give me the opportunity to participate in this summer school and discuss face to face with the lecturers I will definitely enhance my scientific background about earth system and its modelling. This fact is very essential for my research about eastern basin of Mediterranean Sea where data and studies are limited. This summer school is additionally very significant for me in order to enhance my knowledge about ocean and carbon cycle.Last but not least, the exercises will be very helpful in order to apply in practice the fundamentals of theory   using Ocean data lab and improve my skills about data assimilation.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD student		I am an early scientist and my remote sensing knowledge is in regard to monitoring of water quality parameters such as chl-a, temperature and spm  using satellite data from Landsat-7,8  Sentinel-2,3 and Aqua-Modis sensors. The experimental results regard to assessment of water quality in coastal areas of Greece using and developing empirical models and evaluation of bio-optical algorithms in Case I waters.  		I have used Matlab and R and my level  is good. 
I am also novice at Python.
		YES

		1035		Ms.		female		Cecile Marie Margaretha		Kittel		Cecile Marie Margaretha Kittel		ceki@env.dtu.dk		pbau@env.dtu.dk		Technical University of Denmark (DTU)		Technical University of Denmark, DTU Environment		Bygningstorvet, Bygning 115		2800		Kongens Lyngby		DK		Denmark		Denmark		Western_Europe		+4545251447		Danish		12/14/92		Roskilde, Denmark		true		1		4/25/18 10:02		4/26/18 15:41		normal		kittelc		1035		Remote sensing software used in my research is mostly SNAP (including GPT batch processing), as well as QGIS plugins (GRASS, GDAL…). I have worked briefly with BRAT to visualize Sentinel-3 altimetry data, but not extensively. 

I have worked with multiple remote sensing products including altimetry (CryoSat-2, Envisat, Jason-2, Sentinel-3), SAR imagery (Sentinel-1), total water storage (GRACE), optical imagery (Sentinel-2) and climate observations (ECMWF ERA-Interim, TRMM and FEWS-RFE). I work with Level-1 and -2 products.		I am currently a PhD student in the application of remote sensing for hydrological modelling. As a PhD student at DTU Environment, my main area of interest is the use of remote sensing for hydrological applications. In particular, I am interested in using novel observation techniques to force and calibrate simulations of hydrological state variables, for instance climate data, soil moisture, total water storage, land cover and water height. I am working in collaboration with DHI-GRAS, and my work draws elements from current projects with the European Space Agency regarding the use of remote sensing observations for environmental monitoring to promote sustainable development of water resources.		I have a background in environmental engineering (Msc. Eng. from 2016) and have worked as research assistant at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) on two ESA funded projects: TigerNET and GlobWetlands-Africa (GW-A). In my work for TigerNET, I participated in training activities at the South African National Space Agency (SANSA) and at ESA in Frascati, where I led the training module on River Basin Hydrology. I am currently helping develop a QGIS plugin for hydrological modelling for GW-A, the basis for which was recently published in Hydrology and Earth System Sciences:

Kittel, C. M. M., Nielsen, K., Tøttrup, C. and Bauer-Gottwein, P. 2018. Informing a hydrological model of the Ogooué with multi-mission remote sensing data. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 22: 1453-1472 

I also presented the work at EGU General Assembly in 2017 (EGU2017-8182) and in 2018, I presented work on combining Sentinel-1 SAR imagery water masks with CryoSat-2 radar altimetry (EGU2018-6406). Both abstracts were presented orally in Session HS 6.3: Water Level, Storage, Floods and Discharge from Remote Sensing and Assimilation in Hydrodynamic Models. 

Finally, I participated in the IAHS Measurements and Observations in the 21st Century (MOXXI) workshop in Geneva, Switzerland in December 2017 with an oral presentation on the potential to establish a global, operational river monitoring based on Sentinel-3 water surface elevation observations. I was also invited to sit in the panel for an interview-style discussion on sharing experiences and challenges of using innovative technologies in capacity development projects.		Professor Peter Bauer-Gottwein, Department of Environmental Engineering, Technical University of Denmark		NO		I wish to join the ESA Earth Observation Summer School to expand my knowledge on using remote sensing observations. My strong programming skills and experience with various remote sensing observations set a solid foundation for getting the most out of this summer school. I have a basic understanding of the theory behind a number of remote sensing techniques, and I think this course could provide me with practical experience in fully exploiting certain types of observations. For instance, I see great potential in data assimilation, which could add an interesting dimension to my work. I believe this course could provide me with a useful introduction to methods; I could apply directly in my research.  

Furthermore, I hope to expand my understanding of the physics of remote sensing observations and thus the potential and limitations of Earth observations. I believe that an end-to-end understanding of remote sensing will help me in communicating my work to potential end-users.   

The summer school is also a great opportunity to network and interact with fellow scientists working with remote sensing. As an early career scientist, a strong, cross-disciplinary and international network is highly important and valuable and I see this summer school as a great platform to build up my network.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD 		I have followed a post-graduate course on remote sensing, which included an introduction to polarimetric and interferometric SAR techniques and to remote sensing techniques at visible and infrared wavelengths but no practical applications. I have worked with a range of remote sensing products in the context of hydrological modelling applications, including Sentinel-1 SAR imagery for water masking, radar altimetry for water surface elevation and GRACE for total water storage information. I have also used Sentinel-2 optical data for water detection. 		I am an advanced user of Python, and competent in Matlab and R.		YES

		1066		Ms.		female		Hannah		Nguyen		Hannah Nguyen		hannah.nguyen@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		King's College London				WC2R 2LS		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447982654094		British		1/29/93		UK		true		1		4/27/18 17:15		5/29/18 13:54		normal		hannah.n		1066		Software:
Panoply
ENVI
Python
NetCDF utilities, ncdump,ncview ect
Data:
SEVIRI - FRP-PIXEL product
MODIS AOD
Global Geostationary Gridded Cloud Product (NASA LARC) (previous work)		My current project involves the use of a new fire emission inventory (FREM) in a coupled meteorology-chemistry model (WRF-Chem) to 1) evaluate the inventory against MODIS AOD data and 2) to optimise a scaling factor to be applied to the emissions to account for fires burning below the sensor's detection threshold and to account for the changing spatial resolution with satellite view angle.		Chemistry (MSci University College London)
Non-Equilibrium Systems (MSc King's College London)
2nd Year PhD on Biomass Burning Emissions Via Sensing and Modeling (King's College London)
Training Courses: Data Assimilation at ECMWF & Uni of Reading
Work Experience: 6 months with Reuniwatt, French start-up specialising in solar irradiance forecasting. In my time there I worked on building data assimilation capabilities into their operational WRF model. Cloud property retrievals derived from geostationary  satellites were assimilated into the model using the Data Assimilation Research Test-bed (UCAR). 		Professor Martin Wooster
King's College London		NO		
This summer school on Earth Observation would be a crucial opportunity for me to build on my understanding of remote sensing and more specifically provide more hands on experience for processing different kinds of earth observation data. The breadth of the topics covered by the school would be especially useful as I do not have an environmental science background and gaining and understanding of how earth observation plays in to each of these earth systems would give me a more holistic understanding. The practical sessions on using the ESA EO toolbox for data processing would be extremely beneficial to my work as utilising and manipulating Meteosat and MODIS data will play a large part in my project. The data assimilation lectures and practical would also be of particular interest to me as later stages of my project may focus on the assimilation of fire data into the WRF-Chem model.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD		some knowledge of remote sensing principals/theory
intermediate experience in handling/visualising satellite data (raw and retrievals)  
very little experience in processing of raw satellite data 
no experience with radar remote sensing 		unix/linux - proficient
python - intermediate
Matlab and R - basic 		YES

		1058		Ms.		female		Anna Michalina		Kopeć		Anna Michalina Kopeć		anna.kopec@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27		50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		+48 71 320 68 22		Polish		3/21/92		Wrocław		true		1		4/27/18 13:10		5/21/18 10:48		normal		anna.kopec		1058		Software: DORIS, StaMPS, TRAIN, Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
Data: 
SAR data: ERS 1/2, ENVISAT (ASAR), Sentinel 1A/B
Spectrometric data: MERIS (from Envisat) and MODIS (form Terra and Aqua)
Weathers models: ERA-Interim		My research interests are related to the measurements of surface deformation of the Earth using radar interferometry (InSAR). In March 2018 I am opening my doctoral thesis, subject: Analysis of the possibility of increasing the accuracy of radar interferograms in the aspect of determining post-mining land displacements. The scope of my research is the influence of atmospheric disturbances on radar waves for InSAR measurement techniques.		So far, I've presented my works at the following conferences:
• 55th Conference of Students' Scientific Groups of the Mining Division in Krakow, December 2014, subject: Avalanche risk assessment in selected regions of the Karkonosze Mountains
• 17th Conference of PhD Students and Young Scientists, Szklarska Poręba 22-26 May 2017, subject: Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge
• 22nd Autumn School of Geodesy, Wałbrzych 21-22 September 2017, subject: The use of InSAR techniques in the monitoring of post-mining terrain deformations
Achievements:
 A. Kopeć, Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge , E3S Web of Conferences Volume 29, 2018.
		Vice-Dean for Student Affairs, Wojciech Milczarek, PhD, Eng
Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		My scientific activity is related to remote sensing. I would like to broaden my knowledge about SAR data processing, but also learn to better use remote sensing data to predict the conditions in the Earth's atmosphere that affect the quality of InSAR measurements. 
I miss programming skills, I hope this course will help me improve them.
In addition, an international group of participants will allow me to meet other interesting scientists, their ideas and improve my language skills.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD student - 2nd year 		Processing of SAR data using Doris and StaMPS software
InSAR atmospheric delay reduction using TRAIN
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
		Python - basic
C+ - basic		YES

		1134		Ms.		female		Darshika		Manral		Darshika Manral		darshika.ventures@gmail.com		jon.saenz@ehu.eus		University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)		Marine Station of Plentzia (PiE), UPV/EHU		Areatza z/g.E		48620		Plentzia		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+33753541561		Indian		9/16/90		Tezpur Negi, Uttarakhand		true		1		5/14/18 14:45		5/28/18 11:51		normal		darshikam		1134		Data from MODIS, Ocean color, Earth Explorer-Landsat 8, Sentinel 2, Copernicus-SciHub, AVISO SSH(Sea Level)		1. Erasmus Mundus Masters Student- Marine Environment and Resources (MER 2017-19)
2. Studying Satellite Oceanography and Meteorology(current semester), Remote Sensing of the Oceans(next semester)
3. Use of R to read and do analyses of NetCDF file data from different sources.
4. Studying about Kernel Density Estimation to improve the NetCDF files processing in multi-dimensions(Extra Assignment)		1. Bachelor in Software Engineering (India)
2. Worked as a software professional for two years
3. Multiple volunteer work in India, before coming for masters in Europe- (relevant one)Digitization of Kosi River using QGIS and satellite imagery. 
4. Internship at University of Bordeaux- SPM distribution in micro-tidal Charente estuary using satellite imagery- Landsat 8, Sentinel 2
5. Current semester-Mapping chlorophyll distribution, Sea surface height and their trends from NetCDF files		Professor Jon Sáenz Agirre,
Universidad del País Vasco / Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea 
Department of Applied Physics II		NO		I am really looking forward to join this course as it brings all the elements of my interest and passion together- ocean-atmosphere dynamics and programming. I am particularly interested in studies of global warming and ocean-atmosphere interactions. This course gives the perfect opportunity to exploit my skills as a programmer for ocean research. This will also be a great opportunity to learn different aspects of remote sensing and exposure to latest advancements in terms of technology and research. It will help me to interact with the right group of people and find guidance for my master thesis and if possible, a potential PhD as well. I understand that I am not a PhD student, however, I assure that I will utilize my time to prepare for this summer course to be able to make the most of it.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		1. Types and working of satellites and various instruments and sensors loaded on them.
2. Read NetCDF files and do statistical analysis of data obtained from files and plot the information on world map using R.
		Bachelor in Software Engineering and work experience as a professional,
Languages: C, C++, C#, Java, R, MATLAB
Databases: MSSQL, MySQL, MongoDB
		YES

		1054		Ms.		female		Mary Francesca		Langsdale		Mary Francesca Langsdale		mary.langsdale@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		Department of Geography, King's College London		Strand		WC2B 4BG		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07971631593		British		5/31/92		London		true		1		4/27/18 11:08		4/30/18 16:39		normal		mlangsdale1		1054		Software: ENVI, ArcGIS, Panoply, Python, R
Data: I have primarily worked with MODIS (LST, SSE and level 1b), Himawari (LST and level 1b), MSG SEVIRI (LST), Landsat series (especially OLI/TIRS) and hyperspectral airborne datasets (Specim Aisa OWL and Fenix). 		I am currently working on developing methods of land surface temperature and surface spectral emissivity retrieval from multispectral and hyperspectral sensors and instrumentation. This involves consideration of validation techniques, with two validation field campaigns thus far planned and conducted to evaluate the performance of satellite or airborne LST and SSE products.		I completed my undergraduate degree in mathematics (MA Hons 1st Class from the University of Edinburgh, 2010 - 2014) before a MSc Climate Change degree at King's College London (Distinction, 2015 - 16). In this course I took a remote sensing module which made me interested in the subject and seek to do a PhD in this field. 

In my PhD thus far, I have attended and presented at the National Centre for Earth Observation Early Researcher's Forum, the FRM4STS workshop and the joint GlobTemp/Eustace User Meeting. I have also conducted two field campaigns to enable calibration and validation of land surface temperature and emissivity products from geostationary satellites and a hyperspectral airborne thermal sensor (the AisaOWL).		Professor Martin Wooster, King's College London and National Centre of Earth Observation		No.		I am primarily interested to develop my remote sensing skills and knowledge, and particularly my ability to process EO data, of which this course has a strong focus on. At this stage of my PhD, I would benefit greatly from developing these skills as I still have time to apply them to topics that will be in my final thesis. 

I also particularly want to develop my understanding and application of data assimilation techniques as I believe these will be incredibly useful to furthering my career and research, with some of these techniques (e.g. Kalman filter) having been applied to current satellite observations to develop new LST products.

The course itself covers the scientific and theoretical principles underlying much of my research. With my background in mathematics rather than environmental science, I often find that there are some gaps in my understanding of Earth system processes which I believe this course would help redress. I think that attending this course would develop my understanding of the Earth system processes that contribute to my research, as well as perhaps motivate interest in a research area for the next stage of my career.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD		I am competent at working with and processing optical remote sensing products, particularly those in the thermal infrared. I have minimal experience of working with radar although am familiar with the concepts, having assisted on teaching a Masters-level course in Remote Sensing.		I am competent in coding using Python and have some past experience with R and Matlab.		YES
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Accepted

		personID		title		gender		firstname		name		fullname		email		emailcc		organisation		address1		address2		zip		city		code		country		country_long		region		phone		nationality		dob		pob		confirmation		accepted		user_registration		user_last_login		account_type		username		personID2		e5_Software_and_Data		e6__Present_Occupation		e7_Relevant_Publications		e10_Academic_Referee_Details		e11_Past_ESA_Training_Course_		e12_Motivation		e14_English_Skills		e15_Gender		e16_Terms_and_Conditions		e17_Current_Academic_Level_eg_Masters_PhD_Po		Column1		e18_Remote_Sensing_Knowledge		e19_Programming_Experience		ACCEPT CONDITIONS

		1038		Ms.		female		Nancy		Alvan Romero		Nancy Alvan Romero		nalvanr@gmail.com		francesca.barnaba@artov.isac.cnr.it		Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia		Via Fosso del Cavaliere 100				00133		Rome		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393319744347		Italian		1975-Nov-19		Peru		true		1		2018-Apr-25 21:39		2018-May-16 08:31		normal		alvanromero		1038		Matlab, SNAP and ENVI		In October 2015 I started a volunteer internship at the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR). The internship was focused on the contribution of mineral dust on the concentration of particulate matter in Italy country. This opportunity permitted me to prepare a paper that could be published in a few weeks.

To deepen in the topic of Earth Observation initiated with the stage to the CNR, in November 2017 I begun a master in Space Science and Technology. This master has allowed me to expand and get more involved in the topic of Earth Observation. In a few months I will be able to start a six-month internship at the Italian Space Agency (ASI).
		Environmental Engineering and Natural Resource Management, with Specialization in Environmental Studies; in November 2017 started the Master’s in Space Science and Technology at the “Tor Vergata” University of Rome.

Title of abstract: SAHARAN-DUST CONTRIBUTION TO PM10 LEVELS IN ITALY OVER THE 7-YEAR PERIOD 2006-2012 (Presented to the 11th International Conference on Air Quality-Science and Application

		PhD Physics Science, Francesca Barnaba, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR)		NO		I work directly with remote sensing and images satellite, and it was very useful during the paper preparation. The use of what I will learn in this training course will be maximum, since in a few month I will start another project that include the Climate Change, Natural Disasters and Earth Observation with the use of data satellite.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters (1 year)		Masters		I have a good knowledge in remote sensing (deep knowledge in radar), and I have experience in satellite data products (for atmospheric, land vegetation, ocean and air quality).
		Matlab (Advanced)
SNAP (intermediate)
ENVI (intermediate)
ERDAS (novice)
IDL (novice) 		NO

		1128		Ms.		female		Sara		Barozzi		Sara Barozzi		sara.barozzi.sb@gmail.com		sara.barozzi@mail.polimi.it		Politecnico di Milano		Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32				20133		MILANO		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393392584876		Italian		1994-Nov-28		Sassuolo		true		1		2018-May-14 09:47		2018-May-14 09:47		normal		Sara Barozzi		1128		SNAP, Landsat, Sentinel and Copernicus data		Master student of geoinformatic engineering. I am currently working on my thesis. My work is part of the european project E2mc, that aims to integrate information from social media and crowdsourcing with the Mapping and Early Warning Components of Copernicus Emergency Management Service.		I graduated in Environmental engineering at Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia. Now I'm taking the master course in geoinformatics engineering and I am participating in an Honours programme 'Engineering for sustainable development'. I took part in the conference GIS for a sustainable world conference(April 2018).		Ludovico Biagi,Associate professor of the Geomatics and Geodesy research group and Chair of the Master in Geoinformatics Engineering at Politecnico di Milano
ludovico.biagi@polimi.it
Maria Antonia Brovelli,Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile e
Ambientale		NO		This course can be a great opportunity to learn and to practice on what I have studied during my master and it can help me in getting a broader knowledge of all opportunities and fields of research in which I can specialize in the future. I am very interested in the topics and I am looking forward to having the chance of meeting and working with other experts in that field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year Master		Masters		Master course of Earth observation. The course focuses on developing students' knowledge of Remote Sensing Optical Data and their usage, focused in particular on the use and application of the SNAP software.		Intermediate level:Python, MATLAB 
Basic knowledge: SQL,xml, javascript,HTML, CSS		YES

		1011		Ms.		female		Hélène		Bideaud		Hélène Bideaud		helene.bideaud@total.com		damien.dhont@total.com		Total SA		Avenue Larribau				64000		Pau 		FR		France		France		Western_Europe		+33662773655		French		1980-Feb-01		Noumea		true		1		2018-Apr-11 11:53		2018-Jun-01 09:27		normal		hbideaud		1011		Software: Arcgis, Sismage (Total internal Software)
Data: all type of available SAR and optical data (commercial and non-commercial) but more particularly Sentinel-1 et 2 for daily use.
		I am currently involved in the development of artificial intelligence solution applied for remote sensing activities (automatic processing of large volume of data, mapping)
I operationally conduct and follow onshore and offshore slick studies, land use studies, offshore platform monitoring, interferometry studies. 
		Background:
- Seismic interpretation in various geological environments (pre-salt carbonates, isolated carbonate platform, sandstone turbidites, basement, salt diapirs), in various countries (Brazil, Nigeria, Angola, Cyprus, Yemen, UK), with an upstream geophysical background (seismic imaging and time/depth conversion). 
- Remote sensing in operational context: slick study, platform monitoring, land use

Publications:
Durian D.J., Bideaud H., Duringer P., Schröder A.; Thalmann F., Marques C.M., 2006, What is in a pebble shape, Phys. Rev. Let., 97, 028001
Adler F., Cherrett A., Guemene J.M., Gancarski S., Lays P. and  Bideaud H., 2008, Anisotropic velocity model building and depth-imaging for geosteering of extended reach drilling wells , Leading Edge 27(4):478-483  
		Dr Damien Dhont, Remote sensing specialist at Total SA
Formerly assistant professor and researcher (2000-2011) in remote sensing and geology at University of Pau (France)		No		As newly appointed in the remote sensing team of Total, my aim is to develop my skills in remote sensing in both optical and radar domain. 
I am passionate by earth observation sciences. Being focused on operational remote sensing studies in my daily work, this training will give me the opportunity to improve my knowledge and diversify the application domains that I currently use. 
The program of the training covers many topics and I am really enthusiastic to discover them all. 
I also see that this training is more for student or young graduates.  I will be very pleased to have this academic course and to share my operational experience with the group. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Geophysicist in Total since 2004 and remote sensing engineer since 2017
Education: Engineer diploma in Geophysics and Master in Geophysics, Reservoir Geoscience and Engineering (IFP school)
		Masters		Intermediate level in both optical and SAR. 		I have no programming experience		YES

		1041		Ms.		female		Laura		Carretero Medina		Laura Carretero Medina		laura.carreteromedina@gmail.com		demiguel@inta.es		National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		Ajalvir road, km. 4				28850		Torrejón de Ardoz		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34 636062339		Spanish		1988-Sep-28		Madrid (Spain)		true		1		2018-Apr-26 14:10		2018-Apr-27 11:25		normal		LauraCM		1041		I use some specialised Remote Sensing software such as ENVI or ATCOR, and some Radiative Transfer Codes such as MODTRAN, libRadtran and 6S.
I use mostly airborne remote sensing images but I've used some satellite data and images as well		Currently I'm at INTA's Remote Sensing group performing radiometric and atmospheric correction of remote sensing images to obtain some geophysical parameters (reflectivity, emissivity, temperature...) and developing processing algorithms for remote sensing images. Also, I'm using Radiative Transfer Codes (RTC) to simulate different scenarios and perform several studies		I've studied Physics and a Masters in Geophysics & Meteorology and some courses related to Remote Sensing and Earth Observation.
 
I've participated in some congresses:
- 5th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'V). Participation in the poster "Hyperspectral Remote Sensing for mapping soil organic carbon in burned areas of North-Western Spain"
- XVI Congress of the Spanish Remote Sensing Association (AET): Remote sensing, Wetlands and Protected Areas. Presentation of the poster "Evaluation of Temperature and Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithms in AHS synthetic images". Participation in the work "Improvement of emissivity AHS product in FLUXPEC campaign"
- 4th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'IV). Presentation of the poster: Evaluation of libRadtran radiative transfer model for Remote Sensing applications

Participation in the paper: Prediction of Topsoil Organic Carbon Using Airborne and Satellite Hyperspectral Imagery, Remote Sensing, 2017, 9(12), 1211; doi:10.3390/rs9121211 		Mr. Eduardo de Miguel Llanes; National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		NO. But I've taken two MOOCS taught by members of ESA: "Earth Observation from Space: The optical view" and "Monitoring Climate from Space"
		I'd like to attend the 2018 Earth Observation Summer Course because I think it is a great opportunity for me to know more about the different techniques used in the monitoring of the Earth. This knowledge is very useful for me because it will provide me with new methods of processing data and it would teach me how to use the ESA EO Toolboxes. With all this information I could take advantage of the great variety of EO images and products supplied by ESA		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		I have a good knowledge of optical remote sensing because I've had a trainee at INTA's Remote Sensing group for 2 years and I've taken some courses related to this topic		I've used several programming languages such as MATLAB (advanced), R (intermediate) or python (intermediate)		YES

		1037		Ms.		female		Andreea-Luminița		Dedulescu		Andreea-Luminița Dedulescu		andreea_luminita95@yahoo.com		alexandru.badea@rosa.ro		UNIVERSITY OF AGRONOMIC SCIENCES AND VETERINARY MEDICINE OF BUCHAREST		59 Mărăşti Boulevard, District 1 Bucharest				011464		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40765318282		Romanian		1995-Nov-26		Slobozia		true		1		2018-Apr-25 19:18		2018-Apr-28 09:07		normal		Andreea-Luminita		1037		I used SNAP program and data from Sentinel-1 satellites		I am a student within Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering, final year, engineer by the end of June. 
I'm working on a radar technology study for my diploma paper.		I participated with my colleague Valentina Mihaela Bulibasa at the student symposium in April 2018 organized by Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering 
with the study „MAPS AND SATELLITE IMAGES – TOOLS FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE HISTORIC CENTER OF SIGHISOARA, AN UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE ”. 
I also attended the conference „European Space Programmes :
Applications and Synergies with a view on
Eastern Europe” in October 2017.		Prof. Alexandru Badea, Romanian Space Agency, Head of Space Applications dept.		NO		
I want to attend this course to gain new information and experience for my future studies		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Student in the terminal year		Masters		I have attended courses and laboratories both optical remote sensing and radar technology in the Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering where I gained basic knowledge.		I attended an online Oracle course in high school lasting one semester, I'm at the beginner level.		YES

		1149		Ms.		female		Daniela		Di Leo		Daniela Di Leo		daniela.dileo@external.eumetsat.int		michela.sunda@eumetsat.int		EUMETSAT		EUMETSAT				64295		Darmstadt		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 1525 2814332		Italian		1983-Nov-18		Battipaglia (SA)		true		1		2018-May-18 12:19		2018-May-22 09:07		normal		dileo		1149		Having worked as SAR Data processing Engineer, I particularly worked with MATLAB software developing processing algorithms and routines to cross-compare L1B output data with simultaneously data acquired by other sensors. My Master thesis on remote sensing gave me the opportunity to work with IDL program, but also with NEST and ENVI tools.
 I have worked with data acquired with SnowSAR sensor, a polarimetric radar acquiring data at X and Ku-bands developed in the framework of the ESA CoReH2O (Cold Regions Hydrology High-resolution Observatory) mission. I had also the opportunity to work with TerraSAR-X images acquired over snow-cover area and over metropolitan areas in Naples.		I am currently working as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT following processing specifications definition relative to the Scatterometer, Microwave Radiometer and Radio Occultation instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. In this position I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach. Indeed, my position ranges from the definition and consolidation of processing algorithms and product specifications to the calibration and validation plan assessment, from Industry documentation review to Test Data definition, for ensuring that End-to-End Mission requirements and objectives are achieved. This also allows me to gain knowledge and experience in processing algorithm definition and system requirements analysis, verification and validation of products and algorithms, and E2E performance requirements. 		As Data Processing Engineer, I was responsible for signal processing of airborne data acquired over snow covered areas (Alaska, Canada, Finland, Austria) with a polarimetric airborne SAR, operating at X and Ku bands.
Main tasks covered were:
▪ Processing of raw L0 data up to calibrated L1B radar backscattering.
▪ Writing Matlab routines and improving of existing algorithms in order to have better calibrated images. Problem investigation and solving issues attitude.
▪ Data quality analysis of the radar backscattering from snow- covered area and comparison of data acquired by TerraSAR-X and scatterometer instrument.
▪ Writing of scientific articles and technical documentation for ESA
▪ Participation to formal meeting and international conference (ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, 16/09/2014 - 17/09/2014, Noordwijk, The Netherlands).

Publications
D.Di Leo, D. Riccio, "Multiple Reflections in a SAR images of Business Districts", SPIE-Remote Sensing, Prague, September 2011.

H.Rott, T. Nagler, K.Voglmeier, R.Prinz, R.Fromm, A.Coccia, A.Meta, D.Di Leo, D.Scuttemeyer, "Ku- and X-band backscatter analysis and SWE retrieval for alpine snow", Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), 13-18 July 2014.

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, "Analysis of the SnowSAR images acquired over a sub-arctic open tundra watershed in Canada", ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, Noordwijk (Netherlands) 16-17 September 2014. 

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, L.Corucci, "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic watershed in Canada", IET International Radar Conference, 14-16 October 2015, Hangzhou, China.

Honors and awards
IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter (October 2010): Winner of one of the prizes established by the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter for the best thesis in 2010 on topics discussed on Remote Sensing.

IET International Radar Conference (Hangzhou, October 2015)
The paper "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic open Tundra watershed in Canada" was awarded as the excellent paper.
		Michela Sunda, EPS-SG Instrument Chain System Engineer, EUMETSAT		NO		In my current position as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach relative to different instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. Therefore I would like to attend this course for having an insight in a wide spectrum of remote sensing related topics. Indeed, the course is covering many aspects relative to atmosphere, ocean and land data retrieval and assimilation, Earth system modelling that can provide me the right background to better understand details relative to processing of the instruments that I am currently following. Relatively to my current experience here in EUMETSAT, the course is also quite interesting dealing with forecast related topic and data assimilation in NWP explaining also the important role of satellite in climate monitoring. Moreover, having an end-to-end role for each instrument chain, following from data acquisition and processing till Calibration and Validation plans definition, the course can provide me the end-to-end perspective going from measurement techniques to end-user applications.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master degree in Telecommunication Engineer. Currently working in EUMETSAT. 		Masters		Having worked as SAR Processing Engineer, I have gained experience in processing and calibration of data acquired with a polarimetric airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SnowSAR sensor) operating at X and Ku bands, improving my knowledge of the whole data processing chain. I earn experience in developing Matlab algorithms to accomplish all the data processing steps, from L0 data up to the calibrated radar L1B product. I took also the opportunity to learn more about data quality analysis, developing a strong problem solving attitude and improving my scientific and technical knowledge relevant to Radar instrument. I have knowledge of the radar backscattering from snow because the SnowSAR sensor has been developed to obtain radar images with a high spatial resolution during extended time periods over snow-covered area. Several campaigns were performed in Lapland, Alaska and Austria during the winters 2011-2013 to obtain time serious measurements to check change in radar backscattering of snow and to test the theoretical algorithms
I discussed a master thesis in the field of remote sensing, winning one of the prize established by the IEEE for the better thesis discussed in the remote sensing field during the year 2010. My thesis deals with the multiple reflections from building in the metropolitan area. After the graduation I did for almost one year a PhD at the University of Naples, continuing the innovative work of my thesis and gaining knowledge on the calibration of TerraSAR-X and CosmoSkyMed images		Beside of Matlab language, I also have experience with IDL programming and I am able to use NEST, ENVI and Global Mapper tools. My experience in C++ is related to the University years. 		YES

		1084		Ms.		female		Carina		Jank		Carina Jank		jank@geoville.com		weichselbaum@geoville.com		GeoVille GmbH		Sparkassenplatz 2		3. Stock		6020		Innsbruck		AT		Austria		Austria		Western_Europe		0043 (0)512/562021-14		Austrian		1993-Jan-16		Hall in Tirol		true		1		2018-Apr-30 15:43		2018-May-14 14:03		normal		cjank		1084		Optical remote sensing data: HR (i.e. Seninel-2), VHR (Worldview 3&4, RapidEye, SPOT 6&7)
specific in-situ data
Software: ArcGIS, QGIS		My current research project is reshaping the EO value chain and significantly simplifying the development and delivery of EO value-added services. The major technological delivery of the project is the PerceptiveSentinel platform, that combines big data sources into a single system. The data is transformed into action by applying deep learning to unlock its value. The PerceptiveSentinel platform provides the necessary toolset to transform petabytes of data into action for a domain of choice. It enables the fusion of Copernicus data with other, EO and non-EO data sources and will deliver capabilities to engage new kinds of questions and solve the most challenging forecasting problems facing EO data today. Within the scope of the project the following EO value-added services in the field of agriculture are being developed: Cultivated areas, crop type, crop cycle, crop damage, moisture content and crop yield.		Project member in EEA Copernicus HRL 2015 Lot 1 (“Imperviousness”) and Lot 5 (“Small Woody Features”) at GeoVille GmbH: working in automatic image classifications and feature detections with HR and VHR satellite data (Sentinel-2, Spot 5 and IRS)		Mag. Jürgen Weichselbaum, GeoVille GmbH		NO		I’m a junior expert in EO and GIS Operations at GeoVille GmbH and currently at the 2nd year of the master’s programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg. In my previous work experience and academic education, I’ve gained an applied acknowledgement in a widespread array of operations with geodata, GI Systems, EO data analytics and land cover mapping and monitoring. I’m sure that the additional specific expertise gained in the EO Summer School would be very helpful for me and for my further work on the master thesis. My master thesis project aims to enhance digital diagnostics of potato diseases such as early blight based on a database containing over 20.000 samples of images of plant diseases worldwide. The high and very high resoluted satellite data (i.e. Sentinel-2) are connected with appropriate in-situ data and meteorological information to build an algorithm (machine learning). Accordingly, we are able to provide an end-user application that locates and identifies diseases and is provided to the farmers by a quick and reliable advice in nearly real time. Therefore, as our company is working in several projects on end-user applications based on several data like satellite data or in-situ data, not only me but our entire team would benefit from my participation in the EO Summer School. Particularly the specific training in data processing by using the ESA EO toolboxes is of great interest for me. I would be very happy to receive a positive acceptance for the EO Summer School.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Bachelor of Science,
2nd year in Master's programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg		Masters		optical HR (i.e. Sentinel-2) satellite data - Intermediate
optical VHR (i.e. Spot 5) stellite data - Intermediate		Python - Intermediate
R – Basic
PostgreSQL/PostGIS – Basic		YES

		1053		Ms.		female		Nela		Jantol		Nela Jantol		njantol@oikon.hr		zmesic@oikon.hr		Oikon ltd.		Trg senjskih uskoka 1-2				10000		Zagreb		HR		Croatia		Croatia		Eastern_Europe		+385916385646 		Croatian		1988-May-10		Zagreb		true		1		2018-Apr-27 10:31		2018-Apr-27 10:31		normal		Nela_Jantol		1053		QGIS, Snap, semi-automatic classification plugin, R		Professional associate - EIA, SEA, Main assessments, Natura 2000 projects (management, monitoring, assessments)		1. April 2018. Antalya, Turkey– Workshop coordinator as a part of the project: Technical Assistance for Strengthening the National Nature Protection System for Implementation of Natura 2000 Requirement. Creating semi-automatic classification habitat map for group exercise 
2. September 2017. Vodice, Croatia – Third regional conference on environmental impact assessment - Evaluation of Natura 2000 habitats – methods and challenges (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan, Medeja Pistotnik, Zrinka Mesić)
- The habitat map development and the definition of ecological requirements and conservation zones of the natural values of the Brijuni National Park (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Tena Birov, Tatjana Vujnović, Silvija Kipson, Sandro Dujmović, Moira Buršić, Zrinka Mesić)
- Importance of biospeleological research: HES Kosinj case study (authors: Davor Korman, Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić)
3. May 2017. Reykjavík, Iceland - 2nd COST Action TU1401 Training School 2017: Questions of Power and Participation: Renewable Energy and Landscape in Policy and Planning 22 - 26 May 2017
4. February 2017. Zagreb, Croatia- 2nd Symposium on Freshwater Biology; Diversity of aquatic vegetation and habitats of Mrežnica River (authors: Nela Jantol, Antun Alegro)
5. November 2016. Zagreb, Croatia - 2nd Croatian Symposium on invasive species; Paulownia tomentosa - THE QUIET INVADER? (authors: Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić, Tena Birov, Ana Selak, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan

6. Chancellor's Award (University of Zagreb) for the scientific work " Analysis of chloroplast DNA diversity and phylogeography of common sage (Salvia officinalis L.)" in Zagreb 2013. Supervisor: Prof. Zlatko Liber, PhD. Presented at Societas biologorum croatica Congress 2015.		Zrinka Mesić, PhD, Head of Nature Protection Division, Department of Nature Protection and Landscape		NO		Dear reviewers, 

I majored in Ecology and Nature Protection and for the past two years I have been working at the Institute of Applied Ecology where I participate in creating Environmental Assessment Studies for the biodiversity, protected areas and ecological network segment. Here I observe the natural values and how they might be affected by a certain plan, project or strategy. My work also includes other projects such as studies of nature protection that provide the base for further project decisions. 

Some of the recent projects I work on include remote sensing applications such as monitoring chlorophyll a change in a coastal lagoon using Sentinel 2 imagery. My main task is to compare the sampling plots at different depths and positions in a specific environment of coastal lagoon to get the seasonal dynamics of photosynthetic activity. The processing of satellite images is paired with in-situ measurements. Challenges I came across include choosing the right atmospheric correction and creating a model for predicting chl a concentration. 
Creating and testing models for estimating biomass from satellite derived images on shrubs in Croatia for the project of monitoring and reporting system of carbon emissions is another example of the work I carried out. I sorted and analyzed data for different age classes of sampled forests, built models using linear regression in R for predicting biomass and applied prediction formulas to large and small wood waste. 

I am interested in this summer school since it can provide helpful and detailed information about ESA programmes that I can use in nature conservation management and nature resources management that provide the base for further project development. Specifically, I want to learn in more detail about earth system modelling for use in sea and land habitat mapping and forecasting, as well as to learn more about the toolboxes that will be of great value for future projects in land-use change and for analyzing ecosystem dynamics.


Best regards, Nela
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master of Ecology and Nature protection		Masters		Optical remote sensing - Sentinel2 and Landsat 8 image processing
Radar remote sensning - brief introdction		Python - intermediate, R - intermediate		YES

		1146		Ms.		female		Marianthi		Karantzia		Marianthi Karantzia		marianthy.glf@gmail.com		parchar@hua.gr		National Technical University Of Athens		Iroon Politechniou, 9				157 80		Athens, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6944462658		Greek		1994-Apr-11		Athens, Greece		true		1		2018-May-16 15:54		2018-May-17 11:47		normal		karantzia		1146		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T.)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD).		I am currently working on my master thesis concering Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis -  Harokopeio University Of Athens		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		master student		Masters		I am a beginner on Remote Sensing (Radar and Optical).		I have had a course for Python (spyder) and a course for R, so I am a beginner on both.		YES

		1134		Ms.		female		Darshika		Manral		Darshika Manral		darshika.ventures@gmail.com		jon.saenz@ehu.eus		University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)		Marine Station of Plentzia (PiE), UPV/EHU		Areatza z/g.E		48620		Plentzia		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+33753541561		Indian		1990-Sep-16		Tezpur Negi, Uttarakhand		true		1		2018-May-14 14:45		2018-May-28 11:51		normal		darshikam		1134		Data from MODIS, Ocean color, Earth Explorer-Landsat 8, Sentinel 2, Copernicus-SciHub, AVISO SSH(Sea Level)		1. Erasmus Mundus Masters Student- Marine Environment and Resources (MER 2017-19)
2. Studying Satellite Oceanography and Meteorology(current semester), Remote Sensing of the Oceans(next semester)
3. Use of R to read and do analyses of NetCDF file data from different sources.
4. Studying about Kernel Density Estimation to improve the NetCDF files processing in multi-dimensions(Extra Assignment)		1. Bachelor in Software Engineering (India)
2. Worked as a software professional for two years
3. Multiple volunteer work in India, before coming for masters in Europe- (relevant one)Digitization of Kosi River using QGIS and satellite imagery. 
4. Internship at University of Bordeaux- SPM distribution in micro-tidal Charente estuary using satellite imagery- Landsat 8, Sentinel 2
5. Current semester-Mapping chlorophyll distribution, Sea surface height and their trends from NetCDF files		Professor Jon Sáenz Agirre,
Universidad del País Vasco / Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea 
Department of Applied Physics II		NO		I am really looking forward to join this course as it brings all the elements of my interest and passion together- ocean-atmosphere dynamics and programming. I am particularly interested in studies of global warming and ocean-atmosphere interactions. This course gives the perfect opportunity to exploit my skills as a programmer for ocean research. This will also be a great opportunity to learn different aspects of remote sensing and exposure to latest advancements in terms of technology and research. It will help me to interact with the right group of people and find guidance for my master thesis and if possible, a potential PhD as well. I understand that I am not a PhD student, however, I assure that I will utilize my time to prepare for this summer course to be able to make the most of it.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		1. Types and working of satellites and various instruments and sensors loaded on them.
2. Read NetCDF files and do statistical analysis of data obtained from files and plot the information on world map using R.
		Bachelor in Software Engineering and work experience as a professional,
Languages: C, C++, C#, Java, R, MATLAB
Databases: MSSQL, MySQL, MongoDB
		YES

		1013		Ms.		female		Diana		Orlandi		Diana Orlandi		diana.potter91@gmail.com		riccardo.pozzobon@unipd.it		University of Pisa		Via Santa Maria, 53				56125		Pisa		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+39 3341256323		Italian		1991-May-27		Rome		true		1		2018-Apr-12 11:09		2018-Apr-30 20:30		normal		Diana_Orlandi		1013		Erdas, ArcGIS, QGIS (High level)
SNAP (Basic level)		Last June I graduated in the Geological sciences and technologies Master course at the University of Pisa. My fields of research were Remote Sensing, Planetary geology and photo-interpretation. My Master thesis was about the analysis of tectonic and volcanic structures of two volcanoes: one on Mars and one in Afar. Now I am still working for this project and I am working as a GIS Analyst in a small company.		I attended the Erasmus traineeship, staying for 2 months at the LPG (University of Nantes, France) and I worked on the Mars satellite imagery through Erdas sofwtare.
During my Master I made a 3 months traineeship at the INGV (Pisa section).
Partecipation for Poster session at EMRM 2016, EGU 2017 and AGU 2017.		Dr. Riccardo Pozzobon, University of Padova		NO.		I would like to continue and improve my knowledge in the Radar remote sensing. If you give me this chance, I can finally learn how to analyse some radar data, interferograms and process this type of data. Moreover, I could learn more about Optical imagery and continue my studies on the volcanoes that I am studying in this period.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Just Master graduated		Masters		-Optical: I have been working a lot in optical satellite imagery.
-Thermal: I have been working on this type of imagery during my master thesis
-Radar: I have attended some exams about Radar remote sensing, learning about the principles, techniques, pre-processing and processing of the data.		Windows (good familiarity) and Python (basic level)		YES

		1071		Ms.		female		Melda		Salhab		Melda Salhab		melda.salhab.14@ucl.ac.uk		a.basiri@ucl.ac.uk		Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis / University College London		90 Tottenham Court Road				W1T 4TJ		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447553765643		Lebanese		1991-Sep-05		Beirut		true		1		2018-Apr-28 23:22		2018-May-01 02:29		normal		MeldaSalhab		1071		Data: Landsat 8 Level-1 GeoTIFF (USGS via GloVis)

Software: R - RStudio, Python - Jupyter Notebooks, ArcGIS, MapBox, CityEngine		My current research topic for my Masters of Research dissertation: "Land cover classification of satellite images using supervised machine learning based on spectral information. Study area: Lebanon"

Different classification techniques will be compared, including but not limited to, K Nearest Neighbors, Random Forests, and Naive Bayes. The data I have been using in the exploration phase of my research has been optical remote sensing data, specifically Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)-only GeoTiffs. However, I am considering using radar data as well to improve the classification.

The high-level aims of my dissertation are:
1) To study changes in land cover across Lebanon over the past decade.
2) To understand the potential and limitations of supervised machine learning classification based on spectral information.
3) To generate accessible geospatial data and insights (maps, csv files, etc.) that can be used by non-GIS researchers (as part of an effort to provide geospatial data for an area where good quality data is scarce).		- "Using remote sensing to analyse changes in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index in Lebanon" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using R, I build an NDVI measurement tool. The purpose of the tool is to enable users to measure change in vegetation of an area by uploading satellite imagery from different years. It can also be used to measure vegetation of a single image if time series data is unavailable or not needed. The tool is built in R (vs. ArcGIS) to fulfil the goal of making it accessible, as it is freely and publicly available. To further that goal, the function is designed to work based solely on initial user inputs with minimal required editing of any code. I used the tool to measure changes in NDVI in Lebanon between 2013 and 2017. 

- "Image Comparison" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Processing, a Java-based programming language and development environment, I conducted an image analysis and comparison study using vector (pixel-to-pixel) and non-vector methods. The goal was to compare different distance measurements approaches, namely, Manhattan distance, scalar product (cosine), and euclidean distance, as well as several pre-processing methods, including smoothing, pixel averaging, and edge detection (using Chebychev distance). The "winner" of each combination of pre-processing technique and distance measure was recorded, revealing the most effective methods for specific use cases (e.g. searching for an image using an image).  

- "Optimizing land use allocation for the Heathrow Opportunity Area using Linear Programming" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Python, I built a land use allocation tool that takes a set of constraints, such as a jobs target, a homes target, and the quantity of available land, and outputs optimal allocation of different land use categories for different maximisation scenarios (e.g. maximising economic output). The tool was used to conduct a scenario analysis of the Heathrow Opportunity Area Spatial Development Plan.

- "Comparing classification methods in the predicting of Yelp star ratings based on restaurant attributes" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using Python, I compared the accuracy of K nearest neighbors, decision trees and random forests classification methods in the classification of Yelp restaurant user ratings). The dataset includes 1.2m business attributes from 174,000 businesses across 12 metropolitan areas. Multiple subsets of attributes were used in the analysis. 		Dr Anahid Basiri
Lecturer in Spatial Data Science and Visualisation
UCL Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis		No		As evidenced by my recent research, my dissertation topic, and my choice of Masters program, I am interested broadly in GIS and data science, and specifically in remote sensing and machine learning. In the Middle East and across most of the developing world, continuous high-quality data is difficult to attain, which is a challenge I can personally attest to due to several years of experience as a public sector focused management consultant in the UAE. The lack of data is a real obstacle in policy making. I have worked on several city development projects where the available data were both scarce and outdated. Remote sensing and earth observation skills are relatively rare in the Middle East preventing researchers from benefiting from the wealth of data available through programs like Sentinel and LandSat. The region is facing serious environmental challenges, with little data monitoring and analyzing impact. I am applying to the EOSS so I can further develop my remote sensing skills, apply it my current research, and use the experience to drive future work. It truly would be a privilege to be admitted to the ESA's Earth Observation Summer School. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters of Research, Spatial Data Science & Visualisation 		Masters		In my research to date, I've only used optical remote sensing data. However, I am planning on using radar data in my dissertation, as several studies have shown that fused optical and radar data may lead to better land use classification results (Joshi et al., 2016). I have yet to decide which fusion method is most applicable to my research topic. 

If granted entry to the EOSS 2018, I look forward to learning which data types and what fusion methods are used for the data lab and data processing practical exercises. The experience will undoubtedly help me with my current and future research. 		Processing (Java-based): proficient
R: proficient
Python: proficient
Java: Basic
C++: Basic
JavaScript: Basic		YES

		1143		Ms.		female		Katie Elizabeth		Thompson		Katie Elizabeth Thompson		thompsonk@bournemouth.ac.uk		aford@bournemouth.ac.uk		Bournemouth University		Bournemouth University 		Fern Barrow		BH12 5BB		Bournemouth		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07944438463		British		1992-Jun-30		Birmingham		true		1		2018-May-15 17:58		2018-May-22 15:34		normal		thompsonk		1143		I have been tutored and mentored in ENVI and ERDAS Imagine by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such experience to my research		Research Associate and PhD researcher 		I completed a MSc in Biodiversity Conservation in 2016, where I looked in detail at disturbance at Poole Harbour. I have since been working as a research associate for the Life and Environmental Science department within the Faculty of Science and Technology at Bournemouth University. I manage an online community for the department as well as run conferences within the department. I have since received the Freedom of the City of London for my work as well as working closely with World Animal Protection. 		Andrew Ford, Bournemouth University 		No		As an early career researcher, I feel that this course would be a great benefit to the research project that I have recently begun. I am beginning a research project on African elephant conservation, where I will be investigating the impact of elephants on vegetation over a prolonged period of time over small and large scale areas. I think this course would directly help me develop key skills that I could apply to this research. I would also be able to broaden my knowledge and experience.
 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		I have been tutored and mentored in aerial survey, multi-spectral orbital, airborne laser scanning (ALS) and active microwave (i.e. SAR) remote sensing to an MS/MSc level by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such knowledge to my research		None		YES

		1024		Ms.		female		Davide		Di Carlo		Davide Di Carlo		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		IUAV		San Leonardo Filieri				03043		Cassino		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3737740996		Italian		1988-Dec-31		Cassino		true		1		2018-Apr-19 12:10		2018-Apr-19 12:10		normal		davidedicarlo		1024		SNAP		
Currently I’m collaborating on two EU funded projects (EASME), SUPREME and SIMWESTMED coordinated by CORILA (http://www.msp-supreme.eu/). In such projects I’m supporting research staff and technicians to develop reports on current state of knowledge about legal and planning framework on MSP. Specifically, I deal with the approach of different countries on EU directives implementation and with graphic layout of presentations and deliverables.		During my internship and thesis research, I've supported researchers of ISMAR CNR for the Systematic Conservation Planning on Biodiversity conservation in the Adriatic-Ionian Region, giving a positive contribution in data analysis and modelling phase, thanks to my good capability in data management with GIS software’s and MARXAN tool. The work contributed to a publication of an academic paper that will be published in December 2017 (Gissi et al., Addressing complex conservation challenges through marine spatial prioritization, Conservation Biology, Forthcoming).		Daniel DePellegrin, Researcher at the Italian National Research Council – Institute of Marine Sciences (CNR-ISMAR; Venice,
Italy)		NO		My willingness to join resides in several reasons, firstly, my efforts focus on providing to decision makers the best information possible in order to make an informed and conscious decision on different issues. 
I'm very keen in learning new technologies such as remote sensing and SAR and very interested in the interdisciplinary application of GIS technology in support  biodiversity conservation, sustainability issues and urban planning.
I'm confident that such experience with ESA can give an added value to my eventually forthcoming PhD in Science and Management of Climate Change in Venice regarding the adaptation in policies of Adriatic coastal strip in a global change.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master in Planning and Policy for the Landscape, city and environment		Masters		Basic knowledge of radar Remote sensing		Basic knowledge of Javascript, SQL, Python		YES

		1065		Mr.		male		Louis		Baron von Freytag-Loringhoven		Louis Baron von Freytag-Loringhoven		louis_freytag@yahoo.de		martin.wegmann@uni-wuerzburg.de		Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg		Sanderring 2				97070		Wuerzburg		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		0049 16093827986		German		1990-Apr-13		Munich		true		1		2018-Apr-27 16:47		2018-May-27 11:16		normal		Pixelschubser		1065		Software: QGIS, SNAP, ENVI, SAGA, GDAL, Orfeo-ToolBox (OTB), PyCharm, RStudio, own scripts/functions
Data: S1 (IW_GRDH), S2, S3 (OL_1EFR), MERIS, RapidEye, Landsat, MODIS, VIIRS, SRTM-DEM, TerraSAR-X/ TanDEM-X		Master's degree candidate for: "EAGLE - Applied Earth Observation and Geoanalysis of the Living Environment" University of Würzburg
http://eagle-science.org/
in cooperation with Brockmann-Consult
https://web.brockmann-consult.de/

Currently working on Water Quality algorithms at Brockmann-Consult
Master thesis title: "Remote sensing of water quality using Sentinel-2 for mapping cyanobacterial blooms and distinguish it from Algae” in cooperation with Brockmann-Consult in the “CyanoAlert” framework (Horizon 2020 program No 730141)
Other recent research activities are: Ship Tracking, Lake Catchment areas, Biodiversity models, spatial metrics, supervised land use classifications, pseudo-change/ -dynamics Error-Propagation.		Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) University of Würzburg Bachelor thesis English title: "Investigation of the dependency of vegetation vitality on topography on cultivated land in northwestern Benin by creating a semi-automatized process chain"
Internship at "Airbus Defence and Space" mainly working with SAR data
Student employee at Institute for localauthority data-processing in Bavaria (AKDB)
Currently:
Master's degree candidate for: "Applied Physical Geography - Geosystem Change and Geosystem Protection" University of Würzburg
Master's degree candidate for: "EAGLE - Applied Earth Observation and Geoanalysis of the Living Environment" University of Würzburg
		Dr. Martin Wegmann
Academic Council at the Institute for Remote Sensing
Head of Biodiversity and Nature Conservation
EAGLE Coordinator		NO		My major motivation is to fill data gaps to support decision makers. Therefore I like to develop algorithms and software, which can then be used to compute products.
That's why I don't want to miss the possibility to improve my knowledge in remote sensing, especially in relation to improve the end-to-end perspective.
The summer school would match perfectly in the context of my current research. The topics Water Cycle, Ocean Science, Carbon Cycle as well as the practical exercises fit direct to my master thesis (Cyanobacteria and Eutrophication) and my daily tasks related to water quality.
During my international master and internships, I have enjoyed the international environment and would be very happy to socialize with interesting people.
Meeting persons like Prof. Dr. Martin Visbeck or Dr. Lucille Gaultier and completing practical exercises with them would be of great interest to me.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) 3rd Master semester		Masters		Optical: Advanced
Radar: Intermediate		Used programming languages: R, Python

R for: statistics and Data management, process and plot EO Raster and vector data, and model Biodiversity...
Python for: customise GDAL and integration of own functions into QGIS, develop code for special analytic purpose e.g. pixel extraction of global Land classifications for overlapping multipart polygons (Catchments).

level of proficiency: Intermediate-Advanced		YES

		1102		Mr.		male		Marco		Cerri		Marco Cerri		cerri.mar@gmail.com		guenter.strunz@dlr.de		Technical University of Munich TUM		Arcisstraße 21				80333		Munich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 1525 5676559		Italian		1990-Oct-02		Milan (Italy)		true		1		2018-May-04 16:32		2018-May-28 16:19		normal		CerriMar		1102		Some RapidEye and TerraSAR-X water masks,
CORINE land use layers,
Landscape ecology metrics derivation tools (FRAGSTATS, LecoS, V-LATE),
GIS software QGIS and ArcGIS,
Data analysis with R		Master thesis student of Environmental Engineering, focused on hydrological extremes (floods), their modelling and the caused losses on the human society		Academic background: Environmental Engineering (bachelor + master). Together with interests in Geodesy, Climate change, GIS, I'm focused on modelling of the hydrological processes and especially the extremes (floods) and their analysis with EO and RS tools.
Internship at German Aerospace Center (DLR), Department Geo-Risks and Civil Security, Oberpfaffenhofen, to develop a Study project thesis (three-month workload project) about "Flood simulation using HEC-RAS hydraulic model calibrated with remotely sensed water mask: a case study of Mulde River, Germany".
Internship at German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ), Section Hydrology, Potsdam, to write the Master thesis about "Multivariable flood damage modelling for residential buildings using open data with random forests method", with possible development for a published paper in Autumn 2018		Prof.Dr.-Ing. Günter Strunz,
Head of Department Geo-Risks and Civil Security,
German Aerospace Center (DLR)		NO		I'm deeply interested in EO and RS disciplines, especially in their use to analyse weather hazards and their effects on the human settlements and the environment. My background is now based more on the physical processes at surface level and on the modelling of the hydrological systems, with a basic understanding of the most important EO databases and services. I wish to widen my knowledge of the RS tools and to acquire new skills, to be able to apply them to the risk management chain for natural hazards, to implement more effective defence system and to a more accurate derivation of model's parameters.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Completed 2-year Master of Science		Masters		I know the basic theory of Geodesy, the different types of SAR, their technical functioning, some image processing concepts, a good GIS knowledge in general		MATLAB, R, intermediate level
Python, C beginner level 		YES

		1111		Mr.		male		Davide		De Santis		Davide De Santis		Davide.De.Santis@uniroma2.it		Fabio.Del.Frate@uniroma2.it		University of Rome Tor Vergata		Via del Politecnico 1				00133		Rome		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+390672597711		Italian		1990-May-07		Santhià (Vercelli - Italy)		true		1		2018-May-08 18:22		2018-May-16 16:48		normal		davide.desantis		1111		. Remote sensing software:
SNAP, ENVI, QGIS, ArcGIS, Google Earth Pro

. Data:
Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, Landsat 5, Landsat 7, Landsat 8 
		. Fellowship in Environmental Monitoring using Satellite Data
. University of Rome Tor Vergata FabSpace Manager

		. Master's degree in Environmental Engineering at University of Rome Tor Vergata with a master's thesis on the Thermal Characterization of the Bracciano Lake using Satellite Data

. Participation to six months Erasmus+ Program at Trier University of Applied Sciences (Germany) 

. Participation to the Poster Session of the Mapping Water Bodies from Space 2nd Conference (27-28 March 2018, ESA-ESRIN). Poster title: "Monitoring of Climate Change Effects on Water Surface Temperature of the Bracciano Lake".		 Prof. Fabio Del Frate, University of Rome Tor Vergata		No		The partecipation at the ESA EO Summer School 2018 can play a very important role for my background and can be really useful for my current/future work and research activities. 
I would be really glad and excited to participate to this course.

		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		7th month Master's degree		Masters		. Good knowledge of optical remote sensing 
. Basic knowledge of radar remote sensing 		. Basic knowledge of Python 		YES

		1044		Mr.		male		Stavros		Ntioudis		Stavros Ntioudis		stavros.nti@gmail.com		aravasn@gmail.com		University of Thessaly		Department of Mechanical Engineering - University of Thessaly - Leoforos Athinon, Pedion Areos				38334		Volos		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		+306978529216		Greek		1995-Aug-30		Drama, Northern Greece		true		1		2018-Apr-26 15:13		2018-Jun-02 10:17		normal		ntioudis		1044		Currently not using any remote sensing software. However,I'm conversant with Simulink systems specialized in remote sensing for racing vehicles as well as with various motorsport data acquisition software.
		Currently occupied with Finite Element Analysis and mostly with ABAQUS user defined subroutines, researching reduced integration techniques as well as hourglass control on finite elements with a single integration point.		Served as head of data acquisition and analysis department of Centaurus Racing Team (a FSAE team based in University of Thessaly, Volos), for three years and participated in various international student racing competitions organized by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). Attended an applied vehicle dynamics and data analysis seminar held in Graz, Austria, and the Ansa, Meta & Composites Basics Seminar (Finite Element Analysis - Computational), as well as other minor events and seminars concerning automotive sensors.		Dr. Nikolaos Aravas, Professor of Computational Mechanics, University of Thessaly		NO		Although my current domain of research is not closely related to Earth Science Disciplines, I've always wanted to pursue a career which gives me the opportunity of exploiting my passion for sensors, numerical methods and engineering in pursuance of preserving nature. Given the fact that I'm already familiar with remote sensing, data acquisition and treatment, I strongly believe that I'll be able to keep up with the concepts of Earth Observation. Of course the EOSS 18 will not only provide me with the essential knowledge for a later career as an Earth Observation Scientist, but it will also connect me with ambitious and skillful individuals, which in my opinion, is the most important aspect of summer schools in general. Undoubtedly spending time in an environment with other young scientists will enhance my communication skills and will assist me evolving into a team player which praises cooperation, when it comes to confronting major environmental issues.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Mechanical Engineering, 5th year as an undergraduate student (Five years of undergraduate studies in Greek Engineering Universities lead to a diploma equivalent to a Master in Engineering or Science)		Masters		Experienced in remote sensing in the context of automotive engineering. Installed, calibrated, acquired and analysed data from linear potensiometers, accelerometers, gyro sensors, hall effect sensors, gas throttle position sensors, air-fuel Ratio sensors , lambda sensors and optical sensors e.g. infrared sensors for tire temperature measurement. Familiar with analog circuit design, CAN BUS loggers and data acquisition algorithms.		matlab, level: Advanced
fortran, level:Advanced
arduino, level: Intermediate
Micro C, level: Novice
python, level: Novice
C, level: Novice		YES

		1047		Mr.		male		Francesco Niccolò		Polinelli		Francesco Niccolò Polinelli		francesconiccolo.polinelli@polimi.it		marco.gianinetto@polimi.it		Politecnico di Milano		Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32				20133		Milano		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		0039 340 411 4701		Italian		1990-Nov-25		Milano		true		1		2018-Apr-26 16:41		2018-May-01 22:14		normal		Francesco.Polinelli		1047		Software:
ENVI
ArcGIS

Data:
Landsat
Sentinel		Research assistant in the remote sensing lab of Politecnico di Milano.

Estimation of soil erosion dynamics according also to future climate change scenarios, in Val Camonica, an Italian Alpine basin.
Soil erosion parameters evaluated from remote sensing products.
		Sep 2014 - Apr 2017 || Master Science in Environmental Engineering at Politecnico di Milano
     – Dissertation thesis in the remote sensing field: Analysis of crop farming areas from Landsat images
     – Dissertation title: «Multitemporal analysis of crop farming in the Dudh Koshi basin (Nepal)
and climate change»

Jun 2017 – Jan 2018 || Internship at Politecnico di Milano
     – Remote sensing research: image processing, Land Cover classification and indices analysis from satellite images, soil erosion parameters evaluated from Landsat and Sentinel 2 products, and environmental analysis in HERASE project; estimation of soil erosion dynamics in future climate change scenarios

Feb 2018 – Present || Research Assistant at Politecnico di Milano
     - Remote sensing research: Internship follow-up


Publications:

Marco Gianinetto, Francesco Polinelli, Federico Frassy, Martina Aiello, Francesco Rota Nodari, Andrea Soncini, Daniele Bocchiola (2017). Analysis of changes in crop farming in the Dudh Koshi (Nepal) driven by climate changes. Proceedings of SPIE Remote Sensing (edited by Ulrich Michel, Karsten Schulz), Warsaw (Poland), vol. 10428, 104281R, pp. 1-9, CCC code: 0277-786X/17/$18, DOI: 10.1117/12.2278637.

Marco Gianinetto, Francesco Rota Nodari, Martina Aiello, Federico Frassy, Renata Vezzoli, Francesco Polinelli, Daniele Bocchiola, Giovanni Ravazzani, Maria Cristina Rulli, Chiara Corbari, Andrea Soncini, Davide Danilo Chiarelli, Corrado Passera (2017). HERASE: monitorare l’erosione del suolo nelle Alpi con tecniche Geomatiche. Atti della Conferenza ASITA 2017, Salerno (Italia), pp.633-640.		Prof. Marco Gianinetto
Politecnico di Milano		NO		This course could give me a deeper knowledge of the Earth Observation tools in the field of the environmental monitoring. A more solid consciousness of some environmental processes and remote sensing potentials could easily improve the efficency of my work and be the foundation in the development of new researches.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master of Environmental Engineering (1 year)		Masters		Good knowledge of optical remote sensing:
- Image processing
- Land Cover classification
- Spectral indices analysis		Python - Basic
IDL - Basic
Matlab -Basic		YES

		1144		Mr.		male		Guido		Riembauer		Guido Riembauer		guido.riembauer@esa.int		klaus.scipal@esa.int		ESA - ESTEC		Keplerlaan  1				2201 AZ		Noordwijk		NL		Netherlands		Netherlands, The		Western_Europe		004915757212414		German		1989-Apr-15		Wolfenbuettel, Germany		true		1		2018-May-16 11:30		2018-May-18 17:23		normal		guido.riembauer		1144		Data:
- P-Band SAR campaign data 
- Sentinel-1 data
Software:
- Python
- Matlab
- SNAP 
- QGIS		German National Trainee at EOP-SME. I am currently working on several topics of ESA's 7th earth explorer mission BIOMASS: So far, I performed a coverage analysis in order to estimate revisit times for different locations on earth. At the moment I start looking into the ongoing Level-2 product algorithm research which is aiming at generating a global map of above-ground-biomass after each global coverage cycle of the satellite. My research question here is how the AGB estimation algorithm prototypes perform under different conditions (topography, forest types, climate,...).		My background consists of SAR remote sensing on one hand and earth observation education on the other hand. I worked two years on a web-based learning environment for the implementation of earth observation in schools at the Heidelberg University of Education. In this context, I presented at relevant conferences (e.g. EARSeL) and published a first conference paper (EDULEARN 2016). I then decided to specialize in SAR remote sensing and worked in a project focusing on SAR methods for satellite-based disaster mapping at the Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy in Frankfurt. During this project, I attended the Fringe conference 2017 in Helsinki. As I aim to get a deeper understanding of SAR missions and their development and connection to the scientific community, I started my traineeship at EOP-SME in march 2018.		Dr. Klaus Scipal, Mission Scientist at EOP-SME (Mission Science Division, ESA - ESTEC)		NO		As a major part of the course focuses on the carbon cycle, it can substantially help me to understand the underlying dynamics as well as the observables that will be primarily investigated by the BIOMASS mission. Furthermore, most AGB retrieval algorithms rely on physical or empirical models that are fitted to observed data. Here, the data assimilation fundamentals and techniques covered in the course can be of great benefit to me in order to contribute to the algorithm development in a scientifically sound way. I also hope to gain hands-on experience in the practical exercises which will help me to pick suitable tools for specific tasks. In this context, I expect to learn about processing tools which may be useful to my research and best-practices in earth observation data analysis. Finally, I am curious to learn about earth observation applications in fields other than my current research to enhance interdisciplinary thinking and to locate my research topic in a bigger picture. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Masters in Geoinformation and Visualisation (2015)		Masters		I am familiar with the fundamentals of optical (multi + hyperspectral) remote sensing through various university courses and my bachelor's thesis. In both my bachelor's and master's thesis I worked with radar remote sensing, hence I am familiar with SAR amplitude processing techniques and the fundamentals of InSAR. Perspectively, I would like to deepen my knowledge in PolSAR and PolInSAR.		I have used Python and R for earth observation data analysis. I would consider myself an intermediate user - I am able to implement procedural algorithms in both languages, however maybe not always in the most processing-efficient way. Currently I am starting to learn programming with Matlab. 		YES

		1048		Mr.		male		Calogero		Schillaci		Calogero Schillaci		calogero.schillaci@unimi.it		marco.acutis@unimi.it		University of Milan la Statale		Via Celoria 2				10123		Milano 		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3207928054		Italian		1986-Dec-01		Mussomeli (CL)		true		1		2018-Apr-26 17:50		2018-Apr-26 17:51		normal		Calogero_esa		1048		ERDAS, ENVI and (Sarscape basic), QGIS, Google Engine		PhD student third year at the University of Milan la statale.		1. Lombardo L., Saia S., Schillaci C., P. Mai M., Huser R. - Modeling soil organic carbon with Quantile Regression: Dissecting predictors' effects on carbon stocks – 
2. Schillaci C., Sergio S., Acutis M.-Modelling of Soil Organic Carbon in the Mediterranean area: a systematic map (accepted paper)
3. Schillaci, C., Acutis M., Lombardo L., Lipani A., L., Fantappiè M., Märker M., Saia S., 2017. Spatio-temporal topsoil organic carbon mapping of a semi-arid Mediterranean region: The role of land use, soil texture, topographic indices and the influence of remote sensing data to modelling. 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2017.05.239
4. Schillaci C., Lombardo L., Saia, S., Fantappiè M., Märker M., Acutis M., 2017. Modelling the topsoil carbon stock of agricultural lands with the Stochastic Gradient Treeboost in a semi-arid Mediterranean region. Geoderma 286, 35–45. doi:10.1016/j.geoderma.2016.10.019
5. Kusak M., Kropacek J., Vilimek V., Schillaci C., Analysis of the influence of the tectonics on the evolution of the valley networks based on SRTM DEM, Jemma River Basin, Ethiopia_ September 2016 Geografia Fisica e Dinamica Quaternaria.
6. Kropáček J., Schillaci C., Salvini R., & Märker M. (2016) - Assessment of gully erosion in the Upper Awash, Central Ethiopian highlands based on a comparison of archived aerial photographs and very high resolution satellite images. Geogr Fis e Din Quat 39:161–170. doi: 10.4461/GFDQ2016.39.15
7. Schillaci C., Braun A., Kropáček J. 2015. Section 2.4.2: Terrain analysis and landforms recognition, In: Clarke, L.E & Nield, J.M. (Eds.) Geomorphological Techniques (Online Edition). British Society for Geomorphology; London, UK. ISSN: 2047-0371.
8. Novara A., Gristina L., Kuzyakov Y., Schillaci C., Laudicina V.A., La Mantia T. 2013 Turnover and availability of soil organic carbon under Mediterranean land use as estimated by 13C natural abundance. European Journal of Soil Science 8: 11107-11138, 10.1111/ejss.12038.
		Marco Acutis, Full Professor of Agronomy and crop science, University of Milan		Only short courses at the EGU 2017-2018		Motivation 
With the Earth Observation Summer School, I believe that I will be able to be up to date about the newest open source remote sensing bigger European project and its tools. In my case this knowledge will converge toward a more thorough vision of the digital soil mapping (DSM) for the agricultural soils assessment and especially for soil properties mapping at country and regional scale. Exploring the capabilities of ESA products, ESA toolboxes and disseminate results as high quality peer review papers is my short term objective. Being an active part in that, the course information’s can result in a new reading key for a better understanding of the relation between aboveground biomass, climate and topsoil agroecosystems SOC pool.
Furthermore, the inclusion of remote sensing data in the assessment of soil organic carbon (SOC) content and stock of agricultural soils constitutes a key item for the nowadays research development in agro-ecosystem studies. In two paper that I co-authored as first author we have shown that remote sensing imagery and indices has brought always an increase in explained variance, and a better mapping result. 
I have been working with remote sensing data since 7 years. Satellite data are nowadays more and more available, it is an issue of big data, and we have to learn how to face the situation in an efficient way. With the SNAP ESA toolbox the way to use the Copernicus mission data has change a lot. I am looking forward to automate workflows where possible, especially when preparing covariates as input for soil mapping. And also to include multi temporal acquisition form both optical and radar imagery in DSM spatio-temporal mapping of soil properties. My research will be focussed on resampling and mosaicking tiles for regional studies. Specific issues that I am interested in are also the detection of the farming management and mapping the annual and inter-annual crop variability throughout the fields, I am also started to use google engine as a tool to manage big amount of data.
I have a complete dedication towards my work and profession and therefore, I would more than exceed your expectations and produce the best results for your organization. I wish to learn a lot during the school under your guidance. Kindly, consider my application for the Earth Observation Summer School. 
Thank You very much for considering my application.
Yours Sincerely
		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master of Science		Masters		Optical Multispectral and Hyperspectral imagery, unsupervised and supervised classification. Aerial and drone imagery georeferencing, mosaiking and digitalization. Digital elevation models, Landsat 5,7,8, SRTM, ALOS PRISM stereo imagery and DEM preparation, PLEIADES high resolution imagery, RAPIDEYE represent the data and the techniques that I have used in the research projects.		Python (raster, scikit-learn), R statistical computing, especially with the regression based algorithm packages, machine learning (dismo, random forest, caret), SQL queries.		YES

		1078		Mr.		male		Matteo		Venanzi		Matteo Venanzi		matteo.venanzi@cgi.com		gaetano.pace@cgi.com		CGI Italy srl		CGI Italy srl		Via Enrico Fermi 62		00044 		Frascati (Rome)		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+3903801818192		Italian		1987-Aug-03		Rome		true		1		2018-Apr-30 10:06		2018-May-01 22:01		normal		venanzi		1078		I currently use free data available at :
Copernicus open access hub
https://imagery.geocento.com
Worldview
LEOworks

to conduct self study practice studies following suggestions from ESA's online course (by FutureLearn) "Earth Observation from Space" which I have completed (certificate available).

		Ground Segment Engineer for Galileo constellation		I have a Master of Science in Space Engineering. I have been working on space ground systems for 6 years: first for launchers (I have also launched Sentinel 2A with Vega VV05 launch :) ) then I moved on navigation systems (Galileo) where I currently work on and I am interested on Earth Observation to which I would like my next challenge to be.		Director Consulting Services		I have completed with a score of 91% ESA's online course "Earh Observation from Space: The Optical View"

(certificate here: https://www.futurelearn.com/certificates/v1qn0gz)		My goal is to work on earth observation ground segments. Indeed, I enjoy when my work has a direct communitarian goal. I feel highly motivated about helping my European fellow citizens in their everyday lifes. Working on EO as a ground engineer would allow me this more than any other space applications as there are so many ways to contribute: I can think of air pollution monitoring, safety of flights, natural hazards (wildfires, storms, natural disasters), just to name a few.

This course offered by ESA would allow me to apply my theoretical knowledge on space systems and remote sensing technologies hence bolstering my understanding and analysis skills of earth observation products. My idea is to better understand the products in order clarify what users want and need so to enhance the upstream EO ground systems to better match the expectations and improve the services and thus the final usage of the products.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		I have a strong academic background on space systems for earth observation covering remote sensing principles and technologies. My knowledge encompasses both active and passive sensing instruments: optical, SAR, Lidar, radar altimetry. And I have basic analysis skills for interpreting the related products.		linux shell (bash, tcsh) - expert
python - advanced
matlab - advanced
perl - intermediate
java - basic
perl - basic		YES

		1060		Mr.		male		Benedict		Vierneisel		Benedict Vierneisel		b.vierneisel@fz-juelich.de		b.vierneisel@fz-juelich.de		Forschungszentrum Jülich		Forschungszentrum Jülich, IBG-2 Wilhelm-Johnen-Straße 				52428 		Jülich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		015759401125		German		1991-Feb-21		Haan		true		1		2018-Apr-27 14:17		2018-May-30 10:15		normal		BenVier		1060		QGIS, ENVI, R-Statistics

Sentinel 2, Ground-based measurements, SNAP products such as Sentinel-2 L2B LAI product (leaf area index).		Publishing parts of my master thesis for the special issue: Hyperspectral Remote Sensing of Vegetation Traits and Function - mainly based on the inversion of radiative transfer  models (PROSAIL) implemented in ARTMO software on the basis of Sentinel-2 data and novel hyperspectral HyPlant sun induced fluorescence (SIF) data.		Vierneisel, B., Willkomm, M. und P. Dannenberg, 2016. Land use dynamics in the Mt. Kenya region - a remotely sensed analysis using RapidEye satellite images. Zentralblatt für Geologie und Paläontologie 2016(1): 23-40.
		Uwe Rascher, University of Bonn		Yes but online, EO-College - Echoes in Space		I really want to get better with handling all ESA based data. As I have already worked with Sentinel-1 data to identify open pit mining over a set time frame and Sentinel-2 data to monitor plant growth cycle by using radiative transfer models and generating LAI (master thesis). There is still much to learn and I feel like policy and decision makers will greatly benefit from this free data that gets even expanded further in future (e.g. S-3 launch on 25.4). Currently, I am looking forward to the upcoming FLEX mission as it will provide novel datasets on agricultural sites as well as forests. I am also keen to be part of the research team that accesses, analysis and forwards the data to add on the knowledge we gather by earth observation (EO). The upcoming course could therefore give me new insights on EO data provided by the ESA and help me to improve my overall methods by hands on training.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		M.Sc. 		Masters		Advanced optical earth observation knowledge (Landsat, Sentinel, RapidEye), finished another EO college course on radar remote sensing. Use of various remote sensing (ENVI etc.) and GIS software (QGIS) and statistics software (R-Statistics). 		Little expierence of Python programming and R-Scripting.		YES

		1049		Ms.		female		Age		Arikas		Age Arikas		age.arikas@ttu.ee		rivo.uiboupin@ttu.ee		Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		Akadeemia tee 15a				12618		Tallinn		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37258051778		Estonian		1993-Feb-21		Rakvere, Estonia		true		1		2018-Apr-26 18:47		2018-May-20 19:12		normal		agearikas		1049		Software: BEAM, SNAP, ENVI, QGIS.

Data from optical sensors on Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, MODIS, MERIS and Landsat 8. In addition, Sentinel-3 SLSTR data.		Early Stage Researcher

Current research activities:
Optical remote sensing of water for retrieval of water quality parameters with specific emphasis on the coastal areas of Baltic Sea. Validating existing algorithms and developing new algorithms for water quality products. 
		Background:
I received my Master of Science degree in Earth Sciences and Geotechnology, with specializing in oceanography and meteorology. Due to my master thesis, I have obtained broad knowledge about optical properties of marine environment and optical remote sensing. 
Currently, I am doing my PhD in Earth Sciences, the thesis topic is Coastal Waste Water Outlet Monitoring from Satellite Imagery.

Publications: 
1) Toming, K.; Kutser, T.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Vahter, K.; Paavel, B. Mapping Water Quality Parameters with Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument Imagery in the Baltic Sea. Remote Sensing. 2017, 9 (10), 1070.
2) Sipelgas, L.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Siitam, L. Water Quality Near Estonian Harbours in the Baltic Sea as Observed From Entire MERIS Full Resolution Archive. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 2018, 126, 565-574. 

Conferences:
1) Colour and Light in the Ocean from Earth Observation Workshop in ESA-ESRIN, Frascati, Italy, on 6-8 September 2016. 
Poster presentation: Vertical Profiles of Light Attenuation During Upwelling and Downwelling Events in NW Coast of Estonia, Baltic Sea.
2) Sentinel-3 Validation Team Meeting at EUMETSAT Headquarters in Darmstadt, Germany, on 13-15 March 2018. 
Poster presentation: Validation of Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) Imagery Collected During Cyanobacterial Bloom and Coastal Upwelling in the Baltic Sea.
		Name: Dr. Rivo Uiboupin 
Organisation/University: Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		NO		The EO Summer School would broaden my knowledge in data assimilation of remote sensing and models. I would like to learn more about advantages and disadvantages of different data assimilation methods, which will support my research and encourage consideration of methods and techniques appropriate to my doctoral studies. 
In addition, it would be good opportunity to gain hands-on experience with the latest software and methods that use synergy between remote sensing, in-situ and model datasets. It would generate added value to my scientific work since I would like to investigate the impact areas of coastal wastewater discharge points from optical remote sensing data and from mixing/transport model. 
Furthermore, it is a good chance to meet other early career scientists, as well as more advanced researchers who can open up new ways of thinking about my research field. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		Optical remote sensing: advanced level. 
Experience in a) processing optical satellite imagery b) testing different algorithms to retrieve water quality parameters like chlorophyll-a, total suspended matter, coloured dissolved organic matter, Secchi depth and diffuse attenuation coefficient; c) testing different atmospheric corrections to retrieve bottom of atmosphere reflectance data; d) the formation of sea surface temperature, ice cover and different water quality parameters maps. 

Radar remote sensing: basic knowledge.		1) Python: basic knowledge (used in the following courses: 1) Data Processing in Oceanography and Meteorology, 2) Modelling of Natural Water Bodies; in addition,  I have completed one online course)

2) Fortran: basic knowledge (used in the following course: Simulation of Physical Processes)		YES

		1145		Ms.		female		Despoina		Bafi		Despoina Bafi		gs21357@hua.gr		parchar@hua.gr		Harokopeio University Of Athens		 Eleftheriou Venizelou 70, , 				176 76		Kallithea, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6972797794		Greek		1995-Aug-08		Athens, Greece		true		1		2018-May-16 15:14		2018-May-18 09:50		normal		bafi		1145		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD)		I am currently working on my thesis concerning Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis - Harokopio University 		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-graduate student		PhD		Since I am a post-graduate student, I am a beginner on Remote Sensing 
(Radar and Optical).		I have had one course on Python, so my level of knowledge is fundamental (beginner).		YES

		1118		Ms.		female		Roxana		Burlacu		Roxana Burlacu		roxana.burlacu@terrasigna.com		florin.serban@terrasigna.com		Terrasigna		3 Logofat Luca Stroici Street				020581		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40762658932		Romanian		1993-Sep-26		Bucharest		true		1		2018-May-10 13:25		2018-May-16 09:49		normal		roxana.burlacu		1118		-QGIS, ESA Snap, ENVI, Global Mapper, GvSIG, SagaGIS, GUIDOS
-optical images on forest, hidrological analysis, agriculture		Geographer		Participating:
-Going Places with Spatial Analysis online course at Esri (September 1-October 1, 2015) using
the ArcGIS Online platform.
-Cartographic participation in the realization of the "Atlas of Romanians everywhere"
(November 2015-January 2016).
-the professional practice within the Geographical Information Systems Master of the Faculty
of Geography at the National Cartography Center (8-14 February 2016).
-The Location Advantage online course at Esri (March 16-April 20, 2016) using the ArcGIS
Online platform.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October 2016) in Bucharest with "Lines, Points and Polygons". From
simple to complex in representing geographic data.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 October 2017) in Bucharest, with the paper "Viewing the
Orthodox Churches in Bucharest from the perspective of digital cartography".
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of
Geospatial Data" (24-25 November 2017) in Timişoara with the work "Making Infographics
Using Qgis and Inkscape".
-Winning the 1st place at the "Aia e!" Contest organized in the geo-spatial.org seminars "Free
Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October
2016) in Bucharest, in collaboration with the Romanian Cartography Association, with the
map paper "A week by plane on Romania and the Republic of -geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 April 2018) in Cluj-Napoca with "Dynamics of areas covered with forest vegetation in Romania in the last 30 years"		Dr. Florin SERBAN - Managing Director, Terrasigna		NO		This course will help me deepen my knowledge about remote sensing and discover unknown ways by me to become experienced in this field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Master		PhD		3 years of experience regarding optical and remote sensing		Beginner-Python, CSS, HTML, SQL		YES

		1141		Ms.		female		Olimpia		Copacenaru		Olimpia Copacenaru		olimpia.copacenaru@drd.unibuc.ro		stefan.t.constantinescu@gmail.com		University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography		Nicolae Balcescu 1, Sector 1, Bucharest, Romania				010041		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		0040729062821		Romanian		1993-Aug-25		Bucharest, Romania		true		1		2018-May-15 00:19		2018-May-15 00:19		normal		olimpia.copacenaru		1141		I mainly work with open-source software and open data in my research and I am an active promoter of free and open-source solutions. I am an active member of geo-spatial.org, the local chapter of OSGEO and I am also part of the team that will organise FOSS4G 2019 Conference in Bucharest, Romania. 
I have worked with a range of open-source software, such as QGIS, SAGA GIS, GRASS GIS, gvSIG, OpenJUMP, uDig,  GeoMapApp, MapAnalyst, TileMill or VTP and also with toold developed by ESA, such as SNAP or GuidosToolbox, but also with comercial software, such as ArcGIS, Surfer or Global Mapper or online solutions, such as Carto (CartoDB) or ArcGIS Online. 
I also use mainly free satellite data, acquired by Landsat or Copernicus Sentinel satellites, as well as vector data dowloaded from open sources, such as OpenStreetMap.  
		I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography from the University of Bucharest, developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. My project focuses on identifying the main drivers that impacted the evolution of agricultural landscape by driving changes in land use and farming practices in Romania. The objective of the project is to perform an unprecedented survey of the evolution of Romanian agricultural landscape during the past 25 years using an innovative technology that involves satellite data, socio-economic analysis and meteorological information.
Also, since February 2017, I am employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. 
I am also a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, where I am currently involved in the project`Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`.
		My research results, most of them related to land use / land cover changes, were presented at many national and international conferences and symposiums in the past years, as listed below:
▪ 04/2018, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars ('Utilizarea datelor de Observare a Pământului în analiza dinamicii peisajelor agricole din România' - 'The use of Earth Observation data in the analysis of agricultural landscapes dynamics in Romania`).
▪ 12/2017, Bucharest: Young Researchers` Workshop ('Dinamica procesului de fragmentare / comasare a terenurilor arabile în perioada postdecembristă în județul Ilfov` - `The dynamics of land fragmentation / land consolidation in the post-communist period in Ilfov County, Romania`, 1st prize).
▪ 11/2017, Bucharest:  Yearly Conference of the Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest “Geographical Sciences and Future of Earth” (`Utilizarea imaginilor satelitare în evaluarea dinamicii utilizării și acoperirii terenurilor în perioada post-comunistă în județul Ilfov` - ‘The use of satellite imagery in assessing land use / land cover dynamics in the post-communist period in Ilfov County, Romania’)
▪ 09/2017, Iași: International Symposium of GIS and Remote Sensing (Pantan R., Copăcenaru O. - Evaluation of land use and land cover dynamics in the post-communist period in Ilfov county, Romania).
▪ 09/2017, ESRIN, Frascati, Italia: Earth Observation Open Science 2017 – „Data Analytics” Session (Flueraru C., Șerban I., Constantin S., Șerban F., Budileanu M., Copăcenaru O. - Wetlands Monitoring – Lake Titicaca South-East Basin).
▪ 05/2017, Constanţa: 'Constantin Brătescu' National Conference ('Evoluția țărmurilor Constanței – O abordare actuală' - 'The evolution of the shores of Constanţa – a current approach'), 3rd prize. 
▪ 05/2017, Târgoviște: 4th International Conference 'Geography, Environment and GIS' for student and young researchers ('Past and resent morphodynamics of the shores of the Black Sea in Constanta, Romania'). 
▪ 03/ 04 2017, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars ('Reprezentări ale litoralului dobrogean în produsele cartografice medievale de tip portulan. O abordare actuală' - 'Representations of Dobrogea’s shores in medieval cartographic products called portolan charts. A current approach').
▪ 11/2016, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars ('Reprezentări ale bazinului Mării Negre în portulanele medievale - Un periplu cartografic' - 'Representations of the Black Sea Basin in medieval portolan charts - A cartographic journey').
▪ 09/2016, Tulcea:  3rd International Conference ‘Water resources and wetlands’ ('Evaluation of the anthropogenic impact of water quality of Dambovita River')
▪ 03/2015, Bucharest: National Symposium of Geography Students, 22nd edition ('Studiu privind calitatea apei râului Dâmbovița între uzina de apă Roșu și stația de epurare Glina' - 'Study Regarding Water Quality of the Dambovita River between Rosu Water Treatment Plant and Glina Wastewater Treatment Plant'). 

Some of the results were also published as:
A) Scientific Papers:
• Moroșanu G.A., Donțu S., Copăcenaru O., Gavril V., Zaharia F.A., Cârstea E.M. (2016), „Evaluation of the anthropogenic impact of water quality of Dambovita River”, în Proc. Water Resources and Wetlands, Transversal Publishing House, Targoviste, pp. 91-98.
• Copăcenaru O. (2014), „Fabrica de Hârtie din Bușteni. Între abandon și scenarii de reconversie funcțională”, în Analele Asociației Profesionale a Geografilor din România, vol. V, nr. 5 - „Patrimoniul industrial - Conservare, promovare culturală și reutilizare inteligentă”, pp.87-98. 
B) Abstracts:
• Flueraru C., Cucu-Dumitrescu C., Budileanu M., Copacenaru O. (2018), „Copernicus Data & CAP Monitoring in Romania”, Copernicus4Regions User Stories.
• Flueraru C., Șerban I., Constantin S., Șerban F., Budileanu M., Copăcenaru O. (2017), „Wetland Monitoring – Lake Titicaca South-East Basin”, Abstract - Earth Observation Open Science 2017, ESRIN, Frascati, Italia. 
• Copăcenaru O. (2017), „Past and Recent Morphodynamics of the Shores of the Black Sea in Constanta, Romania”, Abstract - 4th International Conference Geography, Environment and GIS, Târgoviște.

I have also participated in many national and international seminars and summer schools related to GIS and Remote Sensing, as listed below:
• 04/2018, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Unsupervised land cover classifications using QGIS – SCP and R – R Studio, Creating interactive maps using QGIS2WEB).
• 11/2017, Athens: Seminar "Cropland mapping from free multi-temporal satellite images", GetMap, University of Twente. 
• 11/2017, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Earth Observation Data Access, Creating Infographics using QGIS and Inkscape).
• 10/2017, Bucharest: geo-spatial.org Seminars (SCP - Extracting spatial information from medium and high resolution satellite imagery in open-source environment using supervised classifications).
• 03-04/2017, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Sentinel 2 Imagery – From acquisition to results and cartographic representations, Implementing Data Models in QGIS, Statistics, charts and maps in R – Rstudio).
• 11/2016, Bucharest: Illustrative Cartography Workshop, organized by Michelin Romania.
• 11/2016, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Interactive visualization of geospatial data on the Web using CARTO, RSQLite - accessing, querying and modifying data in a relational SQLite database using the R language, QGIS Print Composer - Open Source Strikes Back).
• 10/2016, Bucharest: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Automating the production of maps in QGIS, with Atlas, Processing satellite images in SNAP).
• 06/2016, Córdoba: El Seminario 'Contribución de la agricultura de conservación y los sistemas agroforestales a la mitigación del cambio climático' ('The Seminar 'Contribution of conservation agriculture and agroforestry systems to the mitigation of climate change').
• 11/2015, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Processing Sentinel 2 Satellite Imagery in SNAP, Tips & tricks in QGIS for handling satellite-based data, Mapping of flood affected areas using satellite data and open / open-source software).
• 07/2015, Bucharest: CCMESI Summer School – 2nd edition. Practical methods for assessing the state of the environment.
• 04/2015, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (CartoDB - Online maps,Georeferencing Historical Maps, Publishing a Geospatial Portal Using Cartaro).
• 11/2014, Bucharest: Sponge Media LAB Workshop.
• 11/2014, Timişoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (GRASS GIS: Introduction to Graphical Modeler, Building Dynamic Maps Using Static Files).
• 07/2014, Bucharest: Sponge Media LAB Workshop.
• 04/2014, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Introduction to VTP – 3D Exploration of Geographical Reality, GRASS GIS: Designing, Processing, Analysing and Visualizing Geospatial Data).
• 11/2013, Timişoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Introduction to Leaflet, Creating, Processing, Analyzing and Publishing Geospatial Information Using Open-Source GIS Solutions).
• 06/2013, Bucharest: FOSS4G Central and Eastern Europe Conference.
• 04/2013, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Satellite Images Processing Using Leoworks 4, Introduction to GRASS GIS and POSTGRESQL / POSTGIS, Using the WRF Model in the Operational Weather Forecast, Designing Maps Using TileMill).

I have also gained some important knowledge in GIS and Remote Sensing through the online courses / MOOCs that I took part in, such as:
• 09–10/2017: MOOC Earth Observation from Space, ESA – European Spatial Agency, Future Learn. 
• 09–10/2017: MOOC Earth Imagery at Work, ESRI, Udemy.
• 09–10/2017: MOOC Do-It-Yourself Geo-Apps, ESRI, Udemy.
• 04-06/2017: Distance Learning Course Webinar Series on SAR Data Processing and Applications, Working Group on Capacity Building & Data Democracy (WGCapD), Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). 
• 10/2015: MOOC Going Places with Spatial Analysis, ESRI, Udemy. 
• 10/2015: MOOC Fuentes de información geográfica para SIGs ambientales – español online course, Udemy. 
• 10/2015: MOOC Master Website Development Using HTML & CSS – español online course, Erudeversity Video Library, Udemy.   
• 03/2015: MOOC Geospatial Intelligence & the Geospatial Revolution, Pennsylvania State University (Statement of Accomplishment with Distinction).
• 01/2015: Webinar (Q)GIS Trainings: Functionality vs. Application, ICA-OSGeo Lab Network, MundoGEO.
• 12/2014: MOOC From GPS and Google Maps to Spatial Computing, University of Minnesota (Statement of Accomplishment with Distinction).
• 10/2014: Webinar European Location Framework, GeoSUR, MundoGEO.
• 09/2014: Webinar Introducing the QGIS Academy Project, ICA-OSGeo Lab Network, MundoGEO.
• 09/2013: MOOC Maps and the Geospatial Revolution, Pennsylvania State University (Statement of Accomplishment with Distinction).		Associate Professor, University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography

		NO		To whom it may concern:

I am writing to apply for the upcoming ESA Earth Observation Summer School 2018 – Earth System Monitoring & Modelling, which will take place in Frascati, in July-August 2018. I would really appreciate the opportunity to be among the participants and learn more about Earth Observation techniques. Improving my knowledge about radar and optical remote sensing has constantly been a priority for me, so I have decided to apply for this summer school, which could definitely have a great impact on my future studies and my professional life. 

Firstly, as outlined before, I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest. My PhD thesis involves developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. Therefore, I strongly believe that I would be an ideal candidate for this summer school, taking into consideration by academic background and experience. I also consider that I could highly benefit from the practical exercise in EO Data Processing using ESA EO Toolboxes stated in the preliminary programme and they could open new opportunities and perspectives in my PhD research. 

Secondly, this summer school would provide me a place for learning and advancement, which are very important for my professional life. I feel certain that the programme would suit my needs particularly well. I am currently employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. The summer school proposes activities which are in perfect agreement with my areas of interest, especially as I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 

Thirdly, attending a high-level summer school would be an important step in my future academic projects. For example, as a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, I am currently involved in the project `Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`, and I strongly feel that I could learn many new things and discover new opportunities of exploiting related Earth Observation data through the Practical Exercise with Ocean Data Lab stated in the preliminary programme of the ESA Summer School. The training sessions would be the ideal environment for developing my skills by participating in different practical activities. This would have an enormous impact, as I could integrate the knowledge gained in my present and future projects. 

What is more, this event would definitely be the best way for improving my communication abilities, by meeting researchers in this field and exchanging information regarding our projects. An international background, like the one provided by this summer school, would definitely be an extremely efficient and successful method to increase my remote sensing knowledge.  

Thank you in advance for taking the time to consider my application. I am confident you will find my application worthwhile and I would highly appreciate to be one of the selected participants, which would definitely have an enormous impact on my professional and personal development. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Olimpia Copăcenaru
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		I have an important background in using remote sensing software and data, including work experience and participation at different conferences and seminars related to these subjects and I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 
I have a Bachelor degree in Geography and a Master degree in GIS at the University of Bucharest, Romania. Also, in 2016, I participated in an Erasmus+ Mobility in Spain, at the Universidad de Córdoba, Facultad de Ciencias – Ciencias Ambientales (Environmental Science), where I had the chance to gain more practical skills in using remote sensing software and data in territorial planning. 
I work with optical data every day and, as a GIS and Remote Sensing Analyst for Terrasigna SRL, I am and I was involved in different projects, as listed:
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-MO-FOR - Technology for Automatic Monitoring of Tree Loss and Gain in Forest Areas, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-LAND – Technology for using Copernicus data to survey the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•01/2018 –Present: DataBio – Data-driven Bioeconomy: Big Data for Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EOSID – Earth Observation Services Supporting International Development Banks Projects, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EODAT – Expansion of EU Uptake in Developing Countries, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA, GISAT, TREEMETRICS, UCC.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: National pilot project for Monitoring Forested Areas, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: STAR - AGRI-BIS – Model of online service for the management of agricultural activities, TERRASIGNA, ROMSPACE - Romanian Association for Space Technology and Industry, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency. 
		I have got basic knowledge of C++, SQL, HTML and JavaScript, mainly acquired during my University studies. I have also worked with Python scripting and Anaconda. 
I have advanced knowledge of R scripting, acquired during my Erasmus+ stage at the University of Cordoba, Spain and different seminars and summer schoold that I have participated in, such as the Seminar "Cropland mapping from free multi-temporal satellite images", held in November 2017 in Athens and organised by GetMap and the University of Twente. I also organised and was the trainer of the Seminar Unsupervised land cover classifications using QGIS – SCP and R – R Studio, held in Cluj-Napoca, in April 2018. 
		YES

		1112		Ms.		female		Alexandra		Heck		Alexandra Heck		alexandra.heck@kit.edu		bernhard.heck@kit.edu		Geodetic Institute / Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		KIT Geodätisches Institut		Englerstrasse 7		76131		Karlsruhe		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 721 608 43667		German		1988-Mar-27		Karlsruhe		true		1		2018-May-09 11:11		2018-May-14 11:20		normal		AlexKHeck		1112		Software: DORIS, ROI_PAC, SNAP (Sentinel-1 Toolbox), StaMPS
Data: ERS, Envisat, Sentinel-1		My current research activities focus on the geodynamics of the Upper Rhine Graben. The aim of my PhD is to derive a 3d velocity field using Sentinel-1, GPS and leveling data. My focus is on the persistent scatterer InSAR analysis of the Sentinel-1 data, the data fusion of the three named geodetic techniques as well as the validation of the 3d velocity field using a 3d finite element model.		Education:
2011-2016: Study of Geophysics at the Department of Physics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
2016: Graduation (Master of Science) in Geophysics, Topic of Master Thesis: "Application of bistatic TanDEM-X interferometry to analyze volcanic activity at Shiveluch, Kamchatka"

Relevant participations to conferences:
Fringe, 2017, Helsinki: "Application of Bistatic TanDEM-X Interferometry at Shiveluch Volcano: DEM Corrections and Error Analysis" (Poster)
EGU, 2016, Vienna: "Lava emplacements at Shiveluch volcano (Kamchatka) from June 2011 to September 2014 observed by TanDEM-X SAR-Interferometry" (Poster)		Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Bernhard Heck
Chair of Physical and Satellite Geodesy
Geodetic Institute
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		NO		As Geophysicist I learned the potential of remote sensing to study geodynamic processes, such as earthquakes and active volcanoes.
So I am looking forward to the earth observation summer school to learn more about the application possibilities of optical and radar remote sensing, especially the possibilities to combine them. Since my past and current focus lies on the solid earth, I am also eager to learn more about the ocean, cryosphere and vegetation systems and how to handle the corresponding optical or radar signals in case of useful signal or interfering signal.
		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD candidate (2nd year)		PhD		optical remote sensing: basic
radar remote sensing: profound		Matlab (I am able to write complex programs)
C++ (I am able to write simple programs)
Python (I am able to understand and modify programs)
In addition, I have experience with Java, Gnuplot and Unix shell programming.

		YES

		1039		Ms.		female		Sofia		Junttila		Sofia Junttila		sofia.junttila@nateko.lu.se		lars.eklundh@nateko.lu.se		Lund University		Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund university		Sölvegatan 12		223 62		Lund		SE		Sweden		Sweden		Western_Europe		+358503486758		Finnish		1988-Mar-13		Laitila, Finland		true		1		2018-Apr-26 10:58		2018-Apr-30 15:27		normal		junttila		1039		Currently I use data from Sentinel-2 satellite. Earlier I have worked with Envisat MERIS, Aqua MODIS and NOAA AVHRR data.

Software I use: SNAP, Matlab, ENVI, ArcGIS, ERDAS Imagine.
		I am a first-year PhD student in the Department of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University, Sweden. The overarching aim of my PhD thesis project is to improve understanding of ecosystem scale carbon exchange at northern latitudes using optical remote sensing data. The specific objective is to understand the influence of spatial heterogeneity and temporal variations of vegetation and land surface on ecosystem carbon fluxes. Improved understanding of spatial and dynamic vegetation variables will be used for up-scaling carbon fluxes from flux towers to landscape level		I hold a Master of Science in hydrosphere geophysics from University of Helsinki, Finland. As minors I have studied meteorology, physics and methodological sciences included programming and GIS. In my Master’s thesis I developed phytoplankton spring bloom indicators using Envisat-MERIS data in the Baltic Sea. In addition, I have several years of experience in environmental remote sensing and geoinformatics from working at the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE).

Peer-reviewed scientific articles:
Anttila, S., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Attila, J., Junttila, S., Alasalmi, H., Hällfors, H., Kervinen, M., Koponen, S., 2018. A novel earth observation based ecological indicator for cyanobacterial blooms. International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, 64 (Supplement C): 145-155. 

Workshops and conferences: 
Junttila, S., Kelly, J., Kljun, N., Eklundh, L. 2018. Estimating carbon fluxes for Nordic ecosystems
using optical remote sensing data. OPTIMISE Final Conference. 21-23 February 2018, Sofia, Bulgaria. Poster presentation.

Junttila, S., Attila, J., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Kaitala, S., Alasalmi, H., Kervinen, M., Bruun, E., Anttila, S. 2013. Developing phytoplankton spring bloom indicator in coastal WFD regions from MERIS data. 6th EARSeL Workshop on Remote Sensing of the Coastal Zone. 5-7 June 2013, Matera, Italy. Oral presentation.		Professor Lars Eklundh, Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University		NO		My PhD thesis aims at better understanding the carbon cycle and how to obtain improved information about carbon flux dynamics using data from remote sensing satellites. I am sure this summer school would increase my knowledge of carbon cycle modelling and improve my skills to use Earth Observation satellite data in the most appropriate way.

Along with Earth observing satellite data, I am working with data from spectral measurement systems and UAVs (drones). These instruments provide data at widely different temporal and spatial scales that need to be integrated using – for example – Bayesian modelling. Data assimilation lectures would improve my understanding of different data integration methods and their possibilities and limitations. Practical exercises of data assimilation would give my tools to carry out data integration in my PhD thesis project and take full advantage of combining data from different instruments.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD student		PhD		I have good theoretical and practical knowledge of optical remote sensing, especially remote sensing of vegetation and water quality. I have basic theoretical knowledge of radar remote sensing but no practical experience on that.		Matlab (advanced), Python (basic), R (basic), C (intermediate), Java (intermediate)
		YES

		1080		Ms.		female		Aikaterini		Kikaki		Aikaterini Kikaki		akikakh@hotmail.com		konstantinos.karantzalos@gmail.com		National Technical University of Athens/Hellenic Centre for Marine Research		 Heroon Polytechniou 9				15780		Athens		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6979044695		Greek		1989-Jan-24		Athens		true		1		2018-Apr-30 11:18		2018-Apr-30 11:18		normal		akikakh		1080		I use Snap, Seadas, Acolite, Envi and Qgis.
The remote sensing data I use are from Landsat-7, Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3 and Aqua-modis sensors and from Copernicus (CMEMS) website.		Currently I am working on ”Kifisos 2018” project in corporation with Hellenic Centre of Marine Research. That's why my research is focused on study of spatio-temporal changes of chla, sst and spm in Saronikos gulf due to river Kifisos using satellite data. I also study Sargassum algae blooms and plastic debris events in Caribbean Sea using high resolution satellite data.		I have a MEng in surveying engineering and a MSc in oceanography. Recently I have joined two workshops by EUMETSAT:1)Operational Marine Surface Analysis using EUMETSAT's Copernicus Marine Data Stream,2)Using the Copernicus Marine Data Stream for Ocean Applications. I have participated in three conferences: (3rd International Ocean Color Meeting, 10th & 11th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society) and I have one publication: Kikaki et al. (2014), ''Study of the Beach Zone of Koutsounari (SE Crete) using Video Monitoring Methods''.10th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society. Currently I am preparing for Ocean optics conference. I have also participated in scientific cruises by R/V "AEGEO".


		 Assistant Professor Konstantinos Karantzalos School of Rural & Surveying engineering National Technical University of Athens		NO		I strongly believe that if you give me the opportunity to participate in this summer school and discuss face to face with the lecturers I will definitely enhance my scientific background about earth system and its modelling. This fact is very essential for my research about eastern basin of Mediterranean Sea where data and studies are limited. This summer school is additionally very significant for me in order to enhance my knowledge about ocean and carbon cycle.Last but not least, the exercises will be very helpful in order to apply in practice the fundamentals of theory   using Ocean data lab and improve my skills about data assimilation.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD student		PhD		I am an early scientist and my remote sensing knowledge is in regard to monitoring of water quality parameters such as chl-a, temperature and spm  using satellite data from Landsat-7,8  Sentinel-2,3 and Aqua-Modis sensors. The experimental results regard to assessment of water quality in coastal areas of Greece using and developing empirical models and evaluation of bio-optical algorithms in Case I waters.  		I have used Matlab and R and my level  is good. 
I am also novice at Python.
		YES

		1035		Ms.		female		Cecile Marie Margaretha		Kittel		Cecile Marie Margaretha Kittel		ceki@env.dtu.dk		pbau@env.dtu.dk		Technical University of Denmark (DTU)		Technical University of Denmark, DTU Environment		Bygningstorvet, Bygning 115		2800		Kongens Lyngby		DK		Denmark		Denmark		Western_Europe		+4545251447		Danish		1992-Dec-14		Roskilde, Denmark		true		1		2018-Apr-25 10:02		2018-Apr-26 15:41		normal		kittelc		1035		Remote sensing software used in my research is mostly SNAP (including GPT batch processing), as well as QGIS plugins (GRASS, GDAL…). I have worked briefly with BRAT to visualize Sentinel-3 altimetry data, but not extensively. 

I have worked with multiple remote sensing products including altimetry (CryoSat-2, Envisat, Jason-2, Sentinel-3), SAR imagery (Sentinel-1), total water storage (GRACE), optical imagery (Sentinel-2) and climate observations (ECMWF ERA-Interim, TRMM and FEWS-RFE). I work with Level-1 and -2 products.		I am currently a PhD student in the application of remote sensing for hydrological modelling. As a PhD student at DTU Environment, my main area of interest is the use of remote sensing for hydrological applications. In particular, I am interested in using novel observation techniques to force and calibrate simulations of hydrological state variables, for instance climate data, soil moisture, total water storage, land cover and water height. I am working in collaboration with DHI-GRAS, and my work draws elements from current projects with the European Space Agency regarding the use of remote sensing observations for environmental monitoring to promote sustainable development of water resources.		I have a background in environmental engineering (Msc. Eng. from 2016) and have worked as research assistant at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) on two ESA funded projects: TigerNET and GlobWetlands-Africa (GW-A). In my work for TigerNET, I participated in training activities at the South African National Space Agency (SANSA) and at ESA in Frascati, where I led the training module on River Basin Hydrology. I am currently helping develop a QGIS plugin for hydrological modelling for GW-A, the basis for which was recently published in Hydrology and Earth System Sciences:

Kittel, C. M. M., Nielsen, K., Tøttrup, C. and Bauer-Gottwein, P. 2018. Informing a hydrological model of the Ogooué with multi-mission remote sensing data. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 22: 1453-1472 

I also presented the work at EGU General Assembly in 2017 (EGU2017-8182) and in 2018, I presented work on combining Sentinel-1 SAR imagery water masks with CryoSat-2 radar altimetry (EGU2018-6406). Both abstracts were presented orally in Session HS 6.3: Water Level, Storage, Floods and Discharge from Remote Sensing and Assimilation in Hydrodynamic Models. 

Finally, I participated in the IAHS Measurements and Observations in the 21st Century (MOXXI) workshop in Geneva, Switzerland in December 2017 with an oral presentation on the potential to establish a global, operational river monitoring based on Sentinel-3 water surface elevation observations. I was also invited to sit in the panel for an interview-style discussion on sharing experiences and challenges of using innovative technologies in capacity development projects.		Professor Peter Bauer-Gottwein, Department of Environmental Engineering, Technical University of Denmark		No		I wish to join the ESA Earth Observation Summer School to expand my knowledge on using remote sensing observations. My strong programming skills and experience with various remote sensing observations set a solid foundation for getting the most out of this summer school. I have a basic understanding of the theory behind a number of remote sensing techniques, and I think this course could provide me with practical experience in fully exploiting certain types of observations. For instance, I see great potential in data assimilation, which could add an interesting dimension to my work. I believe this course could provide me with a useful introduction to methods; I could apply directly in my research.  

Furthermore, I hope to expand my understanding of the physics of remote sensing observations and thus the potential and limitations of Earth observations. I believe that an end-to-end understanding of remote sensing will help me in communicating my work to potential end-users.   

The summer school is also a great opportunity to network and interact with fellow scientists working with remote sensing. As an early career scientist, a strong, cross-disciplinary and international network is highly important and valuable and I see this summer school as a great platform to build up my network.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD 		PhD		I have followed a post-graduate course on remote sensing, which included an introduction to polarimetric and interferometric SAR techniques and to remote sensing techniques at visible and infrared wavelengths but no practical applications. I have worked with a range of remote sensing products in the context of hydrological modelling applications, including Sentinel-1 SAR imagery for water masking, radar altimetry for water surface elevation and GRACE for total water storage information. I have also used Sentinel-2 optical data for water detection. 		I am an advanced user of Python, and competent in Matlab and R.		YES

		1058		Ms.		female		Anna Michalina		Kopeć		Anna Michalina Kopeć		anna.kopec@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27		50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		+48 71 320 68 22		Polish		1992-Mar-21		Wrocław		true		1		2018-Apr-27 13:10		2018-May-21 10:48		normal		anna.kopec		1058		Software: DORIS, StaMPS, TRAIN, Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
Data: 
SAR data: ERS 1/2, ENVISAT (ASAR), Sentinel 1A/B
Spectrometric data: MERIS (from Envisat) and MODIS (form Terra and Aqua)
Weathers models: ERA-Interim		My research interests are related to the measurements of surface deformation of the Earth using radar interferometry (InSAR). In March 2018 I am opening my doctoral thesis, subject: Analysis of the possibility of increasing the accuracy of radar interferograms in the aspect of determining post-mining land displacements. The scope of my research is the influence of atmospheric disturbances on radar waves for InSAR measurement techniques.		So far, I've presented my works at the following conferences:
• 55th Conference of Students' Scientific Groups of the Mining Division in Krakow, December 2014, subject: Avalanche risk assessment in selected regions of the Karkonosze Mountains
• 17th Conference of PhD Students and Young Scientists, Szklarska Poręba 22-26 May 2017, subject: Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge
• 22nd Autumn School of Geodesy, Wałbrzych 21-22 September 2017, subject: The use of InSAR techniques in the monitoring of post-mining terrain deformations
Achievements:
 A. Kopeć, Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge , E3S Web of Conferences Volume 29, 2018.
		Vice-Dean for Student Affairs, Wojciech Milczarek, PhD, Eng
Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		My scientific activity is related to remote sensing. I would like to broaden my knowledge about SAR data processing, but also learn to better use remote sensing data to predict the conditions in the Earth's atmosphere that affect the quality of InSAR measurements. 
I miss programming skills, I hope this course will help me improve them.
In addition, an international group of participants will allow me to meet other interesting scientists, their ideas and improve my language skills.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD student - 2nd year 		PhD		Processing of SAR data using Doris and StaMPS software
InSAR atmospheric delay reduction using TRAIN
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
		Python - basic
C+ - basic		YES

		1054		Ms.		female		Mary Francesca		Langsdale		Mary Francesca Langsdale		mary.langsdale@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		Department of Geography, King's College London		Strand		WC2B 4BG		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07971631593		British		1992-May-31		London		true		1		2018-Apr-27 11:08		2018-Apr-30 16:39		normal		mlangsdale1		1054		Software: ENVI, ArcGIS, Panoply, Python, R
Data: I have primarily worked with MODIS (LST, SSE and level 1b), Himawari (LST and level 1b), MSG SEVIRI (LST), Landsat series (especially OLI/TIRS) and hyperspectral airborne datasets (Specim Aisa OWL and Fenix). 		I am currently working on developing methods of land surface temperature and surface spectral emissivity retrieval from multispectral and hyperspectral sensors and instrumentation. This involves consideration of validation techniques, with two validation field campaigns thus far planned and conducted to evaluate the performance of satellite or airborne LST and SSE products.		I completed my undergraduate degree in mathematics (MA Hons 1st Class from the University of Edinburgh, 2010 - 2014) before a MSc Climate Change degree at King's College London (Distinction, 2015 - 16). In this course I took a remote sensing module which made me interested in the subject and seek to do a PhD in this field. 

In my PhD thus far, I have attended and presented at the National Centre for Earth Observation Early Researcher's Forum, the FRM4STS workshop and the joint GlobTemp/Eustace User Meeting. I have also conducted two field campaigns to enable calibration and validation of land surface temperature and emissivity products from geostationary satellites and a hyperspectral airborne thermal sensor (the AisaOWL).		Professor Martin Wooster, King's College London and National Centre of Earth Observation		No.		I am primarily interested to develop my remote sensing skills and knowledge, and particularly my ability to process EO data, of which this course has a strong focus on. At this stage of my PhD, I would benefit greatly from developing these skills as I still have time to apply them to topics that will be in my final thesis. 

I also particularly want to develop my understanding and application of data assimilation techniques as I believe these will be incredibly useful to furthering my career and research, with some of these techniques (e.g. Kalman filter) having been applied to current satellite observations to develop new LST products.

The course itself covers the scientific and theoretical principles underlying much of my research. With my background in mathematics rather than environmental science, I often find that there are some gaps in my understanding of Earth system processes which I believe this course would help redress. I think that attending this course would develop my understanding of the Earth system processes that contribute to my research, as well as perhaps motivate interest in a research area for the next stage of my career.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD		PhD		I am competent at working with and processing optical remote sensing products, particularly those in the thermal infrared. I have minimal experience of working with radar although am familiar with the concepts, having assisted on teaching a Masters-level course in Remote Sensing.		I am competent in coding using Python and have some past experience with R and Matlab.		YES

		1066		Ms.		female		Hannah		Nguyen		Hannah Nguyen		hannah.nguyen@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		King's College London				WC2R 2LS		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447982654094		British		1993-Jan-29		UK		true		1		2018-Apr-27 17:15		2018-May-29 13:54		normal		hannah.n		1066		Software:
Panoply
ENVI
Python
NetCDF utilities, ncdump,ncview ect
Data:
SEVIRI - FRP-PIXEL product
MODIS AOD
Global Geostationary Gridded Cloud Product (NASA LARC) (previous work)		My current project involves the use of a new fire emission inventory (FREM) in a coupled meteorology-chemistry model (WRF-Chem) to 1) evaluate the inventory against MODIS AOD data and 2) to optimise a scaling factor to be applied to the emissions to account for fires burning below the sensor's detection threshold and to account for the changing spatial resolution with satellite view angle.		Chemistry (MSci University College London)
Non-Equilibrium Systems (MSc King's College London)
2nd Year PhD on Biomass Burning Emissions Via Sensing and Modeling (King's College London)
Training Courses: Data Assimilation at ECMWF & Uni of Reading
Work Experience: 6 months with Reuniwatt, French start-up specialising in solar irradiance forecasting. In my time there I worked on building data assimilation capabilities into their operational WRF model. Cloud property retrievals derived from geostationary  satellites were assimilated into the model using the Data Assimilation Research Test-bed (UCAR). 		Professor Martin Wooster
King's College London		NO		
This summer school on Earth Observation would be a crucial opportunity for me to build on my understanding of remote sensing and more specifically provide more hands on experience for processing different kinds of earth observation data. The breadth of the topics covered by the school would be especially useful as I do not have an environmental science background and gaining and understanding of how earth observation plays in to each of these earth systems would give me a more holistic understanding. The practical sessions on using the ESA EO toolbox for data processing would be extremely beneficial to my work as utilising and manipulating Meteosat and MODIS data will play a large part in my project. The data assimilation lectures and practical would also be of particular interest to me as later stages of my project may focus on the assimilation of fire data into the WRF-Chem model.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD		PhD		some knowledge of remote sensing principals/theory
intermediate experience in handling/visualising satellite data (raw and retrievals)  
very little experience in processing of raw satellite data 
no experience with radar remote sensing 		unix/linux - proficient
python - intermediate
Matlab and R - basic 		YES

		1139		Ms.		female		Karolina		Owczarz		Karolina Owczarz		karolina.owczarz@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		27 Stanisława Wyspiańskiego St.				 50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		726876416		Polish		1993-Mar-29		Trzebnica		true		1		2018-May-14 19:54		2018-May-15 22:02		normal		Karolina		1139		Software: GMT5SAR, SARPROZ, SNAP, SNAPHU, QGIS, ArcGIS

Data: Sentinel-1, Sentinel 2, SRTM		Currently, I am studying the influence of induced seismics on terrain surfaces with the use of satellite radar interferometry. I use Sentinel satellite imagery to determine displacements.		I work at the Wroclaw Institute of Spatial Information and Artificial Intelligence and there I deal with the processing of satellite imagery and Geographic Information System (GIS). I take part in the project CheckGREEN Application for Monitoring of Greening Practices and DIAS - Copernicus Data and Informaton Access Service.		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		The course at ESRIN is very interesting to me because it is related to the issue of remote sensing. I use knowledge in this field both during doctoral studies and in professional work. Participation in this course would enable me to acquire new knowledge, skills, experience, raise qualifications and get to know specialists in the field of remote sensing. In my doctoral thesis I use the processing of satellite imagery to determine deformations on the surface of the terrain. Therefore, participating in this course would help me find the best solution to this problem. Nowhere else will I get the remote sensing knowledge at such a high level as in ESRIN. Participation in these workshops is very important to me because I want to develop scientifically and professionally in remote sensing.		Fair		Female		Terms and Conditions		first year PhD 		PhD		During my studies, I came across a remote sensing which I consider to be a very interesting field. Therefore, I became more interested in the topic and wrote a master thesis on the dislocations of the  North Anatolian Fault in Turkey using the SBAS method. Since then I have been dealing with teletexting all the time. I process satellite imagery to generate a numerical terrain model, classification, calculate indicators such as NDVI, displacement detection. I have knowledge about radar images, optical images, methods of their development, software.		Python - basic level		YES

		1009		Ms.		female		Gaia		Piccioni		Gaia Piccioni		gaia.piccioni@tum.de		florian.seitz@tum.de		DGFI-TUM		Arcisstr. 21				80333		Munich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 (89) 23031-1214		Italian		1990-Oct-13		Tarquinia		true		1		2018-Apr-09 17:08		2018-Apr-13 14:52		normal		gaiapi		1009		I use level-2 ocean altimetry data from the following missions: TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2, ENVISAT, ERS-2.		My main task at DGFI-TUM is to improve and update the former Empirical Ocean Tide model (EOT) with the latest altimetric data, focusing on performance enhancement in coastal and polar regions. At the moment, I am analysing the performance at the coast of a tidal solution obtained from different retracking methods along Jason-1 and Jason-2 satellite tracks.		After my BSc in aerospace engineering in 2013 (University of Padua, Italy), I attended the MSc in Earth and Space Physics and Engineering (ESPE) at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), from September 2013 until August 2015. My final thesis was made in collaboration with ESA/ESRIN, where I worked for 4 months (February-June 2015) as trainee. After my graduation, I worked as research assistant for the DTU Space department, in the division of geodesy, from August 2015 until June 2016. During this period I had the chance to co-author an article about the sea level variations monitored with satellite altimetry in the Arctic (Andersen and Piccioni, 2016) . In July 2016 I started my PhD at DGFI-TUM in tide models with ocean altimetry. In the last three years I attended  workshops with poster contributions, such as Sentinel-3 For Science (2015), 9th and 10th Coastal Altimetry (2015 and 2017) and the ESA Living Planet Symposium (2016). In 2017 I attended the Ocean  Surface Topography Science Team (OSTST) meeting, with an oral presentation on  "Coastal improvements for tidal models: the benefit of ALES retracker".		Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Florian Seitz, DGFI-TUM		ESA Advanced Training on Ocean Remote sensing. Brest, 2015		The final purpose of my PhD is to derive a tide model from altimetry data, with focus on areas of great interest for climate change studies, such as coastal and polar regions. I believe that the ESA EO Summer School will be useful for my research on different levels: insights on the Earth system and different monitoring techniques will deepen my understanding on ocean observation, and help me to locate the role of tides on the overall climatic system. Moreover, the knowledge of different monitoring techniques may be used in the future to validate my final tide model - or inspire a new synergistic product. Furthermore, I consider the topic of data assimilation of great interest for my work, because I can learn new methods to optimize and evaluate my model.
Finally, I am highly convinced that such kind of events are fundamental for young scientists, as they give the chance to not only exchange ideas with people coming from different backgrounds, but also to begin relationships which can become future collaborations.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year of PhD		PhD		Advanced level in ocean radar altimetry, with which I work for my PhD, and basic knowledge of other remote sensing techniques.
		Working knowledge of Matlab (advanced level), Fortran (advanced level), and Python (intermediate level)
		YES

		1085		Ms.		female		Annunziata		Pirro		Annunziata Pirro		apirro@nd.edu		Harindra.J.Fernando.10@nd.edu		University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		University of Notre Dame, 156 Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering				46556		Notre Dame		US		United States		United States of America		North_America		+15743399110		Italian		1985-Apr-29		Nocera Inferiore		true		1		2018-Apr-30 17:00		2018-May-01 16:17		normal		nunziapirro		1085		For my research I use the Climate Model Diagnostic Analyzer (CMDA), which is a system developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory to analyze climate datasets. It contains multiple satellite observational data, reanalysis data, and model outputs. It also provides single and multiple-variable analysis tools that can be used with the original input datasets or with a user-uploaded datasets. I use the AVISO Sea Surface Height (SSH) data set to investigate the Rossby waves in the Bay of Bengal by performing analysis of time series and averages in time and space of the ocean surface variable. The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from MODIS Aqua, GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate) and wind field from ECMWF are used to study the behavior of the upper ocean and lower atmosphere before, during and after a monsoon event in order to investigate the air sea interaction in the Bay of Bengal. The NASA METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) supports this analysis by identifying events of deep atmospheric convection. 
I also use software like Grapher and Surfer to create 2D-3D maps of the Bay of Bengal based on physical ocean properties detected by remote sensing.
Output from COAMPS coupled ocean-atmosphere model developed by the US Naval Research Laboratory, observational dataset from shipboard instrumentations such as VMP, ADCP and moorings, are processed using MATLAB. The scope is to compare and complement results from remote sensing analysis with model outputs and high-resolution in-situ ocean measurements. Data acquisition, data analysis and visualization are obtained through MATLAB scripts that I created.  
		I am a fourth-year doctoral researcher in the Department of Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences at University of Notre Dame. My dissertation in Physical Oceanography seeks to better understand the physics and dynamics of the Northern Indian Ocean with the ultimate goal of increasing weather forecasting accuracy. More specifically, I study the effect of oceanic intraseasonal oscillations on the Indian Ocean's monsoons dynamics, in particular the coupling of ocean and atmospheric disturbances of 30-60 day periods. Since the coastal communities of Southeast Asia are prone to floods, tsunamis and storm surges, improving our understanding of the Indian monsoons will minimize risks to the population and will mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters. 
In 2014 and 2015, my work focused on ocean-field observations in the Bay of Bengal. As a member of two scientific cruises, I collected ocean/atmosphere data using in-situ and remote sensors instruments. For my research, I also used the Sea Surface Height (SSH) AVISO satellite remote sensing data to delineate the migration of Rossby waves in the ocean. These waves produce distinct SSH patterns, which could be related to intraseasonal variability of oceans. After two years of data analysis, I realized that the information provided by in-situ measurements and remote sensing is a useful key input when assimilated in regional atmospheric models to improve monsoon forecast. To this end, during the summer of 2016 I started working with numerical “model” colleagues at US Naval Research Laboratory in Mississippi on atmospheric models as applied to monsoon forecasting.
So far, my data shows that the measured subsurface flow is well-linked to the SSH features, and hence Rossby waves. In addition, the analysis of the surface currents in the BoB combined with the wind field dataset from ECMWF shows that the 30-60 day oceanic intraseasonal oscillations appear in conjunction with the beginning of the summer monsoon season confirming a correlation between monsoon phenomena and ocean dynamics during the summer season.
In order to better observe the ocean response (to the monsoons) in terms of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and the influence of the upper ocean on the atmospheric dynamics during monsoon events, this summer I will collect simultaneous ocean-atmosphere data in a strategic area of the BoB (2°-22°N; 85°-90°E) aboard the R/V Tommy Thompson. Here, I will have the opportunity to operate the Remote Ocean Surface Radiometer (which measures the SST with an accuracy higher than the satellites) and I will analyze high-resolution atmospheric data collected by the W-C130 aircraft, which will conduct flights through monsoon events. Satellite retrievals from MODIS Aqua (SST), GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate), TOPEX POSIDON-Jason and METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) are key tools that I will use to support and integrate my analysis to understand the ocean-atmosphere interaction. From this summer work, I am expecting to have a clear understanding of the ocean and of the atmosphere dynamics before, during and after a monsoon event. In addition, the unique dataset collected will be an invaluable resource for future data analysis with the ultimate goal of improving monsoon forecast accuracy. The use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interaction in the Northern Indian Ocean with evident beneficial results for the society.
		I completed my Bachelor’s and Master's degrees in Civil Engineering at the University of Salerno (Italy) in 2013. My Master thesis aimed to predict the effects of climate change on the durability of building structures and to provide workable solutions to increase mechanical strength and the life-expectancy of construction materials. The research involved extensive experimental work on concrete cubes under extreme thermal conditions. 
After my studies in Italy, I realized that a Ph.D. in Physical Oceanography would allow me the opportunity to explore current environmental and climate questions and to apply my skills in both computational techniques and experimental methods in a field committed to sustainability of life on earth for all humankind. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the University of Notre Dame's graduate program in Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences in 2014.
As stated previously, my doctoral research seeks to better understand the role of the Indian Ocean in controlling the intensity and timing of the Indian Monsoons’ variability. By increasing the accuracy of monsoon forecasting, we will be able to mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters to the coastal communities of South East Asia. To achieve my research goal I use in-situ ocean-atmosphere data collected by ship-based and remote sensing instruments during two scientific cruises (2014 and 2015) in the Bay of Bengal (BoB). The results are augmented by satellite products like Sea Surface Temperature, Global Precipitation Measurement, Sea Surface Height and wind field and, by coupled ocean-atmosphere COAMPS models outputs.
In the summer of 2016, I started a collaboration with leading oceanographers at NASA’s Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. Here, I learned how to process and analyze the data collected during the 2015 cruise, and I saw firsthand how models can be combined with observational and satellite data to enhance our understanding of severe weather events. The curiosity for learning more about models and satellite assimilation stimulated me for a new challenge. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the highly competitive summer program at NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) during the summer of 2017. Here, I had an exclusive opportunity to learn from experts in the field on how to use satellite observations to advance climate models. While working at JPL, I used my communication and personal skills to establish professional relations with scientists working at NASA, which led to research collaboration.
The results obtained from the 2014 fieldwork led to a co-author publication to the peer-reviewed Journal of Geophysical Research. Currently, I have two first-author articles for publication that will be soon submitted.
I have been very active in presenting the results of my work at national and international conference, workshops and scientific meeting. Specifically, in 2015 I attended a professional meeting at UMass Dartmouth and in New Orleans. In 2016, I presented a poster at the OSM in New Orleans, at the 48th International Colloquium in Liege and I gave a talk at Oregon State University. Lastly, I gave a talk at the 2018 OSM in Portland. The work presented at these conferences was based on the accomplishments from the 2015 field campaign. The Liege Colloquium was funded by a NASA travel grant while, the 2018 OSM was supported by the IndianaView scholarship, which I was awarded for using remote sensing to advance my research.
The 2018 summer will be a very fruitful period for my research and professional development. I will present at the 8th ISEH conference at Notre Dame and, after participating into the 3rd field campaign in the BoB (June 30th – July 20th), I will give a talk at the University of Bologna (Italy), were I was invited by the Prof. Nadia Pinardi to talk about my recent research outcomes and discuss future research opportunities.
Serving as student representative of The Oceanography Society and laboratory mentor for undergraduate students, I hope to improve students’ education in ocean science. 
		Harindra Joseph Fernando, Wayne and Diana Murdy Endowed Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Earth Sciences and Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		No		The 2018 ESA Earth Observation (EO) Summer School provides a unique opportunity to work with an international and diverse group of researchers. The interdisciplinary nature of the Summer School will allow further development of my applied skills using remote sensing and earth system modeling that are critical to answering the most challenging questions of my research projects. In particular, the use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interactions in the Bay of Bengal since they overcome the limitations of in-situ measurements by covering a larger spatial-temporal area, and providing a wider dataset. A secondary, but no less significant benefit of the Summer School is the platform afforded; one in which I will have the opportunity to discuss my current work with scientists from varying cultures and backgrounds, and to learn from the perspectives of my contemporaries. Lastly, the 2018 ESA EO Summer School is the perfect platform to establish successful scientific collaborations, which lie at the heart of modern scientific progress. As an Italian female scientist, I enjoy the ability to work across disciplines, personalities, and cultures to generate innovative ideas to challenging research questions. I look forward to beginning the Summer School for many reasons, but the perhaps the most important is the opportunity it provides to conduct cutting-edge research by honing my gained professional skill set in remote sensing. Specifically, I aim to learn different applications and types of remote sensing, to improve remote sensing techniques and lastly, complement my studies by learning how satellite observations can be assimilated into earth system modeling. My love for people, my passion for science and my varied research experiences have prepared me for the challenges of the program, and I feel confident in my ability to be a valued team player. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		PhD		I am knowledgeable about both optical and radar remote sensing. I have four years of graduate training in this field at University of Notre Dame and other coursework. More specifically, my recent training was at NASA in 2017. The summer program “using satellite data to advance climate models” was a useful course to learn the basic properties of the two systems and the principles of operation. I was also trained on different methods for acquiring information and different applications in earth sciences, with a main focus on satellite assimilation in climate models. Because my research aims to investigate the Bay of Bengal under monsoon events, which are associated with extreme weather conditions, I need to strength my train on optical and radar remote sensing. Through the ESA summer school, I aim to reach a higher level of knowledge on remote sensing techniques especially on microwave remote sensing. Since these types of remote sensing have the advantage of being unaffected by cloud cover or rain at low frequency, with day and night observations, they can carry out surface observations frequently and operationally. Thus, they are crucial for the purpose of my research.		I have more than 12 years in MATLAB programming experience. Through formal coursework that began as an undergraduate, I started to learn this useful programming language. My Master’s thesis utilized MATLAB to acquire 2D images of concrete cubes and create 3D models and, simulate the changing of concrete cubes over the time exposed to different climate conditions. As a doctoral researcher, MATLAB is the primary tool I use to perform data analysis. I use it for the satellite and in-situ measured data acquisition, the computation, and for plotting data. Specifically, I am able to create 2D and 3D maps of geographic areas taking as input satellite oceanographic and atmospheric products. I also use MATLAB for image processing techniques in a remote sensing application. In addition to course work and graduate research training, I have taught others how to use MATLAB, in particular I have been a Teaching Assistant for the undergraduate class Computational Methods during 2016.		YES

		1105		Ms.		female		Alina		Radutu		Alina Radutu		alina.radutu@rosa.ro		radu.gogu@utcb.ro		Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest (UTCB)/ Romanian Space Agency (ROSA)		Lacul Tei No. 122-124				020396		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40213168722		Romanian		1984-Aug-22		Valenii de Munte, Prahova, Romania		true		1		2018-May-04 17:27		2018-May-15 11:44		normal		radutu		1105		I used NEST, SNAP, ENVI, Remote View, ArcGIS. I'm learning SARPROZ. I used Landsat, SPOT, Modis, SMOS, Envisat, Sentinel 1, Sentinel 2 data 		My current research activity is related to the use of remote sensing techniques and EO data for assessing the groundwater dynamics in urban areas. Many urban areas are affected by subsidence caused by groundwater pumping for industrial and residential needs. In this context, my research is focused on the use of SAR techniques for mapping vertical ground displacements and their correlation with the underground phenomena and processes involving groundwater (underground infrastructures, pumping, recharge, etc.)		Since 2008 I am involved at Romanian Space Agency in related activities to emergency and disaster response services using satellite imagery. I am part of the ROSA organization team for EO events, including an annual conference dedicated to Copernicus programme. Some relevant EO projects (from ROSA and UTCB) are: 
-2008-2012: Fp7/ Geoland2 (towards an operational GMES Land Monitoring Core Service); 
-2008-2011: Fp7/SAFER (Services and Applications For Emergency Response); 
-2008-2011: PNCDI II/MUTER (Applications and utilities for monitoring land use using geospatial data and technologies).
-2015-2016: Norvegian Grants/N4D (Nature4Decision-making) - Demonstrating and promoting natural values to support decision-making in Romania
- 2016-2018: ERA-LEARN 2020/INXCES- Innovations for eXtreme Climatic eventS
Relevant articles: 
- “Damage assessment of affected areas using satellite imagery during the floods in Romania, June-July, 2010", TIEMS 18th Annual Conference, Bucharest, Romania, 2011, A. Radutu, D. Bratasanu, I. Nedelcu, I. Vlad
- "An overview of ground surface displacements generated by groundwater dynamics, revealed by InSAR techniques", 2017,  Procedia Engineering, 209, pp.119-126. doi: 10.1016/j.proeng.2017.11.137 

		Prof. Dr. Habil. Constantin Radu Gogu, Head of Groundwater Engineering Research Centre, Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest		- ROSA/ESA/DLR Radar Remote Sensing Course 2009, 26-30 October 2009, Bucharest, Romania
- 6th ESA Advanced Training Course in Land Remote Sensing, 14-18 september 2015, Bucharest, Romania		Urban areas represent very dynamic human settlements. Environmental aspects represent important features for the sustainable urban development. My research is related to the environmental problems from the urban areas, with a special focus on the dynamics of groundwater and their influence on vertical ground displacement. I am sure that I can learn many useful things for my research from this course, as groundwater represents one of the reservoirs of water cycle, which will be presented during the course. I'm interested also on the influence of cryosphere and of other systems interacting in the urban environment. I think that remote sensing is a powerful tool which can be used for assessing sustainable development, and which is not yet enough exploited.  ESA Summer Schools and trainings are the best programmes of learning the new techniques and use the new Remote Sensing data available at European level. The professors giving the lectures are always among the best specialists in their field.This is why I would like to attend this course, in order to learn more how I can use EO for approaching environmental aspects and for improving my skills in the remote sensing domain.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		MSc., 2nd year PhD		PhD		I am familiarized with different remote sensing data both optical and radar. I used optical data for environmental applications assessing vegetation indices, soil indices, different classifications, change detection. I used both radar and optical data for assessing flood masks. For radar remote sensing I realized terrain geocoding, oil spils detection, DInSAR and now I'm practicing on PSInSAR.   		I used for different projects basic programming in Matlab		YES

		1015		Ms.		female		Alzira Gomes		Ramos		Alzira Gomes Ramos		alzira.ramos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		maria.pereira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico		Av. Rovisco Pais 1				1049-001		Lisboa		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		00351965776388		Portuguese		1985-Jan-07		Lisboa		true		1		2018-Apr-12 13:44		2018-Apr-29 15:33		normal		ramosag		1015		R, GDAL, SNAP and QGIS		PhD student in Earth Resources by the Instituto Superior Técnico. 		Relevant publication: Ramos, A., Pereira, M. J., Soares, A., Do Rosário, L., Matos, P., Nunes, A., ... & Pinho, P. (2015). Seasonal patterns of Mediterranean evergreen woodlands (Montado) are explained by long-term precipitation. Agricultural and forest meteorology, 202, 44-50.
My ORCID: http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3307-8253.		Prof. Maria João Pereira, Instituto Superior Técnico		Yes (4th ESA Advanced Course on Radar Polarimetry). 		My goal is to build a strong understanding of concepts in remote sensing datasets along my PhD. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master in Forestry Engineering and Natural Resources
		PhD		My knowledge in remote sensing is mainly with optical satellite images. I have been studying vegetation dynamics in drylands with a coarse resolution dataset. 		I have some experience using spatial tool with R, bash and a little experience in python.
		YES

		1093		Ms.		female		Raquel		Serrano-Calvo		Raquel Serrano-Calvo		ryserranocalvo@dundee.ac.uk		m.e.j.cutler@dundee.ac.uk		University of Dundee		University of Dundee		Geography, School of Social Sciences		DD14HN		Dundee		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44 07522187885		Spanish		1987-Oct-29		Barcelona (Spain)		true		1		2018-May-01 13:55		2018-May-29 10:55		normal		ryserranocalvo		1093		In the research projects that I did for the masters of sciences I hold (MSc Degree in Geology Engineering and MSc in Geographical Information Sciences) I used as main software packages: ArcGis, ERDAS and ENVI. The satellite imagery handled was MODIS (Terra and Aqua), Landsat-7 and Sentinel 2.

In my PhD (current research), the data I use come from multiples spectrometers such as ASD Pro, OceanOptics, PhotosynQ and hyperspectral cameras. Additionally, data from an UAV with a hyperspectral camera incorporated and data from Sentinel 2 and FLEX sensor (if it is launched before the end of my current research project).
		Now, I am in the middle of my PhD research by undertaking one of my experiments to investigate plants growing in hydrocarbon contaminated soils. During the experiment, I grew 70 willows and 70 blackberries in contaminated plant pots to simulate pollution conditions from oil spills and natural oil seeps places. Measurements from multispectral, hyperspectral and hyperspectral cameras were taken weekly to monitor the impact of the hydrocarbon soil on them. Additionally, data was gathered from a contaminated field using a hyperspectral camera attached to an UAV. 
Further experiments will involve undertaking imagery using drones and Sentinel-2 to complete the upscaling workflow of the response of vegetation impacted by hydrocarbons and its detection using satellite imagery. 
		I focused my career to become an Earth Observation Specialist. For this reason, working as a Geoscientist in an Earth Observation environment has been my target since I discovered remote sensing as a science (back in 2009), its potential to analyse the Earth and help humanity to find solution to current problems.

During the time I worked in the RISKNAT Research Institute at the University of Barcelona, I took part in several projects involving new geosciences methodologies to study the evolution of the snow cover with MODIS imagery. Furthermore, during that time, I was awarded with several ESRI course scholarships that allowed me to further develop my GIS and data analysis skills.

At the University of Aberdeen, my preparation to become a geoscientist with an Earth Observation background went on by facing a series of projects that required the application of remote sensing and GIS in fields like hydrology, ecology, oil and gas, agriculture or urban pollution among others. The MSc thesis that I developed focused on the prediction of land subsidence using vegetation indexes from Landsat-7 Imagery. The research I undertook allowed me to gain exposure to the analysis of Earth observation data and study the potential of vegetation to show us what is happening in the subsurface. The thesis was carried out in collaboration with the British Geological Survey where I could develop my interpersonal skills. The project I developed was awarded with the first prize by the Geological Remote Sensing Group and presented in the conference "Challenges in Geological Remote Sensing" held at the European Space Agency offices in Frascati  in December 2015.

Now, I am developing deep research skills in vegetation remote sensing and imagery by carrying out several experiments involving from ground level measurements to satellite imagery and which will allow us to better constraint upscaling problems.
As part of my development as researcher, I decided to consolidate my professional relationships with other colleagues, research institutions and/or companies. In this direction, I collaborate with TOTAL S.A (a major energy company), I presented at several conferences like FLEX in 2017 or the CDT Conference in Oil & Gas and I attended workshops around Europe like the Field Spectroscopy course delivered by NERC in Spain. In all these opportunities, I showed the potential of satellite imagery to find solutions to our daily challenges. 
		Dr. Mark Cutler 
Reader at University of Dundee 		No		The EOSS is, from my point of view, the perfect combination of knowledge gathering and interaction with the leading organization in Earth Observation in this planet.  For that reason, since I started studying remote sensing and satellite imagery I wanted to attend, but one of the requirements was be a PhD student! I have been trying since I was a bachelor student.  
To have a global overview of the earth observation applications will give me a broad knowledge of satellite imagery usability and applicability to my current and future research. 

The EOSS is an important opportunity for me to engage with other colleagues who also enjoy working in the Earth Observation, sharing ideas and why not, maybe to start collaborating with other colleagues. 

To conclude, I would like to say that my passion for the Earth Observation, the hard-work done during all my assignments and my motivation to know more about how we can effectively use the information gathered from a satellite imagery, made me to become a person who does not mind dedicating efforts to achieve my goals.

For all of this, I think that I am a suitable candidate who would excel and take the most of the Earth Observation Summer School. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD in Remote Sensing ( 2nd year of four )		PhD		Optical: Advanced (not only satellite imagery, but field spectroscopy (multispectral and hyperspectral) and hyperspectral cameras). I attended to a course organized by NERC and delivered by the UK Field Spectroscopy Facility and the BARSC  in the Albacete Experimental Centre "Las Tiesas"(Spain). 

Radar: Intermediate. I know the basic theory behind and I have worked with it but not at higher level. 
		R- Intermediate 
Python - Intermediate
Matlab - Beginner 
		YES

		1124		Ms.		female		Soraia Alexandra		Teixeira		Soraia Alexandra Teixeira		soraia.teixeira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		fsancho@lnec.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico/ Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil		Avenida do Brasil 101				1700-066		Lisbon		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		+351919084163		Portuguese		1990-Dec-07		Lisbon		true		1		2018-May-11 22:23		2018-May-11 22:24		normal		Soraia.Teixeira		1124		Software: BEAM, SNAP and ArcGis (or another GIS software)
Data: Landsat 5, 7 and 8 optical and IR imagery; Sentinel 1 e 2 imagery. 		I'm a second year PhD student from H2Doc - Environmental Hydraulics and Hydrology Programme, a collaboration between Instituto Superior Técnico and Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil. My thesis's about the performance of shoreline evolution strategies, where I hope to deepen the current knowledge about shoreline evolution models, making use of data that can improve its validation and calibration, being satellite imagery one of the main sources used, along with data
of wave time series and hindcast data.		I have a geology degree, with the specialization in mineral resources and environmental impact and master degree in Marine science. My master thesis had as its theme the formation of beach scarps and associated processes.
Publications:
-Beach scarp generation: insights from field experiments and database analyses (conference paper). Morfodinâmica Estuarina e Costeira conference May 2017(Porto, Portugal)
-Shoreline: from satellite imagery detection to long-term evolution model (accepted), to the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico (Lisbon, Portugal) in June 2018;
-Repercussions of using different sensors in satellite imagery acquisition for shoreline extraction (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in July (Toulouse, France).
-Applying CPA to meteo-oceanographic parameters of the Iberian Atlantic Coast (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the IX Iberian Atlantic Margin Symposium in September 2018 (Coimbra, Portugal)		Dr. Francisco Eduardo da Ponte Sancho, Laboratório Nacional de
Engenharia Civil
(http://www.lnec.pt/hidraulica-ambiente/pt/equipa/francisco-sancho/)
Prof. Dr. António Trigo-Teixeira, Instituto Superior Técnico
(https://fenix.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/homepage/ist11951)		No.		This course will be extremely important in my scientific training and for my PhD thesis because it covers two of the main tools I proposed to use. In the future I hope to continue working on coastal zone management, continuing my research, and for that, i think it is very important to gather all the information and knowledge about satellite imagery and earth system modeling i can. Also I think the data assimilation skill will be very useful to me in the future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD Student		PhD		I have attend three extra-curricular courses under the SOPHIA project on remote sensing. One about Sea Surface Temperature and Ocean Color, using RGB and Infrared imagery. The second course was on Geographic Information Systems: Satellite Data Analysis with the aim of exploring and representing remote sensing data related to the marine environment using geographic information systems. The last course was on Application of Synthetic Aperture Radar Images, using SAR imagery in the coastal and marine context. I also attended 
 a advanced course of information systems to
support a project where I carried out a study with the aim of quantify the differences between different sensors (SAR, RGB, IV) and satellite imagery on the precision of the shoreline extraction. i have submit this work in a poster format for the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in Toulouse.In addition to the courses mentioned above, I also attended courses in numerical modeling and programming applied to civil engineering, where I developed a conference paper that will be presented on the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico on the effects of the intrinsic uncertainties of the shoreline position extraction from the different satellite imagery in long-term modeling using a numerical model. 		As I mentioned in the previous point, I attended a course of numerical modeling and programming where I used the uncertainty arising from the use of different sensors and satellite imagery and verified if these influenced the results in the simulation of a long term shoreline evolution model. I achieved this by synthesizing, from a real shoreline, shorelines with the variations observed previously. I compared the results obtained for the different coastlines, both by the final position and by the longshore sediment rate rate after 10 years. Also, numerical modeling is my main tool in my thesis. I'm learning every day how to improve my programming skill.		YES

		1036		Ms.		female		Kristi		Uudeberg		Kristi Uudeberg		kristi.uudeberg@ut.ee		anu.reinart@ut.ee		University of Tartu		Univerity of Tartu		Ülikooli 18		50090		Tartu		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37251969263		Estonian		1983-Sep-08		Estonia		true		1		2018-Apr-25 18:49		2018-Apr-28 14:04		normal		uudeberg		1036		Software: BEAM and SNAP
Data: Envisat MERIS, Sentinel-3 OLCI and Sentinel-2 MSI		I am currently a PhD student in physics (PhD work title is "Remote sensing algorithms for turbid waters") at the University of Tartu in Estonia and junior researcher at Tartu Observatory in group of remote sensing of waterbodies.
My current research activities mostly contain the in situ data collection, processing and interpretation side of water remote sensing. When Sentinel-3 was launch, then I started to work more with satellite images. At the moment I work on classification for our inland and coastal water and studied opportunities to estimate the these optical water types from satellite’s images.		During my studies in University of Tartu I have been introduced and trained on a variety of subjects fundamentals of physics and math. Since my final bachelor's year I started to focus more on environment and especially remote sensing of water. Taking additional courses: Physical Oceanography of the Baltic Sea (University of Helsinki, 11.06.-16.06.2009), Radiative transfer theory and practice of Hydrolight software (Stockholm University, 15.-21.05.2011), ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course (Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012), Remote Sensing of the Baltic Sea and Other Optically Complex Waters (Lauenburg, Germany, 28.10.-01.11.2012) and AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources (Sirmione, Italy, 18.-22.09.2017). I love give something back so I teached water remote sensing part in subject Environmental Remote Sensing I at University of Tartu and in subject Methods of Investigations of Waterbodies at Estonian University of Life Sciences, supervised B.Sc theses (two defended and two will in this spring), visited schools to talk about natural science, physics, remote sensing and being a part of popularization events as Festival of Lights, Teadusbuss and Space Scientists at School.
Since 2005, I have participated or organised fielded work for water remote sensing in Tartu Observatory and participated in three international field works: Wadden Sea (on vessel Navicula 30.04.-16.05.2006), Baltic Sea (on vessel Aranda 3.-24.08.2009) and Baltic Sea (on vessel Oceania 9.-13.05.2016).
My work at conferences
Uudeberg, K., Põru, G., Ansko, I., Ansper, A., Ligi, M., Estimation of the lakes optical water types from satellites' images, HIGHROC scientific conference, Belgium, 2017
Soomets, T., Dainis, J., Uudeberg, K., Spatial and Temporal Variability of Optical Water Types in Largest Latvian and Estonian Lakes in 2017, 2nd Mapping Water Bodies from Space Conference, Italy, 2018 
Alikas, K., Anper, A., Kangro, K., Uudeberg, K., et al, Validation of Sentinel-3A/OLCI data over Estonian inland waters,  Sentinel-3 Validation Team (S3VT) 4th meeting, Germany, 2018 
Valdmets, K., Ansko,I., Reinart,A.,Effect of Calibration Uncertainty and Spectral Band Location to Modeled Remote Sensing Reflectance, Ocean Scienas Meeting, Florida, 2008.
Publications
Uudeberg, K.; Ansko, I.; Lätt, S.; Randoja, R. (2012). An integrated collaborative tool for water remote sensing data management and analysis (at Tartu Observatory). Ocean Optics XXI Conference; Glasgow, Scotland; 2012.
Alikas, K.; Ansko, I.; Reinart, A.; Lill, E.; Valdmets, K. (2008). Testing available MERIS image processors for lakes. 2nd MERIS - (A)ATSR Workshop Proceedings. ESA SP-666 (CD-ROM).
Reinart, A.; Valdmets, K. (2007). Variability of optical water types in Lake Peipsi. Proceedings of the Estonian Academy of Sciences. Biology, Ecology, 56 (1), 33−46.
Reinart, A.; Ohvril, H.; Alikas, K.; Ibrus, P.; Teral, H.; Valdmets, K.; Okulov, O. (2007). MERIS products over large european lakes - comparison with measured data about aerosol and water quality. Procceedings of ‘Envisat Symposium 2007’, July 2007, 6 pp. : Envisat Symposium 2007, Montreux, Switzerland 23–27 April 2007 . (ESA SP-636).
Valdmets is my maiden name.		PhD Anu Reinart
Director
Tartu Observatory, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of Tartu		ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course, Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012
AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources, 18.-22.09.2017
RUS environment demo: Mapping waterbodies from space, online, 03.04.2018
RUS environment demo: Ocean colour monitoring with Sentinel-3 data using ESA SNAP S-3 Toolbox, online, 2018		When I saw topics and programme of the Earth Observation Summer School I knew that I would like to be part of this experience. Remote sensing of water has grown into my big passion and I hold a deep interest to devote my professional career towards on that. So I want to be as good as possible and to know all aspects about remote sensing of water. Also the same time I recognized that nature is  a one big system and to understand on good level water part I have to know more about atmosphere, land, ice and weather. Also, I feel that I am missing technical skills to approach problems of processing EO data. Therefore, I firmly believe that curricula of the summer school will provide good knowledge and skills to improve my work in this autumn and also in future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		4rd year PhD in Physics		PhD		All my knowledge of remote sensing is connected to water.
Optical remote sensing - my knowledge are good. I am familiar with the theory and I have studied connection between water reflectance and optically active substances to be able do find solution for remote sensing Estonian waters.
Radar remote sensing - I know very little. I have participate in one radar course and now just for my own interest I use radar images to map waterbodies now and then.		I have used Phyton, Java, Pascal, C++, R, MATLAB, but proficiency level is fair. I worked as systems analyst in software company Cybernetica AS and I know how if and for sentences work and I was able to write down in specific language all work flows and rules. In research field I have used some written programs and modified them or some short pieces to make my life easier. At the moment I am trying to educate self in this field, so I am studying Phyton to find the knowledge how to process my data. 		YES

		1068		Ms.		female		Jaroslaw		Wajs		Jaroslaw Wajs		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27				50-370		Wroclaw		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		713206872		Polish		1988-Feb-24		Lodz , Poland		true		1		2018-Apr-27 21:27		2018-Jun-03 15:27		normal		Jaroslaw.Wajs		1068		SNAP, GMT, Matlab, R, ArcGIS, QGIS (Orfeo, GRASS, GDAL), 		I do my PhD at Mining Department, Geodesy and Geoinforamtics Unit, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology, Poland. My PhD focused on remote sensing data integration for open pit mining monitoring. Currently, I use Sentinel 1A SLC products by DinSAR time series processing and it allows me to mining subsidence monitoring. In other side, I use the optical Sentinel 2 data form land cover changes estimation.		I participate in Polish Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing science 2017. I participated in International Geodetic Students Meetings organized by OGSO in Wroclaw 2013, Munich 2016, and Zagreb 2017. At the begining of my PhD I worked on UAV low cost photogrammetry DTM modelling, LiDAR point cloud processing and Surveying. My recent publications are on my researchgate profile: 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Wajs_Jaroslaw
		Ph.D. Eng., D.Sc., Jan Blachowski, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		No		I would like to get some skills in SAR processing and see other ESA sensors data products. I'm sure that, the detailed information from this course helps me to understand the big potencial  of Sentinel data and its aplications in my area of interests.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD 		PhD		I use optical data for land cover mappin and land changes detection. Furthermore, I try to apply machine lerning alghoritms to achieve more accurate results of classification. 
My experience with Sentinel 1 SAR products is conected to processing it with SNAP software. Currently I'm worikng at processing by GMTSAR package.		During the master level a I learned VB .NET basics and Matlab scripting. Actually i have some experience with bash, GMT scripts, which helps me into data processing. 		YES

		1138		Mr.		male		Matteo		Alparone		Matteo Alparone		mattewbass@gmail.com		ferdinando.nunziata@uniparthenope.it		Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope		Centro Direzionale, isola C4				80143		Napoli		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+39 329 9251152		Italian		1988-Oct-18		Rome, Italy		true		1		2018-May-14 17:55		2018-May-15 11:37		normal		matteoalp		1138		My research activity led me to work with radiometer data collected by AMSR-E and SSM-I and SAR data collected by COSMO-SkyMed constellation. With respect to the software I have a basic knowledge of ESA SNAP toolbox.		I am a PhD student in Microwave Remote Sensing at Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope. My research activity deals with inverse problems in microwave remote sensing and radar observation of sea pollutants. Currently I am developing methods to enhance the spatial resolution of radiometer data and I am working to observe sea pollutants related to micro-plastic films using SAR measurements.		I received B.Sc. (2013) and M.Sc. (2016, summa cum laude) in Physics & Astrophysics at Università degli Studi di Roma La Sapienza in Rome. I am currently a PhD student in remote sensing at Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope, where I also spent a 6-month internship. My PhD advisor is Professor Ferdinando Nunziata, IEEE senior member.

Latest conferences attended: 
(1) Advanced Numerical Techniques for Inverse Problems” (Cagliari, July 2017)
(2) ASI Workshop“La Missione COSMO-SkyMed: Stato dell’Arte, Applicazioni e Prospettive Future” (ASI Headquarters, November 2017)
(3) ESA SeaSAR 2018 (ESA ESRIN, May 2018)

Publications: 
[1] R. Schneider, L. Graziani, S. Marassi, M. Spera, M. Mapelli, M. Alparone, and M. de Bennassuti. The formation and coalescence sites of the first gravitational wave events. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society: Letters, Volume 471, Issue 1, p.L105-L109, July 2017.
[2] M. Alparone, F. Nunziata, C. Estatico, M. Migliaccio, F. Lenti. Spatial Resolution Enhancement of Microwave Data Using a  Lp - penalization Approach with Variable p, Proceeding of IGARSS 2018, Valencia, Spain.
[3] N. Davaasuren, A. Marino, N. Ackermann, M. Alparone, F. Nunziata, C. Boardman. Detecting Microplastics Pollution in World Oceans Using SAR Remote Sensing, Proceeding of IGARSS 2018, Valencia, Spain.
[4] M. Alparone, F. Nunziata, C. Estatico, M. Migliaccio. Spatial Resolution Enhancement of Microwave Radiometer Data in Lebesgue Spaces with Variable Exponent, SUBMITTED, IEEE TGRS.		Ferdinando Nunziata, PhD
Department of Engineering,
Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope,
Centro Direzionale, isola C4
80143 - Napoli - Italy		NO		I firmly believe that the 9th ESA EO summer school is a unique opportunity to improve my skills and enrich my research activities. In fact, the topics covered by this school can give me the chance carry on new ideas both from a theoretical point of view, by learning new inverse methods arising when dealing with data assimilation techniques, and on an application level, by gaining a more in-depth knowledge of themes such as the observation of global change from space. Moreover, I believe that the school will contribute to combine my background in physics with my current remote sensing knowledge, allowing me to achieve better results in my research work.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		I am in the first year of my PhD and I gained a comprehensive understanding of remote sensing by attending the remote sensing course at Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope. In addition, my key skills concern microwave active and passive instruments and inverse problems for remote sensing applications. 		I am proficient with Fortran language, that I used extensively during my master thesis, and MATLAB language, which I am using for my PhD work. 
I’m also familiar with C and Python languages.		YES

		1032		Mr.		male		Mauro		Arcorace		Mauro Arcorace		mauro.arcorace@esa.int		giorgio.boni@cimafoundation.org		DIBRIS University of Genoa / CIMA Research Foundation		University Campus - Via Armando Magliotto, 2				17100		Savona		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3335299673		Italian		1986-Feb-12		Chieri		true		1		2018-Apr-24 18:39		2018-May-16 11:04		normal		mauro_arcorace		1032		Remote sensing software:
SNAP, ArcGIS, ENVI, GDAL, GRASS, GeoServer, Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (BRAT).

Remote sensing Data:
• SRTM Digital Elevation Model for terrain characterization and extraction of hydrological derivatives,
• Precipitation estimates from TRMM/GPM as input for hydrological modelling,
• Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 data for SAR-based flood mapping.
• Sentinel-3 radar altimetry data for measuring river and lake water levels,		In the context of my PhD programme at DIBRIS University of Genoa I am currently doing research at CIMA Research Foundation, which is the National Center of Excellence for hydro-meteorological risk of the Italian Civil Protection Department.
My PhD research aims to enhance existing Flood Prevention and Disaster Risk Reduction initiatives lead by CIMA Foundation and its UN partners, with the provision of innovations in terms of knowledge and/or methodologies by coupling Hydrology and Remote Sensing.
In particular, my current research activity is focused on validating existing solutions for national flood forecasting systems over poor-gauged river basins and on developing a new modelling chain by using rainfall-runoff modeling outputs as well as satellite-detected surface water extents and river water levels.		I hold a MSc in Civil Engineering (specialization in hydraulics) from Turin Polytechnic. Few months after my graduation in July 2013 I won the “Master dei Talenti 2013” grant funded by Fondazione CRT that gave me the occasion to begin my working experience with the UN in Geneva (https://www.geospatialworld.net/article/i-never-thought-geomatics-would-become-so-important-in-my-working-life/). I stayed in Switzerland for three years where I worked for UNITAR-UNOSAT (https://unitar.org/unosat/) and WHO’s Health Emergencies Programme (http://www.who.int/features/qa/health-emergencies-programme/en/) as Hydrologist and GIS Specialist. On December 2016 I moved to Frascati for working in ESRIN as a EO application support engineer within the ESA Research and Service Support team (http://rssportal.esa.int).
Over the last six years spent in Emergency and Disaster Risk Reduction units within no-profit organizations (ITHACA, UNITAR-UNOSAT, WHO) and research centers (Turin Polytechnic, ESRIN) I went through different applications of Earth Observation data. From this experience I realized that the integration of satellite data with numerical modelling can make a difference in environmental monitoring applications such as operational flood management services. With the aim to deepen my knowledge on the hydrological application of Remote Sensing data, in November 2017 I started my PhD in Systems Engineering at DIBRIS University of Genoa in collaboration with CIMA Research Foundation (the National Center of Excellence for hydro-meteorological risk of the Italian Civil Protection Department).

Below are listed relevant publications and/or participation to workshops or conferences in the field of remote sensing:
• Delgado Blasco J.M., Cuccu R., Arcorace M., De Luca C., Casu F., Foumelis M., Rivolta G. and Sabatino G. (2017), “ESA Research and Service Support: making easier the Sentinel-1 data exploitation”, ESA Fringe 2017 Workshop on Advances in the Science and Applications of SAR Interferometry and Sentinel-1 InSAR, 5-9 June 2017, Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland.
• Arcorace M., Silvestro F., Rudari R., Boni G., Dell’Oro L. and Bjorgo E. (2016), “Forecast-based Integrated Flood Detection System for Emergency Response and Disaster Risk Reduction (Flood-FINDER)”, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 18, EGU2016-8770, EGU General Assembly 2016.
• Arcorace M, (2016) “SRTM-FM, Hydrologically Conditioned SRTM Data”, 4th Workshop of the Global Flood Working Group (GFWG), UNOSAT and USGS oral presentation, 4-6 March 2014, ECMWF, Reading, UK.
• Arcorace M, Dell’Oro L, Piemontese L, Bjorgo E, Dave R, (2015), “SRTM-FM – A Hydrologically Conditioned SRTM Dataset for Flood Mapping A Case Study over the Zambezi River Basin, Mozambique and Malawi”, UNISDR Scientific and Technical Advisory Group (STAG), Online Case Studies: Using Science for DRR, Case Studies 2015, PreventionWeb.
• Alfredini P, Arasaki E, Pezzoli A, Arcorace M, Cristofori E, Sousa Jr W, (2014), “Exposure of Santos Harbor Metropolitan Area (Brazil) to Wave and Storm Surge Climate Changes”, Water Quality, Exposure and Health, DOI 10.1007/s12403-014-0109-7, Springer.

Planned participation to coming workshops or conferences in the field of remote sensing:
• Arcorace M., Milani L., Cuccu R., Rivolta G., Delgado Blasco J.M., Orrù C., (2018), “Enabling Enhanced Support in Forest Fires Monitoring and Management to Western Africa Countries through Multisource EO Data Integration and Analysis”, ESA Proba-V Symposium 2018, 31 May 2018, Ostend, Belgium.
• Milani L., Arcorace M., Cuccu R., Rivolta G., Marzano F.S. (2018), “Clear-Air Anomaly Detection Using Modified Kalman Temporal Filter From Geostationary Multispectral Data” IGARSS 2018 IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 26 July 2018, Valencia, Spain.
• Arcorace M., Benveniste J., Boni G., Dell’Oro L., Gabellani S., Masoero A., Sabatino G., Sénégas O., Silvestro F. (2018), “Evaluating the Use of River Level Estimations Derived From Radar Altimetry Data into Hydrological Modelling of the Chari River Basin”, 5 Years of Progress in Radar Altimetry Symposium, 24-29 September 2018, Ponta Delgada, São Miguel Island, Azores Archipelago, Portugal.		Dr. Giorgio Boni, DIBRIS University of Genoa / CIMA Research Foundation		NO		As an hydraulic engineer, currently enrolled into a PhD programme in Systems Engineering at University of Genoa and working in EO service industry at ESA-ESRIN, my current objective is to continue doing research in the exploitation of Earth Observation data for Environmental Monitoring purposes.
In this domain I believe that is crucial to be closely involved into future challenges such as multi-mission satellite EO data exploitation, numerical modelling of complex dynamic processes, natural disaster monitoring and forecasting systems.
Despite my interest in these topics I believe that, in order to effectively contribute to the scientific community, it is necessary for me to deepen the acquired knowledge in Remote Sensing and to improve practical skills in EO data assimilation, processing and exploitation.
For these reasons I have chosen the ESA Summer School 2018 as a strategic course of my PhD study plan in which I look forward to participate and learn best practices to be applied in my future career in the EO sector.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		PhD Candidate, 1st year PhD		PhD		Operational experience with natural disaster emergency mapping using Optical and SAR data for humanitarian response (e.g. satellite-based flood impact assessment).
Advanced skills in terrain analysis of digital elevation models derived from Satellite, Airborne LIDAR and UAV (DEM generation, data filtering, hydrologically conditioning).
Extensive working experience in handling remote sensing and data into GIS for environmental mapping and modelling (watershed delineation, hydrological modelling, change detection using remotely sensed environmental indices).
Particular interest in satellite altimetry applications for inland water monitoring.
Advanced skills in MSG SEVIRI data handling and modelling for NRT Fire Detection purposes.
Basic knowledge of SAR Interferometry.		Six years of academic and working experience in developing automated routine for GIS mapping/modelling, Earth Observation data exploitation, Data visualization and filtering.
• Python: Advanced 
• BASH: Intermediate
• MATLAB: Intermediate
• C++: Basic
• JavaScript: Basic		YES

		1107		Mr.		male		Florian		Beyer		Florian Beyer		florian.beyer@uni-rostock.de		ralf.bill@uni-rostock.de		Rostock University		Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences		Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 6		18059		Rostock		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		00493814983213		German		1983-Jan-21		Leipzig		true		1		2018-May-07 09:01		2018-May-22 14:50		normal		florianbeyer		1107		I mainly use the programming languages Python and R for method development. Furthermore, I use ENVI, ERDAS, EnMAP-Box, ArcGIS and QGIS for simple tasks.
Currently I use multispectral satellite data (Landsat 1-8, Sentinel-2, RapidEye, MODIS) and multisensoral UAV data (RGB, SfM, multispectral, thermal), as well as spectral point measurements with a spectrometer (350 - 1'000 nm). These data are correlated with ecological parameters collected by the project partners (soil and vegetation parameters, greenhouse gas emissions ...).		I am currently investigating remote sensible proxies in different peatland sites. My PhD thesis is a part of the joint research project WETSCAPES, which is an Excellence Initiative of the EU and the german federal state Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. In WETSCAPES we are investigating sustainable and gentle cultivation of peatlands and wet coastal sites, particular degraded and later rewetted areas (https://www.wetscapes.uni-rostock.de/en/). Two main objectives of the remote sensing part are, first, to identify methods to derive important bio-physical parameters on different scales (field, UAV, satellite) and second, to analyse them over time using different temporal datasets (annual and intra-annual changes).
		I studied geography with focus on physical geography and remote sensing at the University of Halle. Here my focus was on the analysis of hyperspectral airborne data. 

- Götze, C., Beyer, F., Gläßer, C. (2016): Pioneer vegetation as an indicator of the geochemical parameters in abandoned mine sites using hyperspectral airborne data. Journal of Environmental Earth Sciences, 75(7), doi: 10.1007/s12665-016-5367-1.
- Conference: 32. Scientiﬁc-Technical Conference of the DGPF (2012), Potsdam, Germany
----------------------------

After that, I worked for 3 years as a research assistant at the University of Osnabrueck. The focus of the work was on multi-temporal satellite data to distinguish a variety of agricultural crops in northern Israel.

- Cerra, D., Bieniarz, J., Beyer, F., Tian, J.,Müller, R., Jarmer, T., Reinartz, P. (2016): Cloud Removal in Image Time Series through Sparse Reconstruction from Random Measurements. IEEE Journal on Selected Topics on Geoscience and Remote Sensing , PP(99), 1-14, doi: 10.1109/JSTARS.2016.2550084
- Beyer, F. , Jarmer, T., Siegmann, B. (2015): Identiﬁcation of agricultural crop types in Northern Israel using multitemporal RapidEye data. Journalfor Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Geoinformation Science. 1/2015. 21-32. doi: 10.1127/pfg/2015/0249.
- Conference: 36th EARSeL Symposium, Bonn, Germany
- Conference: MultiTemp 2015 – Annecy, France
----------------------------

Currently I am working, as a PhD candidate, with satellite time series and multi-sensory UAV data to answer ecological questions on peat sites (see “Your Present Occupation”).

- Beyer, F., Grenzdoerffer, G. (2018): Klassifikation von Vegetationstypen auf Moorstandorten unter Verwendung von multisensoralen Drohnendaten. Proceedings: PFGK18 : Photogrammetrie 
- Fernerkundung - Geoinformatik - Kartographie - 2018
- Beyer, F., Grenzdoerffer, G. (2018): Multisensor Data to derive Peatland Vegetation Communities using a Fixed-Wing UAS. (in preparation)
- Conference: PFGK18: Photogrammetrie - Fernerkundung - Geoinformatik - Kartographie – 2018, Munich, Germany
------------------------------

Please see all conferences and publications on www.flobeyer.de and www.researchgate.net/profile/Florian_Beyer3
		Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ralf Bill
Rostock University
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Professorship of Geodesy and Geoinformatics		NO		I would like to participate in the ESA Summer School for several reasons. Initially, ESA’s Frascati site is one of the European hotspots for earth observation. It would therefore be very exciting to get to know this institution. I am also interested in continuous training and international networking. In recent years I have experienced, that the exchange with young and experienced scientists from all over the world is extremely fruitful for my own work. I am also particularly interested in four topics in the programme of the summer school, as they fit in very well with my current scientific work. These are the theoretical lectures "Earth system science", "Water cycle" and above all "Carbon cycle". I am particularly interested in the carbon cycle because of the strong focus on measurements of greenhouse gas emission at our peatland sites in the project. On the other hand, I am of course very interested in the practical part and hope to gain in-depth knowledge about programming and the approach to remote sensing issues at ESA. That is why I expect a lot from getting to know the ESA toolboxes. It would be great to take this opportunity.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Masters
2nd year of PhD		PhD		Until now, my focus has been on optical EO systems on all spatial and spectral scales, both mono- and multi-temporal. I gained my first experiences with hyperspectral scanners such as CASI and HyMAP. My Diploma thesis was about the derivation of geochemical parameters in an open cast mine using HyMAP data (Spectral Unmixing). I then worked on a research project using multitemporal satellite data (RapidEye, Landsat, Hyperion) to distinguish a variety of agricultural crops. I have been working with multisensory UAV data and satellite time series in the current research project since one year (see section: “Your Present Occupation”).		With a special focus on remote sensing I have advanced knowledge in the programming languages Python 2.7/3.5 and R.		YES

		1083		Mr.		male		Michael Peter		Cartwright		Michael Peter Cartwright		mpc24@leicester.ac.uk		jh592@leicester.ac.uk		University of Leicester		Earth Observation Science / Michael Atiyah Building		University of Leicester / University Road		LE1 7RH		Leicester		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07900302453		British		1992-Jul-04		Shoreham-By-Sea		true		1		2018-Apr-30 14:43		2018-May-16 11:06		normal		MikeC		1083		The remote sensing software I am currently using is ULIRS, written in IDL/GDL, which is a satellite retrieval scheme primarily used for carbon monoxide (CO), but is also capable of retrieving other gases and also the RFM, which is written in Fortran.

At the current stage in my project, I am adapting ULIRS to retrieve OCS. My work will consist of amending the microwindow selection from which IASI will retrieve spectra, inputting an apriori representative of an OCS profile - ACE-FTS and appropriate climatologies.

My understanding of the global distribution of OCS stems both from the literature and my analysis of ACE-FTS retrieved OCS concentrations, which will be used as an apriori for my work with IASI.

Also, I have analysed CO total column data output from ULIRS in NetCDF format.

To date these exercises have been an excellent opportunity for me to develop my capabilities in using IDL and Python, in that I have had to write scripts and procedures to analyse and plot the data.
		I am currently in the first year of a PhD at the University of Leicester, in the Earth Observation Science group within the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

I am working with data from the Infrared Atmopsheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) instrument aboard the Metop-A and Metop-B satellites. Currently I am adapting the University of Leicester IASI Retrieval Scheme (ULIRS) to retrieve atmospheric carbonyl sulphide (OCS). In conjunction with Prof. Martyn Chipperfield's group at the University of Leeds, I will then work on modelling OCS in the 3D chemical transport model - TOMCAT, with the aim of mapping OCS concentrations globally. A further aim of the project is to use OCS to infer insights into the carbon cycle: OCS is a proxy for the photosynthetic uptake of carbon dioxide CO2 - Gross Primary productivity (GPP).		Graduated from University of Reading in 2014 with a Masters in Meteorology (MMet).

Began my PhD at the University of Leicester in academic year 2017/2018, in the Earth Observation Science group within the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Associated with National Centre for Earth Observation and attended a 'researchers forum' within this organisation, aimed at PhDs and early career scientists. For this I had to make a poster and give a presentation on my project. Also work collaboratively on some group work to explore the application of Earth Observation on various areas of science and business.

I have done work experience with an actuarial scientist at the insurance company Tokio Marine, looking into the application of meteorological and climatological modelling on risk assessment and extreme event forecasting.		Dr. Jeremy J. Harrison
University of Leicester		NO		My project focuses on the retrieval of OCS from the IASI instruments onboard metop satellites, but also on the mapping and validation of this data. Furthermore, OCS can be used to infer GPP, which can potentially be used to map photosynthetic update of CO2 globally.

The morning sessions of the summer school will improve my understanding of how land, atmosphere and oceans interact from a climatological, meteorological and ecosystem perspective. Which is important as this impacts vegetation and therefore photosynthetic uptake of CO2 and OCS.

The carbon cycle lectures will be of particular interest to me, as the carbon cycle is very important when studying GPP. Better understanding of sources and sinks of the carbon cycle will be very useful for when I am investigating and quantifying the sources and sinks of OCS, especially so for quantifying the sink from vegetation. As the ocean is a large source of OCS (both via direct emission and through oxidation of emitted dimethyl sulphide (DMS)), the talks on ocean science would help my understanding of why that is and how different oceans vary and how ocean dynamics might influence this.

The lab work, will provide me with a more advanced approach to processing, handling, manipulating and visualising Earth observation data. Furthermore, developing my knowledge of ocean, atmosphere, land and ice modelling will improve my understanding of how models utilise Earth observation data. Also how models are used to observe and forecast environmental issues, such as drought or flooding, where this is an important and popular topic currently.

During my undergraduate degree I studied numerical weather prediction and ensemble forecasting, these modelling sessions offer the opportunity to refresh this knowledge and hopefully to develop it further.

I consider myself quite versatile when it comes to data analysis and programming, so I am always eager to learn and utilise new methods for analysing data. Having the opportunity to use and have guidance on some of the ESA data packages would allow me to consider their application to my project and how I could use them in the future.

Completing research and developing new science is what constitutes completing a PhD, but I want my PhD project to have impact within the trace gas retrieval and carbon cycle elements of Earth Observation Science and to be used by my field after completion, where I have the intention of publishing some of my work. This course would be an excellent environment to learn new skills and to hopefully make this aim of mine a reality.

Beyond my PhD I hope to pursue a career in science that encompasses carbon cycle processes and perhaps OCS also. Exploring Earth System and Ocean models, as well as data assimilation techniques, would prepare me with the background I would need to potentially include these in my future research.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		My project is limited to the use thermal infrared remote sensing, more specifically the use of fourier transform spectrometers. I am familiar with various projects both currently active and no longer operational: IASI aboard metop-A and metop-B, ACE-FTS aboard SCISAT-1, MIPAS aboard ENVISAT.

During my undergraduate degree, at the University of Reading in meteorology and climate, I studied atmospheric physics and atmospheric radiative transfer and their application to remote sensing. Some important parameters can be retrieved by inverting Earth's emission spectra, such as Temperature (sea surface, land surface and atmospheric), concentrations of atmospheric gases, including: water vapour, greenhouse gases and trace gases, also surface vegetation, albedo, emissivity.

As previously mentioned, I have experience using a satellite retrieval scheme (ULIRS), I also use a forward model, the Reference Forward Model (RFM), and understand its key role in calculating radiance spectra. Furthermore, I various concepts within a retrieval scheme: jacobian, gain matrix, averaging kernel, degrees of freedom for signal, apriori data and the Levenberg-Marquardt iteration method.

Having spent a year in Oklahoma during my undergraduate degree, I was taught about the use of radar to measure precipitation type and size, also on observing circulation, where this was applied to weather forecasting and mesoscale meteorology.
		IDL - Good
Python - Good
Matlab - Fair
SQL - Good
Also confident using LINUX/UNIX bash commands (including running Fortran code)		YES

		1097		Mr.		male		Carlo		Convenevole		Carlo Convenevole		c.convenevole@cranfield.ac.uk		s.e.hobbs@cranfield.ac.uk		Cranfield University		College Road, Cranfield				M43 0ALK		Bedford		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44(0)7400211033		Italian		1990-Jul-26		Roma		true		1		2018-May-01 22:48		2018-May-01 22:53		normal		cconvenevole		1097		My only experience with real remote sensing data was with TERRA SAR X raw data at the 9Th International Summer School on Radar/SAR organised by the Fraunhofer FHR in BONN last July. I have never used any remote sensing software for my research (I have always written my simulators) and I have just a broad knowledge gained through the ESA MOOC Echoes in Space that I successfully completed.		My PhD title is “Geosynchronous SAR Performance Estimation and Mission Design” and now I am working on the clutter (mobile targets signals) estimation. Due to the mission parameters already chosen (GeoSTARe proposed for ESA’s Earth Explorer 9, G-CLASS proposed for ESA’s Earth Explorer 10), the long integration time (compared to LEO SAR) gives some uncertainty (due to the clutter) on the performance we can achieve in realistic weather conditions on realistic landscapes. Our mission design challenge is to obtain a good enough Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) avoiding the trap that destroyed the American GEO SAR concept (their set of objectives was too ambitious and ended up with a huge circular antenna, 25 m diameter, and a massive power consumption, ≈ 10 kW).
I am working on the implementation of the methodology presented at IGARSS 2016 in Beijing and I gave a talk at the RSPSoc2017 Annual Conference at the Imperial College, London. I am also working on a side research project on a Passive Bi-Static GEO SAR. This latter project has been funded by the UK Centre for Earth Observation and Instrumentation (CEOI), Cranfield is the leading part of the group and I am in charge of the numerical simulations of the system in order to check the theoretical expressions of the azimuth and range resolutions. We have been accepted for a short paper at IGARSS 2018
(https://www.igarss2018.org/Papers/viewpapers.asp?papernum=4191 ). 
I am also working with my supervisor on the G-CLASS GEO SAR mission and we will present our mission at the International Astronautical Congress 2018 in Bremen (https://iafastro.directory/iac/paper/id/47197/summary/ ).		My background is Aerospace engineering and SAR Imaging (for the system design part as I have never worked on real raw data). This is the list of my relevant experience.
PhD in Aerospace engineering:  Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (January 2016 - January 2019)

• Topic: Geosynchronous Radar Performance Quantification and Mission Design

9Th International Summer School on Radar/SAR: Fraunhofer FHR, Bonn, DE  (14th - 21st July 2017)

• Modules: Antennas, Compressed Sensing with Radars, Radar Fundamentals, Radar Remote Sensing & Polarimetry, SAR and Moving Target Indication, SAR Fundamentals, SAR Interferometry, THz Imaging, Waveform Design and MIMO Radar
• Workshop: SAR Imaging for Experts

Concurrent Engineering Workshop: ESA Academy, Redu, BE (14th - 17th March 2017)

• Team: Optics/Payload, we choose the payload among the off-the-shelf cameras to perform the requested mission of observing a target debris (Envisat) in order to provide the information for the e.deorbit disposal mission.

RESEARCH PROJECTS & PUBLICATIONS

• C. Convenevole and S.E. Hobbs, Simulation and Modelling of Dynamic Clutter in SAR Imaging, RSPSoc2017 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2017, Imperial Collage, London.

• S.E. Hobbs, C. Convenevole, M. Gashinova, M. Cherniakov, Passive Geosynchronous Radar Imaging and Applications, RSPSoc2017 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2017, Imperial Collage, London.

• S.E. Hobbs, C. Convenevole, M. Gashinova, S. Cassidy, M. Cherniakov, Feasibility of Passive Bistatic Geosynchronous Radar using Comsats (Passive Bistatic GeoSAR), CEOI10 Pathfinder Project.
• C. Convenevole and S. E. Hobbs GEO SAR Performance statistics: wheat clutter model, Young Professionals Conference on Remote Sensing, 20th-21st October 2016, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany.

• S. E. Hobbs and C. Convenevole GEO SAR Performance Statistics for User Applications, RSPSoc2016 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2016, Nottingham University, Nottingham.

• S. E. Hobbs and C. Convenevole “Simulation and Parametrization of Dynamic Clutter in SAR Imaging”., RSPSoc2016 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2016, Nottingham University, Nottingham.

• S. E. Hobbs, C. Convenevole, A. Monti Guarnieri, and G. Wadge “GeoSTARe System Performance Assessment Methodology”, 36th IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, IGARSS 2016; Beijing; China. Volume 2016-November, 1 November 2016, Article number 7729359, Pages 1404-1407
		Dr. Stephen Hobbs, Director, Cranfield Space Research Centre		Concurrent Engineering Workshop: ESA Academy, Redu, BE (14th - 17th March 2017)		I think that this summer school can give me an enough detailed overview on the applications of remote sensing and the tools available to process the data. I think that this knowledge can have a huge impact on the last part of my PhD where I will have to do the mission design and decide what applications are feasible from a Geosynchronous orbit in order to achieve some scientifically useful data. A general knowledge of existing missions’ data and products available with the existing tools would be incredibly useful for my further works. Moreover, I noticed that those international courses, like the ESA Concurrent Engineering Workshop or the 9th International Radar/SAR Summer School, are very useful to build a network of young researchers across Europe.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		3rd year PhD in Aerospace Engineering		PhD		I have a general knowledge of optical remote sensing (I led the payload subsystem at the ESA Concurrent Engineering Workshop for the mission e.Inspector) and I have a detailed knowledge of the radar remote sensing both monostatic and passive bi-static. I have worked on the numerical simulation of the resolution for a passive bi-static feasibility study and I am also working on an End to End clutter simulator supporting the research proposal G-CLASS: H2O for ESA’s Earth Explorer 10. My experience is mainly of the performance estimation and so far I have not worked yet on a real application. 		I am an expert user of MATLAB that I have used extensively until I was forced to move to C++ by the computational cost of the backpropagation algorithm. Using the EIGEN libraries, I have avoided going in depth with C++ and luckily I needed to use just 16 cores (on one processor) parallelization so it was sufficient using openmp and there was no need to use mpi. In short for my research I use a simulator I built in C++ to simulate the clutter signal and then I process the data with MATLAB. My knowledge of MATLAB also came through the course of Programming and Numerical Methods (with MATLAB) I attended during my BSc.		YES

		1028		Mr.		male		Thibault		Guinaldo		Thibault Guinaldo		thibault.guinaldo@meteo.fr		aaron.boone@meteo.fr		French Center for Meteorological Research		42, avenue Gaspard Coriolis				31057		Toulouse		FR		France		France		Western_Europe		+33675521019		French		1992-Nov-16		Tarbes (France)		true		1		2018-Apr-23 15:32		2018-May-29 09:38		normal		guinaldot		1028		As part of my work here at the Météo France, I’m used to work with several software and satellite products. The major software we are using for describing land cover is GRASS. I also have strong skills in using QGIS with Sentinel and MODIS data.		I joined the national French Meteorological Research Centre (CNRM-Météo-France/CNRS) in October, 2017, as part of their research group specialized in land surface processes and modelling. As a member of this group, I began a PhD project which aims to improve understanding of the surface-atmosphere interactions, and to obtain further insights into the functioning of the water cycle. More specifically, my project focuses on the development of a mass-balance approach for lake modelling. As I am developing a spatially distributed model with applications all the way up to the global scale, this work relies heavily on satellite products, and in particular, data from the future joint CNES-NASA mission SWOT (Surface Water and Ocean Topography). The core aim of my PhD work is to use a conceptual modelling approach in order to represent the temporal evolution of lake water mass, and to assess the consistency between existing and modelled data at the local, regional and global scales. Finally, I plan to use the CNES/JPL (Centre National d’Etudes Spatial/Jet Propulsion Laboratory) large-scale SWOT simulator in order to explore how to use the associated altimetric data in an optimal way and to evaluate the model I am developing.
In this context, my work focuses on the design of an innovative method for lake volume estimation based on a statistical approach. Optical data are used as inputs for the purpose of computing lake surface area. The second step is to create a lake classification scheme based on morphometric criteria and origins (shape of the sink, geometric form of the surface, glacial/tectonic lake, ...). This represents the preliminary study towards the development of the global scale conceptual lake mass balance model. I am going to use recent Landsat and Sentinel data for the validation of the different methods I plan to develop. I will then work on methods to evaluate SWOT simulated data and their adequacy with this model.

This project has numerous applications in meteorology and hydrology. Among these, lake modelling is of particular interest in certain regions, such as Scandinavia, where the lake density is high and therefore lakes play a key role in the hydrological cycle. In addition, lakes affect the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer and the weather on a variety of scales, depending on their dimension and shape. In the short term, the inherent temperature of a lake is influenced by several meteorological variables and can, in turn, have an impact on the regional near-surface air temperature and relative humidity. Over a long timescale, lakes can influence the regional climatology and the water cycle. As sentinels of the climate change, lakes play also key role in the understanding of the consequences of lake water deficits and shortage.
		I obtained a double degree (French Engineering degree and UK Master of science) in water sciences from both Polytech’ Montpellier and Cranfield University in 2016. During these three years of scientific excellence cursus, I learned about GIS tools and remote sensing theory. After my graduation, I started my professional career at the Hydrosciences Research Centre in Montpellier as a design and development engineer. My main objective was to developed an innovative use protocol form about the collection of suspended matter from a river by centrifugation. This project was a mix of fundamental research in fluid mechanics and development of GIS tools for description of land cover at the local scale (Meditteranean area). I, also, helped a PhD student in modelling of urban pollution in a context of extreme flood events.		Aaron Boone, research hydrometeorologist at the Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques (National Center for Meteorological Research)		NO		In terms of both my short and long-term career perspectives, the ESA EO summer school is an ideal opportunity to get further insights into remote sensing and Earth observation. Moreover, this school was highly recommended by one of my colleagues who participated in the 7th EO Summer School and it seems to be the best summer school which directly fits my thesis project. 
I have had a deep interest in remote sensing and its applications in environmental sciences while studying for my engineering degree, and I decided to dedicate my professional career towards understanding the related Earth processes. Joining this school is not just a chance to pursue my education, but also to take advantage of a centre of excellence in satellite data exploitation and assimilation. I am also persuaded that this experience has tremendous professional networking potential by giving me the opportunity to meet and exchange with interdisciplinary students and researchers with different objectives but driven by the same passion for space-born observations.

During my education and early career as an engineer, I was introduced to various subjects such as programming languages, GIS software and optical/radar remote sensing. They were used as tools for monitoring water bodies for management purposes. Since then, I have also studied the basics of Synthetic Aperture Radar and more recently Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry linked with Sentinel and SWOT (Surface Water and Ocean Topography) missions.

Finally, since I am working on developing a hydrological lake model for use with the future mission SWOT, learning and exchanging about other optical/radar remote sensing missions and methods will be extremely helpful for the success of my current PhD and my future endeavours.

I am convinced this summer school will give me the keys to capture the essence of this innovative field and will fuel my curiosity by being introduced to other processes, such as studies about the magnetosphere, the carbon cycle and the ocean.

		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		Optical : Scholar (Landsat, SPOT)
SAR: Scholar (Sentinel)
InSAR : Self-studied notions (SWOT) 

My knowledge of optical/radar remote sensing, even if they remain scholar, are a great source of interest. 
		As result of my education and my experience as an engineer, I have good programming skills in several languages such as Python, Fortran90 and VBA Excel (3 years experience)		YES

		1018		Mr.		male		Liguang		Jiang		Liguang Jiang		ljia@env.dtu.dk		pbau@env.dtu.dk		Technical University of Denmark		Bygningstorvet building 115				2800		Lyngby		DK		Denmark		Denmark		Western_Europe		91824522		Chinese		1987-Apr-07		Handan, China		true		1		2018-Apr-12 17:55		2018-Apr-28 22:34		normal		ljia		1018		SNAP, ENVI, ArcGIS, etc.
Landsat, sentinel-1, Envisat, Jason-1/-2/-3, CryoSat-2, GPM IMERG, etc.		My research interests are in the areas of surface hydrology, GIS and remote sensing, with focus on inland water (lakes and rivers) monitoring and modeling with EO data, e.g., satellite altimetry such as CryoSat-2, SARAL, Sentinel-3, etc. The main goal of my PhD is to further the monitoring of freshwater variations in China by using EO data. Currently, I am working on hydrodynamic modeling of the Songhua River with multiple altimetry missions (Envisat, CryoSat-2, SARAL, Jason-2). As part of my PhD, this work will demonstrate the value of altimetry data in calibrating hydrodynamic model (i.e. MIKE Hydro River) to better monitor river flow regimes of poorly gauged large river.		I have a MSc in GIS, and BSc in water resources. Currently, I am pursuing my PhD in hydrology and remote sensing. Some of my publications are listed below.
1. Liguang Jiang*, Karina Nielsen, Ole B. Andersen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. “CryoSat-2 radar altimetry for monitoring freshwater resources of China”. Remote Sensing of Environment, 2017, 200: 125-139.
2. Liguang Jiang*, Raphael Schneider, Ole B. Andersen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. “CryoSat-2 Altimetry Applications over Rivers and Lakes”. Water, 2017, 9(3), 211; doi: 10.3390/w9030211
3. Liguang Jiang*, Karina Nielsen, Ole B. Andersen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. “Monitoring recent lake level variations on the Tibetan Plateau using Cryosat-2 SARIn mode data”. Journal of Hydrology, 2017, 544: 109-124.
4. Liguang Jiang, Zhijun Yao, He Qing Huang. “Climate variability and change on the Mongolian Plateau: Historical variation and future predictions”. Climate Research, 2016, 67:1-14.

Conference presentation
1. Liguang Jiang, Henrik Madsen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. ”Satellite altimetry-derived water level for calibration of river morphological parameters in hydrodynamic models”. EGU General Assembly 2018, 9 -13 April, 2018, Vienna. (Oral)
2. Liguang Jiang, Peter Bauer-Gottwein, Karina Nielsen, Ole B. Andersen. “CryoSat-2 radar altimetry for monitoring surface water in China”. AGU Fall meeting 2016, 12 - 16 December, 2016, San Francisco (Oral)
		Prof Peter Bauer-Gottwein
Technical University of Denmark		NO		Data assimilation is widely used in hydrologic/hydrodynamic modeling. Given that models are not perfect and historical data observations are either scarce or not available, model simulation and forecasting are quite challenging and not reliable to different extents. Data assimilation allows us to incorporate observation into model state once it is available. 
For flood forecasting, data assimilation is a very useful technology to improve model simulation. This is extremely important in large river basins, such as Brahmaputra river, Zembezi river, etc. 
For my project, I plan to assimilate water level into hydrodynamic model to improve model forecasting skill. Specifically, I will incorporate different satellite altimetry data sets into a hydrodynamic model over a poorly monitored river. I hope I can gain data assimilation knowledge in this course.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		PhD		PhD		I use satellite precipitation products, landsat imagery, Sentinel SAR imagery, and satellite altimetry data for my research.		Matlab (very good), Python (good),  R (basic), C# (basic)		YES

		1140		Mr.		male		João Nuno		Oliveira		João Nuno Oliveira		joao.c.oliveira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		foliveira@lnec.pt		National Laboratory for Civil Engineering / Instituto Superior Técnico		Av. Brasil 101				1700-066		Lisboa		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		+351914188700		Portuguese		1989-May-07		Portugal		true		1		2018-May-14 22:10		2018-May-15 13:11		normal		joao.c.oliveira		1140		I used Sentinel-1 SAR Imagery to study rip currents, requiring image processing in SNAP. Currently I use Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery data in my research to identify suspended sediments in the nearshore. The process requires pre-processing of the imagery using SNAP and the objective is to use the data as input for the MATLAB algorithm.		I’m a PhD student, currently on the 2nd year of the H2Doc – Environmental Hydraulics and Hydrology – PhD Civil Engineering Programme, in an association between IST (Instituto Superior Técnico) and LNEC (National Laboratory for Civil Engineering). I conduct my thesis research in LNEC, under the theme “Beach morphodynamics modelling for the improvement of coastal protection solutions”, supervised by Filipa Simões de Brito Ferreira de Oliveira, PhD, (LNEC) and Prof. António Alexandre Trigo Teixeira (IST), PhD. I’m currently applying the numerical model XBeach in defence schemes of combined groyne fields and seawalls under storm conditions and working on the development of an algorithm for the identification of suspended sediments in the nearshore using ESA’s Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery.		I graduated in Civil Engineering in IST and published my dissertation “Modelling the impact of the extension of the north jetty of the Mondego river inlet on the adjacent southern beaches” in 2016. During my master’s degree I published three conference papers and three technical reports related to wave climate characterization, numerical modelling of longitudinal sediment transport capacity and numerical modelling of coastal defence structures’ impact on adjacent beaches. During my PhD, I published a conference paper on shoreline representativity in long-term evolution and I submitted a conference paper on numerical modelling of beach morphodynamics in defence schemes of combined groyne fields and seawalls under storm conditions (in review). In the scope of remote sensing, I submitted a poster for the 4th Blue Planet Symposium on deriving suspended sediments information from Sentinel-2 multispectral imagery of coastal areas (in review) and a conference paper with further development of the above-mentioned algorithm for the identification of suspended sediments in the nearshore using Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery (in review). 		Dr. Filipa Simões de Brito Ferreira Oliveira, National Laboratory for Civil Engineering		NO		I’m highly motivated to take this training course. I believe the knowledge and skills I will acquire and improve both in the theoretical sessions and in the practical exercises of the course will have an enormous contribute to my research. The lectures on global change issues will provide important insights directly related to research themes I’m involved, such as the rise of the sea average level and the expected increase of frequency and intensity of maritime storms with increasing risk of coastal erosion. The interaction with people from different scientific fields on the scope of remote sensing will surely add up to the knowledge acquired according to the summer school programme and allow me to take in different perspectives for the improvement of the Sentinel-2 based algorithm I’m currently working on.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD student		PhD		I acquired general remote sensing knowledge in various courses during my integrated master’s in civil engineering in IST. In 2017, during the 1st year of my PhD I focused on the remote sensing knowledge subject in two courses: Advanced Course in Information Systems in Engineering Design; and Image Processing and Computational Geometry. I studied remote sensing in the scope of rip currents observation and measurement in the coastal zone, analysing the signature observability of rip currents in Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery of the Sentinel-1 mission and examine the correspondence in Multispectral imagery of the Sentinel-2 mission. Furthermore, I focused my research on the use of Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery by developing a MATLAB algorithm as a first approach to the identification of suspended sediments in the nearshore based on supervised classification.		In the 1st year of my PhD (2017/2018) I attended a course on Programming and Numerical Modelling in Civil Engineering where I learned advanced theory on the subject, enhancing the programming knowledge acquired during my Civil Engineering master’s degree and the course on MS Excel Macros and VBA (21h) I attended at IST in 2016. The above-mentioned algorithm is being developed in MATLAB, the programming language I most commonly use, also to handle the output data of the numerical model XBeach.		YES

		1072		Mr.		male		Juanjo		Peón		Juanjo Peón		juanjopeon@gmail.com		mdrecondo@uniovi.es		University of Oviedo		Polytechnic School of Mieres		Gonzalo Gutiérrez Quirós, s/n		33600		Mieres (Asturias)		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34 627834704		Spanish		1988-Jun-13		Siero (Asturias) Spain		true		1		2018-Apr-29 11:58		2018-May-28 09:34		normal		jpeon		1072		I have used the following software and data in my research:

Software:
- ENVI+IDL (advanced user)
- SNAP (intermediate user)
- ERDAS IMAGINE (intermediate user)
- ErMapper (upper-intermediate)
- ArcGIS (advanced user)

Data:
- Multispectral: MODIS, Landsat, Sentinel-2
- Hyperspectral: AHS, CASI, Hyperion		Currently, I am finishing my PhD thesis in the Remote Sensing Applications (RSApps) Research Group at the University of Oviedo. The aim of the PhD thesis, which is supervised by Dr. Carmen Recondo and Dr. Susana Fernández from University of Oviedo, is to evaluate the potential of airborne hyperspectral data (AHS and CASI), satellite hyper/multispectral data (Hyperion, Landsat, Sentinel-2 and MODIS) and lab spectroscopy (ASD spectrometer) to map topsoil organic carbon in burned areas located in northern Spain.

I am also involved in two ongoing national projects: PERMA-SNOW and HERMANA. PERMA-SNOW project (PI: Miguel Ángel de Pablo, University of Alcalá, Spain) is focused on the accurate monitoring of the snow cover and ground thermal behaviour from very different approaches, including new instrumentation, pictures analysis and remote sensing (optical and radar); in South Shetland Islands, Antarctica. In the context of this project, our research group is validating several MODIS products (MOD10, MOD11) and developing algorithms to estimate air temperature using MODIS land surface temperature. In HERMANA project (SISTER in English, PI: Alfonso Calera Belmonte and José Piqueras from University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain) it is expected to obtain a diagnostic toolset (http://www.spiderwebgis.org/) that will allow to know in space and time demands for water and nitrogen fertilization of crops in southern Spain, trying to adjust water and nutrient input to the crop’s spatially and temporally varying requirements. In the context of this project, our research group is working in upscaling vegetation indices across a wide range of spatial resolutions, from field and UAV to satellite (mainly Sentinel-2).		A brief summary of my background and publications is provided below.

- EDUCATION (University of Oviedo, Spain)
1. PhD student (currently).
2. Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and Geographical Information Systems (2013).
3. Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Geomatic and Topography (2011).
4. Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Topography (2010).

- AWARDS AND GRANTS
1. Three PhD Grants (“FPU” from the Spanish Ministry of Education, “Severo Ochoa” and “University of Oviedo PhD Grant”).
2. Young Talent Retention Grant for Master Studies in Engineering and Architecture (University of Oviedo, 2012).
3. Outstanding Graduation Award “Rafael Martínez Reguero” (Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Topography, 2010).

- RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
Participation in 5 research projects:
1. Tools for SustaInable Supply management of nitrogen and waTER (SISTER, HERMANA in Spanish). PI: Alfonso Calera Belmonte and José Piqueras (University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain)
2. Snow cover characteristics, its evolution and its effects on the thermal behaviour of permafrost and active layer at Livingston and Deception islands, Antarctica (PERMA-SNOW). PI: Miguel Ángel de Pablo (University of Alcalá, Spain)
3. Multitemporal monitoring of fruit orchard vitality with multisensor Belair data (HYPERTEMP). PI: Stephanie Delalieux (VITO, Belgium)
4. Monitoring of topsoil organic carbon stocks in burned soils (SV-PA-13-ECOEMP-40). PI: Susana Fernández (University of Oviedo, Spain)
5. Development of a real-time fire alarm system in Asturias using MODIS data. PI: Carmen Recondo (University of Oviedo, Spain)

- ARTICLES
A detailed record of my publications can be found in ResearchGate (https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Juanjo_Peon), ResearcherID (http://www.researcherid.com/rid/K-1637-2014) and ORCID (http://orcid.org/0000-0001-7551-2236).

The articles in SCI indexed journals are listed below:
1. Peón J et al. (2017). Prediction of topsoil organic carbon using airborne and satellite hyperspectral imagery. Remote Sens. DOI: 10.3390/rs9121211
2. Peón J et al. (2017). Evaluation of the spectral characteristics of five hyperspectral and multispectral sensors for soil organic carbon estimation in burned areas. Int J Wildland Fire. DOI: 10.1071/WF16122
3. Fernández S, Peón J et al. (2016). Spatial modelling of organic carbon in burned mountain soils using hyperspectral images, field datasets, and NIR spectroscopy (Cantabrian Range; NW Spain). Land Degrad Dev. DOI: 10.1002/ldr.2452
4. Calleja JF, Recondo C, Peón J et al. (2016). A new method for the estimation of broadband apparent albedo using hyperspectral airborne hemispherical directional reflectance factor values. Remote Sens. DOI: 10.3390/rs8030183
5. Calleja JF, Hellmann C, Mendiguren G, Punalekar S, Peón J, MacArthur A and Alonso L (2015). Relating hyperspectral airborne data to ground measurements in a complex and discontinuous canopy. Acta Geophysica. DOI: 10.1515/acgeo-2015-0036
6. Peón J et al. (2014). Improvements in the estimation of daily minimum air temperature in peninsular Spain using MODIS land surface temperature. Int J Remote Sens. DOI: 10.1080/01431161.2014.935831
7. Recondo C, Peón J et al. (2013). Empirical models for estimating daily surface water vapour pressure, air temperature and humidity using MODIS and spatiotemporal variables. Applications to peninsular Spain. Int J Remote Sens. DOI: 10.1080/01431161.2013.828185

- PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES
27 communications in conferences:
 - 18 international (NASA Direct Readout Conference, International Symposium on Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS), EGU, Pedometrics, International Conference On Permafrost, Forestsat, etc.)
 - 9 national (Spanish Remote Sensing Association Conferences, Fire Severity Seminar at University of León, etc.)

- RESEARCH STAYS
1. Flemish Institute for Technological Research (VITO), Mol (Belgium), Apr – Jun 2017.
2. Spanish National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA), Madrid (Spain), May 2015.
3. Spanish Institute of Oceanography (IEO), Gijón (Spain), Feb – Mar 2013.

- TEACHING EXPERIENCE
In the context of the teaching training programs of several PhD grants, I have been involved in the following modules (University of Oviedo, Spain):
1. Bachelor’s Degrees in Engineering in Geomatic, Civil Engineering and Engineering of Mining and Energy Resources: Remote sensing; Geomatic; Topography; and Cartography.
2. Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and Geographical Information Systems: Radiometric correction, improvement and image classification.

- OTHER INFORMATION
1. Reviewer of international peer-reviewed journals: Land Degrad and Dev, Int J of Remote Sens, Journal of Maps, Int J of Mountain Sci, The Open Atmospheric Sci J. A record of the contributions as a reviewer can be found in: https://publons.com/a/1243947
2. User of ASD VNIR spectrometers and MODIS receiving antenna at the University of Oviedo.
3. Member of scientific networks and societies: European Facility For Airborne Research (EUFAR), Spanish Remote Sensing Association (AET) and Spanish National Network for Earth Observation (RNOT).
		Dr. Carmen Recondo González
Associate Professor
Director & Coordinator of the Remote Sensing Applications (RSApps) Group (http://rsapps.grupos.uniovi.es/en)
Area of Cartographic, Geodesic and Photogrammetric Engineering
Department of Mining Exploitation and Prospecting
University of Oviedo

Polytechnic School of Mieres 
Gonzalo Gutiérrez Quirós, s/n
33600 – Mieres (Asturias) Spain
Phone: +34 985 458034
E-mail: mdrecondo@uniovi.es		NO		ESA Earth Observation Summer School would be a great opportunity to improve the knowledge and skills required in the current research activities and projects in which I am involved. As a member of a multidisciplinary research group at the University of Oviedo (Remote Sensing Applications Research Group, RSApps), I use a wide range of earth observation data to develop different environmental applications, such as topsoil organic carbon mapping in burned areas in northern Spain, estimation of air temperature and humidity using MODIS in peninsular Spain and Antarctica, mapping of burned areas, development of wildfire alarm systems and crop monitoring in southern Spain. This course would help me to understand all these specific applications in a broader scientific context.

I am very interested in the topics of the course not only for its direct link to my PhD project (which is expected to be finished this year), but also for my education. I have been using optical/thermal remote sensing data in all academic levels: in the Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Geomatic and Topography, in the Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and GIS, and currently in my PhD project. I am familiar with remote sensing software (ENVI, SNAP, ERDAS) and with multispectral (MODIS, Landsat, Sentinel-2) and hyperspectral imagery (AHS, CASI, Hyperion). I am also familiar with image processing techniques and programming languages such as R, IDL and MATLAB. Hands-on computing exercises on the processing of earth observing data would be certainly useful for my current research activities.

This summer school would also be an excellent opportunity to meet other international early career scientists that use earth observation data to understand and manage environmental issues. It would be my first contact with ESA and would help me to expand my knowledge on the ongoing ESA Earth Observation Programmes. I have no doubt that this course, like other previous courses and short stays in research centres such as VITO and INTA, will be enriching and will bring some new ideas and tools for my current and future projects.
		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD student		PhD		I have been using optical and thermal remote sensing for several environmental applications (mapping of burned areas, wildfire alarm systems, estimation of air temperature and humidity using MODIS, topsoil organic carbon mapping, etc.) since 2010, when I was finishing my Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Geomatic and Topography. I hold a Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and Geographical Information Systems (University of Oviedo) and currently I am finishing my PhD thesis, which is focused on the use of optical remote sensing (multispectral and hyperspectral data) to map topsoil organic carbon. Regarding my teaching experience, I have been involved in teaching several Undergraduate and Master’s modules at the University of Oviedo, all of them related to remote sensing and geomatic engineering (Modules: Remote sensing; Radiometric correction, improvement and image classification; Geomatic; Topography; and Cartography). I am an advanced user of remote sensing software and I am familiar with several programming languages that are widely used in remote sensing (IDL, MATLAB and Python).		I am familiar with the following programming languages:
- R (advanced user)
- IDL (upper-intermediate user)
- MATLAB (upper-intermediate user)
- Python (intermediate user)
- Shell (basic-intermediate user)		YES

		1033		Mr.		male		Juan Miguel		Ramírez Cuesta		Juan Miguel Ramírez Cuesta		ramirezcuesta.jm@gmail.com		dintri@cebas.csic.es		CEBAS-CSIC		Calle Campus Universitario, 3A				30100		Murcia		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34699689673		Spanish		1988-Jan-02		Madrid		true		1		2018-Apr-24 19:00		2018-Apr-30 19:16		normal		juanmi2188		1033		Remote Sensing Software: ENVI, ERDAS, PCI Geomatic, SNAP.
GIS software: ArcGIS, QGIS, gvSIG
Data used in my research: Satellite images (Landsat, Sentinel and MODIS), airborne images (hyperspectral and thermal images), weather data from Spanish weather network, FLUXNET data, etc. 		Researcher hired at CEBAS-CSIC		Intrigliolo, D. S.; Moreno, M. A.; Jiménez-Bello, M. A.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.(2018). Aplicaciones de drones y satélites en la gestión de cultivos en climas semi-áridos. In: Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5).Lugo (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Sánchez, J. M.; Buesa, I.; López-Urrea, R.; Intrigliolo, D. S. (2018). Efecto de la inclinación de la espaldera de un viñedo sobre la caracterización térmica y el balance de energía. In: Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5). Lugo (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rubio-Asensio, J. S.; Mirás-Avalos, J. M.; Intrigliolo, D. S. (2018). Implementación del modelo de coeficiente de cultivo dual en una toolbox en ArcGIS para su utilización con imágenes de satélite. In: Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5). Lugo (Spain).

Rubio-Asensio, J. S.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Mirás-Avalos, J. M.; Buesa, I.; Maestre-Valero, J. F.; Intrigliolo, D. S.(2018). Evaluación del modelo de balance de agua en suelo Riego-Asesor: Aplicación práctica sobre un cultivo de escarol en el sureste de España. In:
Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5). Lugo (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Zarco-Tejada, P. J.; Testi, L.; Lorite, I. J.; Rubio-Asensio, J. S.; Intrigliolo, D. S.; González-Dugo, V. (2017).
Water stress quantification for a peach orchard by integrating CWSI with the METRIC energy balance model using thermal and hyperspectral images of high spatial resolution. In: Teledetección: Nuevas plataformas y sensores aplicados a la gestión del agua, la agricultura y el medio ambiente (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-9048-650-4). Murcia (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Kilic, A.; Allen, R. G.; Santos, C.; Lorite, I. J. (2017). Evaluating the impact of adjusting surface temperature derived from Landsat 7 ETM+ in crop evapotranspiration assessment using high-resolution airborne data. International Journal of Remote Sensing, 38: 4177–4205.

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Cruz-Blanco, M.; Santos, C.; Lorite, I. J. (2017). Assessing reference evapotranspiration at regional scale based on remote sensing, weather forecast and GIS tools. International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, 55: 32–42.

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rodríguez-Santalla, I.; Gracia, F. J.; Sánchez-García, M. J.; Barrio-Parra, F. (2016). Application of change detection techniques in geomorphological evolution of coastal areas. Example: Mouth of the River Ebro (period 1957–2013). Applied Geography, 75: 12-27.

Lorite, I. J; Ramírez‑Cuesta, J. M.; Cruz‑Blanco, M.; Santos, C. (2015).
Using weather forecast data for irrigation scheduling under semi‑arid conditions. Irrigation Science, 33: 411-427.

Cruz-Blanco, M.; Santos, C.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Lorite, I. J. (2013). Evaluación de variables agrometeorológicas mediante teledetección y su aplicación a la optimización del uso del agua. Ambienta.Madrid (Spain).

Rodríguez, I; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Sánchez, M. J.; Montoya, I.(2013). Estudios de erosión con satélite en costas sedimentarias micromareales. II Manual de Métodos en Teledetección Aplicada a la Prevención de Riesgos Naturales en el Litoral. Barcelona (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rodríguez-Santalla, I.; Barrio-Parra, F.(2012). Application of methods for change detection to identify geomorphological changes. Case study: mouth of the Ebro delta. Littoral 2012: Coasts of Tomorrow. Oostende (Belgium).

Barrio-Parra, F.; Molina-Jiménez, P.; Rodriguez-Santalla, I.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M. (2012). Application of cellular model to El Fangar dune system dynamics. Littoral 2012: Coasts of Tomorrow. Oostende (Belgium).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rodríguez- Santalla, I.; Sánchez-García, M. J.; Montoya-Montes, I.(2011).Análisis de las variaciones geomorfológicas ocurridas en la desembocadura del Delta del Ebro mediante el empleo de técnicas de detección de cambios (Período 1957 - 2009). In: Avances en Geomorfología Litoral (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-615-3982-6). Barcelona (Spain).		Dr. Diego Intrigliolo Molina
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-Centro de Edafología y Biología Aplicada del Segura (CEBAS-CSIC).
Murcia, Spain.		NO		In these lines I would like to show you my interest in taking part in the summer school that take plale in Rome from 30 July to 10 Agust. I understand that the courses may help me to improve my knowledge in the field of agriculture and remote sensing. In addition, with this course I will learn new tools and skills to be used in my daily research,

I would be most grateful if you could consider me for taking part in the above mentioned summer school. I will be available for interview at any time and I can be contacted via email.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		3rd year PhD		PhD		During my educational training, I have studied a Master of Geographic Information Technologies at University of Alcalá de Henares, whose director is Emilio Chuvieco, a worlwide known expert in remote sensing technologies. I obtained the best qualification of my promotion in this Master. In addition I have taken a course of  radar remote sensing, led by Frederic Baup from CESBIO, also a well known radar expert. Furthermore, I have published some scientific papers with highly recognized researcher in the thematic as Richard Allen (University of Idaho), Ayse Kilik (University of Nebraska), Pablo Zarco Tejada (IAS-CSIC), SImona Consoli (Univrsity of Catania), Ignacio Lorite Torres (IFAPA) and Cristina Santos (IFAPA). I also carried out different research stays abroad, more specifically at University of Nebraska with Ayse Kilic (6 months) and at University of Catania with Simona Consoli (University of Catania). The main research line of my carrer is focused  on the use of remote sensing technologies to determine crop water status and crop water demands, based on energy or water balance, vegetation indices models, among others.		During my educational training I have learn programming in visual basic, altough my main expertise in this area is with Python programming language, mainly used to programming in ArcGIS using ArcPy. I have performed different toolboxes presented in some conferences, obtaining an award in one of them for the best poster in the modelling area.		YES

		1027		Mr.		male		Matteo		Roccheggiani		Matteo Roccheggiani		matteo.roccheggiani@uniurb.it		marco.menichetti@uniurb.it		University of Urbino		Campus Scientifico "E. Mattei" - Via Ca' le Suore, 2/4				61029		Urbino		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3409793999		Italian		1991-Jul-28		Ancona		true		1		2018-Apr-23 15:25		2018-Apr-23 15:31		normal		matteo.roccheggiani		1027		In my research I'm using mostly the SNAP ESA software and Sarproz. I worked also with GMT5SAR and GAMMA (the latter in collaboration with
Padova CNRIRPI). I'm using mainly the data of Sentinel missions,
especially radar data. 		Currently I'm a Phd student in Earth Sciences at Urbino University (Italy). In November 2016 I won a research grant funded by an important italian oil and gas
industry contractor (Saipem spa) with a research regarding remote sensing for the analysis and evaluation of geological hazards along linear infrastructure
networks. I am deeply involved in studies regarding geological and geomorphological mapping, landslides modeling and hazard analysis. I am also involved in
many research projects (Urbino geodinamic research group) that deal with earthquakes and active tectonics.		Education:

PhD. 2016-2019,
Earth Sciences, University of Urbino, Urbino, Italy
Master's degree, 2013/2015, with honours, Geology, University of Urbino, Urbino, Italy
Bachelor's degree, 2010/2013 Geology, University of Urbino, Urbino, Italy

Trainings:

COMET InSAR Training Workshop November 2017 (Leeds University) 
Echoes in Space 2017 - Introduction to Radar Remote Sensing (EO College) 
European Space Agency (ESA) 7th Advanced Training Course on Land Remote Sensing (SZIE, Hungary), September 2017
Satellite SAR Interferometry in the geologist and engineer profession" Nhazca Srl SapienzaUniversità di Roma, December 2016

Research collaborations:

INGV – National institute of geophisics and volcanology
CNR IRPI – Italian National Research Council
Saipem spa – Società anonima italiana perforazioni e montaggi

Scientific contributions:

M. Roccheggiani, A. Tamburini, E. Tirincanti, M. Menichetti – “Automated detection of surface ruptures associated with the 2016 Central Italy earthquake sequence by Sentinel-1- SAR interferometry data” – 9th international INQUA meeting on paleosismology, active tectonics and archeoseismology (PATA), 25-27 June 2018, Possidi, Greece.

M. Menichetti, E. Tirincanti, D. Piacentini, M. Roccheggiani, A. Tamburini – “Geometrical and structural controls on rupture zone fabric: field surveys of the 2016 earthquakes in sibillini mountains (central italy)” - 36° Convegno Gruppo Nazionale di Geofisica della Terra Solida, Trieste 14-16 novembre 2017

Roccheggiani M., Guidotti G., Menichetti M., - “Satellite remote sensing techniques for evaluation and analysis of geological hazards along linear infrastructure networks”, 7th advanced training course on land remote sensing, 4–9 September 2017. Szent István University. Gödöllo, Hungary.

Tirincanti E., Menichetti M., Piacentini  M., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A. – “Outcrop-scale anlysis of Adriatic Messinian folds and thrusts geometry”, GIGS – Gruppo Italiano di Geologia Strutturale, Università di Padova 11 Luglio 2017

Roccheggiani M., Mantovani M., Perissin D., Tamburini A., Tirincanti E., Menichetti M., - "Dati Sentinel-1 per l'analisi dell'evoluzione e il monitoraggio di fenomeni franosi in aree urbane", 12° Convegno Nazionale del Gruppo di Geologia Informatica, Gavorrano (GR) - 12/14 Giugno 2017 

Menichetti M., Tirincanti E., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., - "4D Geometrical and Structural analysis of ground ruptures related to 2016 earthquakes in Sibillini mountains (Central Italy)" , Riunione GIGS 2017 - Padova 10/13 Luglio 2017

Menichetti M., Tirincanti E., De Donatis M., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., - "3D multi-temporal analysis of ground ruptures related to 2016 earthquakes in Sibillini Mountains (Central Italy)", 12° Convegno Nazionale del Gruppo di Geologia Informatica, Gavorrano (GR), 12/14 Giugno 2017

Tirincanti E., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., Menichetti M., - "Analisi Cinematica e strutturale in remoto di pareti rocciose in ambiente GIS", 12° Convegno Nazionale del Gruppo di Geologia Informatica, Gavorrano (GR), 12/14 Giugno 2017

Menichetti M. , Piacentini D., De Donatis M., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., Tirincanti T. - "Virtual Outcrop And 3D Structural Analysis Of Monte Vettore Extensional Active Faults" - 35° Convegno Gruppo Nazionale di Geofisica della Terra Solida, Lecce 22-24 Novembre 2016

Piacentini D., Menichetti M., Nesci O., Troiani F., Cavitolo P., Roccheggiani M., Tirincanti E., Antonioli F., Biolchi S., Devoto S., Furlani S. - "Geomorphological features of the Ancona Coastal Cliffs (Adriatic Sea, Italy)", GeoSub - Underwater Geology - Ustica, 13-17 September 2016





		Prof. Marco Menichetti, University of Urbino		European Space Agency (ESA) 7th Advanced Training Course on Land Remote Sensing (SZIE, Hungary), September 2017		I think this course would be a great opportunity to learn new techniques of remote sensing by the best professors and researchers in Europe. I also think it would be an unmissable opportunity to meet researchers from other countries to discuss these interesting and fascinating research topics. I think that this course would be also very advantegous for my PhD research and an enriching and beautiful experience as a young researcher. I would be pleased to be given the opportunity to participate in it.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		2nd Year PhD Student		PhD		Advanced level in SAR applications like differential interferometry and persistent scatterer interferometry. Intermediate user of optical data for burnt areas detection and analysis.		Python and Matlab intermediate level.		YES

		1087		Mr.		male		Daniel		Schraik		Daniel Schraik		daniel.schraik@gmail.com		miina.a.rautiainen@aalto.fi		Aalto University		P.O.Box 14100				00076		Aalto		FI		Finland		Finland		Western_Europe		+358456434343		Austrian		1990-Apr-06		St. Pölten, Austria		true		1		2018-Apr-30 19:41		2018-Apr-30 19:41		normal		danscr		1087		I have basic knowledge about the Sentinel-2 Toolbox. This was used for processing the data I use in the article I am currently working on (see section on present occupation).
Otherwise, most of the software I have used so far are custom made Python scripts that rely on several basic functions, e.g. image processing or modeling. Besides that, I use QGIS and occasionally ArcGIS for spatial analysis and general GIS tasks.
In the near future I will use the Sentinel-2 Toolbox more intensively, and several software products for processing lidar point clouds (e.g. CloudCompare, Cyclone) and more custom scripts.		In my doctoral thesis I study the effect of clumping of canopy scattering elements, i.e. (needle-)leaves and branches, at the crown and stand level on forest reflectance. This is part of the ERC project aiming at devloping a novel method for upscaling forest spectra from needle to landscape level (see reference letter for more details on the project).
I am currently working on my initial article, in which I use Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat 8 OLI satellite images and airborne lidar data to retrieve leaf area index of boreal forest using a physically-based model. The working hypothesis is that in the conifer-dominated boreal forest, leaf clumping on crown and stand level play an important role in forest reflectance. This builds on previous research that showed an important structural effect of shoot clumping on stand reflectance.		Since I have just started my doctoral studies, I do not have any publications.
My background lies in forestry, in my master's degree in remote sensing and forest information systems. My master's thesis, on which I base my current article, I estimated leaf area index in Finnish boreal forest using Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat 8 OLI images and a reflectance model. I created a forest reflectance database based on model parameterizations from literature, and inverted the model with a k-nearest neighbor approach.
During my studies I have participated in several international conferences and workshops, out of which the probably most relevant were UN conferences such as the UNFCCC COP 18 in Qatar 2012, the FAO Committee on Forestry, also in 2012. In those conferences I participated as a youth representative in my role as the president of the International Forestry Students' Association. Most recently, I have presented my master's thesis at the IUFRO 125th Anniversary Congress in Freiburg 2017, and participated at an expert meeting of the FAO Forest Resource Assessment, also in 2017, during which we discussed the needs and challenges the next Global Forest Resource Assessment could and should consider.		Miina Rautiainen
Assistant professor
Aalto University, School of Engineering, Department of Built Environment		NO		There are several approaches on which I base my motivation.
As a remote sensing researcher focusing on forest radiation regime models, I want to broaden my perspective on Earth Observation to be able to get a deeper understanding of capabilities and applications of Earth Observation systems, and to dive into neighboring fields such as atmospheric, oceanic and ice modeling besides learning about different terrestrial biomes than forests, and also learn about new perspectives on my field of study, which is forests.
Also as a researcher, I want to review and improve on my modeling and data handling skills, which I see as fundamental skills in performing research.
During my doctorate, I will teach our master students at Aalto University about modeling of biophysical parameters based specifically on Sentinel-2 MSI imagery in the framework of our advanced remote sensing course.
Last but not least, as an environmental researcher I want to improve my understanding of natural processes in general to become a better science communicator.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		My area of expertise is forest reflectance modeling, i.e. the simulation of optical remote sensing images based on forest structural and spectral parameters, and the prediction of biophysical parameters through inverse modeling.
I am familiar with the physical principles of the remote sensing process, technical characteristics of optical satellite remote sensing instruments, and physically-based and empirical data processing algorithms, among others.		Python - advanced level
R - basic knowledge

My "native" programming language is Python, in which I usually rely on the scientific Python stack (e.g. NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib) for data manipulation, and Scikit-Learn and PyMC for statistical analyses or machine learning. I have a working knowledge of general-purpose programming with Python.
I have some experience with base R and data manipulation and visualisation with dplyr and ggplot.		YES

		1061		Mr.		male		Monan		Shan		Monan Shan		shanmonan@gmail.com		nicola.casagli@unifi.it		University of Florence		Via La Pira, 4				50121		Florence		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393313420962		Chinese		1993-Mar-09		Harbin, Heilongjiang Province, China		true		1		2018-Apr-27 14:33		2018-May-23 23:28		normal		shanmonan		1061		Software: SNAP, ENVI, Erdas, ArcGIS, QGIS, MSGToolboxes, etc.
Data: MODIS, Meteosat-2, Sentinel-1/2, Landsat series, etc.		I'm focusing on using radar remote sensing (combined with other RS methods) to monitor the ground subsidence in permafrost area to indicate permafrost degradation.		I have a background of forestry researches using remote sensing methods. And I have also done some researches about permafrost degradation in northeastern China.
Multi-spectral remote sensing based land surface temperature retrieval and isolated permafrost zone segmentation, Infrered and Laser Engineering, 44(4):1390-1396		Nicola Casagli, Full Professor in Department of Earth Science in University of Florence		No.		I think this course will have positive influence on my overall knowledge of remote sensing, and will contribute some new ideas on my previous research of applying radar remote sensing data to the study of permafrost degradation.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year of PhD		PhD		I have a background of GIS and I have experiences of some GIS programs. And I also have experiences of RS data processing for forestry researches.		I have an experience on using C and C# to program GIS system.
And I have also applied Matlab programming language in a project of stereo matching.		YES

		1067		Mr.		male		Johan		Strandgren		Johan Strandgren		johan.strandgren@dlr.de		markus.rapp@dlr.de		German Aerospace Center (DLR)		Muenchener Str. 20				82234		Wessling		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+4915236113407		Swedish		1990-May-01		Tranas/Saeby		true		1		2018-Apr-27 18:27		2018-May-02 16:32		normal		strandgren		1067		For my PhD I have used the combination of geostationary imaging radiometer observations (brightness temperatures) from MSG/SEVIRI and lidar backscatter retrievals from CALIPSO/CALIOP. Scripts for data processing, computations and visualizations have been written in primarily IDL and C.		I'm a PhD student at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics. For my PhD I have developed a new algorithm (CiPS - Cirrus Properties from SEVIRI) for the geostationary remote sensing of cirrus clouds. To this end I have used predominantly MSG/SEVIRI and CALIPSO/CALIOP satellite data and a set of artificial neural networks. The new algorithm detects (optically thin) cirrus clouds and retrieves the correspondning physical and optical properties. For my PhD I have used CiPS to study the life cycle of anvil cirrus clouds that form in the upper troposphere from the convective outflow of ice crystals from deep convective cumulonimbus clouds.

My PhD is in its very final state, with a planned defense in mid-July. Hence, I'm taking up my next challenge as a post-doc, also at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics, starting from May 1st 2018, where I will continue doing research using satellite remote sensing, but targeting carbon dioxide
		I have a master's degree in Science and Space Engineering from Lulea  University of Technology in Sweden (graduated in 2014).  I wrote my master’s thesis at the Institute of Environmental Physics at the University of Bremen in Germany, where I investigated the capabilities of deriving PM2.5 estimates from satellite retrieved aerosol optical thickness/depth. Since January 2015 I'm a PhD student at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics in Germany.  During my PhD, I have been able to publish the following peer-review publications:

During my PhD I have been able to publish the following first author peer-reviewed publications:

- Strandgren, J., Bugliaro, L., Sehnke, F., and Schröder, L.: Cirrus cloud retrieval with MSG/SEVIRI using artificial neural networks, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 3547-3573, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-10-3547-2017, 2017.

- Strandgren, J., Fricker, J., and Bugliaro, L.: Characterisation of the artificial neural network CiPS for cirrus cloud remote sensing with MSG/SEVIRI, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 4317-4339, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-10-4317-2017, 2017.

and present my research at the following conferences/workshops

- 4th International Conference on Transport, Atmosphere and Climate (2015)
- DLR/UNOOSA Conference on Climate Change (2016)
- 1st workshop of the International Cloud Working Group (ICWG, 2016)
- 16th ONERA-DLR Aerospace Symposium (ODAS, 2016)
- EGU General Assembly (2017)		Prof. Dr. Markus Rapp, Director of the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physic		Yes, REXUS 13		Since I first encountered earth observation and the endless possibilities that satellite remote sensing offers, I have had a great interest in this topic and a constant eager to learn more, both methodologically and thematically. Being selected for the ESA Earth Observation summer school 2018 would be highly valuable for me, as it would allow me to deepen, but also broaden, my knowledge of earth observation and satellite remote sensing. Especially the sessions on the carbon cycle are appealing to me, given my upcoming topic as a postdoc. To put my research in a larger cross-disciplinary context and advance my knowledge about the imperative interplay between earth observation and earth system modeling would further be highly appreciated and beneficial for my academic career. My achievements as a PhD student the past years make my confident that I can transform the experience and knowledge offered at the summer school to a great personal contribution to the field of earth observation in the future.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		PhD		Very good knowledge of space-borne imaging radiometers (e.g. SEVIRI, MODIS) and lidar (CALIOP) for the remote sensing of clouds and aerosols.		IDL and MATLAB: very good
Python and C: good
R: fair		YES

		1040		Mr.		male		Mario Miguel		Valero Pérez		Mario Miguel Valero Pérez		m.miguel.valero@gmail.com		eulalia.planas@upc.edu		Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech		Escola d'Enginyeria de Barcelona Est		c/ Eduard Maristany, 16		08019		Barcelona		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34628414111		Spanish		1989-Dec-11		Nicaragua		true		1		2018-Apr-26 12:58		2018-Apr-26 14:44		normal		mm.valero		1040		I occasionally access USGS's Earth Explorer (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) to obtain data such as aerial imagery, digital elevation models, thermal anomalies and vegetation information (e.g. NDVI).
I have also used LANDFIRE (http://www.landfire.gov) to access vegetation data layers of the US during my collaboration with the US Forest Service.
Finally, I am familiar with NASA's Worldview (https://earthdata.nasa.gov/labs/worldview/) for thermal anomaly and active fire data consultation. 		I am currently working on wildfire remote sensing and simulation. During my PhD, which I am about to finish, I have developed image processing algorithms to extract relevant fire behaviour information from remote sensing data. 
One of my main goals now is to build additional applications upon my previous work. Namely, I want to use remote sensing data to feed data-driven fire simulators. We have tried simple optimization approaches but I definitely want to check more powerful data assimilation techniques. 
Furthermore, I plan to integrate the information provided by my algorithms in a broader decision support system that includes weather, fuel and terrain data. 		I am an aerospace engineer about to finish a PhD on remote sensing of wildfires. I have a strong programming background and a deep understanding of electromagnetic physics. I am well versed in image processing algorithms useful for Earth observation. I also posses a good knowledge of numerical simulation and I am familiar with the basics of data assimilation. 

When I started working on my PhD, I attended an introductory course on remote sensing for wildfire applications, provided by NASA within its Applied Remote Sensing Training (ARSET) webinar series. 

So far, I have collaborated in the following articles related to remote sensing and/or inverse modelling:
- Rios O, Pastor E, Valero MM, Planas E (2016) Short-term fire front spread prediction using inverse modelling and airborne infrared images. International Journal of Wildland Fire 25, 1033–1047.
- Valero MM, Rios O, Mata C, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) An integrated approach for tactical monitoring and data-driven spread forecasting of wildfires. Fire Safety Journal 91, 835–844.
- Valero MM, Verstockt S, Rios O, Pastor E, Vandecasteele F, Planas E (2017) Flame filtering and perimeter localization of wildfires using aerial thermal imagery. In ‘In ‘Proc. SPIE 10214. Thermosense: Thermal Infrared Applications XXXIX’’.
- Rios O, Jahn W, Pastor E, Valero MM, Planas E (2018) Interpolation framework to speed up near-surface wind simulations for data-driven wildfire applications. International Journal of Wildland Fire.
- Valero MM, Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2018) Automated location of active fire perimeters in aerial infrared imaging using unsupervised edge detectors. International Journal of Wildland Fire.

I (or one of my colleagues) also presented some of my work in the following conferences:
- Valero MM, Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2015) Automatic detection of wildfire active fronts from aerial thermal infrared images. In ‘In ‘Advanced Infrared Technology and Applications’’, Pisa, Italy.
- Valero M., Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) New technologies to automatically track the fire perimeter and forecast fire spread in real time. In ‘In ‘International Wildland Fire Safety Summit’’, Barcelona, Spain.
- Rios O, Valero MM, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) A data-driven fire spread simulator: validation in Vall-llobrega’s fire. In ‘In ‘2017 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling’’, Barcelona, Spain.
- Valero MM, Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) An integrated approach for tactical monitoring and data-driven spread forecasting of wildfires. In ‘In ‘12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science’’, Lund, Sweden.
- Rios O, Valero MM, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) Optimization strategy exploration in a wildfire propagation data driven system. In ‘In ‘International Conference on Computational Science’’, Zurich, Switzerland.
- Valero MM, Verstockt S, Rios O, Pastor E, Vandecasteele F, Planas E (2017) Flame filtering and perimeter localization of wildfires using aerial thermal imagery. In ‘In ‘Proc. SPIE Defense + Commercial Sensing. Thermosense: Thermal Infrared Applications XXXIX’’, Anaheim, CA, USA.

And I am hoping to attend the following conferences this year:
- 3rd European Symposium on Fire Safety Science, Nancy, France, September 2018.
- SPIE Remote Sensing, Berlin, Germany, September 2018.
- VIII International Conference on Forest Fire Research, Coimbra, Portugal, November 2018
		Prof. Eulàlia Planas
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech		NO		I have a background highly related to remote sensing and Earth Observation. I have solid knowledge on the key fields that play a major role when working in Earth Observation and Earth System Modelling, such as image processing, electromagnetic physics and numerical simulation. I already attended a NASA introductory course on remote sensing for wildfire applications, and I have used wildfire data products during the past years.

However, to take the most out of my research, I need to reinforce my skills in some EO areas. My former work has a great potential if it is extended. To achieve that, I will need to integrate a variety of remote sensing data coming from different sources, e.g. digital elevation models, land use, land cover, vegetation properties, soil moisture and weather data. These data have to be up to date and managed appropriately in order to create a comprehensive decision support system for wildfire incident management. An integrated approach is therefore necessary, and data sources, data types and processing algorithms must be selected correctly. So far, I have done a basic usage of Earth Observation data, but I now need advanced skills. This summer school covers essential aspects that I will certainly need to achieve these goals.

Furthermore, I have recently become familiar with data assimilation techniques usually employed in Numerical Weather Prediction. I have been fascinated by this approach I am convinced that these techniques have a great potential for wildfire data-driven simulation. However, I still need to a acquire a deep understanding of their theory and I need some practice in their implementation.

Finally, I am greatly attracted by the fields of Remote Sensing, Earth Observation and System Modelling in general. I am working in the specific field of wildland fires at present, but I do not dismiss to extend the application areas of my research in the future. From my point of view, the knowledge that I would acquire in this summer school would be highly valuable for my future career, no matter where circumstances take me.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		PhD		I have mainly worked in the infrared ranges (NIR, MIR and TIR), which are used for firespot detection, fire radiative power estimation and post-fire burned area measurement. I have a good knowledge of spectral signatures and atmospheric windows. 
I am up to date about existing remote sensing platforms and instruments applied to the different areas of forest fire monitoring, such as NOAA AVHRR, Terra/Aqua MODIS and Suomi NPP VIIRS. I am also familiar with LIDAR instruments, normally used to characterize vegetation and terrain from airborne platforms.
As for data products, I have a good knowledge of fire data processing (e.g. the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, NDVI, extensively used to detect burned areas). 
Finally, I am well versed in image processing and computer vision algorithms (e.g. image registration, segmentation, change detection), and I have a strong background in the general physics of electromagnetic fields.		I consider that I have rather strong general programming skills. I try to follow general good-practice guidelines and I always try to build modular, scalable, efficient code. I have practical experience with the following programming languages and software:
- Matlab: high level of proficiency. I systematically use Matlab for algorithm development and prototyping, always within the framework of image processing and computer vision. I have also collaborated in inverse-modelling projects applied to data-driven simulation.
- C/C++: medium level of proficiency. I have collaborated in large simulation projects written in C and I have used C++ for image processing and interface development.
- Python: medium level of proficiency. I have attended several courses on Python programming and I have used it mainly for QGIS plugin development, for the integration of remote sensing data into a GIS environment.
- Fortran: I acquired basic knowledge during my aerospace engineering studies, and I applied it to computational fluid dynamics. I have not used it for a while, though.
		YES

		1113		Mr.		male		Thomas Josef		Weiß		Thomas Josef Weiß		weiss.thomas@lmu.de		p.marzahn@iggf.geo.uni-muenchen.de		Ludwig-Maximilians-Universtität München		Luisenstraße 37				80333		München		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		0049 89 2180 6724		German		1990-Apr-17		Altötting		true		1		2018-May-09 13:36		2018-May-14 17:09		normal		mcwhity		1113		SNAP Toolbox, ArcGIS, Gamma software		Pre-processing of Sentinel-1 data
satellite based retrievals of land surface parameters (microwave domain)
using of radiative transfer models for satellite data assimilation		Remote Sensing, Data assimilation
EGU2018: Poster (Performance analysis of different radiative transfer models for soil moisture estimation)
Workshop of EU MULTIPLY project (Feb 2018) held at ESA-ESRIN Frascati		Prof. Dr. Philip Marzahn
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München		NO		Deeper insight into different aspects of remote sensing data. What can be done? What are currently main research topics? Application oriented insights.
Deeper insight into data assimilation. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		3rd year PhD		PhD		optical remote sensing (good)
radar remote sensing (advanced)		Python (advanced)
R (good)
IDL (good)		YES

		1135		Dr.		female		Eva		Flo		Eva Flo		evaflo@icm.csic.es		jisern@icm.csic.es		Marine Sciences Institute (ICM-CSIC)		Passeig Marítim de la Barceloneta, 37-49				E08003		Barcelona		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		(34) 932 309 500		Spanish		1976-Mar-02		Barcelona		true		1		2018-May-14 15:57		2018-Jun-04 09:08		normal		flo		1135		I will start to work with Sentinel-2 data, specially chlorophyll concentration in the coastal zone.		My current research activities are related to the implementation of the main  Environmental European Directives in the Mediterranean Sea, specially the Water Framework Directive. At national level, I collaborate with the Catalan Water Agency to develop methods to assess the general physicochemical conditions and the ecological status based on the biological quality element phytoplankton (linked to chlorophyll-a concentration). Besides, I am developing a method to assess the continental pressures that affect coastal waters and test it against impact indicators measured in coastal waters. At European level, I am collaborating with the European Commission in the draft of the "Best Practice Guide on establishing nutrient concentrations to support good ecological status". Besides, I am involved in a research project entitled "Understanding top-down control in coastal bloom-forming protists: opening the parasitic compartment" and in teaching and scientific dissemination activities.		Since 2001, my scientific interests are land-ocean interactions and their effects on the coastal zone, with special focus on anthropogenic impacts and, in particular, cultural eutrophication. Specifically, my research examines: 1) the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of physicochemical and phytoplanktonic parameters in the Mediterranean Sea, 2) the coastal dynamic processes that cause this heterogeneity, and 3) the assessment of environmental quality of coastal waters. The characterisation and evaluation of coastal waters provide a better understanding of the structure and functioning of these waters and this knowledge has a direct applicability for Environmental European Directives, specially the Water Framework Directive and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.

Selected publications:
* Flo, E. 2017. Opening the black box of coastal inshore waters in the NW Mediterranean Sea : environmental quality tools and assessment. PhD. Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. http://hdl.handle.net/2117/113985.

* Camp, J; Flo, E; Vila, M; Arin,. L; René, A; Sampedro, N; Manzanera, M; Garcés, E. 2015. Pros and cons of biological quality element phytoplankton as a water quality indicator in the NW Mediterranean Sea. In Munne. A. et al. editors "Experiences from Ground, Coastal and Transitional Water Quality Monitoring: The EU Water Framework Directive Implementation in the Catalan River Basin District (Part II)". The Handbook of Environmental Chemistry, Springer International Publishing, Switzerland, 43: 135–160.

* Flo, E. 2013. Linear model: an approach to the successful intercalibration of data in the Water Framework Directive. On-line abstracts of Jornades de consultoria estadística i software II. Barcelona, October 23 to 25, 2013. http://jornades.uab.cat/consultoriaestadistica2/content/abstracts#Flo

* Flo, E; Garcés, E; Manzanera, M; Camp, J. 2011. Coastal Inshore Waters In The NW Mediterranean: Physicochemical And Biological Characterization And Management Implications. Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science, 93 (4), 279-289.

In addition, I presented more than 50 posters and oral presentations in conferences, symposiums and workshops.		Dr. Jordi Isern-Fontanet
Geophysical Turbulence Group / BEC
Dep. of Physical and Technological Oceanography
Marine Sciences Institute (ICM-CSIC)		No		Until now, I have worked with field data from the Mediterranean Sea, mainly the 1990-2017 time series data base from the Catalan coast, to gain knowledge on its coastal zone and to fulfil the requirements of the above Environmental European Directives. To be able to assist to this summer school will allow me to use satellite data available for the coastal zone, to model the structure and functioning of this zone and to combine field and satellite data with data assimilation procedures. Future results will be of great interest not only for the scientific community but also to the Catalan Water Agency, the Spanish Environmental Ministry and the European Commission, with whom I usually collaborate. Specifically, since the Sentinel-2 data are available, I am really interested to check whether these data 1) agree the field data I already have in terms of chlorophyll (sampling points located from 0 to 5000 m from the shore along 400 km of coast) and 2) if these data are useful in the framework of the Water Framework Directive and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year Post-Doc		Post-Doc		Basic knowledge.		Basic knowledge. I have programmed with Fortran, started to work with data assimilation, and currently I am an R user.		YES

		1030		Dr.		female		Elena		Ghezzo		Elena Ghezzo		elena.ghezzo@unive.it		mala@unive.it		Ca' Foscari University, Venice		Via Torino 155				30170		Vencie		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3334365026		Italian		1986-Jun-20		Venice		true		1		2018-Apr-24 07:06		2018-May-21 17:40		normal		ElenaG		1030		ENVI, QGIS		I am a Global Marie Curie fellow, with a post-doc position within the Ca' Foscari University, Venice, Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics. For the next three years (from September 2018), I am the main researcher for the project REFIND, that includes an outcome phase at the University of Oregon as a visiting scholar, and different collaborations with several International Institutions and museums.		I'm a palaeontologist. My PhD dealt with GIS analysis of palaeontological sites in Europe. 
I published an online map for palaeontological sites (paleogeographic.com) and about how to use the historical spatial information to retracing the original distribution of fossils within a palaeontological site. During my Master, I analysed multispectral satellite images in order to locate exposed fossils at the Dancalia desert (Eritrea). 		Professore Associato, Stefano Malavasi, University of Ca' Foscari, Venice, Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics		no		For the next three years, I will dealing with satellite images applied to palaeontological surveys. My plan consists to use multispectral images and endmembers in order to link fossil endmember with images recorded by satellites. The second goal of my research will be to relocate the paleogeographical ranges of extinct species within Europe, retracing the climate changes effects to their distributions before their complete disappear. 
Your proposed course will be an intensive training regarding Remote Sensing potentialities and tools, and will increase my competences in satellite digital analyses, taking advantage of interpolation and filtering tools. Moreover, I will use this opportunity to increase my capabilities to interpreting climate changes to the Earth surface through successive timing, an important topic in palaeontological research. I will apply the latter skill to animal paleodistribution, in order to verify similitudes and differences within the European context.  		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PostDoc		Post-Doc		I defended a Master degree on GIScience with a thesis on Remote Sensing, about satellite images analyses applied to palaeontological surface surveys on deserts.		Python as beginner		YES

		1056		Dr.		female		Cornelia		Klein		Cornelia Klein		cornkle@ceh.ac.uk		cmt@ceh.ac.uk		Centre for Ecology & Hydrology		Maclean Building, Benson Lane				OX108BB		Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		00491781333535		German		1987-Aug-27		Berlin		true		1		2018-Apr-27 13:04		2018-May-21 15:47		normal		cornkle		1056		I don't use any remote sensing software. The data I use for my research at the moment are brightness temperatures from MFG/MSG (and further processed GRIDSAT data), TRMM rainfall radar snapshots, information on vegetation fraction/ leaf area index from SPOT/ SEVIRI, Aqua AMSR-E soil moisture. We work at (from an atmospheric perspective) high spatio-temporal resolutions of a few kilometres and sub-hourly to weekly scale and hence use rather high-frequency data. For modelled rainfall validation, I also used gridded datasets like TRMM 3B42/43, CMORPH, CHIRPS ..		I'm an early-career post-doc interested in how land surface characteristics (e.g. vegetation, albedo, soil moisture patterns) affect the atmosphere at different scales, which could range from the initiation of a single convective storm up to a considerable modulation of the large-scale dynamics. With a focus on the West African region, I'm currently assessing whether the development of individual convective updraughts in mature mesoscale storms is sensitive to underlying land-surface condititons. In this context, I use earth observation data for assessing cloud characteristics, rainfall intensities and surface properties. 		I'm working at the interface of the land surface and the atmosphere. I used to work from the (regional-)modelling perspective and now switched to primarily using remote-sensing data, evaluating feedbacks between the surface and the development and maintenance of storms in tropical regions (Sub-Saharan Africa, India, China, Amazon). I collaborate with scientists with a background in earth system modelling, land-surface modelling and remote sensing.
First author publications:
• Klein C., Belušić D., Taylor C.M. (2018): Wavelet scale analysis of mesoscale convective systems for detecting deep convection from infrared imagery, JGR-Atmos, https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JD027432
• Klein C., Bliefernicht J., Heinzeller D., Gessner U., Klein I., Kunstmann H. (2017): Feedback of observed interannual vegetation change: a regional climate model analysis for the West African monsoon, Clim. Dyn., doi: 10.1007/s00382-016-3237-x
• Klein C., D. Heinzeller, J. Bliefernicht, H. Kunstmann (2015): Variability of West African monsoon patterns generated by a WRF multi-physics ensemble,Clim.Dyn,45(9-10),2733–2755
		Dr Christopher M. Taylor, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Wallingford, UK		NO		I started to entirely focus my research on earth observation data just recently and still feel like a novice since I never got a basic introduction into this field. Originally, I have a regional atmospheric modelling background (PhD work, no GCMs), which is why I find the wealth of available earth observation data often overwhelming and difficult to navigate in terms of advantages and limitations for certain scientific applications. I have an idea of how such data can be of use in atmospheric models, however I often have the impression that it is used too lightheartedly by modellers due to a lack of knowledge and missing experience regarding challenges in observing certain variables from space, sensor types and their abilities. In collaboration with remote-sensing scientists, I often ran into communication problems regarding the requirements of models for input data on my side, and their ability to deliver data of certain specifications. I'm enthusiastic to attend this summer school because my feeling is that covered topics aim at closing this knowledge-gap between modelling and remote-sensing by discussing the whole chain from data collection over data processing all the way to different applications. Since I just started working on climate change topics, I would also be extremely interested to hear about applications of satellite data in a climate context and to learn about the robustness of diagnosed trends / changes in satellite products, given potential sensor changes and other technical issues I might not be aware of. And whilst I have been working with earth system model data, I have no experience in how satellite products help in that area. Generally, since I'm working in pure research without any possibility to teach, I feel it is more difficult than ever for me to find the time and opportunities to gain new fundamental insights that broaden the horizon and enable me to reach out to closely related research fields (rather than digging deeper into my tiny niche). I would love to get the opportunity to get a more holistic view of the field I'm working in, to gain more confidence in using the EO data I'm relying on for my research and to learn how they help to improve our models from global to regional scales. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc (2nd year)		Post-Doc		During my PhD, I focussed on regional atmospheric modelling with WRF and often used satellite data for model validation, but these were always highly post-processed, user-friendly remote-sensing products, which I more or less trusted blindly. Only recently I started to use earth observation data as the primary data source for my analyses, making me painfully aware of my lack of knowledge about trustworthyness, do's and don'ts and technical issues to consider when using different products.		I have several years of programming experience with IDL and Python. My code probably qualifies for the "quick and dirty" label but I'm quite fluent, so I'd consider myself an intermediate (typical scientific?) programmer. 		YES

		1031		Dr.		female		Jonilda		Kushta		Jonilda Kushta		j.kushta@cyi.ac.cy		jos.lelieveld@mpic.de		The Cyprus Institute		The Cyprus Institute		20 Konstantinou Kavafi str		2121		Nicosia		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		00357 22208693		Greek		1977-Jul-15		Albania		true		1		2018-Apr-24 13:13		2018-Apr-26 11:40		normal		kushta		1031		Columnar information of pollutants, aod, calliop vertical profiles, trmm precipitation 		Post Doctoral Researcher at the Cyprus Institute 		My expertise stands in applications related to air pollution, online integrated modelling tools, atmospheric processes and their links and feedbacks with the chemical components, atmospheric cycle of natural aerosols like mineral dust, sea salt, volcanic ash, secondary aerosols from biogenic VOCs, etc. My current interests include atmospheric modeling, air pollution, dust cycle in the atmosphere, impacts of pollutants on regional weather, severe atmospheric phenomena (e.g. hurricanes, floods, dust storms), impact of pollution on ecosystems and human health. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1309104217301587
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aabf29
		Director of Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Mainz, Germany		NO		Use of satellite data is necessary in my work for either air quality studies, and also impact of pollutants on radiation, clouds and precipitation, vertical distribution, emission inventories etc. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post Doc (3 years)		Post-Doc		Use of satellite data for emission inventories 		Fortran, Python, bash scripting, ncl 		YES

		1130		Dr.		female		Elisa		Sorrivi		Elisa Sorrivi		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		UNIBO - DICAM		via Mazzalasino n.25				42019		Scandiano		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393280454672		Italian		1976-Aug-26		Scandiano (RE)		true		1		2018-May-14 11:28		2018-May-14 11:28		normal		elisa.sorrivi		1130		SNAP		▪ Adjunct Assistant Professor at IAS – Institute of Advanced Sciences – Yokohama National University (http://ias.ynu.ac.jp/research/fujino.html)		Recent publications: 
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Yozo Fujino, Dionysios Siringoringo, Erasmo Viola, “Offshore Extreme winds mapped from JAXA’s Satellite remote sensing. Case study by GCOMission-W1” – in press – International workshop on measuring high wind speed over the Ocean – METOffice – 15-17 November 2016
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “Offshore wind-temperature mapped from JAXA`s Satellite remote AMSR2 sensing over the North Pacific Ocean, Offshore Wind Energy 2017 – 6,8 June 2017, London, UK
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “JAXA`s Satellite remote sensing AMSR2: Offshore wind-temperature mapped over the North Pacific Ocean”, Earth observation, (geo-resources, productive resources, geopolitics, natural calamities and cultural heritage) – 27,28 June 2017, Bologna, Italy
		▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory”
 University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna 		▪ “Cliamte Change Initiative” Information Day, ESA-ESRIN, July 6, 2017, Frascati, Roma Italy		▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna – with Tutor Professor ERASMO VIOLA.
▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory” University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doct at UNIBO		Post-Doc		I'm a beginners in the remote sensing by satellite.I would learn more and improve my knowledge about it for an application in Offshore Wind Energy Prediction.		Matlab, C++, Pyethon (beginners)		YES

UV: Dear EOSS 2018,
on 20/06: talking with my Colleague at Yokohama National University (Japan) I could join the Summer_School longer: I can stay from 30/07 to 10/08.

I'm Dr ELISA SORRIVI (DICAM-University og Bologna-Viale Risorgimento n.2 - 40136 Bologna).
I can attend the EOSS 2018 from 30/07 to 2/08 because the second week I will be busy.
Thanks in advanced for your kind consideration.
Regards,
Dr Elisa Sorrivi

		1088		Dr.		female		Jennifer Louise		Williamson		Jennifer Louise Williamson		jwl@ceh.ac.uk		cev@ceh.ac.uk		Centre for Ecology & Hydrology		Environment Centre Wales		Deiniol Road		LL57 2UW		Bangor		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44 1248 374500		British		1983-Dec-23		Loughborough		true		1		2018-Apr-30 22:03		2018-Apr-30 22:03		normal		jwl@ceh.ac.uk		1088		I have used Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2 data to develop tools to monitor peatland condition in the UK. To atmospherically correct Sentinel 2 data I have used the Sen2Cor package. I have developed R scripts based on available packages to topographically correct Sentinel 2 data and to remove cloud cover from Sentinel 2 scenes. I have visualised EO data using ArcGIS, QGIS and R and have written Python code and R scripts to calculate indices from individual layers. I use QGIS and ArcGIS to carry out unsupervised and supervised classifications on satellite scenes. More recently I have begun using aerial imagery to look at using pixel unmixing techniques including random forest regression to investigate sub-pixel variability in Sentinel 2 images.		I am currently part of the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology’s Research Associate programme, a scheme designed to help further train early-career post-doctoral scientists to equip them with new inter-disciplinary skills in order to further the impact of their research. My background is in the impacts of land use change on peatland dynamics, including water quality changes and greenhouse gas emissions. I am currently working on a project for the UK government demonstrating the potential of earth observation data, primarily Sentinel 1 and 2 data, to monitor peatland condition in order to assess changes over time on a country-wide scale. This can be used to provide the input data to report UK greenhouse gas emissions from managed peatlands. I am also developing the use of earth observation within a Welsh national peatland monitoring strategy. Further afield I am working on a UK Space Agency project using InSAR data to assess changing peatland surface dynamics linked to peat swamp drainage and rewetting in south-east Asia. This information will be assimilated into a decision making tool for land managers in this area, which is particularly important in the global carbon cycle, both in terms of quantity of carbon stored in the peat and in the scale of the greenhouse gas emissions following deforestation or fire.
I am particularly interested in developing my skills in the field of remote sensing and earth observation in order to measure changes in peatland condition over time and under differing management regimes in both temperate and tropical areas. One area that I am particularly interested in developing is the use of EO data to monitor carbon cycling in temperate and tropical peatlands, also incorporating the assessment of downstream fluxes of carbon through river and estuary systems in order to model the fate of terrestrially derived carbon in the marine system, a process that is currently poorly represented in many earth system models.		I have presented work on using Sentinel 1 and 2 data to map peatland condition in the UK to national scale peatland conferences in the UK, including the IUCN UK Peatland Programme’s national meeting. The work on this project has been reported to the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. I have also participated in discussion groups in how to incorporate satellite monitoring into national scale peatland strategies. I have been learning how to incorporate Sentinel 1 and 2 data into my research during the Research Associate programme and I feel I have shown a strong aptitude for this work.		Professor Chris Evans. Centre for Ecology & Hydrology		NO		The Paris 2015 climate agreement resulted in a commitment from countries to reduce their CO2 emissions. In order to accurately assess this, countries need to know what their total emissions are at a baseline level and what changes are occurring over time. One area that has to date been excluded from the UK reporting is greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from modified wetland systems. Emission factors for these ecosystems were developed for the IPCC wetland supplement in 2013 but recent UK work has shown that at the national scale there isn’t up to date spatially accurate data to enable year on year reporting of emissions.
My work has become increasingly focused on the use of satellite imagery to classify peatland ecosystems as a method to move on from traditional time-consuming ground based methods. This work is providing the basis for the incorporation of GHG emissions from modified peatlands into the UK GHG inventory as accurate classification of peatlands and accurate change detection over time will allow these emissions to be included and paint a more accurate picture of the UK’s contribution to GHG emissions. Through official UK government Overseas Development Aid funding I have become involved in project working on peatland conservation and restoration in SE Asia, where the scale of tropical peat swamp forests means that satellite-based monitoring methods are the only feasible method to provide accurate data on the extent and condition of the peatland resource and to assess change over time. I am currently involved in a UK Space Agency funded project to develop a monitoring tool that can be used by government departments, conservation agencies and companies in Indonesia and Malaysia to assess the impact of their work. For this, the course section on Global Change will be of particular interest as this is an area where I particularly wish to develop my skills.
This course will develop my knowledge of the science of Earth Observation, as my background is in more on the ground monitoring methods and my current training post at CEH has allowed me to focus on EO as an emerging science area across the organisation. Of specific interest to me are the sections of the course on Data Assimilation and Global Change, as with knowledge of the methods and skills used in these areas has the potential to bring forward the incorporation of changing peatland GHG emissions over time into UK level and international reporting.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc, in 4th year		Post-Doc		I have been working with optical remote sensing data for nearly 18 months and I am managing a project for the UK Government investigating the potential of using Sentinel 1 and 2 data to monitor changing blanket bog condition in the UK. During this project I have carried out atmospheric and topographic correction on Sentinel 2 tiles, worked on removing the effects of clouds and cloud shadows, carried out supervised and unsupervised classifications of upland landscapes in the UK using R, QGIS and ArcGIS software packages, and investigated the potential of using various indices derived from Sentinel 2 layers to define varying wetness and vegetation productivity. My experience with optical and radar remote sensing has been relatively rapidly developed but has to date consisted of training within projects in order to achieve a specified goal. I feel that I would strongly benefit from an overview of the range of possibilities opened up by remote sensing in order to expand the potential of my work and to learn about the range of techniques and skills used in a more structured manner.		I am an experienced R user and have used it extensively over the past 8 years for a range of spatial and non-spatial data analysis and presentation, including using R to topographically correct and display Sentinel 2 images.
I use Python in conjunction with ArcGIS to carry out data analysis, produce and modify shapefiles and to automate routine tasks. Although I am less experienced at writing Python code in comparison to using R I have a functional working knowledge of how to modify existing code and further develop my own scripts.
I have used Fortran in a previous job to run hydrological models and to downscale outputs from Earth System Models such as JULES in order to provide appropriate spatial and temporal scale inputs into the hydrological models.		YES

		1081		Dr.		male		Robert		Kędzierawski		Robert Kędzierawski		rkedzierawski@gmv.com		jm.lecaillec@imt-atlantique.fr		GMV Innovating Solutions Sp. z o.o.		Hrubieszowska 2				01-209		Warsaw		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		+48223955165		Polish		1986-Jul-03		Włodawa		true		1		2018-Apr-30 14:25		2018-May-15 11:08		normal		ROKE		1081		PhD Study: Nothing particular dedicated for Remote Sensing. I have developed my on softwares modules and Matlab scripts.

In GMV: I used EOCFI and OpenSF framework every day in two projects I am involved in. I am do not using dedicated software for processing of the remote data.		Currently I am working as Project Engineer for End-to-End Simulator in GMV Innovating Solutions Sp. z o.o. My professional and research activities are related to Earth Observation systems and methods, mostly active and passive microwaves instruments.		2005-2010. Masters of Science Degree, M.Sc. (Eng), Military University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland, 5-years course in Electronics and Telecommunications, Specialization: Remote Sensing Systems, Individual Study on Digital Signal Processing. Masters Thesis entitled: Development of the Signal Processing Model in Radar System with Synthetic Aperture (partially realized in in Telecom Bretagne, 2009).

Main publication: "The Time-Reversal Technique for SAR Focusing of Buried Targets: Theoretical improvements and practical limitations" in  IEEE Signal Processing Magazine (Volume: 31, Issue: 4, July 2014). 

Moreover, more than 20 papers (oral presentations) at national and international conferences, among others: The International Radar Symposium (IRS) - 2011 Leipzig, 2012 Warsaw, 2013 Dresden; The 2012 International Radar Conference in Glasgow, UK; The 2013 International Conference on Radar in Adelaide, Australia.		Prof. Jean-Marc Le Caillec, IMT Atlantique		NO.		I am interested in this course, since my former scientific experiences are only related to SAR simulation and processing for airborne systems. 

I believe this course is well suited for me and allowed to extend my knowledge on spaceborne Erath Observation technology and applications. In my opinion the course program spread out on theoretical lectures and hands-on computing practical exercises will provide me with the opportunity not only to broaden my knowledge in Erath Observation but also to strengthen my engineering experiences.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		I graduated PhD in 2016, in Co-tutorship (cotutelle) formula between Military University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland and Telecom Bretagne (now IMT Atlantique), Brest, France.		Post-Doc		Radar remote sensing - good
Electromagnetism - good.
Signal processing - good.
Optical remote sensing - basic.		I have used C++ and MATLAB during my PhD Study. The same for professional activities. Both C++ and MATLAB as very good. 		YES

		1050		Mr.		male		Suki Dauda		Sule		Suki Dauda Sule		suki.sule@strath.ac.uk		malcolm.macdonald.102@strath.ac.uk		University of Strathclyde		Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 75 Montrose Street				G1 1XQ		Glasgow		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447443143897		Nigerian		1981-May-22		Maiduguri		true		1		2018-Apr-26 19:32		2018-May-01 15:41		normal		sukidauda		1050		SNAP Toolbox, Sentinel data		Currently researching on the applications of earth observation and satellite data for measurement of the sustainable development goals (SDGs) indicators with a focus on Tier 2 and Tier 3 indicators. This is part of a wider teaching role for a new MSc in satellite applications which focuses on EO data for measuring the SDGs indicators.		PhD in ground penetrating radar (GPR) for landmine detection by modelling and simulation with 3D electromagnetic software CST. 1 GPR sensor fusion for landmine detection review journal, 1 journal on GPR 3D full wave inversion for landmine detection, 3 conference papers (IEEE Radar, IRS, ICCSS) on GPR full wave inversion and eigenvalue decomposition for landmine detection. COST TU1208 training school on future radar systems, IEEE radar summer school, space mission operations training at Goonhilly Earth Station, IET MILCOMSAT seminar, Access to UK Space workshop. International Space University (ISU) Space Studies Program (SSP) Space Transportation Project Report, Mission planning engineer at Nigerian space agency.		Dr. Malcolm Macdonald, University of Strathclyde		NO		I have just started a job as a teaching associate for a new MSc in Satellite Applications which will involve teaching students on how to use remote sensing and other satellite data to develop novel ways of measuring the sustainable development goals (SDGs) and process satellite data for measurement of the SDGs in general. It is imperative that I acquire sound training in the analysis and interpretation of remote sensing data in monitoring the earth as a requisite skill for my job specification, duties and research plans. The ESA Copernicus data and tools feature prominently in the Course delivery.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc (Teaching Associate in Satellite Applications) 1st year		Post-Doc		Strong background knowledge of the physics of propagation and technical concepts of remote sensing and satellite systems. Early level knowledge on optical and radar imagery processing.		Low level programming proficiency in MATLAB.		YES

		1092		Mr.		male		Gencer		Sümbül		Gencer Sümbül		gencersumbul@gmail.com		demir@tu-berlin.de		Technische Universität Berlin		Technische Universität Berlin, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,  EN 7-21, Einsteinufer 17, 10587, Berlin, Germany 				10587		Berlin		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		00905382264636		Turkish		1990-Dec-14		Burdur / Turkey		true		1		2018-May-01 13:10		2018-May-07 14:38		normal		gencersumbul		1092		Software: QGIS, GDAL and PostGIS
Data: UC Merced, AID and I also created a new dataset for fine-grained object recognition in remote sensing imagery (http://www.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/~saksoy/data/tgars_zero_shot_learning_data.zip)
 		My current research interests include computer vision, deep learning and machine learning in general. More specifically, I am interested in fine-grained object recognition with weak supervision on remote sensing images.		1) G. Sumbul, R. G. Cinbis, and S. Aksoy, “Fine-grained object recognition and zero-shot learning in remote sensing imagery,” IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sens., vol. 56, no. 2, pp. 770–779, February 2018. (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8071030/)

2) G. Sumbul, R. G. Cinbis, and S. Aksoy, Fine-Grained Object Recognition and Zero-Shot Learning in Multispectral Imagery, in 2018 26th Signal Processing and Communications Applications Conference (SIU), İzmir, 2018, pp. 1-4.
		Begüm Demir, Professor, Technische Universität Berlin,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science		NO		I think that this course will deepen my knowledge on remote sensing and will make a chance to meet a new remote sensing researcher dealing with similar topics which can also improve my research directly. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		PhD after July 1		Post-Doc		I'm a 2-year remote sensing researcher so that I am capable of generating models and make inference for exploiting high level semantic and spectral information present in remote sensing images. Additionally, I am also competent for remote sensing source types and reading different types of images from these sources.  		Python is the first preferred programming language that I used. I'm an advanced level programmer at Python. For C, C++, C#, and Java, the level of proficiency is intermediate.		YES

		1025		Dr.		male		Hong Cheng		Zeng		Hong Cheng Zeng		sm4hz@sheffield.ac.uk		sm4hz@sheffield.ac.uk		University of Sheffield		38 Broom Green				S3 7XF		Sheffield		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07425817621		Chinese		1989-May-18		China		true		1		2018-Apr-22 21:35		2018-May-22 10:33		normal		zenghongcheng		1025		SNAP, and PALSAR data.		I currently working as a Post-Doctoral Research Assistant at the University of Sheffield specializing in estimation and correction of effects of the ionosphere on SAR and use of the estimated quantities to learn about the structure of the ionosphere.		Background: 
I received the B.S. degree from China Agriculture University in 2011, the Ph. D. degree in signal and information processing from the Beihang University, Beijing, China, in 2016. Since 2017, I am working with Prof. Shaun Quegan on ionospheric effects in BIOMASS.
Publications:
1. HongCheng Zeng, et al.,  A Novel General Imaging Formation Algorithm for GNSS-Based Bistatic SAR, Sensors, 2016, 16(3), 1-14;
2. HongCheng Zeng, et al., Modified Omega-k Algorithm for High-Speed Platform Highly-Squint Staggered SAR Based on Azimuth Non-Uniform Interpolation, Sensors, 2015, 15(2), 3750-3765.
3. HongCheng Zeng, et al., A modified imaging formation algorithm for bistatic SAR based on GPS-L5 signal, 2017 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. (ORAL)
4. HongCheng Zeng, et al., Image Formation Algorithm for Highly-Squint Strip-map SAR Onboard High-Speed Platform Using Continuous PRF Variation, 2014 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. (ORAL)
5. HongCheng Zeng, et al., A Refined Omega-k Algorithm for Focusing Highly Squint Airborne Stripmap SAR Data, 2013 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. (ORAL)
		Prof. Shaun Quegan, Director
Centre for Terrestrial Carbon Dynamics (CTCD)
Sheffield Centre for Earth Observation Science (SCEOS)
University of Sheffield.		No		I have been long interested in the processing of Earth observation data and understanding the Earth system with Earth observation data. My research is mainly focusing on system analysis and system design, signal simulation and imaging formation. By attending the summer school, on one hand, it could provide me a great chance to explore my technical skills in understanding Earth processing, on the other hand, I can further understand comprehensively about remote sensing system from system design to Earth information extraction.
Therefore, it will be a great honor for me to join the intensive and comprehensive course, and I would benefit from it greatly on global observing, earth system modelling, data assimilation and global change. If I am lucky enough to have this chance, I am strongly believed that the experience in summer school will help me have a better understanding about how my research area fits into a broader context in Earth observation, and it will provide guidance in my future research.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc		Post-Doc		I am expert in data simulation and signal processing for radar remote sensing. My current research is about measuring and correcting ionospheric effects on radar and learning about the ionosphere using SAR data.		I am expert in C and Matlab language, and proficient in Mathematica.		YES

		1089		Ms.		female		Cherry Ann Wooller		Jones		Cherry Ann Wooller Jones		cherry.jones@cefas.co.uk		lauren.biermann@cefas.co.uk		Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas)		Cefas Laboratory		Pakefield Road		NR33 0HT		Lowestoft		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07453318293		British		1995-Jun-12		Norwich, England		true		1		2018-May-01 10:24		2018-May-31 11:57		normal		CherryJones		1089		Mainly use analysis ready remotely sensed data, for example, very high resolution aerial photography which has already been geo-rectified and digital surface models constructed in Agisoft PhotoScan software, which I then analyse and manipulate using ESRI ArcGIS and Python. The X-band radar data and CCTV images I work with are processed and analysed in MatLab. I have used Fledermaus to view and modify LiDAR bathymetry and topography.		Since graduating Environmental Geophysics with a Starred First from the University of East Anglia 18 months ago, I have been working as a Coastal Processes Scientist for the British Government at Cefas (Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science). I study shore line change and sediment transport pathways, with a focus on new nuclear build sites, using novel remote sensing techniques, such as very high resolution (15 mm) aerial photography, DSMs derived using structure from motion, X-band radar and CCTV imagery.  I also study coastal vulnerability to storm events, coastal classification from breaking wave characteristics using high resolution LiDAR bathymetry and topography and collaborate internationally on building the scientific capability of small island state Government's.
I represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) Earth Observation Centre of Excellence, where cutting edge applications of Sentinel data are developed, and I am involved with projects from this group, including the automated detection and identification of sea vessels using AIS and SAR data. 		I have a background in geophysics and have studied the use of satellite remote sensed data as a tool for monitoring volcano and earthquake activity. I have focussed on coastal processes since starting at Cefas 18 months ago, and I am working on my first paper for potential publication, comparing traditional methods of measuring rock platform erosion (micro-erosion meters) with the use of very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models. 
I have been chosen to represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA Earth Observation Centre of Excellence for the last 6 months, where I have been exposed to numerous innovative applications of satellite data, predominantly for land use classification and natural resource management.		Dr Lauren Biermann, Senior Remote Sensing Scientist, Cefas		NO		I am eager to develop my earth observation skill set, in order to identify potential innovative applications. I am interested in extending my work on automated shoreline detection using terrestrial x-band radar and CCTV photography to use satellite data. I think this could be of particular use for small island states where historical data is scarce, and satellite data may provide a cost effective coastal monitoring technique. I am also interested in the integration of satellite data and coastal models.  		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Starred First BSc(Hons) and 1.5 years as professional scientist. 		Professional		I work frequently with very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models derived from this photography using structure from motion. 
I studied satellite remote sensing theory, including the different orbital types, and the physics and applications of different sensor types (LiDAR, SAR, altimetry, multi-spectral). 
I analyse non-satellite remotely sensed data at a professional, post-graduate level. 		I have used a number of programming languages throughout my education and career. I am most fluent in Python and use it regularly to automate data processing and GIS tasks. I have been taught MatLab and have used and adapted MatLab code for geo-rectifying images and other data processing tasks but have not written original code in MatLab for some time. I was taught Java whilst at university, and whilst I have not written or applied Java code since then it was a valuable way to learn higher level object-oriented programming theory. I have an introductory knowledge of R. 		YES

		1123		Dr.		male		Juan		Suarez		Juan Suarez		juan.suarez@forestry.gsi.gov.uk		juan.suarez@forestry.gsi.gov.uk		Forest Research UK		Forest Research		Northern Research Station 		EH259SY		Roslin 		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+443000675991		Spanish		1965-Sep-16		Valencia		true		1		2018-May-11 16:42		2018-May-15 13:01		normal		juan		1123		ENVI, R, QGIS, Thermolidar software (developed by us), ArcGIS		Remote Sensing Scientist
I have been working in Forest Research UK since 1995.  Currently, I am leading the Remote Sensing Applications Programme in Forest Research.  I work regularly on projects funded by DEFRA, EU and other UK-funded projects.  International cooperation activities include countries like China, Japan, France, Canada, New Zealand, Spain, Germany, Belgium, USA, Ireland and Chile.  		Publications:
• Barnes, C., Balzter, H., Barrett, K., Eddy, J., Fleming, J. and Suárez, J.C. (2017).  
‘Assessment of Crown Decline in a Woodland Affected by Acute Oak Decline with UAV-based Multispectral Imagery.’  Submitted to Forests. 

• Suárez, J.C. and Rosette, J.A. (2018). ‘Modelling stand attributes in Sitka spruce plantations from airborne LiDAR and Yield Class models.’  Submitted to Forestry. 

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Suarez, J.C. and Barr, S. (2017).  ‘Use of Miniature Thermal Cameras for Detection of Physiological Stress in Conifers’.  Remote Sensing, 9(9), 957.

• Zhao, K., Suárez, J.C., García, M., Hu, T., Wang, C, and Londo. A. (2018). ‘Utility of multitemporal lidar to monitor forest change—Tree growth, biomass dynamics, and carbon flux’.  Remote Sensing of the Environment. 

• Barnes, C., Balzter, H., Barrett, K., Eddy, J., Milner, S. and Suárez, J.C. (2017). ‘Individual Tree Crown Delineation from Airborne LiDAR for Diseased Larch Forest Stands.  Remote Sensing, 2017, 9, 231. 

• Barnes, C., Balzter, H., Barrett, K., Eddy, J., Milner, S. and Suárez, J.C. (2017). ‘Airborne Laser Scanning and Tree Crown Fragmentation Metrics for the Assessment of Phytophthora ramorum infected Larch Forest Stands’.  Forest Ecology and Management, 404 (2017), 294-305. 

• Suárez, J.C., Rosette, J.A., Bye, I.J., Ningthoujam, R., Balzter, H. and McKay, H. (2017).  Earth Observation Data Integration Pilot, Research Project 9 – Innovative application of remote sensing to forestry management and monitoring, pp141. Technical Report.  Space for Smarter Government Programme (SSGP). UK Space Agency. 

• Navarro Cerrillo, R.M., Beira, J., Suarez, J.C., Xenakis, G., Sánchez Salguero, R, Hernandez-Clemente, R.  (2016).  ‘Growth decline assessment in Pinus sylvestris L. and Pinus nigra Arnold. forest by using 3-PG model’. Forest Sytems.

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S.L. and Suarez, J.C. (2016) ‘Investigating the performance of a low-cost thermal imager for forestry applications’, Proc. SPIE 10004, Image and Signal Processing for Remote Sensing XXII, 100041E.

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S.L. and Suárez, J.C. (2015) 'UAV-borne Thermal Imaging for Forest Health Monitoring: Detection of Disease-Induced Canopy Temperature Increase', International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, XL-3/W3, 349-354.

• Suárez, J.C. (2014).  ‘An individual canopy delineation algorithm based on Object-Oriented segmentation and classification’.  Book chapter in ‘Challenges and opportunities for the world’s forests in the 21st century’.  Springer.

Conference papers:
• Suárez, J.C., Xenakis, G. and Antolín, R. (2016). ‘Development of an energy balance model for estimating canopy stomatal conductance from airborne thermal data’. ForestSAT 2016. Santiago de Chile, 12-15 November, 2016. 

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S. L. and Suárez, J. C. (2016). ‘Investigating the performance of a low-cost thermal imager for forestry applications’ SPIE conference. Edinburgh, 26-28 September 2016. 

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S. L. and Suárez, J. C. (2015). ‘UAV-BORNE THERMAL IMAGING FOR FOREST HEALTH MONITORING: DETECTION OF DISEASE-INDUCED CANOPY TEMPERATURE INCREASE’.  Int. Arch. Photogramm. Remote Sens. Spatial Inf. Sci., XL-3/W3, 349-354, doi:10.5194/isprsarchives-XL-3-W3-349-2015, 2015.  

• Suárez, J.C. (2014). ‘Monitoring processes of Forest Decline, Degradation and Deforestation in the UK’.  Invited speaker to the CLCR and Gionet conference. 24 November. Leicester, UK

• Suárez, J.C., Rosette, J., Mendoza-Rodriguez, A. and Gardiner, B.A. (2014). ‘Running ForestGALES with high resolution data estimated from airborne LiDAR and WAsP. A case study in the Trossachs-Ben Lomond National Park in Scotland’.  ForestSAT 2014 conference. Riva del Garda, Italy. 4-7 November 2014. 

• Suárez, J.C., Rosette, J., Mendoza-Rodriguez, A. and Gardiner, B.A. (2014). ‘Estimating the risk of wind damage in forest stands using a hybrid data model derived from LiDAR’. Wind and Trees conference. Aguas de Sao Pedro, Brazil. 4-8 August, 2014. 
Links with academia and other research organisations:
• Research fellow at the University of Swansea (UK) and Edinburgh University.  Main responsibilities on the supervision of MSc and PhD students.  Currently.

• Visiting professor at Forest Engineering Departments at the Universidad de Santiago de Compostela (Spain) and University of Cordoba.  Main responsibilities on the supervision of MSc and PhD students and lecturing on laserscanning system in the MSc courses.  Currently. 

• Member of the Society of Spanish Researchers in the UK (SRUK). 

• Invited speaker to Innovation for Change, New Drivers for Tomorrow’s forestry.  ICF National Conference 2018, 2-3 May, EICC, Edinburgh.  Presentation about ‘Early detection of tree stress by thermal imagery.’  

• EFI International Summer School on Measurement and Decision Support Tools for Forest Management.  Lecture on Earth Observation applications in Forestry. Waterford, Ireland. June 2017. 

• Invited speaker at the User Requirements for Copernicus II meeting in Brussels, June 2016. 

• Work in China with Newton Grant funding to estimate biomass and fuel conditions in the Yunnan province using a combination of hyperspectral and LiDAR sensors.  Work in collaboration with the Chinese Academy of Forestry and the University of Swansea.  June to December 2015. 


		Dr. Jacqueline Rosette, 
Royal Society University Research Fellow
Department of Geography
College of Science
Swansea University
Singleton Park
Swansea  SA2 8PP
UK
		NO		My current research is focusing on three areas of work: forest inventory, monitoring plant health and the use of time-series of satellite data to monitor forest changes. I have seen the agenda for this course and, although it is intended for early career scientists, I consider myself a novice in the use of satellite imagery analysis.  There is a lot of expectation in the forest industry and UK government about the new opportunities opened by the Copernicus programme.  Most of my research experience is with airborne LiDAR.  I have been working with thermal and hyperspectral sensors for a year looking at the early detection of plant stress.  I see with a lot of interest the opportunity to link all this work with the analysis of satellite imagery because those images can provide a synoptic view over large areas that may set up the foundations for a national monitoring programme aiming at the detection of plant stress associated to pathogens and pests.  The early detection is paramount if we want to implement effective treatments because this is the time where plants still have some capability to resist the diseases.  So, I would appreciate it very much if you could consider my case for this training opportunity.  It would definitely make a positive impact in my current work. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		working for government		Professional		Main research activities include Airborne Laser Scanning, Thermography analysis, Time-series analysis of Medium Resolution Optical Satellite Imagery, Hyperspectral Analysis, Structure from Motion (SfM), Wind risk modelling, Growth and Yield modelling, Forest Inventory Applications, Monitoring Forest Health and Condition and Tree Physiology.
I have an MSc at the department of Geography in Edinburgh University in 1996 and a PhD at the department Applied Mathematics in Sheffield University in 2009.  During my professional life I have been authoring or co-authoring more than 50 peer-reviewed papers, two books and more than 100 oral presentations in different conferences.  In 2011, I had a sabbatical at NASA Goddard Flight Space Centre where I was working on the US Carbon Monitoring System as Invited Assistant Professor.  I am member of the Association of Geography Information Laboratories of Europe (AGILE) from 2000 and served in the council of this organisation from 2002 until 2009.  I am now the president and founder of ForestSAT.com, an international organisation that groups researchers working in Earth Observation and Forestry.  I am a visiting Professor at the Forest Engineering Departments of the Universities of Santiago de Compostela and Cordoba (Spain) with main responsibilities on the supervision of MSc and PhD students and lecturing on lasers canning systems in the MSc courses.  Also I am a research fellow at Swansea and Leicester Universities.  I undertake peer-reviews for journals like International Journal of Remote Sensing, Journal of Forest Planning, Earthzine, Forestry, Remote Sensing of the Environment and Canadian Journal of Forest Research.  I am invited editor in Current Forestry Reports		Development of commercial software in Delphi pascal (Wind Risk Model ForestGALES), python and R. 		YES



mailto:sm4hz@sheffield.ac.ukmailto:anna.kopec@pwr.edu.plmailto:thibault.guinaldo@meteo.fr

Lecturers

		Title		Name		Surname		Affiliation		Country		email		Lecture type		Training Days

		Dr		Javier		Amezcua		University of Reading		UK		j.amezcuaespinosa@reading.ac.uk		Practicals

		Mr		Zackary		Bell		University of Reading		UK		Z.N.Bell@pgr.reading.ac.uk		Practicals

		Dr		Bob (Robert)		Brewin		PML		UK		robr@pml.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Dr		Anny		Cazenave		International Space Sciences institute (ISSI)		Switzerland		anny.cazenave@legos.obs-mip.fr		Lecturer

		Dr		Bertrand		Chapron		Ifremer		France		Bertrand.Chapron@ifremer.fr		Lecturer

		Dr		Fabrice		Collard		Ocean Data Lab		France		dr.fab@oceandatalab.com		Practicals

		Dr		Giuseppe		Consolini		INAF		Italy		giuseppe.consolini@iaps.inaf.it		Lecturer

		Dr		Natalie		Douglas		University of Surrey		UK		n.douglas@surrey.ac.uk		Practicals

		Prof		Jorg		Ebbing		Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel		Germany		Joerg.Ebbing@ifg.uni-kiel.de		Lecturer

		Dr		Lucille		Gaultier		Ocean Data Lab		France		lucile.gaultier@oceandatalab.com		Practicals

		Prof		Amos		Lawless		University of Reading		UK		a.s.lawless@reading.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Dr		Miguel		Mahecha		Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry		Germany		mmahecha@bgc-jena.mpg.de		Lecturer

		Dr		Julia		Marshall		Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry		Germany		marshall@bgc-jena.mpg.de		Lecturer

		Prof		Jose		Moreno		Univeristy of Valencia		Spain		jose.moreno@uv.es		Lecturer

		Dr		Hans		Permana		Brockmann Consult		Germany		hans.permana@brockmann-consult.de		Lecturer

		Dr		Ewan		Pinnington		University of Reading		UK		e.pinnington@reading.ac.uk		Practicals

		Prof		Shaun		Quegan		University of Sheffield		UK		S.Quegan@sheffield.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Dr		Marie-Hélène		Rio		CLS		France		mrio@cls.fr		Lecturer

		Prof		Andrew		Shepherd		University of Leeds		UK		A.Shepherd@leeds.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Prof		Leif		Toudal Pedersen		DMI		Denmark		ltp@space.dtu.dk		Lecturer

		Dr		Zoltan		Vekerdy		Uni Twente		Netherlands		z.vekerdy@utwente.nl		Lecturer

		Prof		Martin		Visbeck		GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel		Germany		mvisbeck@geomar.de		Lecturer
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Female	Male	39	32	
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		personID		title		gender		firstname		name		fullname		email		emailcc		organisation		address1		address2		zip		city		code		country		country_long		region		phone		nationality		dob		pob		confirmation		accepted		user_registration		user_last_login		account_type		username		personID2		e5_Software_and_Data		e6__Present_Occupation		e7_Relevant_Publications		e10_Academic_Referee_Details		e11_Past_ESA_Training_Course_		e12_Motivation		e14_English_Skills		e15_Gender		e16_Terms_and_Conditions		e17_Current_Academic_Level_eg_Masters_PhD_Po		e18_Remote_Sensing_Knowledge		e19_Programming_Experience		ACCEPT CONDITIONS

		1068		Ms.		female		Jaroslaw		Wajs		Jaroslaw Wajs		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27				50-370		Wroclaw		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		713206872		Polish		2/24/88		Lodz , Poland		true		1		4/27/18 21:27		6/3/18 15:27		normal		Jaroslaw.Wajs		1068		SNAP, GMT, Matlab, R, ArcGIS, QGIS (Orfeo, GRASS, GDAL), 		I do my PhD at Mining Department, Geodesy and Geoinforamtics Unit, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology, Poland. My PhD focused on remote sensing data integration for open pit mining monitoring. Currently, I use Sentinel 1A SLC products by DinSAR time series processing and it allows me to mining subsidence monitoring. In other side, I use the optical Sentinel 2 data form land cover changes estimation.		I participate in Polish Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing science 2017. I participated in International Geodetic Students Meetings organized by OGSO in Wroclaw 2013, Munich 2016, and Zagreb 2017. At the begining of my PhD I worked on UAV low cost photogrammetry DTM modelling, LiDAR point cloud processing and Surveying. My recent publications are on my researchgate profile: 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Wajs_Jaroslaw
		Ph.D. Eng., D.Sc., Jan Blachowski, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		NO		I would like to get some skills in SAR processing and see other ESA sensors data products. I'm sure that, the detailed information from this course helps me to understand the big potencial  of Sentinel data and its aplications in my area of interests.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD 		I use optical data for land cover mappin and land changes detection. Furthermore, I try to apply machine lerning alghoritms to achieve more accurate results of classification. 
My experience with Sentinel 1 SAR products is conected to processing it with SNAP software. Currently I'm worikng at processing by GMTSAR package.		During the master level a I learned VB .NET basics and Matlab scripting. Actually i have some experience with bash, GMT scripts, which helps me into data processing. 		YES

		1038		Ms.		female		Nancy		Alvan Romero		Nancy Alvan Romero		nalvanr@gmail.com		francesca.barnaba@artov.isac.cnr.it		Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia		Via Fosso del Cavaliere 100				00133		Rome		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393319744347		Italian		11/19/75		Peru		true		1		4/25/18 21:39		5/16/18 8:31		normal		alvanromero		1038		Matlab, SNAP and ENVI		In October 2015 I started a volunteer internship at the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR). The internship was focused on the contribution of mineral dust on the concentration of particulate matter in Italy country. This opportunity permitted me to prepare a paper that could be published in a few weeks.

To deepen in the topic of Earth Observation initiated with the stage to the CNR, in November 2017 I begun a master in Space Science and Technology. This master has allowed me to expand and get more involved in the topic of Earth Observation. In a few months I will be able to start a six-month internship at the Italian Space Agency (ASI).
		Environmental Engineering and Natural Resource Management, with Specialization in Environmental Studies; in November 2017 started the Master’s in Space Science and Technology at the “Tor Vergata” University of Rome.

Title of abstract: SAHARAN-DUST CONTRIBUTION TO PM10 LEVELS IN ITALY OVER THE 7-YEAR PERIOD 2006-2012 (Presented to the 11th International Conference on Air Quality-Science and Application

		PhD Physics Science, Francesca Barnaba, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR)		NO		I work directly with remote sensing and images satellite, and it was very useful during the paper preparation. The use of what I will learn in this training course will be maximum, since in a few month I will start another project that include the Climate Change, Natural Disasters and Earth Observation with the use of data satellite.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters (1 year)		I have a good knowledge in remote sensing (deep knowledge in radar), and I have experience in satellite data products (for atmospheric, land vegetation, ocean and air quality).
		Matlab (Advanced)
SNAP (intermediate)
ENVI (intermediate)
ERDAS (novice)
IDL (novice) 		NO

		1036		Ms.		female		Kristi		Uudeberg		Kristi Uudeberg		kristi.uudeberg@ut.ee		anu.reinart@ut.ee		University of Tartu		Univerity of Tartu		Ülikooli 18		50090		Tartu		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37251969263		Estonian		9/8/83		Estonia		true		1		4/25/18 18:49		4/28/18 14:04		normal		uudeberg		1036		Software: BEAM and SNAP
Data: Envisat MERIS, Sentinel-3 OLCI and Sentinel-2 MSI		I am currently a PhD student in physics (PhD work title is "Remote sensing algorithms for turbid waters") at the University of Tartu in Estonia and junior researcher at Tartu Observatory in group of remote sensing of waterbodies.
My current research activities mostly contain the in situ data collection, processing and interpretation side of water remote sensing. When Sentinel-3 was launch, then I started to work more with satellite images. At the moment I work on classification for our inland and coastal water and studied opportunities to estimate the these optical water types from satellite’s images.		During my studies in University of Tartu I have been introduced and trained on a variety of subjects fundamentals of physics and math. Since my final bachelor's year I started to focus more on environment and especially remote sensing of water. Taking additional courses: Physical Oceanography of the Baltic Sea (University of Helsinki, 11.06.-16.06.2009), Radiative transfer theory and practice of Hydrolight software (Stockholm University, 15.-21.05.2011), ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course (Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012), Remote Sensing of the Baltic Sea and Other Optically Complex Waters (Lauenburg, Germany, 28.10.-01.11.2012) and AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources (Sirmione, Italy, 18.-22.09.2017). I love give something back so I teached water remote sensing part in subject Environmental Remote Sensing I at University of Tartu and in subject Methods of Investigations of Waterbodies at Estonian University of Life Sciences, supervised B.Sc theses (two defended and two will in this spring), visited schools to talk about natural science, physics, remote sensing and being a part of popularization events as Festival of Lights, Teadusbuss and Space Scientists at School.
Since 2005, I have participated or organised fielded work for water remote sensing in Tartu Observatory and participated in three international field works: Wadden Sea (on vessel Navicula 30.04.-16.05.2006), Baltic Sea (on vessel Aranda 3.-24.08.2009) and Baltic Sea (on vessel Oceania 9.-13.05.2016).
My work at conferences
Uudeberg, K., Põru, G., Ansko, I., Ansper, A., Ligi, M., Estimation of the lakes optical water types from satellites' images, HIGHROC scientific conference, Belgium, 2017
Soomets, T., Dainis, J., Uudeberg, K., Spatial and Temporal Variability of Optical Water Types in Largest Latvian and Estonian Lakes in 2017, 2nd Mapping Water Bodies from Space Conference, Italy, 2018 
Alikas, K., Anper, A., Kangro, K., Uudeberg, K., et al, Validation of Sentinel-3A/OLCI data over Estonian inland waters,  Sentinel-3 Validation Team (S3VT) 4th meeting, Germany, 2018 
Valdmets, K., Ansko,I., Reinart,A.,Effect of Calibration Uncertainty and Spectral Band Location to Modeled Remote Sensing Reflectance, Ocean Scienas Meeting, Florida, 2008.
Publications
Uudeberg, K.; Ansko, I.; Lätt, S.; Randoja, R. (2012). An integrated collaborative tool for water remote sensing data management and analysis (at Tartu Observatory). Ocean Optics XXI Conference; Glasgow, Scotland; 2012.
Alikas, K.; Ansko, I.; Reinart, A.; Lill, E.; Valdmets, K. (2008). Testing available MERIS image processors for lakes. 2nd MERIS - (A)ATSR Workshop Proceedings. ESA SP-666 (CD-ROM).
Reinart, A.; Valdmets, K. (2007). Variability of optical water types in Lake Peipsi. Proceedings of the Estonian Academy of Sciences. Biology, Ecology, 56 (1), 33−46.
Reinart, A.; Ohvril, H.; Alikas, K.; Ibrus, P.; Teral, H.; Valdmets, K.; Okulov, O. (2007). MERIS products over large european lakes - comparison with measured data about aerosol and water quality. Procceedings of ‘Envisat Symposium 2007’, July 2007, 6 pp. : Envisat Symposium 2007, Montreux, Switzerland 23–27 April 2007 . (ESA SP-636).
Valdmets is my maiden name.		PhD Anu Reinart
Director
Tartu Observatory, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of Tartu		ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course, Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012
AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources, 18.-22.09.2017
RUS environment demo: Mapping waterbodies from space, online, 03.04.2018
RUS environment demo: Ocean colour monitoring with Sentinel-3 data using ESA SNAP S-3 Toolbox, online, 2018		When I saw topics and programme of the Earth Observation Summer School I knew that I would like to be part of this experience. Remote sensing of water has grown into my big passion and I hold a deep interest to devote my professional career towards on that. So I want to be as good as possible and to know all aspects about remote sensing of water. Also the same time I recognized that nature is  a one big system and to understand on good level water part I have to know more about atmosphere, land, ice and weather. Also, I feel that I am missing technical skills to approach problems of processing EO data. Therefore, I firmly believe that curricula of the summer school will provide good knowledge and skills to improve my work in this autumn and also in future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		4rd year PhD in Physics		All my knowledge of remote sensing is connected to water.
Optical remote sensing - my knowledge are good. I am familiar with the theory and I have studied connection between water reflectance and optically active substances to be able do find solution for remote sensing Estonian waters.
Radar remote sensing - I know very little. I have participate in one radar course and now just for my own interest I use radar images to map waterbodies now and then.		I have used Phyton, Java, Pascal, C++, R, MATLAB, but proficiency level is fair. I worked as systems analyst in software company Cybernetica AS and I know how if and for sentences work and I was able to write down in specific language all work flows and rules. In research field I have used some written programs and modified them or some short pieces to make my life easier. At the moment I am trying to educate self in this field, so I am studying Phyton to find the knowledge how to process my data. 		YES

		1049		Ms.		female		Age		Arikas		Age Arikas		age.arikas@ttu.ee		rivo.uiboupin@ttu.ee		Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		Akadeemia tee 15a				12618		Tallinn		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37258051778		Estonian		2/21/93		Rakvere, Estonia		true		1		4/26/18 18:47		5/20/18 19:12		normal		agearikas		1049		Software: BEAM, SNAP, ENVI, QGIS.

Data from optical sensors on Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, MODIS, MERIS and Landsat 8. In addition, Sentinel-3 SLSTR data.		Early Stage Researcher

Current research activities:
Optical remote sensing of water for retrieval of water quality parameters with specific emphasis on the coastal areas of Baltic Sea. Validating existing algorithms and developing new algorithms for water quality products. 
		Background:
I received my Master of Science degree in Earth Sciences and Geotechnology, with specializing in oceanography and meteorology. Due to my master thesis, I have obtained broad knowledge about optical properties of marine environment and optical remote sensing. 
Currently, I am doing my PhD in Earth Sciences, the thesis topic is Coastal Waste Water Outlet Monitoring from Satellite Imagery.

Publications: 
1) Toming, K.; Kutser, T.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Vahter, K.; Paavel, B. Mapping Water Quality Parameters with Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument Imagery in the Baltic Sea. Remote Sensing. 2017, 9 (10), 1070.
2) Sipelgas, L.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Siitam, L. Water Quality Near Estonian Harbours in the Baltic Sea as Observed From Entire MERIS Full Resolution Archive. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 2018, 126, 565-574. 

Conferences:
1) Colour and Light in the Ocean from Earth Observation Workshop in ESA-ESRIN, Frascati, Italy, on 6-8 September 2016. 
Poster presentation: Vertical Profiles of Light Attenuation During Upwelling and Downwelling Events in NW Coast of Estonia, Baltic Sea.
2) Sentinel-3 Validation Team Meeting at EUMETSAT Headquarters in Darmstadt, Germany, on 13-15 March 2018. 
Poster presentation: Validation of Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) Imagery Collected During Cyanobacterial Bloom and Coastal Upwelling in the Baltic Sea.
		Name: Dr. Rivo Uiboupin 
Organisation/University: Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		NO		The EO Summer School would broaden my knowledge in data assimilation of remote sensing and models. I would like to learn more about advantages and disadvantages of different data assimilation methods, which will support my research and encourage consideration of methods and techniques appropriate to my doctoral studies. 
In addition, it would be good opportunity to gain hands-on experience with the latest software and methods that use synergy between remote sensing, in-situ and model datasets. It would generate added value to my scientific work since I would like to investigate the impact areas of coastal wastewater discharge points from optical remote sensing data and from mixing/transport model. 
Furthermore, it is a good chance to meet other early career scientists, as well as more advanced researchers who can open up new ways of thinking about my research field. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		Optical remote sensing: advanced level. 
Experience in a) processing optical satellite imagery b) testing different algorithms to retrieve water quality parameters like chlorophyll-a, total suspended matter, coloured dissolved organic matter, Secchi depth and diffuse attenuation coefficient; c) testing different atmospheric corrections to retrieve bottom of atmosphere reflectance data; d) the formation of sea surface temperature, ice cover and different water quality parameters maps. 

Radar remote sensing: basic knowledge.		1) Python: basic knowledge (used in the following courses: 1) Data Processing in Oceanography and Meteorology, 2) Modelling of Natural Water Bodies; in addition,  I have completed one online course)

2) Fortran: basic knowledge (used in the following course: Simulation of Physical Processes)		YES

		1145		Ms.		female		Despoina		Bafi		Despoina Bafi		gs21357@hua.gr		parchar@hua.gr		Harokopeio University Of Athens		 Eleftheriou Venizelou 70, , 				176 76		Kallithea, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6972797794		Greek		8/8/95		Athens, Greece		true		1		5/16/18 15:14		5/18/18 9:50		normal		bafi		1145		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD)		I am currently working on my thesis concerning Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis - Harokopio University 		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-graduate student		Since I am a post-graduate student, I am a beginner on Remote Sensing 
(Radar and Optical).		I have had one course on Python, so my level of knowledge is fundamental (beginner).		YES

		1143		Ms.		female		Katie Elizabeth		Thompson		Katie Elizabeth Thompson		thompsonk@bournemouth.ac.uk		aford@bournemouth.ac.uk		Bournemouth University		Bournemouth University 		Fern Barrow		BH12 5BB		Bournemouth		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07944438463		British		6/30/92		Birmingham		true		1		5/15/18 17:58		5/22/18 15:34		normal		thompsonk		1143		I have been tutored and mentored in ENVI and ERDAS Imagine by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such experience to my research		Research Associate and PhD researcher 		I completed a MSc in Biodiversity Conservation in 2016, where I looked in detail at disturbance at Poole Harbour. I have since been working as a research associate for the Life and Environmental Science department within the Faculty of Science and Technology at Bournemouth University. I manage an online community for the department as well as run conferences within the department. I have since received the Freedom of the City of London for my work as well as working closely with World Animal Protection. 		Andrew Ford, Bournemouth University 		NO		As an early career researcher, I feel that this course would be a great benefit to the research project that I have recently begun. I am beginning a research project on African elephant conservation, where I will be investigating the impact of elephants on vegetation over a prolonged period of time over small and large scale areas. I think this course would directly help me develop key skills that I could apply to this research. I would also be able to broaden my knowledge and experience.
 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		I have been tutored and mentored in aerial survey, multi-spectral orbital, airborne laser scanning (ALS) and active microwave (i.e. SAR) remote sensing to an MS/MSc level by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such knowledge to my research		None		YES

		1128		Ms.		female		Sara		Barozzi		Sara Barozzi		sara.barozzi.sb@gmail.com		sara.barozzi@mail.polimi.it		Politecnico di Milano		Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32				20133		MILANO		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393392584876		Italian		11/28/94		Sassuolo		true		1		5/14/18 9:47		5/14/18 9:47		normal		Sara Barozzi		1128		SNAP, Landsat, Sentinel and Copernicus data		Master student of geoinformatic engineering. I am currently working on my thesis. My work is part of the european project E2mc, that aims to integrate information from social media and crowdsourcing with the Mapping and Early Warning Components of Copernicus Emergency Management Service.		I graduated in Environmental engineering at Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia. Now I'm taking the master course in geoinformatics engineering and I am participating in an Honours programme 'Engineering for sustainable development'. I took part in the conference GIS for a sustainable world conference(April 2018).		Ludovico Biagi,Associate professor of the Geomatics and Geodesy research group and Chair of the Master in Geoinformatics Engineering at Politecnico di Milano
ludovico.biagi@polimi.it
Maria Antonia Brovelli,Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile e
Ambientale		NO		This course can be a great opportunity to learn and to practice on what I have studied during my master and it can help me in getting a broader knowledge of all opportunities and fields of research in which I can specialize in the future. I am very interested in the topics and I am looking forward to having the chance of meeting and working with other experts in that field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year Master		Master course of Earth observation. The course focuses on developing students' knowledge of Remote Sensing Optical Data and their usage, focused in particular on the use and application of the SNAP software.		Intermediate level:Python, MATLAB 
Basic knowledge: SQL,xml, javascript,HTML, CSS		YES

		1124		Ms.		female		Soraia Alexandra		Teixeira		Soraia Alexandra Teixeira		soraia.teixeira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		fsancho@lnec.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico/ Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil		Avenida do Brasil 101				1700-066		Lisbon		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		+351919084163		Portuguese		12/7/90		Lisbon		true		1		5/11/18 22:23		5/11/18 22:24		normal		Soraia.Teixeira		1124		Software: BEAM, SNAP and ArcGis (or another GIS software)
Data: Landsat 5, 7 and 8 optical and IR imagery; Sentinel 1 e 2 imagery. 		I'm a second year PhD student from H2Doc - Environmental Hydraulics and Hydrology Programme, a collaboration between Instituto Superior Técnico and Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil. My thesis's about the performance of shoreline evolution strategies, where I hope to deepen the current knowledge about shoreline evolution models, making use of data that can improve its validation and calibration, being satellite imagery one of the main sources used, along with data
of wave time series and hindcast data.		I have a geology degree, with the specialization in mineral resources and environmental impact and master degree in Marine science. My master thesis had as its theme the formation of beach scarps and associated processes.
Publications:
-Beach scarp generation: insights from field experiments and database analyses (conference paper). Morfodinâmica Estuarina e Costeira conference May 2017(Porto, Portugal)
-Shoreline: from satellite imagery detection to long-term evolution model (accepted), to the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico (Lisbon, Portugal) in June 2018;
-Repercussions of using different sensors in satellite imagery acquisition for shoreline extraction (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in July (Toulouse, France).
-Applying CPA to meteo-oceanographic parameters of the Iberian Atlantic Coast (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the IX Iberian Atlantic Margin Symposium in September 2018 (Coimbra, Portugal)		Dr. Francisco Eduardo da Ponte Sancho, Laboratório Nacional de
Engenharia Civil
(http://www.lnec.pt/hidraulica-ambiente/pt/equipa/francisco-sancho/)
Prof. Dr. António Trigo-Teixeira, Instituto Superior Técnico
(https://fenix.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/homepage/ist11951)		No.		This course will be extremely important in my scientific training and for my PhD thesis because it covers two of the main tools I proposed to use. In the future I hope to continue working on coastal zone management, continuing my research, and for that, i think it is very important to gather all the information and knowledge about satellite imagery and earth system modeling i can. Also I think the data assimilation skill will be very useful to me in the future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD Student		I have attend three extra-curricular courses under the SOPHIA project on remote sensing. One about Sea Surface Temperature and Ocean Color, using RGB and Infrared imagery. The second course was on Geographic Information Systems: Satellite Data Analysis with the aim of exploring and representing remote sensing data related to the marine environment using geographic information systems. The last course was on Application of Synthetic Aperture Radar Images, using SAR imagery in the coastal and marine context. I also attended 
 a advanced course of information systems to
support a project where I carried out a study with the aim of quantify the differences between different sensors (SAR, RGB, IV) and satellite imagery on the precision of the shoreline extraction. i have submit this work in a poster format for the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in Toulouse.In addition to the courses mentioned above, I also attended courses in numerical modeling and programming applied to civil engineering, where I developed a conference paper that will be presented on the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico on the effects of the intrinsic uncertainties of the shoreline position extraction from the different satellite imagery in long-term modeling using a numerical model. 		As I mentioned in the previous point, I attended a course of numerical modeling and programming where I used the uncertainty arising from the use of different sensors and satellite imagery and verified if these influenced the results in the simulation of a long term shoreline evolution model. I achieved this by synthesizing, from a real shoreline, shorelines with the variations observed previously. I compared the results obtained for the different coastlines, both by the final position and by the longshore sediment rate rate after 10 years. Also, numerical modeling is my main tool in my thesis. I'm learning every day how to improve my programming skill.		YES

		1011		Ms.		female		Hélène		Bideaud		Hélène Bideaud		helene.bideaud@total.com		damien.dhont@total.com		Total SA		Avenue Larribau				64000		Pau 		FR		France		France		Western_Europe		+33662773655		French		2/1/80		Noumea		true		1		4/11/18 11:53		6/1/18 9:27		normal		hbideaud		1011		Software: Arcgis, Sismage (Total internal Software)
Data: all type of available SAR and optical data (commercial and non-commercial) but more particularly Sentinel-1 et 2 for daily use.
		I am currently involved in the development of artificial intelligence solution applied for remote sensing activities (automatic processing of large volume of data, mapping)
I operationally conduct and follow onshore and offshore slick studies, land use studies, offshore platform monitoring, interferometry studies. 
		Background:
- Seismic interpretation in various geological environments (pre-salt carbonates, isolated carbonate platform, sandstone turbidites, basement, salt diapirs), in various countries (Brazil, Nigeria, Angola, Cyprus, Yemen, UK), with an upstream geophysical background (seismic imaging and time/depth conversion). 
- Remote sensing in operational context: slick study, platform monitoring, land use

Publications:
Durian D.J., Bideaud H., Duringer P., Schröder A.; Thalmann F., Marques C.M., 2006, What is in a pebble shape, Phys. Rev. Let., 97, 028001
Adler F., Cherrett A., Guemene J.M., Gancarski S., Lays P. and  Bideaud H., 2008, Anisotropic velocity model building and depth-imaging for geosteering of extended reach drilling wells , Leading Edge 27(4):478-483  
		Dr Damien Dhont, Remote sensing specialist at Total SA
Formerly assistant professor and researcher (2000-2011) in remote sensing and geology at University of Pau (France)		NO		As newly appointed in the remote sensing team of Total, my aim is to develop my skills in remote sensing in both optical and radar domain. 
I am passionate by earth observation sciences. Being focused on operational remote sensing studies in my daily work, this training will give me the opportunity to improve my knowledge and diversify the application domains that I currently use. 
The program of the training covers many topics and I am really enthusiastic to discover them all. 
I also see that this training is more for student or young graduates.  I will be very pleased to have this academic course and to share my operational experience with the group. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Geophysicist in Total since 2004 and remote sensing engineer since 2017
Education: Engineer diploma in Geophysics and Master in Geophysics, Reservoir Geoscience and Engineering (IFP school)
		Intermediate level in both optical and SAR. 		I have no programming experience		YES

		1118		Ms.		female		Roxana		Burlacu		Roxana Burlacu		roxana.burlacu@terrasigna.com		florin.serban@terrasigna.com		Terrasigna		3 Logofat Luca Stroici Street				020581		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40762658932		Romanian		9/26/93		Bucharest		true		1		5/10/18 13:25		5/16/18 9:49		normal		roxana.burlacu		1118		-QGIS, ESA Snap, ENVI, Global Mapper, GvSIG, SagaGIS, GUIDOS
-optical images on forest, hidrological analysis, agriculture		Geographer		Participating:
-Going Places with Spatial Analysis online course at Esri (September 1-October 1, 2015) using
the ArcGIS Online platform.
-Cartographic participation in the realization of the "Atlas of Romanians everywhere"
(November 2015-January 2016).
-the professional practice within the Geographical Information Systems Master of the Faculty
of Geography at the National Cartography Center (8-14 February 2016).
-The Location Advantage online course at Esri (March 16-April 20, 2016) using the ArcGIS
Online platform.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October 2016) in Bucharest with "Lines, Points and Polygons". From
simple to complex in representing geographic data.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 October 2017) in Bucharest, with the paper "Viewing the
Orthodox Churches in Bucharest from the perspective of digital cartography".
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of
Geospatial Data" (24-25 November 2017) in Timişoara with the work "Making Infographics
Using Qgis and Inkscape".
-Winning the 1st place at the "Aia e!" Contest organized in the geo-spatial.org seminars "Free
Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October
2016) in Bucharest, in collaboration with the Romanian Cartography Association, with the
map paper "A week by plane on Romania and the Republic of -geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 April 2018) in Cluj-Napoca with "Dynamics of areas covered with forest vegetation in Romania in the last 30 years"		Dr. Florin SERBAN - Managing Director, Terrasigna		NO		This course will help me deepen my knowledge about remote sensing and discover unknown ways by me to become experienced in this field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Master		3 years of experience regarding optical and remote sensing		Beginner-Python, CSS, HTML, SQL		YES

		1041		Ms.		female		Laura		Carretero Medina		Laura Carretero Medina		laura.carreteromedina@gmail.com		demiguel@inta.es		National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		Ajalvir road, km. 4				28850		Torrejón de Ardoz		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34 636062339		Spanish		9/28/88		Madrid (Spain)		true		1		4/26/18 14:10		4/27/18 11:25		normal		LauraCM		1041		I use some specialised Remote Sensing software such as ENVI or ATCOR, and some Radiative Transfer Codes such as MODTRAN, libRadtran and 6S.
I use mostly airborne remote sensing images but I've used some satellite data and images as well		Currently I'm at INTA's Remote Sensing group performing radiometric and atmospheric correction of remote sensing images to obtain some geophysical parameters (reflectivity, emissivity, temperature...) and developing processing algorithms for remote sensing images. Also, I'm using Radiative Transfer Codes (RTC) to simulate different scenarios and perform several studies		I've studied Physics and a Masters in Geophysics & Meteorology and some courses related to Remote Sensing and Earth Observation.
 
I've participated in some congresses:
- 5th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'V). Participation in the poster "Hyperspectral Remote Sensing for mapping soil organic carbon in burned areas of North-Western Spain"
- XVI Congress of the Spanish Remote Sensing Association (AET): Remote sensing, Wetlands and Protected Areas. Presentation of the poster "Evaluation of Temperature and Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithms in AHS synthetic images". Participation in the work "Improvement of emissivity AHS product in FLUXPEC campaign"
- 4th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'IV). Presentation of the poster: Evaluation of libRadtran radiative transfer model for Remote Sensing applications

Participation in the paper: Prediction of Topsoil Organic Carbon Using Airborne and Satellite Hyperspectral Imagery, Remote Sensing, 2017, 9(12), 1211; doi:10.3390/rs9121211 		Mr. Eduardo de Miguel Llanes; National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		NO. But I've taken two MOOCS taught by members of ESA: "Earth Observation from Space: The optical view" and "Monitoring Climate from Space"
		I'd like to attend the 2018 Earth Observation Summer Course because I think it is a great opportunity for me to know more about the different techniques used in the monitoring of the Earth. This knowledge is very useful for me because it will provide me with new methods of processing data and it would teach me how to use the ESA EO Toolboxes. With all this information I could take advantage of the great variety of EO images and products supplied by ESA		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		I have a good knowledge of optical remote sensing because I've had a trainee at INTA's Remote Sensing group for 2 years and I've taken some courses related to this topic		I've used several programming languages such as MATLAB (advanced), R (intermediate) or python (intermediate)		YES

		1130		Dr.		female		Elisa		Sorrivi		Elisa Sorrivi		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		UNIBO - DICAM		via Mazzalasino n.25				42019		Scandiano		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393280454672		Italian		8/26/76		Scandiano (RE)		true		1		5/14/18 11:28		5/14/18 11:28		normal		elisa.sorrivi		1130		SNAP		▪ Adjunct Assistant Professor at IAS – Institute of Advanced Sciences – Yokohama National University (http://ias.ynu.ac.jp/research/fujino.html)		Recent publications: 
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Yozo Fujino, Dionysios Siringoringo, Erasmo Viola, “Offshore Extreme winds mapped from JAXA’s Satellite remote sensing. Case study by GCOMission-W1” – in press – International workshop on measuring high wind speed over the Ocean – METOffice – 15-17 November 2016
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “Offshore wind-temperature mapped from JAXA`s Satellite remote AMSR2 sensing over the North Pacific Ocean, Offshore Wind Energy 2017 – 6,8 June 2017, London, UK
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “JAXA`s Satellite remote sensing AMSR2: Offshore wind-temperature mapped over the North Pacific Ocean”, Earth observation, (geo-resources, productive resources, geopolitics, natural calamities and cultural heritage) – 27,28 June 2017, Bologna, Italy
		▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory”
 University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna 		▪ “Cliamte Change Initiative” Information Day, ESA-ESRIN, July 6, 2017, Frascati, Roma Italy		▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna – with Tutor Professor ERASMO VIOLA.
▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory” University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doct at UNIBO		I'm a beginners in the remote sensing by satellite.I would learn more and improve my knowledge about it for an application in Offshore Wind Energy Prediction.		Matlab, C++, Pyethon (beginners)		YES

		1093		Ms.		female		Raquel		Serrano-Calvo		Raquel Serrano-Calvo		ryserranocalvo@dundee.ac.uk		m.e.j.cutler@dundee.ac.uk		University of Dundee		University of Dundee		Geography, School of Social Sciences		DD14HN		Dundee		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44 07522187885		Spanish		10/29/87		Barcelona (Spain)		true		1		5/1/18 13:55		5/29/18 10:55		normal		ryserranocalvo		1093		In the research projects that I did for the masters of sciences I hold (MSc Degree in Geology Engineering and MSc in Geographical Information Sciences) I used as main software packages: ArcGis, ERDAS and ENVI. The satellite imagery handled was MODIS (Terra and Aqua), Landsat-7 and Sentinel 2.

In my PhD (current research), the data I use come from multiples spectrometers such as ASD Pro, OceanOptics, PhotosynQ and hyperspectral cameras. Additionally, data from an UAV with a hyperspectral camera incorporated and data from Sentinel 2 and FLEX sensor (if it is launched before the end of my current research project).
		Now, I am in the middle of my PhD research by undertaking one of my experiments to investigate plants growing in hydrocarbon contaminated soils. During the experiment, I grew 70 willows and 70 blackberries in contaminated plant pots to simulate pollution conditions from oil spills and natural oil seeps places. Measurements from multispectral, hyperspectral and hyperspectral cameras were taken weekly to monitor the impact of the hydrocarbon soil on them. Additionally, data was gathered from a contaminated field using a hyperspectral camera attached to an UAV. 
Further experiments will involve undertaking imagery using drones and Sentinel-2 to complete the upscaling workflow of the response of vegetation impacted by hydrocarbons and its detection using satellite imagery. 
		I focused my career to become an Earth Observation Specialist. For this reason, working as a Geoscientist in an Earth Observation environment has been my target since I discovered remote sensing as a science (back in 2009), its potential to analyse the Earth and help humanity to find solution to current problems.

During the time I worked in the RISKNAT Research Institute at the University of Barcelona, I took part in several projects involving new geosciences methodologies to study the evolution of the snow cover with MODIS imagery. Furthermore, during that time, I was awarded with several ESRI course scholarships that allowed me to further develop my GIS and data analysis skills.

At the University of Aberdeen, my preparation to become a geoscientist with an Earth Observation background went on by facing a series of projects that required the application of remote sensing and GIS in fields like hydrology, ecology, oil and gas, agriculture or urban pollution among others. The MSc thesis that I developed focused on the prediction of land subsidence using vegetation indexes from Landsat-7 Imagery. The research I undertook allowed me to gain exposure to the analysis of Earth observation data and study the potential of vegetation to show us what is happening in the subsurface. The thesis was carried out in collaboration with the British Geological Survey where I could develop my interpersonal skills. The project I developed was awarded with the first prize by the Geological Remote Sensing Group and presented in the conference "Challenges in Geological Remote Sensing" held at the European Space Agency offices in Frascati  in December 2015.

Now, I am developing deep research skills in vegetation remote sensing and imagery by carrying out several experiments involving from ground level measurements to satellite imagery and which will allow us to better constraint upscaling problems.
As part of my development as researcher, I decided to consolidate my professional relationships with other colleagues, research institutions and/or companies. In this direction, I collaborate with TOTAL S.A (a major energy company), I presented at several conferences like FLEX in 2017 or the CDT Conference in Oil & Gas and I attended workshops around Europe like the Field Spectroscopy course delivered by NERC in Spain. In all these opportunities, I showed the potential of satellite imagery to find solutions to our daily challenges. 
		Dr. Mark Cutler 
Reader at University of Dundee 		NO		The EOSS is, from my point of view, the perfect combination of knowledge gathering and interaction with the leading organization in Earth Observation in this planet.  For that reason, since I started studying remote sensing and satellite imagery I wanted to attend, but one of the requirements was be a PhD student! I have been trying since I was a bachelor student.  
To have a global overview of the earth observation applications will give me a broad knowledge of satellite imagery usability and applicability to my current and future research. 

The EOSS is an important opportunity for me to engage with other colleagues who also enjoy working in the Earth Observation, sharing ideas and why not, maybe to start collaborating with other colleagues. 

To conclude, I would like to say that my passion for the Earth Observation, the hard-work done during all my assignments and my motivation to know more about how we can effectively use the information gathered from a satellite imagery, made me to become a person who does not mind dedicating efforts to achieve my goals.

For all of this, I think that I am a suitable candidate who would excel and take the most of the Earth Observation Summer School. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD in Remote Sensing ( 2nd year of four )		Optical: Advanced (not only satellite imagery, but field spectroscopy (multispectral and hyperspectral) and hyperspectral cameras). I attended to a course organized by NERC and delivered by the UK Field Spectroscopy Facility and the BARSC  in the Albacete Experimental Centre "Las Tiesas"(Spain). 

Radar: Intermediate. I know the basic theory behind and I have worked with it but not at higher level. 
		R- Intermediate 
Python - Intermediate
Matlab - Beginner 
		YES

		1071		Ms.		female		Melda		Salhab		Melda Salhab		melda.salhab.14@ucl.ac.uk		a.basiri@ucl.ac.uk		Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis / University College London		90 Tottenham Court Road				W1T 4TJ		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447553765643		Lebanese		9/5/91		Beirut		true		1		4/28/18 23:22		5/1/18 2:29		normal		MeldaSalhab		1071		Data: Landsat 8 Level-1 GeoTIFF (USGS via GloVis)

Software: R - RStudio, Python - Jupyter Notebooks, ArcGIS, MapBox, CityEngine		My current research topic for my Masters of Research dissertation: "Land cover classification of satellite images using supervised machine learning based on spectral information. Study area: Lebanon"

Different classification techniques will be compared, including but not limited to, K Nearest Neighbors, Random Forests, and Naive Bayes. The data I have been using in the exploration phase of my research has been optical remote sensing data, specifically Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)-only GeoTiffs. However, I am considering using radar data as well to improve the classification.

The high-level aims of my dissertation are:
1) To study changes in land cover across Lebanon over the past decade.
2) To understand the potential and limitations of supervised machine learning classification based on spectral information.
3) To generate accessible geospatial data and insights (maps, csv files, etc.) that can be used by non-GIS researchers (as part of an effort to provide geospatial data for an area where good quality data is scarce).		- "Using remote sensing to analyse changes in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index in Lebanon" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using R, I build an NDVI measurement tool. The purpose of the tool is to enable users to measure change in vegetation of an area by uploading satellite imagery from different years. It can also be used to measure vegetation of a single image if time series data is unavailable or not needed. The tool is built in R (vs. ArcGIS) to fulfil the goal of making it accessible, as it is freely and publicly available. To further that goal, the function is designed to work based solely on initial user inputs with minimal required editing of any code. I used the tool to measure changes in NDVI in Lebanon between 2013 and 2017. 

- "Image Comparison" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Processing, a Java-based programming language and development environment, I conducted an image analysis and comparison study using vector (pixel-to-pixel) and non-vector methods. The goal was to compare different distance measurements approaches, namely, Manhattan distance, scalar product (cosine), and euclidean distance, as well as several pre-processing methods, including smoothing, pixel averaging, and edge detection (using Chebychev distance). The "winner" of each combination of pre-processing technique and distance measure was recorded, revealing the most effective methods for specific use cases (e.g. searching for an image using an image).  

- "Optimizing land use allocation for the Heathrow Opportunity Area using Linear Programming" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Python, I built a land use allocation tool that takes a set of constraints, such as a jobs target, a homes target, and the quantity of available land, and outputs optimal allocation of different land use categories for different maximisation scenarios (e.g. maximising economic output). The tool was used to conduct a scenario analysis of the Heathrow Opportunity Area Spatial Development Plan.

- "Comparing classification methods in the predicting of Yelp star ratings based on restaurant attributes" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using Python, I compared the accuracy of K nearest neighbors, decision trees and random forests classification methods in the classification of Yelp restaurant user ratings). The dataset includes 1.2m business attributes from 174,000 businesses across 12 metropolitan areas. Multiple subsets of attributes were used in the analysis. 		Dr Anahid Basiri
Lecturer in Spatial Data Science and Visualisation
UCL Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis		NO		As evidenced by my recent research, my dissertation topic, and my choice of Masters program, I am interested broadly in GIS and data science, and specifically in remote sensing and machine learning. In the Middle East and across most of the developing world, continuous high-quality data is difficult to attain, which is a challenge I can personally attest to due to several years of experience as a public sector focused management consultant in the UAE. The lack of data is a real obstacle in policy making. I have worked on several city development projects where the available data were both scarce and outdated. Remote sensing and earth observation skills are relatively rare in the Middle East preventing researchers from benefiting from the wealth of data available through programs like Sentinel and LandSat. The region is facing serious environmental challenges, with little data monitoring and analyzing impact. I am applying to the EOSS so I can further develop my remote sensing skills, apply it my current research, and use the experience to drive future work. It truly would be a privilege to be admitted to the ESA's Earth Observation Summer School. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters of Research, Spatial Data Science & Visualisation 		In my research to date, I've only used optical remote sensing data. However, I am planning on using radar data in my dissertation, as several studies have shown that fused optical and radar data may lead to better land use classification results (Joshi et al., 2016). I have yet to decide which fusion method is most applicable to my research topic. 

If granted entry to the EOSS 2018, I look forward to learning which data types and what fusion methods are used for the data lab and data processing practical exercises. The experience will undoubtedly help me with my current and future research. 		Processing (Java-based): proficient
R: proficient
Python: proficient
Java: Basic
C++: Basic
JavaScript: Basic		YES

		1141		Ms.		female		Olimpia		Copacenaru		Olimpia Copacenaru		olimpia.copacenaru@drd.unibuc.ro		stefan.t.constantinescu@gmail.com		University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography		Nicolae Balcescu 1, Sector 1, Bucharest, Romania				010041		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		0040729062821		Romanian		8/25/93		Bucharest, Romania		true		1		5/15/18 0:19		5/15/18 0:19		normal		olimpia.copacenaru		1141		I mainly work with open-source software and open data in my research and I am an active promoter of free and open-source solutions. I am an active member of geo-spatial.org, the local chapter of OSGEO and I am also part of the team that will organise FOSS4G 2019 Conference in Bucharest, Romania. 
I have worked with a range of open-source software, such as QGIS, SAGA GIS, GRASS GIS, gvSIG, OpenJUMP, uDig,  GeoMapApp, MapAnalyst, TileMill or VTP and also with toold developed by ESA, such as SNAP or GuidosToolbox, but also with comercial software, such as ArcGIS, Surfer or Global Mapper or online solutions, such as Carto (CartoDB) or ArcGIS Online. 
I also use mainly free satellite data, acquired by Landsat or Copernicus Sentinel satellites, as well as vector data dowloaded from open sources, such as OpenStreetMap.  
		I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography from the University of Bucharest, developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. My project focuses on identifying the main drivers that impacted the evolution of agricultural landscape by driving changes in land use and farming practices in Romania. The objective of the project is to perform an unprecedented survey of the evolution of Romanian agricultural landscape during the past 25 years using an innovative technology that involves satellite data, socio-economic analysis and meteorological information.
Also, since February 2017, I am employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. 
I am also a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, where I am currently involved in the project`Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`.
				Associate Professor, University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography

		NO		To whom it may concern:

I am writing to apply for the upcoming ESA Earth Observation Summer School 2018 – Earth System Monitoring & Modelling, which will take place in Frascati, in July-August 2018. I would really appreciate the opportunity to be among the participants and learn more about Earth Observation techniques. Improving my knowledge about radar and optical remote sensing has constantly been a priority for me, so I have decided to apply for this summer school, which could definitely have a great impact on my future studies and my professional life. 

Firstly, as outlined before, I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest. My PhD thesis involves developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. Therefore, I strongly believe that I would be an ideal candidate for this summer school, taking into consideration by academic background and experience. I also consider that I could highly benefit from the practical exercise in EO Data Processing using ESA EO Toolboxes stated in the preliminary programme and they could open new opportunities and perspectives in my PhD research. 

Secondly, this summer school would provide me a place for learning and advancement, which are very important for my professional life. I feel certain that the programme would suit my needs particularly well. I am currently employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. The summer school proposes activities which are in perfect agreement with my areas of interest, especially as I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 

Thirdly, attending a high-level summer school would be an important step in my future academic projects. For example, as a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, I am currently involved in the project `Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`, and I strongly feel that I could learn many new things and discover new opportunities of exploiting related Earth Observation data through the Practical Exercise with Ocean Data Lab stated in the preliminary programme of the ESA Summer School. The training sessions would be the ideal environment for developing my skills by participating in different practical activities. This would have an enormous impact, as I could integrate the knowledge gained in my present and future projects. 

What is more, this event would definitely be the best way for improving my communication abilities, by meeting researchers in this field and exchanging information regarding our projects. An international background, like the one provided by this summer school, would definitely be an extremely efficient and successful method to increase my remote sensing knowledge.  

Thank you in advance for taking the time to consider my application. I am confident you will find my application worthwhile and I would highly appreciate to be one of the selected participants, which would definitely have an enormous impact on my professional and personal development. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Olimpia Copăcenaru
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		I have an important background in using remote sensing software and data, including work experience and participation at different conferences and seminars related to these subjects and I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 
I have a Bachelor degree in Geography and a Master degree in GIS at the University of Bucharest, Romania. Also, in 2016, I participated in an Erasmus+ Mobility in Spain, at the Universidad de Córdoba, Facultad de Ciencias – Ciencias Ambientales (Environmental Science), where I had the chance to gain more practical skills in using remote sensing software and data in territorial planning. 
I work with optical data every day and, as a GIS and Remote Sensing Analyst for Terrasigna SRL, I am and I was involved in different projects, as listed:
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-MO-FOR - Technology for Automatic Monitoring of Tree Loss and Gain in Forest Areas, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-LAND – Technology for using Copernicus data to survey the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•01/2018 –Present: DataBio – Data-driven Bioeconomy: Big Data for Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EOSID – Earth Observation Services Supporting International Development Banks Projects, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EODAT – Expansion of EU Uptake in Developing Countries, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA, GISAT, TREEMETRICS, UCC.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: National pilot project for Monitoring Forested Areas, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: STAR - AGRI-BIS – Model of online service for the management of agricultural activities, TERRASIGNA, ROMSPACE - Romanian Association for Space Technology and Industry, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency. 
		I have got basic knowledge of C++, SQL, HTML and JavaScript, mainly acquired during my University studies. I have also worked with Python scripting and Anaconda. 
I have advanced knowledge of R scripting, acquired during my Erasmus+ stage at the University of Cordoba, Spain and different seminars and summer schoold that I have participated in, such as the Seminar "Cropland mapping from free multi-temporal satellite images", held in November 2017 in Athens and organised by GetMap and the University of Twente. I also organised and was the trainer of the Seminar Unsupervised land cover classifications using QGIS – SCP and R – R Studio, held in Cluj-Napoca, in April 2018. 
		YES

		1015		Ms.		female		Alzira Gomes		Ramos		Alzira Gomes Ramos		alzira.ramos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		maria.pereira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico		Av. Rovisco Pais 1				1049-001		Lisboa		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		00351965776388		Portuguese		1/7/85		Lisboa		true		1		4/12/18 13:44		4/29/18 15:33		normal		ramosag		1015		R, GDAL, SNAP and QGIS		PhD student in Earth Resources by the Instituto Superior Técnico. 		Relevant publication: Ramos, A., Pereira, M. J., Soares, A., Do Rosário, L., Matos, P., Nunes, A., ... & Pinho, P. (2015). Seasonal patterns of Mediterranean evergreen woodlands (Montado) are explained by long-term precipitation. Agricultural and forest meteorology, 202, 44-50.
My ORCID: http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3307-8253.		Prof. Maria João Pereira, Instituto Superior Técnico		Yes (4th ESA Advanced Course on Radar Polarimetry). 		My goal is to build a strong understanding of concepts in remote sensing datasets along my PhD. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master in Forestry Engineering and Natural Resources
		My knowledge in remote sensing is mainly with optical satellite images. I have been studying vegetation dynamics in drylands with a coarse resolution dataset. 		I have some experience using spatial tool with R, bash and a little experience in python.
		YES

		1037		Ms.		female		Andreea-Luminița		Dedulescu		Andreea-Luminița Dedulescu		andreea_luminita95@yahoo.com		alexandru.badea@rosa.ro		UNIVERSITY OF AGRONOMIC SCIENCES AND VETERINARY MEDICINE OF BUCHAREST		59 Mărăşti Boulevard, District 1 Bucharest				011464		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40765318282		Romanian		11/26/95		Slobozia		true		1		4/25/18 19:18		4/28/18 9:07		normal		Andreea-Luminita		1037		I used SNAP program and data from Sentinel-1 satellites		I am a student within Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering, final year, engineer by the end of June. 
I'm working on a radar technology study for my diploma paper.		I participated with my colleague Valentina Mihaela Bulibasa at the student symposium in April 2018 organized by Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering 
with the study „MAPS AND SATELLITE IMAGES – TOOLS FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE HISTORIC CENTER OF SIGHISOARA, AN UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE ”. 
I also attended the conference „European Space Programmes :
Applications and Synergies with a view on
Eastern Europe” in October 2017.		Prof. Alexandru Badea, Romanian Space Agency, Head of Space Applications dept.		NO		
I want to attend this course to gain new information and experience for my future studies		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Student in the terminal year		I have attended courses and laboratories both optical remote sensing and radar technology in the Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering where I gained basic knowledge.		I attended an online Oracle course in high school lasting one semester, I'm at the beginner level.		YES

		1024		Ms.		female		Davide		Di Carlo		Davide Di Carlo		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		IUAV		San Leonardo Filieri				03043		Cassino		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3737740996		Italian		12/31/88		Cassino		true		1		4/19/18 12:10		4/19/18 12:10		normal		davidedicarlo		1024		SNAP		
Currently I’m collaborating on two EU funded projects (EASME), SUPREME and SIMWESTMED coordinated by CORILA (http://www.msp-supreme.eu/). In such projects I’m supporting research staff and technicians to develop reports on current state of knowledge about legal and planning framework on MSP. Specifically, I deal with the approach of different countries on EU directives implementation and with graphic layout of presentations and deliverables.		During my internship and thesis research, I've supported researchers of ISMAR CNR for the Systematic Conservation Planning on Biodiversity conservation in the Adriatic-Ionian Region, giving a positive contribution in data analysis and modelling phase, thanks to my good capability in data management with GIS software’s and MARXAN tool. The work contributed to a publication of an academic paper that will be published in December 2017 (Gissi et al., Addressing complex conservation challenges through marine spatial prioritization, Conservation Biology, Forthcoming).		Daniel DePellegrin, Researcher at the Italian National Research Council – Institute of Marine Sciences (CNR-ISMAR; Venice,
Italy)		NO		My willingness to join resides in several reasons, firstly, my efforts focus on providing to decision makers the best information possible in order to make an informed and conscious decision on different issues. 
I'm very keen in learning new technologies such as remote sensing and SAR and very interested in the interdisciplinary application of GIS technology in support  biodiversity conservation, sustainability issues and urban planning.
I'm confident that such experience with ESA can give an added value to my eventually forthcoming PhD in Science and Management of Climate Change in Venice regarding the adaptation in policies of Adriatic coastal strip in a global change.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master in Planning and Policy for the Landscape, city and environment		Basic knowledge of radar Remote sensing		Basic knowledge of Javascript, SQL, Python		YES

		1149		Ms.		female		Daniela		Di Leo		Daniela Di Leo		daniela.dileo@external.eumetsat.int		michela.sunda@eumetsat.int		EUMETSAT		EUMETSAT				64295		Darmstadt		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 1525 2814332		Italian		11/18/83		Battipaglia (SA)		true		1		5/18/18 12:19		5/22/18 9:07		normal		dileo		1149		Having worked as SAR Data processing Engineer, I particularly worked with MATLAB software developing processing algorithms and routines to cross-compare L1B output data with simultaneously data acquired by other sensors. My Master thesis on remote sensing gave me the opportunity to work with IDL program, but also with NEST and ENVI tools.
 I have worked with data acquired with SnowSAR sensor, a polarimetric radar acquiring data at X and Ku-bands developed in the framework of the ESA CoReH2O (Cold Regions Hydrology High-resolution Observatory) mission. I had also the opportunity to work with TerraSAR-X images acquired over snow-cover area and over metropolitan areas in Naples.		I am currently working as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT following processing specifications definition relative to the Scatterometer, Microwave Radiometer and Radio Occultation instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. In this position I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach. Indeed, my position ranges from the definition and consolidation of processing algorithms and product specifications to the calibration and validation plan assessment, from Industry documentation review to Test Data definition, for ensuring that End-to-End Mission requirements and objectives are achieved. This also allows me to gain knowledge and experience in processing algorithm definition and system requirements analysis, verification and validation of products and algorithms, and E2E performance requirements. 		As Data Processing Engineer, I was responsible for signal processing of airborne data acquired over snow covered areas (Alaska, Canada, Finland, Austria) with a polarimetric airborne SAR, operating at X and Ku bands.
Main tasks covered were:
▪ Processing of raw L0 data up to calibrated L1B radar backscattering.
▪ Writing Matlab routines and improving of existing algorithms in order to have better calibrated images. Problem investigation and solving issues attitude.
▪ Data quality analysis of the radar backscattering from snow- covered area and comparison of data acquired by TerraSAR-X and scatterometer instrument.
▪ Writing of scientific articles and technical documentation for ESA
▪ Participation to formal meeting and international conference (ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, 16/09/2014 - 17/09/2014, Noordwijk, The Netherlands).

Publications
D.Di Leo, D. Riccio, "Multiple Reflections in a SAR images of Business Districts", SPIE-Remote Sensing, Prague, September 2011.

H.Rott, T. Nagler, K.Voglmeier, R.Prinz, R.Fromm, A.Coccia, A.Meta, D.Di Leo, D.Scuttemeyer, "Ku- and X-band backscatter analysis and SWE retrieval for alpine snow", Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), 13-18 July 2014.

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, "Analysis of the SnowSAR images acquired over a sub-arctic open tundra watershed in Canada", ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, Noordwijk (Netherlands) 16-17 September 2014. 

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, L.Corucci, "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic watershed in Canada", IET International Radar Conference, 14-16 October 2015, Hangzhou, China.

Honors and awards
IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter (October 2010): Winner of one of the prizes established by the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter for the best thesis in 2010 on topics discussed on Remote Sensing.

IET International Radar Conference (Hangzhou, October 2015)
The paper "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic open Tundra watershed in Canada" was awarded as the excellent paper.
		Michela Sunda, EPS-SG Instrument Chain System Engineer, EUMETSAT		NO		In my current position as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach relative to different instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. Therefore I would like to attend this course for having an insight in a wide spectrum of remote sensing related topics. Indeed, the course is covering many aspects relative to atmosphere, ocean and land data retrieval and assimilation, Earth system modelling that can provide me the right background to better understand details relative to processing of the instruments that I am currently following. Relatively to my current experience here in EUMETSAT, the course is also quite interesting dealing with forecast related topic and data assimilation in NWP explaining also the important role of satellite in climate monitoring. Moreover, having an end-to-end role for each instrument chain, following from data acquisition and processing till Calibration and Validation plans definition, the course can provide me the end-to-end perspective going from measurement techniques to end-user applications.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master degree in Telecommunication Engineer. Currently working in EUMETSAT. 		Having worked as SAR Processing Engineer, I have gained experience in processing and calibration of data acquired with a polarimetric airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SnowSAR sensor) operating at X and Ku bands, improving my knowledge of the whole data processing chain. I earn experience in developing Matlab algorithms to accomplish all the data processing steps, from L0 data up to the calibrated radar L1B product. I took also the opportunity to learn more about data quality analysis, developing a strong problem solving attitude and improving my scientific and technical knowledge relevant to Radar instrument. I have knowledge of the radar backscattering from snow because the SnowSAR sensor has been developed to obtain radar images with a high spatial resolution during extended time periods over snow-covered area. Several campaigns were performed in Lapland, Alaska and Austria during the winters 2011-2013 to obtain time serious measurements to check change in radar backscattering of snow and to test the theoretical algorithms
I discussed a master thesis in the field of remote sensing, winning one of the prize established by the IEEE for the better thesis discussed in the remote sensing field during the year 2010. My thesis deals with the multiple reflections from building in the metropolitan area. After the graduation I did for almost one year a PhD at the University of Naples, continuing the innovative work of my thesis and gaining knowledge on the calibration of TerraSAR-X and CosmoSkyMed images		Beside of Matlab language, I also have experience with IDL programming and I am able to use NEST, ENVI and Global Mapper tools. My experience in C++ is related to the University years. 		YES

		1105		Ms.		female		Alina		Radutu		Alina Radutu		alina.radutu@rosa.ro		radu.gogu@utcb.ro		Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest (UTCB)/ Romanian Space Agency (ROSA)		Lacul Tei No. 122-124				020396		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40213168722		Romanian		8/22/84		Valenii de Munte, Prahova, Romania		true		1		5/4/18 17:27		5/15/18 11:44		normal		radutu		1105		I used NEST, SNAP, ENVI, Remote View, ArcGIS. I'm learning SARPROZ. I used Landsat, SPOT, Modis, SMOS, Envisat, Sentinel 1, Sentinel 2 data 		My current research activity is related to the use of remote sensing techniques and EO data for assessing the groundwater dynamics in urban areas. Many urban areas are affected by subsidence caused by groundwater pumping for industrial and residential needs. In this context, my research is focused on the use of SAR techniques for mapping vertical ground displacements and their correlation with the underground phenomena and processes involving groundwater (underground infrastructures, pumping, recharge, etc.)		Since 2008 I am involved at Romanian Space Agency in related activities to emergency and disaster response services using satellite imagery. I am part of the ROSA organization team for EO events, including an annual conference dedicated to Copernicus programme. Some relevant EO projects (from ROSA and UTCB) are: 
-2008-2012: Fp7/ Geoland2 (towards an operational GMES Land Monitoring Core Service); 
-2008-2011: Fp7/SAFER (Services and Applications For Emergency Response); 
-2008-2011: PNCDI II/MUTER (Applications and utilities for monitoring land use using geospatial data and technologies).
-2015-2016: Norvegian Grants/N4D (Nature4Decision-making) - Demonstrating and promoting natural values to support decision-making in Romania
- 2016-2018: ERA-LEARN 2020/INXCES- Innovations for eXtreme Climatic eventS
Relevant articles: 
- “Damage assessment of affected areas using satellite imagery during the floods in Romania, June-July, 2010", TIEMS 18th Annual Conference, Bucharest, Romania, 2011, A. Radutu, D. Bratasanu, I. Nedelcu, I. Vlad
- "An overview of ground surface displacements generated by groundwater dynamics, revealed by InSAR techniques", 2017,  Procedia Engineering, 209, pp.119-126. doi: 10.1016/j.proeng.2017.11.137 

		Prof. Dr. Habil. Constantin Radu Gogu, Head of Groundwater Engineering Research Centre, Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest		- ROSA/ESA/DLR Radar Remote Sensing Course 2009, 26-30 October 2009, Bucharest, Romania
- 6th ESA Advanced Training Course in Land Remote Sensing, 14-18 september 2015, Bucharest, Romania		Urban areas represent very dynamic human settlements. Environmental aspects represent important features for the sustainable urban development. My research is related to the environmental problems from the urban areas, with a special focus on the dynamics of groundwater and their influence on vertical ground displacement. I am sure that I can learn many useful things for my research from this course, as groundwater represents one of the reservoirs of water cycle, which will be presented during the course. I'm interested also on the influence of cryosphere and of other systems interacting in the urban environment. I think that remote sensing is a powerful tool which can be used for assessing sustainable development, and which is not yet enough exploited.  ESA Summer Schools and trainings are the best programmes of learning the new techniques and use the new Remote Sensing data available at European level. The professors giving the lectures are always among the best specialists in their field.This is why I would like to attend this course, in order to learn more how I can use EO for approaching environmental aspects and for improving my skills in the remote sensing domain.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		MSc., 2nd year PhD		I am familiarized with different remote sensing data both optical and radar. I used optical data for environmental applications assessing vegetation indices, soil indices, different classifications, change detection. I used both radar and optical data for assessing flood masks. For radar remote sensing I realized terrain geocoding, oil spils detection, DInSAR and now I'm practicing on PSInSAR.   		I used for different projects basic programming in Matlab		YES

		1085		Ms.		female		Annunziata		Pirro		Annunziata Pirro		apirro@nd.edu		Harindra.J.Fernando.10@nd.edu		University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		University of Notre Dame, 156 Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering				46556		Notre Dame		US		United States		United States of America		North_America		+15743399110		Italian		4/29/85		Nocera Inferiore		true		1		4/30/18 17:00		5/1/18 16:17		normal		nunziapirro		1085		For my research I use the Climate Model Diagnostic Analyzer (CMDA), which is a system developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory to analyze climate datasets. It contains multiple satellite observational data, reanalysis data, and model outputs. It also provides single and multiple-variable analysis tools that can be used with the original input datasets or with a user-uploaded datasets. I use the AVISO Sea Surface Height (SSH) data set to investigate the Rossby waves in the Bay of Bengal by performing analysis of time series and averages in time and space of the ocean surface variable. The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from MODIS Aqua, GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate) and wind field from ECMWF are used to study the behavior of the upper ocean and lower atmosphere before, during and after a monsoon event in order to investigate the air sea interaction in the Bay of Bengal. The NASA METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) supports this analysis by identifying events of deep atmospheric convection. 
I also use software like Grapher and Surfer to create 2D-3D maps of the Bay of Bengal based on physical ocean properties detected by remote sensing.
Output from COAMPS coupled ocean-atmosphere model developed by the US Naval Research Laboratory, observational dataset from shipboard instrumentations such as VMP, ADCP and moorings, are processed using MATLAB. The scope is to compare and complement results from remote sensing analysis with model outputs and high-resolution in-situ ocean measurements. Data acquisition, data analysis and visualization are obtained through MATLAB scripts that I created.  
		I am a fourth-year doctoral researcher in the Department of Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences at University of Notre Dame. My dissertation in Physical Oceanography seeks to better understand the physics and dynamics of the Northern Indian Ocean with the ultimate goal of increasing weather forecasting accuracy. More specifically, I study the effect of oceanic intraseasonal oscillations on the Indian Ocean's monsoons dynamics, in particular the coupling of ocean and atmospheric disturbances of 30-60 day periods. Since the coastal communities of Southeast Asia are prone to floods, tsunamis and storm surges, improving our understanding of the Indian monsoons will minimize risks to the population and will mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters. 
In 2014 and 2015, my work focused on ocean-field observations in the Bay of Bengal. As a member of two scientific cruises, I collected ocean/atmosphere data using in-situ and remote sensors instruments. For my research, I also used the Sea Surface Height (SSH) AVISO satellite remote sensing data to delineate the migration of Rossby waves in the ocean. These waves produce distinct SSH patterns, which could be related to intraseasonal variability of oceans. After two years of data analysis, I realized that the information provided by in-situ measurements and remote sensing is a useful key input when assimilated in regional atmospheric models to improve monsoon forecast. To this end, during the summer of 2016 I started working with numerical “model” colleagues at US Naval Research Laboratory in Mississippi on atmospheric models as applied to monsoon forecasting.
So far, my data shows that the measured subsurface flow is well-linked to the SSH features, and hence Rossby waves. In addition, the analysis of the surface currents in the BoB combined with the wind field dataset from ECMWF shows that the 30-60 day oceanic intraseasonal oscillations appear in conjunction with the beginning of the summer monsoon season confirming a correlation between monsoon phenomena and ocean dynamics during the summer season.
In order to better observe the ocean response (to the monsoons) in terms of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and the influence of the upper ocean on the atmospheric dynamics during monsoon events, this summer I will collect simultaneous ocean-atmosphere data in a strategic area of the BoB (2°-22°N; 85°-90°E) aboard the R/V Tommy Thompson. Here, I will have the opportunity to operate the Remote Ocean Surface Radiometer (which measures the SST with an accuracy higher than the satellites) and I will analyze high-resolution atmospheric data collected by the W-C130 aircraft, which will conduct flights through monsoon events. Satellite retrievals from MODIS Aqua (SST), GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate), TOPEX POSIDON-Jason and METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) are key tools that I will use to support and integrate my analysis to understand the ocean-atmosphere interaction. From this summer work, I am expecting to have a clear understanding of the ocean and of the atmosphere dynamics before, during and after a monsoon event. In addition, the unique dataset collected will be an invaluable resource for future data analysis with the ultimate goal of improving monsoon forecast accuracy. The use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interaction in the Northern Indian Ocean with evident beneficial results for the society.
		I completed my Bachelor’s and Master's degrees in Civil Engineering at the University of Salerno (Italy) in 2013. My Master thesis aimed to predict the effects of climate change on the durability of building structures and to provide workable solutions to increase mechanical strength and the life-expectancy of construction materials. The research involved extensive experimental work on concrete cubes under extreme thermal conditions. 
After my studies in Italy, I realized that a Ph.D. in Physical Oceanography would allow me the opportunity to explore current environmental and climate questions and to apply my skills in both computational techniques and experimental methods in a field committed to sustainability of life on earth for all humankind. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the University of Notre Dame's graduate program in Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences in 2014.
As stated previously, my doctoral research seeks to better understand the role of the Indian Ocean in controlling the intensity and timing of the Indian Monsoons’ variability. By increasing the accuracy of monsoon forecasting, we will be able to mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters to the coastal communities of South East Asia. To achieve my research goal I use in-situ ocean-atmosphere data collected by ship-based and remote sensing instruments during two scientific cruises (2014 and 2015) in the Bay of Bengal (BoB). The results are augmented by satellite products like Sea Surface Temperature, Global Precipitation Measurement, Sea Surface Height and wind field and, by coupled ocean-atmosphere COAMPS models outputs.
In the summer of 2016, I started a collaboration with leading oceanographers at NASA’s Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. Here, I learned how to process and analyze the data collected during the 2015 cruise, and I saw firsthand how models can be combined with observational and satellite data to enhance our understanding of severe weather events. The curiosity for learning more about models and satellite assimilation stimulated me for a new challenge. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the highly competitive summer program at NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) during the summer of 2017. Here, I had an exclusive opportunity to learn from experts in the field on how to use satellite observations to advance climate models. While working at JPL, I used my communication and personal skills to establish professional relations with scientists working at NASA, which led to research collaboration.
The results obtained from the 2014 fieldwork led to a co-author publication to the peer-reviewed Journal of Geophysical Research. Currently, I have two first-author articles for publication that will be soon submitted.
I have been very active in presenting the results of my work at national and international conference, workshops and scientific meeting. Specifically, in 2015 I attended a professional meeting at UMass Dartmouth and in New Orleans. In 2016, I presented a poster at the OSM in New Orleans, at the 48th International Colloquium in Liege and I gave a talk at Oregon State University. Lastly, I gave a talk at the 2018 OSM in Portland. The work presented at these conferences was based on the accomplishments from the 2015 field campaign. The Liege Colloquium was funded by a NASA travel grant while, the 2018 OSM was supported by the IndianaView scholarship, which I was awarded for using remote sensing to advance my research.
The 2018 summer will be a very fruitful period for my research and professional development. I will present at the 8th ISEH conference at Notre Dame and, after participating into the 3rd field campaign in the BoB (June 30th – July 20th), I will give a talk at the University of Bologna (Italy), were I was invited by the Prof. Nadia Pinardi to talk about my recent research outcomes and discuss future research opportunities.
Serving as student representative of The Oceanography Society and laboratory mentor for undergraduate students, I hope to improve students’ education in ocean science. 
		Harindra Joseph Fernando, Wayne and Diana Murdy Endowed Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Earth Sciences and Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		NO		The 2018 ESA Earth Observation (EO) Summer School provides a unique opportunity to work with an international and diverse group of researchers. The interdisciplinary nature of the Summer School will allow further development of my applied skills using remote sensing and earth system modeling that are critical to answering the most challenging questions of my research projects. In particular, the use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interactions in the Bay of Bengal since they overcome the limitations of in-situ measurements by covering a larger spatial-temporal area, and providing a wider dataset. A secondary, but no less significant benefit of the Summer School is the platform afforded; one in which I will have the opportunity to discuss my current work with scientists from varying cultures and backgrounds, and to learn from the perspectives of my contemporaries. Lastly, the 2018 ESA EO Summer School is the perfect platform to establish successful scientific collaborations, which lie at the heart of modern scientific progress. As an Italian female scientist, I enjoy the ability to work across disciplines, personalities, and cultures to generate innovative ideas to challenging research questions. I look forward to beginning the Summer School for many reasons, but the perhaps the most important is the opportunity it provides to conduct cutting-edge research by honing my gained professional skill set in remote sensing. Specifically, I aim to learn different applications and types of remote sensing, to improve remote sensing techniques and lastly, complement my studies by learning how satellite observations can be assimilated into earth system modeling. My love for people, my passion for science and my varied research experiences have prepared me for the challenges of the program, and I feel confident in my ability to be a valued team player. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		I am knowledgeable about both optical and radar remote sensing. I have four years of graduate training in this field at University of Notre Dame and other coursework. More specifically, my recent training was at NASA in 2017. The summer program “using satellite data to advance climate models” was a useful course to learn the basic properties of the two systems and the principles of operation. I was also trained on different methods for acquiring information and different applications in earth sciences, with a main focus on satellite assimilation in climate models. Because my research aims to investigate the Bay of Bengal under monsoon events, which are associated with extreme weather conditions, I need to strength my train on optical and radar remote sensing. Through the ESA summer school, I aim to reach a higher level of knowledge on remote sensing techniques especially on microwave remote sensing. Since these types of remote sensing have the advantage of being unaffected by cloud cover or rain at low frequency, with day and night observations, they can carry out surface observations frequently and operationally. Thus, they are crucial for the purpose of my research.		I have more than 12 years in MATLAB programming experience. Through formal coursework that began as an undergraduate, I started to learn this useful programming language. My Master’s thesis utilized MATLAB to acquire 2D images of concrete cubes and create 3D models and, simulate the changing of concrete cubes over the time exposed to different climate conditions. As a doctoral researcher, MATLAB is the primary tool I use to perform data analysis. I use it for the satellite and in-situ measured data acquisition, the computation, and for plotting data. Specifically, I am able to create 2D and 3D maps of geographic areas taking as input satellite oceanographic and atmospheric products. I also use MATLAB for image processing techniques in a remote sensing application. In addition to course work and graduate research training, I have taught others how to use MATLAB, in particular I have been a Teaching Assistant for the undergraduate class Computational Methods during 2016.		YES

		1009		Ms.		female		Gaia		Piccioni		Gaia Piccioni		gaia.piccioni@tum.de		florian.seitz@tum.de		DGFI-TUM		Arcisstr. 21				80333		Munich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 (89) 23031-1214		Italian		10/13/90		Tarquinia		true		1		4/9/18 17:08		4/13/18 14:52		normal		gaiapi		1009		I use level-2 ocean altimetry data from the following missions: TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2, ENVISAT, ERS-2.		My main task at DGFI-TUM is to improve and update the former Empirical Ocean Tide model (EOT) with the latest altimetric data, focusing on performance enhancement in coastal and polar regions. At the moment, I am analysing the performance at the coast of a tidal solution obtained from different retracking methods along Jason-1 and Jason-2 satellite tracks.		After my BSc in aerospace engineering in 2013 (University of Padua, Italy), I attended the MSc in Earth and Space Physics and Engineering (ESPE) at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), from September 2013 until August 2015. My final thesis was made in collaboration with ESA/ESRIN, where I worked for 4 months (February-June 2015) as trainee. After my graduation, I worked as research assistant for the DTU Space department, in the division of geodesy, from August 2015 until June 2016. During this period I had the chance to co-author an article about the sea level variations monitored with satellite altimetry in the Arctic (Andersen and Piccioni, 2016) . In July 2016 I started my PhD at DGFI-TUM in tide models with ocean altimetry. In the last three years I attended  workshops with poster contributions, such as Sentinel-3 For Science (2015), 9th and 10th Coastal Altimetry (2015 and 2017) and the ESA Living Planet Symposium (2016). In 2017 I attended the Ocean  Surface Topography Science Team (OSTST) meeting, with an oral presentation on  "Coastal improvements for tidal models: the benefit of ALES retracker".		Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Florian Seitz, DGFI-TUM		ESA Advanced Training on Ocean Remote sensing. Brest, 2015		The final purpose of my PhD is to derive a tide model from altimetry data, with focus on areas of great interest for climate change studies, such as coastal and polar regions. I believe that the ESA EO Summer School will be useful for my research on different levels: insights on the Earth system and different monitoring techniques will deepen my understanding on ocean observation, and help me to locate the role of tides on the overall climatic system. Moreover, the knowledge of different monitoring techniques may be used in the future to validate my final tide model - or inspire a new synergistic product. Furthermore, I consider the topic of data assimilation of great interest for my work, because I can learn new methods to optimize and evaluate my model.
Finally, I am highly convinced that such kind of events are fundamental for young scientists, as they give the chance to not only exchange ideas with people coming from different backgrounds, but also to begin relationships which can become future collaborations.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year of PhD		Advanced level in ocean radar altimetry, with which I work for my PhD, and basic knowledge of other remote sensing techniques.
		Working knowledge of Matlab (advanced level), Fortran (advanced level), and Python (intermediate level)
		YES

		1112		Ms.		female		Alexandra		Heck		Alexandra Heck		alexandra.heck@kit.edu		bernhard.heck@kit.edu		Geodetic Institute / Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		KIT Geodätisches Institut		Englerstrasse 7		76131		Karlsruhe		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 721 608 43667		German		3/27/88		Karlsruhe		true		1		5/9/18 11:11		5/14/18 11:20		normal		AlexKHeck		1112		Software: DORIS, ROI_PAC, SNAP (Sentinel-1 Toolbox), StaMPS
Data: ERS, Envisat, Sentinel-1		My current research activities focus on the geodynamics of the Upper Rhine Graben. The aim of my PhD is to derive a 3d velocity field using Sentinel-1, GPS and leveling data. My focus is on the persistent scatterer InSAR analysis of the Sentinel-1 data, the data fusion of the three named geodetic techniques as well as the validation of the 3d velocity field using a 3d finite element model.		Education:
2011-2016: Study of Geophysics at the Department of Physics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
2016: Graduation (Master of Science) in Geophysics, Topic of Master Thesis: "Application of bistatic TanDEM-X interferometry to analyze volcanic activity at Shiveluch, Kamchatka"

Relevant participations to conferences:
Fringe, 2017, Helsinki: "Application of Bistatic TanDEM-X Interferometry at Shiveluch Volcano: DEM Corrections and Error Analysis" (Poster)
EGU, 2016, Vienna: "Lava emplacements at Shiveluch volcano (Kamchatka) from June 2011 to September 2014 observed by TanDEM-X SAR-Interferometry" (Poster)		Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Bernhard Heck
Chair of Physical and Satellite Geodesy
Geodetic Institute
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		NO		As Geophysicist I learned the potential of remote sensing to study geodynamic processes, such as earthquakes and active volcanoes.
So I am looking forward to the earth observation summer school to learn more about the application possibilities of optical and radar remote sensing, especially the possibilities to combine them. Since my past and current focus lies on the solid earth, I am also eager to learn more about the ocean, cryosphere and vegetation systems and how to handle the corresponding optical or radar signals in case of useful signal or interfering signal.
		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD candidate (2nd year)		optical remote sensing: basic
radar remote sensing: profound		Matlab (I am able to write complex programs)
C++ (I am able to write simple programs)
Python (I am able to understand and modify programs)
In addition, I have experience with Java, Gnuplot and Unix shell programming.

		YES

		1084		Ms.		female		Carina		Jank		Carina Jank		jank@geoville.com		weichselbaum@geoville.com		GeoVille GmbH		Sparkassenplatz 2		3. Stock		6020		Innsbruck		AT		Austria		Austria		Western_Europe		0043 (0)512/562021-14		Austrian		1/16/93		Hall in Tirol		true		1		4/30/18 15:43		5/14/18 14:03		normal		cjank		1084		Optical remote sensing data: HR (i.e. Seninel-2), VHR (Worldview 3&4, RapidEye, SPOT 6&7)
specific in-situ data
Software: ArcGIS, QGIS		My current research project is reshaping the EO value chain and significantly simplifying the development and delivery of EO value-added services. The major technological delivery of the project is the PerceptiveSentinel platform, that combines big data sources into a single system. The data is transformed into action by applying deep learning to unlock its value. The PerceptiveSentinel platform provides the necessary toolset to transform petabytes of data into action for a domain of choice. It enables the fusion of Copernicus data with other, EO and non-EO data sources and will deliver capabilities to engage new kinds of questions and solve the most challenging forecasting problems facing EO data today. Within the scope of the project the following EO value-added services in the field of agriculture are being developed: Cultivated areas, crop type, crop cycle, crop damage, moisture content and crop yield.		Project member in EEA Copernicus HRL 2015 Lot 1 (“Imperviousness”) and Lot 5 (“Small Woody Features”) at GeoVille GmbH: working in automatic image classifications and feature detections with HR and VHR satellite data (Sentinel-2, Spot 5 and IRS)		Mag. Jürgen Weichselbaum, GeoVille GmbH		NO		I’m a junior expert in EO and GIS Operations at GeoVille GmbH and currently at the 2nd year of the master’s programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg. In my previous work experience and academic education, I’ve gained an applied acknowledgement in a widespread array of operations with geodata, GI Systems, EO data analytics and land cover mapping and monitoring. I’m sure that the additional specific expertise gained in the EO Summer School would be very helpful for me and for my further work on the master thesis. My master thesis project aims to enhance digital diagnostics of potato diseases such as early blight based on a database containing over 20.000 samples of images of plant diseases worldwide. The high and very high resoluted satellite data (i.e. Sentinel-2) are connected with appropriate in-situ data and meteorological information to build an algorithm (machine learning). Accordingly, we are able to provide an end-user application that locates and identifies diseases and is provided to the farmers by a quick and reliable advice in nearly real time. Therefore, as our company is working in several projects on end-user applications based on several data like satellite data or in-situ data, not only me but our entire team would benefit from my participation in the EO Summer School. Particularly the specific training in data processing by using the ESA EO toolboxes is of great interest for me. I would be very happy to receive a positive acceptance for the EO Summer School.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Bachelor of Science,
2nd year in Master's programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg		optical HR (i.e. Sentinel-2) satellite data - Intermediate
optical VHR (i.e. Spot 5) stellite data - Intermediate		Python - Intermediate
R – Basic
PostgreSQL/PostGIS – Basic		YES

		1053		Ms.		female		Nela		Jantol		Nela Jantol		njantol@oikon.hr		zmesic@oikon.hr		Oikon ltd.		Trg senjskih uskoka 1-2				10000		Zagreb		HR		Croatia		Croatia		Eastern_Europe		+385916385646 		Croatian		5/10/88		Zagreb		true		1		4/27/18 10:31		4/27/18 10:31		normal		Nela_Jantol		1053		QGIS, Snap, semi-automatic classification plugin, R		Professional associate - EIA, SEA, Main assessments, Natura 2000 projects (management, monitoring, assessments)		1. April 2018. Antalya, Turkey– Workshop coordinator as a part of the project: Technical Assistance for Strengthening the National Nature Protection System for Implementation of Natura 2000 Requirement. Creating semi-automatic classification habitat map for group exercise 
2. September 2017. Vodice, Croatia – Third regional conference on environmental impact assessment - Evaluation of Natura 2000 habitats – methods and challenges (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan, Medeja Pistotnik, Zrinka Mesić)
- The habitat map development and the definition of ecological requirements and conservation zones of the natural values of the Brijuni National Park (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Tena Birov, Tatjana Vujnović, Silvija Kipson, Sandro Dujmović, Moira Buršić, Zrinka Mesić)
- Importance of biospeleological research: HES Kosinj case study (authors: Davor Korman, Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić)
3. May 2017. Reykjavík, Iceland - 2nd COST Action TU1401 Training School 2017: Questions of Power and Participation: Renewable Energy and Landscape in Policy and Planning 22 - 26 May 2017
4. February 2017. Zagreb, Croatia- 2nd Symposium on Freshwater Biology; Diversity of aquatic vegetation and habitats of Mrežnica River (authors: Nela Jantol, Antun Alegro)
5. November 2016. Zagreb, Croatia - 2nd Croatian Symposium on invasive species; Paulownia tomentosa - THE QUIET INVADER? (authors: Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić, Tena Birov, Ana Selak, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan

6. Chancellor's Award (University of Zagreb) for the scientific work " Analysis of chloroplast DNA diversity and phylogeography of common sage (Salvia officinalis L.)" in Zagreb 2013. Supervisor: Prof. Zlatko Liber, PhD. Presented at Societas biologorum croatica Congress 2015.		Zrinka Mesić, PhD, Head of Nature Protection Division, Department of Nature Protection and Landscape		NO		Dear reviewers, 

I majored in Ecology and Nature Protection and for the past two years I have been working at the Institute of Applied Ecology where I participate in creating Environmental Assessment Studies for the biodiversity, protected areas and ecological network segment. Here I observe the natural values and how they might be affected by a certain plan, project or strategy. My work also includes other projects such as studies of nature protection that provide the base for further project decisions. 

Some of the recent projects I work on include remote sensing applications such as monitoring chlorophyll a change in a coastal lagoon using Sentinel 2 imagery. My main task is to compare the sampling plots at different depths and positions in a specific environment of coastal lagoon to get the seasonal dynamics of photosynthetic activity. The processing of satellite images is paired with in-situ measurements. Challenges I came across include choosing the right atmospheric correction and creating a model for predicting chl a concentration. 
Creating and testing models for estimating biomass from satellite derived images on shrubs in Croatia for the project of monitoring and reporting system of carbon emissions is another example of the work I carried out. I sorted and analyzed data for different age classes of sampled forests, built models using linear regression in R for predicting biomass and applied prediction formulas to large and small wood waste. 

I am interested in this summer school since it can provide helpful and detailed information about ESA programmes that I can use in nature conservation management and nature resources management that provide the base for further project development. Specifically, I want to learn in more detail about earth system modelling for use in sea and land habitat mapping and forecasting, as well as to learn more about the toolboxes that will be of great value for future projects in land-use change and for analyzing ecosystem dynamics.


Best regards, Nela
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master of Ecology and Nature protection		Optical remote sensing - Sentinel2 and Landsat 8 image processing
Radar remote sensning - brief introdction		Python - intermediate, R - intermediate		YES

		1139		Ms.		female		Karolina		Owczarz		Karolina Owczarz		karolina.owczarz@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		27 Stanisława Wyspiańskiego St.				 50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		726876416		Polish		3/29/93		Trzebnica		true		1		5/14/18 19:54		5/15/18 22:02		normal		Karolina		1139		Software: GMT5SAR, SARPROZ, SNAP, SNAPHU, QGIS, ArcGIS

Data: Sentinel-1, Sentinel 2, SRTM		Currently, I am studying the influence of induced seismics on terrain surfaces with the use of satellite radar interferometry. I use Sentinel satellite imagery to determine displacements.		I work at the Wroclaw Institute of Spatial Information and Artificial Intelligence and there I deal with the processing of satellite imagery and Geographic Information System (GIS). I take part in the project CheckGREEN Application for Monitoring of Greening Practices and DIAS - Copernicus Data and Informaton Access Service.		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		The course at ESRIN is very interesting to me because it is related to the issue of remote sensing. I use knowledge in this field both during doctoral studies and in professional work. Participation in this course would enable me to acquire new knowledge, skills, experience, raise qualifications and get to know specialists in the field of remote sensing. In my doctoral thesis I use the processing of satellite imagery to determine deformations on the surface of the terrain. Therefore, participating in this course would help me find the best solution to this problem. Nowhere else will I get the remote sensing knowledge at such a high level as in ESRIN. Participation in these workshops is very important to me because I want to develop scientifically and professionally in remote sensing.		Fair		Female		Terms and Conditions		first year PhD 		During my studies, I came across a remote sensing which I consider to be a very interesting field. Therefore, I became more interested in the topic and wrote a master thesis on the dislocations of the  North Anatolian Fault in Turkey using the SBAS method. Since then I have been dealing with teletexting all the time. I process satellite imagery to generate a numerical terrain model, classification, calculate indicators such as NDVI, displacement detection. I have knowledge about radar images, optical images, methods of their development, software.		Python - basic level		YES

		1089		Ms.		female		Cherry Ann Wooller		Jones		Cherry Ann Wooller Jones		cherry.jones@cefas.co.uk		lauren.biermann@cefas.co.uk		Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas)		Cefas Laboratory		Pakefield Road		NR33 0HT		Lowestoft		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07453318293		British		6/12/95		Norwich, England		true		1		5/1/18 10:24		5/31/18 11:57		normal		CherryJones		1089		Mainly use analysis ready remotely sensed data, for example, very high resolution aerial photography which has already been geo-rectified and digital surface models constructed in Agisoft PhotoScan software, which I then analyse and manipulate using ESRI ArcGIS and Python. The X-band radar data and CCTV images I work with are processed and analysed in MatLab. I have used Fledermaus to view and modify LiDAR bathymetry and topography.		Since graduating Environmental Geophysics with a Starred First from the University of East Anglia 18 months ago, I have been working as a Coastal Processes Scientist for the British Government at Cefas (Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science). I study shore line change and sediment transport pathways, with a focus on new nuclear build sites, using novel remote sensing techniques, such as very high resolution (15 mm) aerial photography, DSMs derived using structure from motion, X-band radar and CCTV imagery.  I also study coastal vulnerability to storm events, coastal classification from breaking wave characteristics using high resolution LiDAR bathymetry and topography and collaborate internationally on building the scientific capability of small island state Government's.
I represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) Earth Observation Centre of Excellence, where cutting edge applications of Sentinel data are developed, and I am involved with projects from this group, including the automated detection and identification of sea vessels using AIS and SAR data. 		I have a background in geophysics and have studied the use of satellite remote sensed data as a tool for monitoring volcano and earthquake activity. I have focussed on coastal processes since starting at Cefas 18 months ago, and I am working on my first paper for potential publication, comparing traditional methods of measuring rock platform erosion (micro-erosion meters) with the use of very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models. 
I have been chosen to represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA Earth Observation Centre of Excellence for the last 6 months, where I have been exposed to numerous innovative applications of satellite data, predominantly for land use classification and natural resource management.		Dr Lauren Biermann, Senior Remote Sensing Scientist, Cefas		NO		I am eager to develop my earth observation skill set, in order to identify potential innovative applications. I am interested in extending my work on automated shoreline detection using terrestrial x-band radar and CCTV photography to use satellite data. I think this could be of particular use for small island states where historical data is scarce, and satellite data may provide a cost effective coastal monitoring technique. I am also interested in the integration of satellite data and coastal models.  		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Starred First BSc(Hons) and 1.5 years as professional scientist. 		I work frequently with very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models derived from this photography using structure from motion. 
I studied satellite remote sensing theory, including the different orbital types, and the physics and applications of different sensor types (LiDAR, SAR, altimetry, multi-spectral). 
I analyse non-satellite remotely sensed data at a professional, post-graduate level. 		I have used a number of programming languages throughout my education and career. I am most fluent in Python and use it regularly to automate data processing and GIS tasks. I have been taught MatLab and have used and adapted MatLab code for geo-rectifying images and other data processing tasks but have not written original code in MatLab for some time. I was taught Java whilst at university, and whilst I have not written or applied Java code since then it was a valuable way to learn higher level object-oriented programming theory. I have an introductory knowledge of R. 		YES

		1039		Ms.		female		Sofia		Junttila		Sofia Junttila		sofia.junttila@nateko.lu.se		lars.eklundh@nateko.lu.se		Lund University		Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund university		Sölvegatan 12		223 62		Lund		SE		Sweden		Sweden		Western_Europe		+358503486758		Finnish		3/13/88		Laitila, Finland		true		1		4/26/18 10:58		4/30/18 15:27		normal		junttila		1039		Currently I use data from Sentinel-2 satellite. Earlier I have worked with Envisat MERIS, Aqua MODIS and NOAA AVHRR data.

Software I use: SNAP, Matlab, ENVI, ArcGIS, ERDAS Imagine.
		I am a first-year PhD student in the Department of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University, Sweden. The overarching aim of my PhD thesis project is to improve understanding of ecosystem scale carbon exchange at northern latitudes using optical remote sensing data. The specific objective is to understand the influence of spatial heterogeneity and temporal variations of vegetation and land surface on ecosystem carbon fluxes. Improved understanding of spatial and dynamic vegetation variables will be used for up-scaling carbon fluxes from flux towers to landscape level		I hold a Master of Science in hydrosphere geophysics from University of Helsinki, Finland. As minors I have studied meteorology, physics and methodological sciences included programming and GIS. In my Master’s thesis I developed phytoplankton spring bloom indicators using Envisat-MERIS data in the Baltic Sea. In addition, I have several years of experience in environmental remote sensing and geoinformatics from working at the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE).

Peer-reviewed scientific articles:
Anttila, S., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Attila, J., Junttila, S., Alasalmi, H., Hällfors, H., Kervinen, M., Koponen, S., 2018. A novel earth observation based ecological indicator for cyanobacterial blooms. International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, 64 (Supplement C): 145-155. 

Workshops and conferences: 
Junttila, S., Kelly, J., Kljun, N., Eklundh, L. 2018. Estimating carbon fluxes for Nordic ecosystems
using optical remote sensing data. OPTIMISE Final Conference. 21-23 February 2018, Sofia, Bulgaria. Poster presentation.

Junttila, S., Attila, J., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Kaitala, S., Alasalmi, H., Kervinen, M., Bruun, E., Anttila, S. 2013. Developing phytoplankton spring bloom indicator in coastal WFD regions from MERIS data. 6th EARSeL Workshop on Remote Sensing of the Coastal Zone. 5-7 June 2013, Matera, Italy. Oral presentation.		Professor Lars Eklundh, Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University		NO		My PhD thesis aims at better understanding the carbon cycle and how to obtain improved information about carbon flux dynamics using data from remote sensing satellites. I am sure this summer school would increase my knowledge of carbon cycle modelling and improve my skills to use Earth Observation satellite data in the most appropriate way.

Along with Earth observing satellite data, I am working with data from spectral measurement systems and UAVs (drones). These instruments provide data at widely different temporal and spatial scales that need to be integrated using – for example – Bayesian modelling. Data assimilation lectures would improve my understanding of different data integration methods and their possibilities and limitations. Practical exercises of data assimilation would give my tools to carry out data integration in my PhD thesis project and take full advantage of combining data from different instruments.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD student		I have good theoretical and practical knowledge of optical remote sensing, especially remote sensing of vegetation and water quality. I have basic theoretical knowledge of radar remote sensing but no practical experience on that.		Matlab (advanced), Python (basic), R (basic), C (intermediate), Java (intermediate)
		YES

		1146		Ms.		female		Marianthi		Karantzia		Marianthi Karantzia		marianthy.glf@gmail.com		parchar@hua.gr		National Technical University Of Athens		Iroon Politechniou, 9				157 80		Athens, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6944462658		Greek		4/11/94		Athens, Greece		true		1		5/16/18 15:54		5/17/18 11:47		normal		karantzia		1146		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T.)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD).		I am currently working on my master thesis concering Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis -  Harokopeio University Of Athens		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		master student		I am a beginner on Remote Sensing (Radar and Optical).		I have had a course for Python (spyder) and a course for R, so I am a beginner on both.		YES

		1013		Ms.		female		Diana		Orlandi		Diana Orlandi		diana.potter91@gmail.com		riccardo.pozzobon@unipd.it		University of Pisa		Via Santa Maria, 53				56125		Pisa		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+39 3341256323		Italian		5/27/91		Rome		true		1		4/12/18 11:09		4/30/18 20:30		normal		Diana_Orlandi		1013		Erdas, ArcGIS, QGIS (High level)
SNAP (Basic level)		Last June I graduated in the Geological sciences and technologies Master course at the University of Pisa. My fields of research were Remote Sensing, Planetary geology and photo-interpretation. My Master thesis was about the analysis of tectonic and volcanic structures of two volcanoes: one on Mars and one in Afar. Now I am still working for this project and I am working as a GIS Analyst in a small company.		I attended the Erasmus traineeship, staying for 2 months at the LPG (University of Nantes, France) and I worked on the Mars satellite imagery through Erdas sofwtare.
During my Master I made a 3 months traineeship at the INGV (Pisa section).
Partecipation for Poster session at EMRM 2016, EGU 2017 and AGU 2017.		Dr. Riccardo Pozzobon, University of Padova		No.		I would like to continue and improve my knowledge in the Radar remote sensing. If you give me this chance, I can finally learn how to analyse some radar data, interferograms and process this type of data. Moreover, I could learn more about Optical imagery and continue my studies on the volcanoes that I am studying in this period.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Just Master graduated		-Optical: I have been working a lot in optical satellite imagery.
-Thermal: I have been working on this type of imagery during my master thesis
-Radar: I have attended some exams about Radar remote sensing, learning about the principles, techniques, pre-processing and processing of the data.		Windows (good familiarity) and Python (basic level)		YES

		1080		Ms.		female		Aikaterini		Kikaki		Aikaterini Kikaki		akikakh@hotmail.com		konstantinos.karantzalos@gmail.com		National Technical University of Athens/Hellenic Centre for Marine Research		 Heroon Polytechniou 9				15780		Athens		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6979044695		Greek		1/24/89		Athens		true		1		4/30/18 11:18		4/30/18 11:18		normal		akikakh		1080		I use Snap, Seadas, Acolite, Envi and Qgis.
The remote sensing data I use are from Landsat-7, Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3 and Aqua-modis sensors and from Copernicus (CMEMS) website.		Currently I am working on ”Kifisos 2018” project in corporation with Hellenic Centre of Marine Research. That's why my research is focused on study of spatio-temporal changes of chla, sst and spm in Saronikos gulf due to river Kifisos using satellite data. I also study Sargassum algae blooms and plastic debris events in Caribbean Sea using high resolution satellite data.		I have a MEng in surveying engineering and a MSc in oceanography. Recently I have joined two workshops by EUMETSAT:1)Operational Marine Surface Analysis using EUMETSAT's Copernicus Marine Data Stream,2)Using the Copernicus Marine Data Stream for Ocean Applications. I have participated in three conferences: (3rd International Ocean Color Meeting, 10th & 11th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society) and I have one publication: Kikaki et al. (2014), ''Study of the Beach Zone of Koutsounari (SE Crete) using Video Monitoring Methods''.10th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society. Currently I am preparing for Ocean optics conference. I have also participated in scientific cruises by R/V "AEGEO".


		 Assistant Professor Konstantinos Karantzalos School of Rural & Surveying engineering National Technical University of Athens		NO		I strongly believe that if you give me the opportunity to participate in this summer school and discuss face to face with the lecturers I will definitely enhance my scientific background about earth system and its modelling. This fact is very essential for my research about eastern basin of Mediterranean Sea where data and studies are limited. This summer school is additionally very significant for me in order to enhance my knowledge about ocean and carbon cycle.Last but not least, the exercises will be very helpful in order to apply in practice the fundamentals of theory   using Ocean data lab and improve my skills about data assimilation.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD student		I am an early scientist and my remote sensing knowledge is in regard to monitoring of water quality parameters such as chl-a, temperature and spm  using satellite data from Landsat-7,8  Sentinel-2,3 and Aqua-Modis sensors. The experimental results regard to assessment of water quality in coastal areas of Greece using and developing empirical models and evaluation of bio-optical algorithms in Case I waters.  		I have used Matlab and R and my level  is good. 
I am also novice at Python.
		YES

		1035		Ms.		female		Cecile Marie Margaretha		Kittel		Cecile Marie Margaretha Kittel		ceki@env.dtu.dk		pbau@env.dtu.dk		Technical University of Denmark (DTU)		Technical University of Denmark, DTU Environment		Bygningstorvet, Bygning 115		2800		Kongens Lyngby		DK		Denmark		Denmark		Western_Europe		+4545251447		Danish		12/14/92		Roskilde, Denmark		true		1		4/25/18 10:02		4/26/18 15:41		normal		kittelc		1035		Remote sensing software used in my research is mostly SNAP (including GPT batch processing), as well as QGIS plugins (GRASS, GDAL…). I have worked briefly with BRAT to visualize Sentinel-3 altimetry data, but not extensively. 

I have worked with multiple remote sensing products including altimetry (CryoSat-2, Envisat, Jason-2, Sentinel-3), SAR imagery (Sentinel-1), total water storage (GRACE), optical imagery (Sentinel-2) and climate observations (ECMWF ERA-Interim, TRMM and FEWS-RFE). I work with Level-1 and -2 products.		I am currently a PhD student in the application of remote sensing for hydrological modelling. As a PhD student at DTU Environment, my main area of interest is the use of remote sensing for hydrological applications. In particular, I am interested in using novel observation techniques to force and calibrate simulations of hydrological state variables, for instance climate data, soil moisture, total water storage, land cover and water height. I am working in collaboration with DHI-GRAS, and my work draws elements from current projects with the European Space Agency regarding the use of remote sensing observations for environmental monitoring to promote sustainable development of water resources.		I have a background in environmental engineering (Msc. Eng. from 2016) and have worked as research assistant at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) on two ESA funded projects: TigerNET and GlobWetlands-Africa (GW-A). In my work for TigerNET, I participated in training activities at the South African National Space Agency (SANSA) and at ESA in Frascati, where I led the training module on River Basin Hydrology. I am currently helping develop a QGIS plugin for hydrological modelling for GW-A, the basis for which was recently published in Hydrology and Earth System Sciences:

Kittel, C. M. M., Nielsen, K., Tøttrup, C. and Bauer-Gottwein, P. 2018. Informing a hydrological model of the Ogooué with multi-mission remote sensing data. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 22: 1453-1472 

I also presented the work at EGU General Assembly in 2017 (EGU2017-8182) and in 2018, I presented work on combining Sentinel-1 SAR imagery water masks with CryoSat-2 radar altimetry (EGU2018-6406). Both abstracts were presented orally in Session HS 6.3: Water Level, Storage, Floods and Discharge from Remote Sensing and Assimilation in Hydrodynamic Models. 

Finally, I participated in the IAHS Measurements and Observations in the 21st Century (MOXXI) workshop in Geneva, Switzerland in December 2017 with an oral presentation on the potential to establish a global, operational river monitoring based on Sentinel-3 water surface elevation observations. I was also invited to sit in the panel for an interview-style discussion on sharing experiences and challenges of using innovative technologies in capacity development projects.		Professor Peter Bauer-Gottwein, Department of Environmental Engineering, Technical University of Denmark		NO		I wish to join the ESA Earth Observation Summer School to expand my knowledge on using remote sensing observations. My strong programming skills and experience with various remote sensing observations set a solid foundation for getting the most out of this summer school. I have a basic understanding of the theory behind a number of remote sensing techniques, and I think this course could provide me with practical experience in fully exploiting certain types of observations. For instance, I see great potential in data assimilation, which could add an interesting dimension to my work. I believe this course could provide me with a useful introduction to methods; I could apply directly in my research.  

Furthermore, I hope to expand my understanding of the physics of remote sensing observations and thus the potential and limitations of Earth observations. I believe that an end-to-end understanding of remote sensing will help me in communicating my work to potential end-users.   

The summer school is also a great opportunity to network and interact with fellow scientists working with remote sensing. As an early career scientist, a strong, cross-disciplinary and international network is highly important and valuable and I see this summer school as a great platform to build up my network.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD 		I have followed a post-graduate course on remote sensing, which included an introduction to polarimetric and interferometric SAR techniques and to remote sensing techniques at visible and infrared wavelengths but no practical applications. I have worked with a range of remote sensing products in the context of hydrological modelling applications, including Sentinel-1 SAR imagery for water masking, radar altimetry for water surface elevation and GRACE for total water storage information. I have also used Sentinel-2 optical data for water detection. 		I am an advanced user of Python, and competent in Matlab and R.		YES

		1066		Ms.		female		Hannah		Nguyen		Hannah Nguyen		hannah.nguyen@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		King's College London				WC2R 2LS		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447982654094		British		1/29/93		UK		true		1		4/27/18 17:15		5/29/18 13:54		normal		hannah.n		1066		Software:
Panoply
ENVI
Python
NetCDF utilities, ncdump,ncview ect
Data:
SEVIRI - FRP-PIXEL product
MODIS AOD
Global Geostationary Gridded Cloud Product (NASA LARC) (previous work)		My current project involves the use of a new fire emission inventory (FREM) in a coupled meteorology-chemistry model (WRF-Chem) to 1) evaluate the inventory against MODIS AOD data and 2) to optimise a scaling factor to be applied to the emissions to account for fires burning below the sensor's detection threshold and to account for the changing spatial resolution with satellite view angle.		Chemistry (MSci University College London)
Non-Equilibrium Systems (MSc King's College London)
2nd Year PhD on Biomass Burning Emissions Via Sensing and Modeling (King's College London)
Training Courses: Data Assimilation at ECMWF & Uni of Reading
Work Experience: 6 months with Reuniwatt, French start-up specialising in solar irradiance forecasting. In my time there I worked on building data assimilation capabilities into their operational WRF model. Cloud property retrievals derived from geostationary  satellites were assimilated into the model using the Data Assimilation Research Test-bed (UCAR). 		Professor Martin Wooster
King's College London		NO		
This summer school on Earth Observation would be a crucial opportunity for me to build on my understanding of remote sensing and more specifically provide more hands on experience for processing different kinds of earth observation data. The breadth of the topics covered by the school would be especially useful as I do not have an environmental science background and gaining and understanding of how earth observation plays in to each of these earth systems would give me a more holistic understanding. The practical sessions on using the ESA EO toolbox for data processing would be extremely beneficial to my work as utilising and manipulating Meteosat and MODIS data will play a large part in my project. The data assimilation lectures and practical would also be of particular interest to me as later stages of my project may focus on the assimilation of fire data into the WRF-Chem model.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD		some knowledge of remote sensing principals/theory
intermediate experience in handling/visualising satellite data (raw and retrievals)  
very little experience in processing of raw satellite data 
no experience with radar remote sensing 		unix/linux - proficient
python - intermediate
Matlab and R - basic 		YES

		1058		Ms.		female		Anna Michalina		Kopeć		Anna Michalina Kopeć		anna.kopec@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27		50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		+48 71 320 68 22		Polish		3/21/92		Wrocław		true		1		4/27/18 13:10		5/21/18 10:48		normal		anna.kopec		1058		Software: DORIS, StaMPS, TRAIN, Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
Data: 
SAR data: ERS 1/2, ENVISAT (ASAR), Sentinel 1A/B
Spectrometric data: MERIS (from Envisat) and MODIS (form Terra and Aqua)
Weathers models: ERA-Interim		My research interests are related to the measurements of surface deformation of the Earth using radar interferometry (InSAR). In March 2018 I am opening my doctoral thesis, subject: Analysis of the possibility of increasing the accuracy of radar interferograms in the aspect of determining post-mining land displacements. The scope of my research is the influence of atmospheric disturbances on radar waves for InSAR measurement techniques.		So far, I've presented my works at the following conferences:
• 55th Conference of Students' Scientific Groups of the Mining Division in Krakow, December 2014, subject: Avalanche risk assessment in selected regions of the Karkonosze Mountains
• 17th Conference of PhD Students and Young Scientists, Szklarska Poręba 22-26 May 2017, subject: Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge
• 22nd Autumn School of Geodesy, Wałbrzych 21-22 September 2017, subject: The use of InSAR techniques in the monitoring of post-mining terrain deformations
Achievements:
 A. Kopeć, Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge , E3S Web of Conferences Volume 29, 2018.
		Vice-Dean for Student Affairs, Wojciech Milczarek, PhD, Eng
Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		My scientific activity is related to remote sensing. I would like to broaden my knowledge about SAR data processing, but also learn to better use remote sensing data to predict the conditions in the Earth's atmosphere that affect the quality of InSAR measurements. 
I miss programming skills, I hope this course will help me improve them.
In addition, an international group of participants will allow me to meet other interesting scientists, their ideas and improve my language skills.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD student - 2nd year 		Processing of SAR data using Doris and StaMPS software
InSAR atmospheric delay reduction using TRAIN
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
		Python - basic
C+ - basic		YES

		1134		Ms.		female		Darshika		Manral		Darshika Manral		darshika.ventures@gmail.com		jon.saenz@ehu.eus		University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)		Marine Station of Plentzia (PiE), UPV/EHU		Areatza z/g.E		48620		Plentzia		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+33753541561		Indian		9/16/90		Tezpur Negi, Uttarakhand		true		1		5/14/18 14:45		5/28/18 11:51		normal		darshikam		1134		Data from MODIS, Ocean color, Earth Explorer-Landsat 8, Sentinel 2, Copernicus-SciHub, AVISO SSH(Sea Level)		1. Erasmus Mundus Masters Student- Marine Environment and Resources (MER 2017-19)
2. Studying Satellite Oceanography and Meteorology(current semester), Remote Sensing of the Oceans(next semester)
3. Use of R to read and do analyses of NetCDF file data from different sources.
4. Studying about Kernel Density Estimation to improve the NetCDF files processing in multi-dimensions(Extra Assignment)		1. Bachelor in Software Engineering (India)
2. Worked as a software professional for two years
3. Multiple volunteer work in India, before coming for masters in Europe- (relevant one)Digitization of Kosi River using QGIS and satellite imagery. 
4. Internship at University of Bordeaux- SPM distribution in micro-tidal Charente estuary using satellite imagery- Landsat 8, Sentinel 2
5. Current semester-Mapping chlorophyll distribution, Sea surface height and their trends from NetCDF files		Professor Jon Sáenz Agirre,
Universidad del País Vasco / Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea 
Department of Applied Physics II		NO		I am really looking forward to join this course as it brings all the elements of my interest and passion together- ocean-atmosphere dynamics and programming. I am particularly interested in studies of global warming and ocean-atmosphere interactions. This course gives the perfect opportunity to exploit my skills as a programmer for ocean research. This will also be a great opportunity to learn different aspects of remote sensing and exposure to latest advancements in terms of technology and research. It will help me to interact with the right group of people and find guidance for my master thesis and if possible, a potential PhD as well. I understand that I am not a PhD student, however, I assure that I will utilize my time to prepare for this summer course to be able to make the most of it.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		1. Types and working of satellites and various instruments and sensors loaded on them.
2. Read NetCDF files and do statistical analysis of data obtained from files and plot the information on world map using R.
		Bachelor in Software Engineering and work experience as a professional,
Languages: C, C++, C#, Java, R, MATLAB
Databases: MSSQL, MySQL, MongoDB
		YES

		1054		Ms.		female		Mary Francesca		Langsdale		Mary Francesca Langsdale		mary.langsdale@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		Department of Geography, King's College London		Strand		WC2B 4BG		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07971631593		British		5/31/92		London		true		1		4/27/18 11:08		4/30/18 16:39		normal		mlangsdale1		1054		Software: ENVI, ArcGIS, Panoply, Python, R
Data: I have primarily worked with MODIS (LST, SSE and level 1b), Himawari (LST and level 1b), MSG SEVIRI (LST), Landsat series (especially OLI/TIRS) and hyperspectral airborne datasets (Specim Aisa OWL and Fenix). 		I am currently working on developing methods of land surface temperature and surface spectral emissivity retrieval from multispectral and hyperspectral sensors and instrumentation. This involves consideration of validation techniques, with two validation field campaigns thus far planned and conducted to evaluate the performance of satellite or airborne LST and SSE products.		I completed my undergraduate degree in mathematics (MA Hons 1st Class from the University of Edinburgh, 2010 - 2014) before a MSc Climate Change degree at King's College London (Distinction, 2015 - 16). In this course I took a remote sensing module which made me interested in the subject and seek to do a PhD in this field. 

In my PhD thus far, I have attended and presented at the National Centre for Earth Observation Early Researcher's Forum, the FRM4STS workshop and the joint GlobTemp/Eustace User Meeting. I have also conducted two field campaigns to enable calibration and validation of land surface temperature and emissivity products from geostationary satellites and a hyperspectral airborne thermal sensor (the AisaOWL).		Professor Martin Wooster, King's College London and National Centre of Earth Observation		No.		I am primarily interested to develop my remote sensing skills and knowledge, and particularly my ability to process EO data, of which this course has a strong focus on. At this stage of my PhD, I would benefit greatly from developing these skills as I still have time to apply them to topics that will be in my final thesis. 

I also particularly want to develop my understanding and application of data assimilation techniques as I believe these will be incredibly useful to furthering my career and research, with some of these techniques (e.g. Kalman filter) having been applied to current satellite observations to develop new LST products.

The course itself covers the scientific and theoretical principles underlying much of my research. With my background in mathematics rather than environmental science, I often find that there are some gaps in my understanding of Earth system processes which I believe this course would help redress. I think that attending this course would develop my understanding of the Earth system processes that contribute to my research, as well as perhaps motivate interest in a research area for the next stage of my career.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD		I am competent at working with and processing optical remote sensing products, particularly those in the thermal infrared. I have minimal experience of working with radar although am familiar with the concepts, having assisted on teaching a Masters-level course in Remote Sensing.		I am competent in coding using Python and have some past experience with R and Matlab.		YES
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		1038		Ms.		female		Nancy		Alvan Romero		Nancy Alvan Romero		nalvanr@gmail.com		francesca.barnaba@artov.isac.cnr.it		Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia		Via Fosso del Cavaliere 100				00133		Rome		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393319744347		Italian		1975-Nov-19		Peru		true		1		2018-Apr-25 21:39		2018-May-16 08:31		normal		alvanromero		1038		Matlab, SNAP and ENVI		In October 2015 I started a volunteer internship at the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR). The internship was focused on the contribution of mineral dust on the concentration of particulate matter in Italy country. This opportunity permitted me to prepare a paper that could be published in a few weeks.

To deepen in the topic of Earth Observation initiated with the stage to the CNR, in November 2017 I begun a master in Space Science and Technology. This master has allowed me to expand and get more involved in the topic of Earth Observation. In a few months I will be able to start a six-month internship at the Italian Space Agency (ASI).
		Environmental Engineering and Natural Resource Management, with Specialization in Environmental Studies; in November 2017 started the Master’s in Space Science and Technology at the “Tor Vergata” University of Rome.

Title of abstract: SAHARAN-DUST CONTRIBUTION TO PM10 LEVELS IN ITALY OVER THE 7-YEAR PERIOD 2006-2012 (Presented to the 11th International Conference on Air Quality-Science and Application

		PhD Physics Science, Francesca Barnaba, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC) – National Research Council of Italia (CNR)		NO		I work directly with remote sensing and images satellite, and it was very useful during the paper preparation. The use of what I will learn in this training course will be maximum, since in a few month I will start another project that include the Climate Change, Natural Disasters and Earth Observation with the use of data satellite.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters (1 year)		Masters		I have a good knowledge in remote sensing (deep knowledge in radar), and I have experience in satellite data products (for atmospheric, land vegetation, ocean and air quality).
		Matlab (Advanced)
SNAP (intermediate)
ENVI (intermediate)
ERDAS (novice)
IDL (novice) 		NO

		1128		Ms.		female		Sara		Barozzi		Sara Barozzi		sara.barozzi.sb@gmail.com		sara.barozzi@mail.polimi.it		Politecnico di Milano		Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32				20133		MILANO		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393392584876		Italian		1994-Nov-28		Sassuolo		true		1		2018-May-14 09:47		2018-May-14 09:47		normal		Sara Barozzi		1128		SNAP, Landsat, Sentinel and Copernicus data		Master student of geoinformatic engineering. I am currently working on my thesis. My work is part of the european project E2mc, that aims to integrate information from social media and crowdsourcing with the Mapping and Early Warning Components of Copernicus Emergency Management Service.		I graduated in Environmental engineering at Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia. Now I'm taking the master course in geoinformatics engineering and I am participating in an Honours programme 'Engineering for sustainable development'. I took part in the conference GIS for a sustainable world conference(April 2018).		Ludovico Biagi,Associate professor of the Geomatics and Geodesy research group and Chair of the Master in Geoinformatics Engineering at Politecnico di Milano
ludovico.biagi@polimi.it
Maria Antonia Brovelli,Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile e
Ambientale		NO		This course can be a great opportunity to learn and to practice on what I have studied during my master and it can help me in getting a broader knowledge of all opportunities and fields of research in which I can specialize in the future. I am very interested in the topics and I am looking forward to having the chance of meeting and working with other experts in that field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year Master		Masters		Master course of Earth observation. The course focuses on developing students' knowledge of Remote Sensing Optical Data and their usage, focused in particular on the use and application of the SNAP software.		Intermediate level:Python, MATLAB 
Basic knowledge: SQL,xml, javascript,HTML, CSS		YES

		1011		Ms.		female		Hélène		Bideaud		Hélène Bideaud		helene.bideaud@total.com		damien.dhont@total.com		Total SA		Avenue Larribau				64000		Pau 		FR		France		France		Western_Europe		+33662773655		French		1980-Feb-01		Noumea		true		1		2018-Apr-11 11:53		2018-Jun-01 09:27		normal		hbideaud		1011		Software: Arcgis, Sismage (Total internal Software)
Data: all type of available SAR and optical data (commercial and non-commercial) but more particularly Sentinel-1 et 2 for daily use.
		I am currently involved in the development of artificial intelligence solution applied for remote sensing activities (automatic processing of large volume of data, mapping)
I operationally conduct and follow onshore and offshore slick studies, land use studies, offshore platform monitoring, interferometry studies. 
		Background:
- Seismic interpretation in various geological environments (pre-salt carbonates, isolated carbonate platform, sandstone turbidites, basement, salt diapirs), in various countries (Brazil, Nigeria, Angola, Cyprus, Yemen, UK), with an upstream geophysical background (seismic imaging and time/depth conversion). 
- Remote sensing in operational context: slick study, platform monitoring, land use

Publications:
Durian D.J., Bideaud H., Duringer P., Schröder A.; Thalmann F., Marques C.M., 2006, What is in a pebble shape, Phys. Rev. Let., 97, 028001
Adler F., Cherrett A., Guemene J.M., Gancarski S., Lays P. and  Bideaud H., 2008, Anisotropic velocity model building and depth-imaging for geosteering of extended reach drilling wells , Leading Edge 27(4):478-483  
		Dr Damien Dhont, Remote sensing specialist at Total SA
Formerly assistant professor and researcher (2000-2011) in remote sensing and geology at University of Pau (France)		No		As newly appointed in the remote sensing team of Total, my aim is to develop my skills in remote sensing in both optical and radar domain. 
I am passionate by earth observation sciences. Being focused on operational remote sensing studies in my daily work, this training will give me the opportunity to improve my knowledge and diversify the application domains that I currently use. 
The program of the training covers many topics and I am really enthusiastic to discover them all. 
I also see that this training is more for student or young graduates.  I will be very pleased to have this academic course and to share my operational experience with the group. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Geophysicist in Total since 2004 and remote sensing engineer since 2017
Education: Engineer diploma in Geophysics and Master in Geophysics, Reservoir Geoscience and Engineering (IFP school)
		Masters		Intermediate level in both optical and SAR. 		I have no programming experience		YES

		1041		Ms.		female		Laura		Carretero Medina		Laura Carretero Medina		laura.carreteromedina@gmail.com		demiguel@inta.es		National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		Ajalvir road, km. 4				28850		Torrejón de Ardoz		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34 636062339		Spanish		1988-Sep-28		Madrid (Spain)		true		1		2018-Apr-26 14:10		2018-Apr-27 11:25		normal		LauraCM		1041		I use some specialised Remote Sensing software such as ENVI or ATCOR, and some Radiative Transfer Codes such as MODTRAN, libRadtran and 6S.
I use mostly airborne remote sensing images but I've used some satellite data and images as well		Currently I'm at INTA's Remote Sensing group performing radiometric and atmospheric correction of remote sensing images to obtain some geophysical parameters (reflectivity, emissivity, temperature...) and developing processing algorithms for remote sensing images. Also, I'm using Radiative Transfer Codes (RTC) to simulate different scenarios and perform several studies		I've studied Physics and a Masters in Geophysics & Meteorology and some courses related to Remote Sensing and Earth Observation.
 
I've participated in some congresses:
- 5th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'V). Participation in the poster "Hyperspectral Remote Sensing for mapping soil organic carbon in burned areas of North-Western Spain"
- XVI Congress of the Spanish Remote Sensing Association (AET): Remote sensing, Wetlands and Protected Areas. Presentation of the poster "Evaluation of Temperature and Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithms in AHS synthetic images". Participation in the work "Improvement of emissivity AHS product in FLUXPEC campaign"
- 4th International Symposium in Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS'IV). Presentation of the poster: Evaluation of libRadtran radiative transfer model for Remote Sensing applications

Participation in the paper: Prediction of Topsoil Organic Carbon Using Airborne and Satellite Hyperspectral Imagery, Remote Sensing, 2017, 9(12), 1211; doi:10.3390/rs9121211 		Mr. Eduardo de Miguel Llanes; National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA, Spain)		NO. But I've taken two MOOCS taught by members of ESA: "Earth Observation from Space: The optical view" and "Monitoring Climate from Space"
		I'd like to attend the 2018 Earth Observation Summer Course because I think it is a great opportunity for me to know more about the different techniques used in the monitoring of the Earth. This knowledge is very useful for me because it will provide me with new methods of processing data and it would teach me how to use the ESA EO Toolboxes. With all this information I could take advantage of the great variety of EO images and products supplied by ESA		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		I have a good knowledge of optical remote sensing because I've had a trainee at INTA's Remote Sensing group for 2 years and I've taken some courses related to this topic		I've used several programming languages such as MATLAB (advanced), R (intermediate) or python (intermediate)		YES

		1037		Ms.		female		Andreea-Luminița		Dedulescu		Andreea-Luminița Dedulescu		andreea_luminita95@yahoo.com		alexandru.badea@rosa.ro		UNIVERSITY OF AGRONOMIC SCIENCES AND VETERINARY MEDICINE OF BUCHAREST		59 Mărăşti Boulevard, District 1 Bucharest				011464		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40765318282		Romanian		1995-Nov-26		Slobozia		true		1		2018-Apr-25 19:18		2018-Apr-28 09:07		normal		Andreea-Luminita		1037		I used SNAP program and data from Sentinel-1 satellites		I am a student within Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering, final year, engineer by the end of June. 
I'm working on a radar technology study for my diploma paper.		I participated with my colleague Valentina Mihaela Bulibasa at the student symposium in April 2018 organized by Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering 
with the study „MAPS AND SATELLITE IMAGES – TOOLS FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE HISTORIC CENTER OF SIGHISOARA, AN UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE ”. 
I also attended the conference „European Space Programmes :
Applications and Synergies with a view on
Eastern Europe” in October 2017.		Prof. Alexandru Badea, Romanian Space Agency, Head of Space Applications dept.		NO		
I want to attend this course to gain new information and experience for my future studies		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Student in the terminal year		Masters		I have attended courses and laboratories both optical remote sensing and radar technology in the Faculty of Land Reclamation and Environmental Engineering where I gained basic knowledge.		I attended an online Oracle course in high school lasting one semester, I'm at the beginner level.		YES

		1149		Ms.		female		Daniela		Di Leo		Daniela Di Leo		daniela.dileo@external.eumetsat.int		michela.sunda@eumetsat.int		EUMETSAT		EUMETSAT				64295		Darmstadt		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 1525 2814332		Italian		1983-Nov-18		Battipaglia (SA)		true		1		2018-May-18 12:19		2018-May-22 09:07		normal		dileo		1149		Having worked as SAR Data processing Engineer, I particularly worked with MATLAB software developing processing algorithms and routines to cross-compare L1B output data with simultaneously data acquired by other sensors. My Master thesis on remote sensing gave me the opportunity to work with IDL program, but also with NEST and ENVI tools.
 I have worked with data acquired with SnowSAR sensor, a polarimetric radar acquiring data at X and Ku-bands developed in the framework of the ESA CoReH2O (Cold Regions Hydrology High-resolution Observatory) mission. I had also the opportunity to work with TerraSAR-X images acquired over snow-cover area and over metropolitan areas in Naples.		I am currently working as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT following processing specifications definition relative to the Scatterometer, Microwave Radiometer and Radio Occultation instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. In this position I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach. Indeed, my position ranges from the definition and consolidation of processing algorithms and product specifications to the calibration and validation plan assessment, from Industry documentation review to Test Data definition, for ensuring that End-to-End Mission requirements and objectives are achieved. This also allows me to gain knowledge and experience in processing algorithm definition and system requirements analysis, verification and validation of products and algorithms, and E2E performance requirements. 		As Data Processing Engineer, I was responsible for signal processing of airborne data acquired over snow covered areas (Alaska, Canada, Finland, Austria) with a polarimetric airborne SAR, operating at X and Ku bands.
Main tasks covered were:
▪ Processing of raw L0 data up to calibrated L1B radar backscattering.
▪ Writing Matlab routines and improving of existing algorithms in order to have better calibrated images. Problem investigation and solving issues attitude.
▪ Data quality analysis of the radar backscattering from snow- covered area and comparison of data acquired by TerraSAR-X and scatterometer instrument.
▪ Writing of scientific articles and technical documentation for ESA
▪ Participation to formal meeting and international conference (ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, 16/09/2014 - 17/09/2014, Noordwijk, The Netherlands).

Publications
D.Di Leo, D. Riccio, "Multiple Reflections in a SAR images of Business Districts", SPIE-Remote Sensing, Prague, September 2011.

H.Rott, T. Nagler, K.Voglmeier, R.Prinz, R.Fromm, A.Coccia, A.Meta, D.Di Leo, D.Scuttemeyer, "Ku- and X-band backscatter analysis and SWE retrieval for alpine snow", Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), 13-18 July 2014.

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, "Analysis of the SnowSAR images acquired over a sub-arctic open tundra watershed in Canada", ESA Workshop on Novel Mission and Cryosphere, Noordwijk (Netherlands) 16-17 September 2014. 

D.Di Leo, A.Coccia, A.Meta, L.Corucci, "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic watershed in Canada", IET International Radar Conference, 14-16 October 2015, Hangzhou, China.

Honors and awards
IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter (October 2010): Winner of one of the prizes established by the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing South Italy Chapter for the best thesis in 2010 on topics discussed on Remote Sensing.

IET International Radar Conference (Hangzhou, October 2015)
The paper "Radiometric calibration of the SnowSAR images of sub-arctic open Tundra watershed in Canada" was awarded as the excellent paper.
		Michela Sunda, EPS-SG Instrument Chain System Engineer, EUMETSAT		NO		In my current position as EPS-SG On-ground Instrument Data Processing Engineer at EUMETSAT I am involved in following algorithms definition and reviewing industry documentation specifying instrument processing and calibration approach relative to different instruments on board of the Metop-SG satellite. Therefore I would like to attend this course for having an insight in a wide spectrum of remote sensing related topics. Indeed, the course is covering many aspects relative to atmosphere, ocean and land data retrieval and assimilation, Earth system modelling that can provide me the right background to better understand details relative to processing of the instruments that I am currently following. Relatively to my current experience here in EUMETSAT, the course is also quite interesting dealing with forecast related topic and data assimilation in NWP explaining also the important role of satellite in climate monitoring. Moreover, having an end-to-end role for each instrument chain, following from data acquisition and processing till Calibration and Validation plans definition, the course can provide me the end-to-end perspective going from measurement techniques to end-user applications.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master degree in Telecommunication Engineer. Currently working in EUMETSAT. 		Masters		Having worked as SAR Processing Engineer, I have gained experience in processing and calibration of data acquired with a polarimetric airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SnowSAR sensor) operating at X and Ku bands, improving my knowledge of the whole data processing chain. I earn experience in developing Matlab algorithms to accomplish all the data processing steps, from L0 data up to the calibrated radar L1B product. I took also the opportunity to learn more about data quality analysis, developing a strong problem solving attitude and improving my scientific and technical knowledge relevant to Radar instrument. I have knowledge of the radar backscattering from snow because the SnowSAR sensor has been developed to obtain radar images with a high spatial resolution during extended time periods over snow-covered area. Several campaigns were performed in Lapland, Alaska and Austria during the winters 2011-2013 to obtain time serious measurements to check change in radar backscattering of snow and to test the theoretical algorithms
I discussed a master thesis in the field of remote sensing, winning one of the prize established by the IEEE for the better thesis discussed in the remote sensing field during the year 2010. My thesis deals with the multiple reflections from building in the metropolitan area. After the graduation I did for almost one year a PhD at the University of Naples, continuing the innovative work of my thesis and gaining knowledge on the calibration of TerraSAR-X and CosmoSkyMed images		Beside of Matlab language, I also have experience with IDL programming and I am able to use NEST, ENVI and Global Mapper tools. My experience in C++ is related to the University years. 		YES

		1084		Ms.		female		Carina		Jank		Carina Jank		jank@geoville.com		weichselbaum@geoville.com		GeoVille GmbH		Sparkassenplatz 2		3. Stock		6020		Innsbruck		AT		Austria		Austria		Western_Europe		0043 (0)512/562021-14		Austrian		1993-Jan-16		Hall in Tirol		true		1		2018-Apr-30 15:43		2018-May-14 14:03		normal		cjank		1084		Optical remote sensing data: HR (i.e. Seninel-2), VHR (Worldview 3&4, RapidEye, SPOT 6&7)
specific in-situ data
Software: ArcGIS, QGIS		My current research project is reshaping the EO value chain and significantly simplifying the development and delivery of EO value-added services. The major technological delivery of the project is the PerceptiveSentinel platform, that combines big data sources into a single system. The data is transformed into action by applying deep learning to unlock its value. The PerceptiveSentinel platform provides the necessary toolset to transform petabytes of data into action for a domain of choice. It enables the fusion of Copernicus data with other, EO and non-EO data sources and will deliver capabilities to engage new kinds of questions and solve the most challenging forecasting problems facing EO data today. Within the scope of the project the following EO value-added services in the field of agriculture are being developed: Cultivated areas, crop type, crop cycle, crop damage, moisture content and crop yield.		Project member in EEA Copernicus HRL 2015 Lot 1 (“Imperviousness”) and Lot 5 (“Small Woody Features”) at GeoVille GmbH: working in automatic image classifications and feature detections with HR and VHR satellite data (Sentinel-2, Spot 5 and IRS)		Mag. Jürgen Weichselbaum, GeoVille GmbH		NO		I’m a junior expert in EO and GIS Operations at GeoVille GmbH and currently at the 2nd year of the master’s programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg. In my previous work experience and academic education, I’ve gained an applied acknowledgement in a widespread array of operations with geodata, GI Systems, EO data analytics and land cover mapping and monitoring. I’m sure that the additional specific expertise gained in the EO Summer School would be very helpful for me and for my further work on the master thesis. My master thesis project aims to enhance digital diagnostics of potato diseases such as early blight based on a database containing over 20.000 samples of images of plant diseases worldwide. The high and very high resoluted satellite data (i.e. Sentinel-2) are connected with appropriate in-situ data and meteorological information to build an algorithm (machine learning). Accordingly, we are able to provide an end-user application that locates and identifies diseases and is provided to the farmers by a quick and reliable advice in nearly real time. Therefore, as our company is working in several projects on end-user applications based on several data like satellite data or in-situ data, not only me but our entire team would benefit from my participation in the EO Summer School. Particularly the specific training in data processing by using the ESA EO toolboxes is of great interest for me. I would be very happy to receive a positive acceptance for the EO Summer School.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Bachelor of Science,
2nd year in Master's programme in Geoinformatics at UNIGIS Salzburg		Masters		optical HR (i.e. Sentinel-2) satellite data - Intermediate
optical VHR (i.e. Spot 5) stellite data - Intermediate		Python - Intermediate
R – Basic
PostgreSQL/PostGIS – Basic		YES

		1053		Ms.		female		Nela		Jantol		Nela Jantol		njantol@oikon.hr		zmesic@oikon.hr		Oikon ltd.		Trg senjskih uskoka 1-2				10000		Zagreb		HR		Croatia		Croatia		Eastern_Europe		+385916385646 		Croatian		1988-May-10		Zagreb		true		1		2018-Apr-27 10:31		2018-Apr-27 10:31		normal		Nela_Jantol		1053		QGIS, Snap, semi-automatic classification plugin, R		Professional associate - EIA, SEA, Main assessments, Natura 2000 projects (management, monitoring, assessments)		1. April 2018. Antalya, Turkey– Workshop coordinator as a part of the project: Technical Assistance for Strengthening the National Nature Protection System for Implementation of Natura 2000 Requirement. Creating semi-automatic classification habitat map for group exercise 
2. September 2017. Vodice, Croatia – Third regional conference on environmental impact assessment - Evaluation of Natura 2000 habitats – methods and challenges (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan, Medeja Pistotnik, Zrinka Mesić)
- The habitat map development and the definition of ecological requirements and conservation zones of the natural values of the Brijuni National Park (authors: Nela Jantol, Ana Ostojić, Tena Birov, Tatjana Vujnović, Silvija Kipson, Sandro Dujmović, Moira Buršić, Zrinka Mesić)
- Importance of biospeleological research: HES Kosinj case study (authors: Davor Korman, Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić)
3. May 2017. Reykjavík, Iceland - 2nd COST Action TU1401 Training School 2017: Questions of Power and Participation: Renewable Energy and Landscape in Policy and Planning 22 - 26 May 2017
4. February 2017. Zagreb, Croatia- 2nd Symposium on Freshwater Biology; Diversity of aquatic vegetation and habitats of Mrežnica River (authors: Nela Jantol, Antun Alegro)
5. November 2016. Zagreb, Croatia - 2nd Croatian Symposium on invasive species; Paulownia tomentosa - THE QUIET INVADER? (authors: Ana Ostojić, Nela Jantol, Zrinka Mesić, Tena Birov, Ana Selak, Davor Korman, Vladimir Kušan

6. Chancellor's Award (University of Zagreb) for the scientific work " Analysis of chloroplast DNA diversity and phylogeography of common sage (Salvia officinalis L.)" in Zagreb 2013. Supervisor: Prof. Zlatko Liber, PhD. Presented at Societas biologorum croatica Congress 2015.		Zrinka Mesić, PhD, Head of Nature Protection Division, Department of Nature Protection and Landscape		NO		Dear reviewers, 

I majored in Ecology and Nature Protection and for the past two years I have been working at the Institute of Applied Ecology where I participate in creating Environmental Assessment Studies for the biodiversity, protected areas and ecological network segment. Here I observe the natural values and how they might be affected by a certain plan, project or strategy. My work also includes other projects such as studies of nature protection that provide the base for further project decisions. 

Some of the recent projects I work on include remote sensing applications such as monitoring chlorophyll a change in a coastal lagoon using Sentinel 2 imagery. My main task is to compare the sampling plots at different depths and positions in a specific environment of coastal lagoon to get the seasonal dynamics of photosynthetic activity. The processing of satellite images is paired with in-situ measurements. Challenges I came across include choosing the right atmospheric correction and creating a model for predicting chl a concentration. 
Creating and testing models for estimating biomass from satellite derived images on shrubs in Croatia for the project of monitoring and reporting system of carbon emissions is another example of the work I carried out. I sorted and analyzed data for different age classes of sampled forests, built models using linear regression in R for predicting biomass and applied prediction formulas to large and small wood waste. 

I am interested in this summer school since it can provide helpful and detailed information about ESA programmes that I can use in nature conservation management and nature resources management that provide the base for further project development. Specifically, I want to learn in more detail about earth system modelling for use in sea and land habitat mapping and forecasting, as well as to learn more about the toolboxes that will be of great value for future projects in land-use change and for analyzing ecosystem dynamics.


Best regards, Nela
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master of Ecology and Nature protection		Masters		Optical remote sensing - Sentinel2 and Landsat 8 image processing
Radar remote sensning - brief introdction		Python - intermediate, R - intermediate		YES

		1146		Ms.		female		Marianthi		Karantzia		Marianthi Karantzia		marianthy.glf@gmail.com		parchar@hua.gr		National Technical University Of Athens		Iroon Politechniou, 9				157 80		Athens, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6944462658		Greek		1994-Apr-11		Athens, Greece		true		1		2018-May-16 15:54		2018-May-17 11:47		normal		karantzia		1146		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T.)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD).		I am currently working on my master thesis concering Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis -  Harokopeio University Of Athens		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		master student		Masters		I am a beginner on Remote Sensing (Radar and Optical).		I have had a course for Python (spyder) and a course for R, so I am a beginner on both.		YES

		1134		Ms.		female		Darshika		Manral		Darshika Manral		darshika.ventures@gmail.com		jon.saenz@ehu.eus		University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)		Marine Station of Plentzia (PiE), UPV/EHU		Areatza z/g.E		48620		Plentzia		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+33753541561		Indian		1990-Sep-16		Tezpur Negi, Uttarakhand		true		1		2018-May-14 14:45		2018-May-28 11:51		normal		darshikam		1134		Data from MODIS, Ocean color, Earth Explorer-Landsat 8, Sentinel 2, Copernicus-SciHub, AVISO SSH(Sea Level)		1. Erasmus Mundus Masters Student- Marine Environment and Resources (MER 2017-19)
2. Studying Satellite Oceanography and Meteorology(current semester), Remote Sensing of the Oceans(next semester)
3. Use of R to read and do analyses of NetCDF file data from different sources.
4. Studying about Kernel Density Estimation to improve the NetCDF files processing in multi-dimensions(Extra Assignment)		1. Bachelor in Software Engineering (India)
2. Worked as a software professional for two years
3. Multiple volunteer work in India, before coming for masters in Europe- (relevant one)Digitization of Kosi River using QGIS and satellite imagery. 
4. Internship at University of Bordeaux- SPM distribution in micro-tidal Charente estuary using satellite imagery- Landsat 8, Sentinel 2
5. Current semester-Mapping chlorophyll distribution, Sea surface height and their trends from NetCDF files		Professor Jon Sáenz Agirre,
Universidad del País Vasco / Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea 
Department of Applied Physics II		NO		I am really looking forward to join this course as it brings all the elements of my interest and passion together- ocean-atmosphere dynamics and programming. I am particularly interested in studies of global warming and ocean-atmosphere interactions. This course gives the perfect opportunity to exploit my skills as a programmer for ocean research. This will also be a great opportunity to learn different aspects of remote sensing and exposure to latest advancements in terms of technology and research. It will help me to interact with the right group of people and find guidance for my master thesis and if possible, a potential PhD as well. I understand that I am not a PhD student, however, I assure that I will utilize my time to prepare for this summer course to be able to make the most of it.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		1. Types and working of satellites and various instruments and sensors loaded on them.
2. Read NetCDF files and do statistical analysis of data obtained from files and plot the information on world map using R.
		Bachelor in Software Engineering and work experience as a professional,
Languages: C, C++, C#, Java, R, MATLAB
Databases: MSSQL, MySQL, MongoDB
		YES

		1013		Ms.		female		Diana		Orlandi		Diana Orlandi		diana.potter91@gmail.com		riccardo.pozzobon@unipd.it		University of Pisa		Via Santa Maria, 53				56125		Pisa		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+39 3341256323		Italian		1991-May-27		Rome		true		1		2018-Apr-12 11:09		2018-Apr-30 20:30		normal		Diana_Orlandi		1013		Erdas, ArcGIS, QGIS (High level)
SNAP (Basic level)		Last June I graduated in the Geological sciences and technologies Master course at the University of Pisa. My fields of research were Remote Sensing, Planetary geology and photo-interpretation. My Master thesis was about the analysis of tectonic and volcanic structures of two volcanoes: one on Mars and one in Afar. Now I am still working for this project and I am working as a GIS Analyst in a small company.		I attended the Erasmus traineeship, staying for 2 months at the LPG (University of Nantes, France) and I worked on the Mars satellite imagery through Erdas sofwtare.
During my Master I made a 3 months traineeship at the INGV (Pisa section).
Partecipation for Poster session at EMRM 2016, EGU 2017 and AGU 2017.		Dr. Riccardo Pozzobon, University of Padova		NO.		I would like to continue and improve my knowledge in the Radar remote sensing. If you give me this chance, I can finally learn how to analyse some radar data, interferograms and process this type of data. Moreover, I could learn more about Optical imagery and continue my studies on the volcanoes that I am studying in this period.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Just Master graduated		Masters		-Optical: I have been working a lot in optical satellite imagery.
-Thermal: I have been working on this type of imagery during my master thesis
-Radar: I have attended some exams about Radar remote sensing, learning about the principles, techniques, pre-processing and processing of the data.		Windows (good familiarity) and Python (basic level)		YES

		1071		Ms.		female		Melda		Salhab		Melda Salhab		melda.salhab.14@ucl.ac.uk		a.basiri@ucl.ac.uk		Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis / University College London		90 Tottenham Court Road				W1T 4TJ		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447553765643		Lebanese		1991-Sep-05		Beirut		true		1		2018-Apr-28 23:22		2018-May-01 02:29		normal		MeldaSalhab		1071		Data: Landsat 8 Level-1 GeoTIFF (USGS via GloVis)

Software: R - RStudio, Python - Jupyter Notebooks, ArcGIS, MapBox, CityEngine		My current research topic for my Masters of Research dissertation: "Land cover classification of satellite images using supervised machine learning based on spectral information. Study area: Lebanon"

Different classification techniques will be compared, including but not limited to, K Nearest Neighbors, Random Forests, and Naive Bayes. The data I have been using in the exploration phase of my research has been optical remote sensing data, specifically Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)-only GeoTiffs. However, I am considering using radar data as well to improve the classification.

The high-level aims of my dissertation are:
1) To study changes in land cover across Lebanon over the past decade.
2) To understand the potential and limitations of supervised machine learning classification based on spectral information.
3) To generate accessible geospatial data and insights (maps, csv files, etc.) that can be used by non-GIS researchers (as part of an effort to provide geospatial data for an area where good quality data is scarce).		- "Using remote sensing to analyse changes in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index in Lebanon" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using R, I build an NDVI measurement tool. The purpose of the tool is to enable users to measure change in vegetation of an area by uploading satellite imagery from different years. It can also be used to measure vegetation of a single image if time series data is unavailable or not needed. The tool is built in R (vs. ArcGIS) to fulfil the goal of making it accessible, as it is freely and publicly available. To further that goal, the function is designed to work based solely on initial user inputs with minimal required editing of any code. I used the tool to measure changes in NDVI in Lebanon between 2013 and 2017. 

- "Image Comparison" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Processing, a Java-based programming language and development environment, I conducted an image analysis and comparison study using vector (pixel-to-pixel) and non-vector methods. The goal was to compare different distance measurements approaches, namely, Manhattan distance, scalar product (cosine), and euclidean distance, as well as several pre-processing methods, including smoothing, pixel averaging, and edge detection (using Chebychev distance). The "winner" of each combination of pre-processing technique and distance measure was recorded, revealing the most effective methods for specific use cases (e.g. searching for an image using an image).  

- "Optimizing land use allocation for the Heathrow Opportunity Area using Linear Programming" (unpublished, Salhab, 2017): Using Python, I built a land use allocation tool that takes a set of constraints, such as a jobs target, a homes target, and the quantity of available land, and outputs optimal allocation of different land use categories for different maximisation scenarios (e.g. maximising economic output). The tool was used to conduct a scenario analysis of the Heathrow Opportunity Area Spatial Development Plan.

- "Comparing classification methods in the predicting of Yelp star ratings based on restaurant attributes" (unpublished, Salhab, 2018): Using Python, I compared the accuracy of K nearest neighbors, decision trees and random forests classification methods in the classification of Yelp restaurant user ratings). The dataset includes 1.2m business attributes from 174,000 businesses across 12 metropolitan areas. Multiple subsets of attributes were used in the analysis. 		Dr Anahid Basiri
Lecturer in Spatial Data Science and Visualisation
UCL Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis		No		As evidenced by my recent research, my dissertation topic, and my choice of Masters program, I am interested broadly in GIS and data science, and specifically in remote sensing and machine learning. In the Middle East and across most of the developing world, continuous high-quality data is difficult to attain, which is a challenge I can personally attest to due to several years of experience as a public sector focused management consultant in the UAE. The lack of data is a real obstacle in policy making. I have worked on several city development projects where the available data were both scarce and outdated. Remote sensing and earth observation skills are relatively rare in the Middle East preventing researchers from benefiting from the wealth of data available through programs like Sentinel and LandSat. The region is facing serious environmental challenges, with little data monitoring and analyzing impact. I am applying to the EOSS so I can further develop my remote sensing skills, apply it my current research, and use the experience to drive future work. It truly would be a privilege to be admitted to the ESA's Earth Observation Summer School. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters of Research, Spatial Data Science & Visualisation 		Masters		In my research to date, I've only used optical remote sensing data. However, I am planning on using radar data in my dissertation, as several studies have shown that fused optical and radar data may lead to better land use classification results (Joshi et al., 2016). I have yet to decide which fusion method is most applicable to my research topic. 

If granted entry to the EOSS 2018, I look forward to learning which data types and what fusion methods are used for the data lab and data processing practical exercises. The experience will undoubtedly help me with my current and future research. 		Processing (Java-based): proficient
R: proficient
Python: proficient
Java: Basic
C++: Basic
JavaScript: Basic		YES

		1143		Ms.		female		Katie Elizabeth		Thompson		Katie Elizabeth Thompson		thompsonk@bournemouth.ac.uk		aford@bournemouth.ac.uk		Bournemouth University		Bournemouth University 		Fern Barrow		BH12 5BB		Bournemouth		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07944438463		British		1992-Jun-30		Birmingham		true		1		2018-May-15 17:58		2018-May-22 15:34		normal		thompsonk		1143		I have been tutored and mentored in ENVI and ERDAS Imagine by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such experience to my research		Research Associate and PhD researcher 		I completed a MSc in Biodiversity Conservation in 2016, where I looked in detail at disturbance at Poole Harbour. I have since been working as a research associate for the Life and Environmental Science department within the Faculty of Science and Technology at Bournemouth University. I manage an online community for the department as well as run conferences within the department. I have since received the Freedom of the City of London for my work as well as working closely with World Animal Protection. 		Andrew Ford, Bournemouth University 		No		As an early career researcher, I feel that this course would be a great benefit to the research project that I have recently begun. I am beginning a research project on African elephant conservation, where I will be investigating the impact of elephants on vegetation over a prolonged period of time over small and large scale areas. I think this course would directly help me develop key skills that I could apply to this research. I would also be able to broaden my knowledge and experience.
 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		I have been tutored and mentored in aerial survey, multi-spectral orbital, airborne laser scanning (ALS) and active microwave (i.e. SAR) remote sensing to an MS/MSc level by one of my PhD supervisors/advisors (Andrew Ford) and am in the early stages of applying such knowledge to my research		None		YES

		1049		Ms.		female		Age		Arikas		Age Arikas		age.arikas@ttu.ee		rivo.uiboupin@ttu.ee		Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		Akadeemia tee 15a				12618		Tallinn		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37258051778		Estonian		1993-Feb-21		Rakvere, Estonia		true		1		2018-Apr-26 18:47		2018-May-20 19:12		normal		agearikas		1049		Software: BEAM, SNAP, ENVI, QGIS.

Data from optical sensors on Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, MODIS, MERIS and Landsat 8. In addition, Sentinel-3 SLSTR data.		Early Stage Researcher

Current research activities:
Optical remote sensing of water for retrieval of water quality parameters with specific emphasis on the coastal areas of Baltic Sea. Validating existing algorithms and developing new algorithms for water quality products. 
		Background:
I received my Master of Science degree in Earth Sciences and Geotechnology, with specializing in oceanography and meteorology. Due to my master thesis, I have obtained broad knowledge about optical properties of marine environment and optical remote sensing. 
Currently, I am doing my PhD in Earth Sciences, the thesis topic is Coastal Waste Water Outlet Monitoring from Satellite Imagery.

Publications: 
1) Toming, K.; Kutser, T.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Vahter, K.; Paavel, B. Mapping Water Quality Parameters with Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument Imagery in the Baltic Sea. Remote Sensing. 2017, 9 (10), 1070.
2) Sipelgas, L.; Uiboupin, R.; Arikas, A.; Siitam, L. Water Quality Near Estonian Harbours in the Baltic Sea as Observed From Entire MERIS Full Resolution Archive. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 2018, 126, 565-574. 

Conferences:
1) Colour and Light in the Ocean from Earth Observation Workshop in ESA-ESRIN, Frascati, Italy, on 6-8 September 2016. 
Poster presentation: Vertical Profiles of Light Attenuation During Upwelling and Downwelling Events in NW Coast of Estonia, Baltic Sea.
2) Sentinel-3 Validation Team Meeting at EUMETSAT Headquarters in Darmstadt, Germany, on 13-15 March 2018. 
Poster presentation: Validation of Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) Imagery Collected During Cyanobacterial Bloom and Coastal Upwelling in the Baltic Sea.
		Name: Dr. Rivo Uiboupin 
Organisation/University: Tallinn University of Technology, Department of Marine Systems, Division of Modeling and Remote Sensing		NO		The EO Summer School would broaden my knowledge in data assimilation of remote sensing and models. I would like to learn more about advantages and disadvantages of different data assimilation methods, which will support my research and encourage consideration of methods and techniques appropriate to my doctoral studies. 
In addition, it would be good opportunity to gain hands-on experience with the latest software and methods that use synergy between remote sensing, in-situ and model datasets. It would generate added value to my scientific work since I would like to investigate the impact areas of coastal wastewater discharge points from optical remote sensing data and from mixing/transport model. 
Furthermore, it is a good chance to meet other early career scientists, as well as more advanced researchers who can open up new ways of thinking about my research field. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		Optical remote sensing: advanced level. 
Experience in a) processing optical satellite imagery b) testing different algorithms to retrieve water quality parameters like chlorophyll-a, total suspended matter, coloured dissolved organic matter, Secchi depth and diffuse attenuation coefficient; c) testing different atmospheric corrections to retrieve bottom of atmosphere reflectance data; d) the formation of sea surface temperature, ice cover and different water quality parameters maps. 

Radar remote sensing: basic knowledge.		1) Python: basic knowledge (used in the following courses: 1) Data Processing in Oceanography and Meteorology, 2) Modelling of Natural Water Bodies; in addition,  I have completed one online course)

2) Fortran: basic knowledge (used in the following course: Simulation of Physical Processes)		YES

		1145		Ms.		female		Despoina		Bafi		Despoina Bafi		gs21357@hua.gr		parchar@hua.gr		Harokopeio University Of Athens		 Eleftheriou Venizelou 70, , 				176 76		Kallithea, Griekenland		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6972797794		Greek		1995-Aug-08		Athens, Greece		true		1		2018-May-16 15:14		2018-May-18 09:50		normal		bafi		1145		Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (B.R.A.T)
Grid Processing On Demand (G-POD)		I am currently working on my thesis concerning Space Altimetry.		None.		Prof. Issaak Parcharidis - Harokopio University 		No.		I want to expand my knowledge on Remote Sensing, especially on Space Altimetry and have a better understanding of the applications and techniques that are being used.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-graduate student		PhD		Since I am a post-graduate student, I am a beginner on Remote Sensing 
(Radar and Optical).		I have had one course on Python, so my level of knowledge is fundamental (beginner).		YES

		1118		Ms.		female		Roxana		Burlacu		Roxana Burlacu		roxana.burlacu@terrasigna.com		florin.serban@terrasigna.com		Terrasigna		3 Logofat Luca Stroici Street				020581		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40762658932		Romanian		1993-Sep-26		Bucharest		true		1		2018-May-10 13:25		2018-May-16 09:49		normal		roxana.burlacu		1118		-QGIS, ESA Snap, ENVI, Global Mapper, GvSIG, SagaGIS, GUIDOS
-optical images on forest, hidrological analysis, agriculture		Geographer		Participating:
-Going Places with Spatial Analysis online course at Esri (September 1-October 1, 2015) using
the ArcGIS Online platform.
-Cartographic participation in the realization of the "Atlas of Romanians everywhere"
(November 2015-January 2016).
-the professional practice within the Geographical Information Systems Master of the Faculty
of Geography at the National Cartography Center (8-14 February 2016).
-The Location Advantage online course at Esri (March 16-April 20, 2016) using the ArcGIS
Online platform.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October 2016) in Bucharest with "Lines, Points and Polygons". From
simple to complex in representing geographic data.
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 October 2017) in Bucharest, with the paper "Viewing the
Orthodox Churches in Bucharest from the perspective of digital cartography".
-geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of
Geospatial Data" (24-25 November 2017) in Timişoara with the work "Making Infographics
Using Qgis and Inkscape".
-Winning the 1st place at the "Aia e!" Contest organized in the geo-spatial.org seminars "Free
Open Source Solutions for Processing and Representation of Geospatial Data" (7-8 October
2016) in Bucharest, in collaboration with the Romanian Cartography Association, with the
map paper "A week by plane on Romania and the Republic of -geo-spatial.org Seminars "Free Open Source Solutions for the Processing and Representation
of Geospatial Data" (20-21 April 2018) in Cluj-Napoca with "Dynamics of areas covered with forest vegetation in Romania in the last 30 years"		Dr. Florin SERBAN - Managing Director, Terrasigna		NO		This course will help me deepen my knowledge about remote sensing and discover unknown ways by me to become experienced in this field.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Master		PhD		3 years of experience regarding optical and remote sensing		Beginner-Python, CSS, HTML, SQL		YES

		1141		Ms.		female		Olimpia		Copacenaru		Olimpia Copacenaru		olimpia.copacenaru@drd.unibuc.ro		stefan.t.constantinescu@gmail.com		University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography		Nicolae Balcescu 1, Sector 1, Bucharest, Romania				010041		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		0040729062821		Romanian		1993-Aug-25		Bucharest, Romania		true		1		2018-May-15 00:19		2018-May-15 00:19		normal		olimpia.copacenaru		1141		I mainly work with open-source software and open data in my research and I am an active promoter of free and open-source solutions. I am an active member of geo-spatial.org, the local chapter of OSGEO and I am also part of the team that will organise FOSS4G 2019 Conference in Bucharest, Romania. 
I have worked with a range of open-source software, such as QGIS, SAGA GIS, GRASS GIS, gvSIG, OpenJUMP, uDig,  GeoMapApp, MapAnalyst, TileMill or VTP and also with toold developed by ESA, such as SNAP or GuidosToolbox, but also with comercial software, such as ArcGIS, Surfer or Global Mapper or online solutions, such as Carto (CartoDB) or ArcGIS Online. 
I also use mainly free satellite data, acquired by Landsat or Copernicus Sentinel satellites, as well as vector data dowloaded from open sources, such as OpenStreetMap.  
		I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography from the University of Bucharest, developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. My project focuses on identifying the main drivers that impacted the evolution of agricultural landscape by driving changes in land use and farming practices in Romania. The objective of the project is to perform an unprecedented survey of the evolution of Romanian agricultural landscape during the past 25 years using an innovative technology that involves satellite data, socio-economic analysis and meteorological information.
Also, since February 2017, I am employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. 
I am also a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, where I am currently involved in the project`Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`.
		My research results, most of them related to land use / land cover changes, were presented at many national and international conferences and symposiums in the past years, as listed below:
▪ 04/2018, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars ('Utilizarea datelor de Observare a Pământului în analiza dinamicii peisajelor agricole din România' - 'The use of Earth Observation data in the analysis of agricultural landscapes dynamics in Romania`).
▪ 12/2017, Bucharest: Young Researchers` Workshop ('Dinamica procesului de fragmentare / comasare a terenurilor arabile în perioada postdecembristă în județul Ilfov` - `The dynamics of land fragmentation / land consolidation in the post-communist period in Ilfov County, Romania`, 1st prize).
▪ 11/2017, Bucharest:  Yearly Conference of the Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest “Geographical Sciences and Future of Earth” (`Utilizarea imaginilor satelitare în evaluarea dinamicii utilizării și acoperirii terenurilor în perioada post-comunistă în județul Ilfov` - ‘The use of satellite imagery in assessing land use / land cover dynamics in the post-communist period in Ilfov County, Romania’)
▪ 09/2017, Iași: International Symposium of GIS and Remote Sensing (Pantan R., Copăcenaru O. - Evaluation of land use and land cover dynamics in the post-communist period in Ilfov county, Romania).
▪ 09/2017, ESRIN, Frascati, Italia: Earth Observation Open Science 2017 – „Data Analytics” Session (Flueraru C., Șerban I., Constantin S., Șerban F., Budileanu M., Copăcenaru O. - Wetlands Monitoring – Lake Titicaca South-East Basin).
▪ 05/2017, Constanţa: 'Constantin Brătescu' National Conference ('Evoluția țărmurilor Constanței – O abordare actuală' - 'The evolution of the shores of Constanţa – a current approach'), 3rd prize. 
▪ 05/2017, Târgoviște: 4th International Conference 'Geography, Environment and GIS' for student and young researchers ('Past and resent morphodynamics of the shores of the Black Sea in Constanta, Romania'). 
▪ 03/ 04 2017, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars ('Reprezentări ale litoralului dobrogean în produsele cartografice medievale de tip portulan. O abordare actuală' - 'Representations of Dobrogea’s shores in medieval cartographic products called portolan charts. A current approach').
▪ 11/2016, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars ('Reprezentări ale bazinului Mării Negre în portulanele medievale - Un periplu cartografic' - 'Representations of the Black Sea Basin in medieval portolan charts - A cartographic journey').
▪ 09/2016, Tulcea:  3rd International Conference ‘Water resources and wetlands’ ('Evaluation of the anthropogenic impact of water quality of Dambovita River')
▪ 03/2015, Bucharest: National Symposium of Geography Students, 22nd edition ('Studiu privind calitatea apei râului Dâmbovița între uzina de apă Roșu și stația de epurare Glina' - 'Study Regarding Water Quality of the Dambovita River between Rosu Water Treatment Plant and Glina Wastewater Treatment Plant'). 

Some of the results were also published as:
A) Scientific Papers:
• Moroșanu G.A., Donțu S., Copăcenaru O., Gavril V., Zaharia F.A., Cârstea E.M. (2016), „Evaluation of the anthropogenic impact of water quality of Dambovita River”, în Proc. Water Resources and Wetlands, Transversal Publishing House, Targoviste, pp. 91-98.
• Copăcenaru O. (2014), „Fabrica de Hârtie din Bușteni. Între abandon și scenarii de reconversie funcțională”, în Analele Asociației Profesionale a Geografilor din România, vol. V, nr. 5 - „Patrimoniul industrial - Conservare, promovare culturală și reutilizare inteligentă”, pp.87-98. 
B) Abstracts:
• Flueraru C., Cucu-Dumitrescu C., Budileanu M., Copacenaru O. (2018), „Copernicus Data & CAP Monitoring in Romania”, Copernicus4Regions User Stories.
• Flueraru C., Șerban I., Constantin S., Șerban F., Budileanu M., Copăcenaru O. (2017), „Wetland Monitoring – Lake Titicaca South-East Basin”, Abstract - Earth Observation Open Science 2017, ESRIN, Frascati, Italia. 
• Copăcenaru O. (2017), „Past and Recent Morphodynamics of the Shores of the Black Sea in Constanta, Romania”, Abstract - 4th International Conference Geography, Environment and GIS, Târgoviște.

I have also participated in many national and international seminars and summer schools related to GIS and Remote Sensing, as listed below:
• 04/2018, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Unsupervised land cover classifications using QGIS – SCP and R – R Studio, Creating interactive maps using QGIS2WEB).
• 11/2017, Athens: Seminar "Cropland mapping from free multi-temporal satellite images", GetMap, University of Twente. 
• 11/2017, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Earth Observation Data Access, Creating Infographics using QGIS and Inkscape).
• 10/2017, Bucharest: geo-spatial.org Seminars (SCP - Extracting spatial information from medium and high resolution satellite imagery in open-source environment using supervised classifications).
• 03-04/2017, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Sentinel 2 Imagery – From acquisition to results and cartographic representations, Implementing Data Models in QGIS, Statistics, charts and maps in R – Rstudio).
• 11/2016, Bucharest: Illustrative Cartography Workshop, organized by Michelin Romania.
• 11/2016, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Interactive visualization of geospatial data on the Web using CARTO, RSQLite - accessing, querying and modifying data in a relational SQLite database using the R language, QGIS Print Composer - Open Source Strikes Back).
• 10/2016, Bucharest: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Automating the production of maps in QGIS, with Atlas, Processing satellite images in SNAP).
• 06/2016, Córdoba: El Seminario 'Contribución de la agricultura de conservación y los sistemas agroforestales a la mitigación del cambio climático' ('The Seminar 'Contribution of conservation agriculture and agroforestry systems to the mitigation of climate change').
• 11/2015, Timișoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Processing Sentinel 2 Satellite Imagery in SNAP, Tips & tricks in QGIS for handling satellite-based data, Mapping of flood affected areas using satellite data and open / open-source software).
• 07/2015, Bucharest: CCMESI Summer School – 2nd edition. Practical methods for assessing the state of the environment.
• 04/2015, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (CartoDB - Online maps,Georeferencing Historical Maps, Publishing a Geospatial Portal Using Cartaro).
• 11/2014, Bucharest: Sponge Media LAB Workshop.
• 11/2014, Timişoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (GRASS GIS: Introduction to Graphical Modeler, Building Dynamic Maps Using Static Files).
• 07/2014, Bucharest: Sponge Media LAB Workshop.
• 04/2014, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Introduction to VTP – 3D Exploration of Geographical Reality, GRASS GIS: Designing, Processing, Analysing and Visualizing Geospatial Data).
• 11/2013, Timişoara: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Introduction to Leaflet, Creating, Processing, Analyzing and Publishing Geospatial Information Using Open-Source GIS Solutions).
• 06/2013, Bucharest: FOSS4G Central and Eastern Europe Conference.
• 04/2013, Cluj-Napoca: geo-spatial.org Seminars (Satellite Images Processing Using Leoworks 4, Introduction to GRASS GIS and POSTGRESQL / POSTGIS, Using the WRF Model in the Operational Weather Forecast, Designing Maps Using TileMill).

I have also gained some important knowledge in GIS and Remote Sensing through the online courses / MOOCs that I took part in, such as:
• 09–10/2017: MOOC Earth Observation from Space, ESA – European Spatial Agency, Future Learn. 
• 09–10/2017: MOOC Earth Imagery at Work, ESRI, Udemy.
• 09–10/2017: MOOC Do-It-Yourself Geo-Apps, ESRI, Udemy.
• 04-06/2017: Distance Learning Course Webinar Series on SAR Data Processing and Applications, Working Group on Capacity Building & Data Democracy (WGCapD), Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). 
• 10/2015: MOOC Going Places with Spatial Analysis, ESRI, Udemy. 
• 10/2015: MOOC Fuentes de información geográfica para SIGs ambientales – español online course, Udemy. 
• 10/2015: MOOC Master Website Development Using HTML & CSS – español online course, Erudeversity Video Library, Udemy.   
• 03/2015: MOOC Geospatial Intelligence & the Geospatial Revolution, Pennsylvania State University (Statement of Accomplishment with Distinction).
• 01/2015: Webinar (Q)GIS Trainings: Functionality vs. Application, ICA-OSGeo Lab Network, MundoGEO.
• 12/2014: MOOC From GPS and Google Maps to Spatial Computing, University of Minnesota (Statement of Accomplishment with Distinction).
• 10/2014: Webinar European Location Framework, GeoSUR, MundoGEO.
• 09/2014: Webinar Introducing the QGIS Academy Project, ICA-OSGeo Lab Network, MundoGEO.
• 09/2013: MOOC Maps and the Geospatial Revolution, Pennsylvania State University (Statement of Accomplishment with Distinction).		Associate Professor, University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography

		NO		To whom it may concern:

I am writing to apply for the upcoming ESA Earth Observation Summer School 2018 – Earth System Monitoring & Modelling, which will take place in Frascati, in July-August 2018. I would really appreciate the opportunity to be among the participants and learn more about Earth Observation techniques. Improving my knowledge about radar and optical remote sensing has constantly been a priority for me, so I have decided to apply for this summer school, which could definitely have a great impact on my future studies and my professional life. 

Firstly, as outlined before, I am currently in my first year of PhD studies at the Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest. My PhD thesis involves developing a methodology for assessing agricultural land fragmentation and surveying the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, mainly based on free, both radar and optical satellite imagery. Therefore, I strongly believe that I would be an ideal candidate for this summer school, taking into consideration by academic background and experience. I also consider that I could highly benefit from the practical exercise in EO Data Processing using ESA EO Toolboxes stated in the preliminary programme and they could open new opportunities and perspectives in my PhD research. 

Secondly, this summer school would provide me a place for learning and advancement, which are very important for my professional life. I feel certain that the programme would suit my needs particularly well. I am currently employed with Terrasigna SRL, a leading Romanian company in the field of Earth Observation and I am using optical remote sensing data everyday with my work, involving applications in forestry, land use, agriculture or protected areas. The summer school proposes activities which are in perfect agreement with my areas of interest, especially as I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 

Thirdly, attending a high-level summer school would be an important step in my future academic projects. For example, as a contributor of CICADIT - The Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Research on Territorial Dynamics, which works inside the Faculty of Geography of the University of Bucharest, I am currently involved in the project `Creating an innovative and operational participatory platform for linking science, stakeholders and legislation to maritime spatial planning success in Romania`, and I strongly feel that I could learn many new things and discover new opportunities of exploiting related Earth Observation data through the Practical Exercise with Ocean Data Lab stated in the preliminary programme of the ESA Summer School. The training sessions would be the ideal environment for developing my skills by participating in different practical activities. This would have an enormous impact, as I could integrate the knowledge gained in my present and future projects. 

What is more, this event would definitely be the best way for improving my communication abilities, by meeting researchers in this field and exchanging information regarding our projects. An international background, like the one provided by this summer school, would definitely be an extremely efficient and successful method to increase my remote sensing knowledge.  

Thank you in advance for taking the time to consider my application. I am confident you will find my application worthwhile and I would highly appreciate to be one of the selected participants, which would definitely have an enormous impact on my professional and personal development. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Olimpia Copăcenaru
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		I have an important background in using remote sensing software and data, including work experience and participation at different conferences and seminars related to these subjects and I am continuously trying to improve my knowledge and practical skills. 
I have a Bachelor degree in Geography and a Master degree in GIS at the University of Bucharest, Romania. Also, in 2016, I participated in an Erasmus+ Mobility in Spain, at the Universidad de Córdoba, Facultad de Ciencias – Ciencias Ambientales (Environmental Science), where I had the chance to gain more practical skills in using remote sensing software and data in territorial planning. 
I work with optical data every day and, as a GIS and Remote Sensing Analyst for Terrasigna SRL, I am and I was involved in different projects, as listed:
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-MO-FOR - Technology for Automatic Monitoring of Tree Loss and Gain in Forest Areas, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•08/2017 - Present: STAR - TEC-LAND – Technology for using Copernicus data to survey the dynamics of Romanian agricultural landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural Policy, TERRASIGNA, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency.
•01/2018 –Present: DataBio – Data-driven Bioeconomy: Big Data for Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EOSID – Earth Observation Services Supporting International Development Banks Projects, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: EODAT – Expansion of EU Uptake in Developing Countries, ESA – ESRIN, TERRASIGNA, GISAT, TREEMETRICS, UCC.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: National pilot project for Monitoring Forested Areas, TERRASIGNA.
•02/2017 – 09/2017: STAR - AGRI-BIS – Model of online service for the management of agricultural activities, TERRASIGNA, ROMSPACE - Romanian Association for Space Technology and Industry, ROSA – Romanian Space Agency. 
		I have got basic knowledge of C++, SQL, HTML and JavaScript, mainly acquired during my University studies. I have also worked with Python scripting and Anaconda. 
I have advanced knowledge of R scripting, acquired during my Erasmus+ stage at the University of Cordoba, Spain and different seminars and summer schoold that I have participated in, such as the Seminar "Cropland mapping from free multi-temporal satellite images", held in November 2017 in Athens and organised by GetMap and the University of Twente. I also organised and was the trainer of the Seminar Unsupervised land cover classifications using QGIS – SCP and R – R Studio, held in Cluj-Napoca, in April 2018. 
		YES

		1112		Ms.		female		Alexandra		Heck		Alexandra Heck		alexandra.heck@kit.edu		bernhard.heck@kit.edu		Geodetic Institute / Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		KIT Geodätisches Institut		Englerstrasse 7		76131		Karlsruhe		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 721 608 43667		German		1988-Mar-27		Karlsruhe		true		1		2018-May-09 11:11		2018-May-14 11:20		normal		AlexKHeck		1112		Software: DORIS, ROI_PAC, SNAP (Sentinel-1 Toolbox), StaMPS
Data: ERS, Envisat, Sentinel-1		My current research activities focus on the geodynamics of the Upper Rhine Graben. The aim of my PhD is to derive a 3d velocity field using Sentinel-1, GPS and leveling data. My focus is on the persistent scatterer InSAR analysis of the Sentinel-1 data, the data fusion of the three named geodetic techniques as well as the validation of the 3d velocity field using a 3d finite element model.		Education:
2011-2016: Study of Geophysics at the Department of Physics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
2016: Graduation (Master of Science) in Geophysics, Topic of Master Thesis: "Application of bistatic TanDEM-X interferometry to analyze volcanic activity at Shiveluch, Kamchatka"

Relevant participations to conferences:
Fringe, 2017, Helsinki: "Application of Bistatic TanDEM-X Interferometry at Shiveluch Volcano: DEM Corrections and Error Analysis" (Poster)
EGU, 2016, Vienna: "Lava emplacements at Shiveluch volcano (Kamchatka) from June 2011 to September 2014 observed by TanDEM-X SAR-Interferometry" (Poster)		Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Bernhard Heck
Chair of Physical and Satellite Geodesy
Geodetic Institute
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology		NO		As Geophysicist I learned the potential of remote sensing to study geodynamic processes, such as earthquakes and active volcanoes.
So I am looking forward to the earth observation summer school to learn more about the application possibilities of optical and radar remote sensing, especially the possibilities to combine them. Since my past and current focus lies on the solid earth, I am also eager to learn more about the ocean, cryosphere and vegetation systems and how to handle the corresponding optical or radar signals in case of useful signal or interfering signal.
		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD candidate (2nd year)		PhD		optical remote sensing: basic
radar remote sensing: profound		Matlab (I am able to write complex programs)
C++ (I am able to write simple programs)
Python (I am able to understand and modify programs)
In addition, I have experience with Java, Gnuplot and Unix shell programming.

		YES

		1039		Ms.		female		Sofia		Junttila		Sofia Junttila		sofia.junttila@nateko.lu.se		lars.eklundh@nateko.lu.se		Lund University		Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund university		Sölvegatan 12		223 62		Lund		SE		Sweden		Sweden		Western_Europe		+358503486758		Finnish		1988-Mar-13		Laitila, Finland		true		1		2018-Apr-26 10:58		2018-Apr-30 15:27		normal		junttila		1039		Currently I use data from Sentinel-2 satellite. Earlier I have worked with Envisat MERIS, Aqua MODIS and NOAA AVHRR data.

Software I use: SNAP, Matlab, ENVI, ArcGIS, ERDAS Imagine.
		I am a first-year PhD student in the Department of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University, Sweden. The overarching aim of my PhD thesis project is to improve understanding of ecosystem scale carbon exchange at northern latitudes using optical remote sensing data. The specific objective is to understand the influence of spatial heterogeneity and temporal variations of vegetation and land surface on ecosystem carbon fluxes. Improved understanding of spatial and dynamic vegetation variables will be used for up-scaling carbon fluxes from flux towers to landscape level		I hold a Master of Science in hydrosphere geophysics from University of Helsinki, Finland. As minors I have studied meteorology, physics and methodological sciences included programming and GIS. In my Master’s thesis I developed phytoplankton spring bloom indicators using Envisat-MERIS data in the Baltic Sea. In addition, I have several years of experience in environmental remote sensing and geoinformatics from working at the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE).

Peer-reviewed scientific articles:
Anttila, S., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Attila, J., Junttila, S., Alasalmi, H., Hällfors, H., Kervinen, M., Koponen, S., 2018. A novel earth observation based ecological indicator for cyanobacterial blooms. International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, 64 (Supplement C): 145-155. 

Workshops and conferences: 
Junttila, S., Kelly, J., Kljun, N., Eklundh, L. 2018. Estimating carbon fluxes for Nordic ecosystems
using optical remote sensing data. OPTIMISE Final Conference. 21-23 February 2018, Sofia, Bulgaria. Poster presentation.

Junttila, S., Attila, J., Fleming-Lehtinen, V., Kaitala, S., Alasalmi, H., Kervinen, M., Bruun, E., Anttila, S. 2013. Developing phytoplankton spring bloom indicator in coastal WFD regions from MERIS data. 6th EARSeL Workshop on Remote Sensing of the Coastal Zone. 5-7 June 2013, Matera, Italy. Oral presentation.		Professor Lars Eklundh, Dept of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science, Lund University		NO		My PhD thesis aims at better understanding the carbon cycle and how to obtain improved information about carbon flux dynamics using data from remote sensing satellites. I am sure this summer school would increase my knowledge of carbon cycle modelling and improve my skills to use Earth Observation satellite data in the most appropriate way.

Along with Earth observing satellite data, I am working with data from spectral measurement systems and UAVs (drones). These instruments provide data at widely different temporal and spatial scales that need to be integrated using – for example – Bayesian modelling. Data assimilation lectures would improve my understanding of different data integration methods and their possibilities and limitations. Practical exercises of data assimilation would give my tools to carry out data integration in my PhD thesis project and take full advantage of combining data from different instruments.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD student		PhD		I have good theoretical and practical knowledge of optical remote sensing, especially remote sensing of vegetation and water quality. I have basic theoretical knowledge of radar remote sensing but no practical experience on that.		Matlab (advanced), Python (basic), R (basic), C (intermediate), Java (intermediate)
		YES

		1080		Ms.		female		Aikaterini		Kikaki		Aikaterini Kikaki		akikakh@hotmail.com		konstantinos.karantzalos@gmail.com		National Technical University of Athens/Hellenic Centre for Marine Research		 Heroon Polytechniou 9				15780		Athens		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		6979044695		Greek		1989-Jan-24		Athens		true		1		2018-Apr-30 11:18		2018-Apr-30 11:18		normal		akikakh		1080		I use Snap, Seadas, Acolite, Envi and Qgis.
The remote sensing data I use are from Landsat-7, Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3 and Aqua-modis sensors and from Copernicus (CMEMS) website.		Currently I am working on ”Kifisos 2018” project in corporation with Hellenic Centre of Marine Research. That's why my research is focused on study of spatio-temporal changes of chla, sst and spm in Saronikos gulf due to river Kifisos using satellite data. I also study Sargassum algae blooms and plastic debris events in Caribbean Sea using high resolution satellite data.		I have a MEng in surveying engineering and a MSc in oceanography. Recently I have joined two workshops by EUMETSAT:1)Operational Marine Surface Analysis using EUMETSAT's Copernicus Marine Data Stream,2)Using the Copernicus Marine Data Stream for Ocean Applications. I have participated in three conferences: (3rd International Ocean Color Meeting, 10th & 11th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society) and I have one publication: Kikaki et al. (2014), ''Study of the Beach Zone of Koutsounari (SE Crete) using Video Monitoring Methods''.10th International Congress of the Hellenic Geographical Society. Currently I am preparing for Ocean optics conference. I have also participated in scientific cruises by R/V "AEGEO".


		 Assistant Professor Konstantinos Karantzalos School of Rural & Surveying engineering National Technical University of Athens		NO		I strongly believe that if you give me the opportunity to participate in this summer school and discuss face to face with the lecturers I will definitely enhance my scientific background about earth system and its modelling. This fact is very essential for my research about eastern basin of Mediterranean Sea where data and studies are limited. This summer school is additionally very significant for me in order to enhance my knowledge about ocean and carbon cycle.Last but not least, the exercises will be very helpful in order to apply in practice the fundamentals of theory   using Ocean data lab and improve my skills about data assimilation.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD student		PhD		I am an early scientist and my remote sensing knowledge is in regard to monitoring of water quality parameters such as chl-a, temperature and spm  using satellite data from Landsat-7,8  Sentinel-2,3 and Aqua-Modis sensors. The experimental results regard to assessment of water quality in coastal areas of Greece using and developing empirical models and evaluation of bio-optical algorithms in Case I waters.  		I have used Matlab and R and my level  is good. 
I am also novice at Python.
		YES

		1035		Ms.		female		Cecile Marie Margaretha		Kittel		Cecile Marie Margaretha Kittel		ceki@env.dtu.dk		pbau@env.dtu.dk		Technical University of Denmark (DTU)		Technical University of Denmark, DTU Environment		Bygningstorvet, Bygning 115		2800		Kongens Lyngby		DK		Denmark		Denmark		Western_Europe		+4545251447		Danish		1992-Dec-14		Roskilde, Denmark		true		1		2018-Apr-25 10:02		2018-Apr-26 15:41		normal		kittelc		1035		Remote sensing software used in my research is mostly SNAP (including GPT batch processing), as well as QGIS plugins (GRASS, GDAL…). I have worked briefly with BRAT to visualize Sentinel-3 altimetry data, but not extensively. 

I have worked with multiple remote sensing products including altimetry (CryoSat-2, Envisat, Jason-2, Sentinel-3), SAR imagery (Sentinel-1), total water storage (GRACE), optical imagery (Sentinel-2) and climate observations (ECMWF ERA-Interim, TRMM and FEWS-RFE). I work with Level-1 and -2 products.		I am currently a PhD student in the application of remote sensing for hydrological modelling. As a PhD student at DTU Environment, my main area of interest is the use of remote sensing for hydrological applications. In particular, I am interested in using novel observation techniques to force and calibrate simulations of hydrological state variables, for instance climate data, soil moisture, total water storage, land cover and water height. I am working in collaboration with DHI-GRAS, and my work draws elements from current projects with the European Space Agency regarding the use of remote sensing observations for environmental monitoring to promote sustainable development of water resources.		I have a background in environmental engineering (Msc. Eng. from 2016) and have worked as research assistant at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) on two ESA funded projects: TigerNET and GlobWetlands-Africa (GW-A). In my work for TigerNET, I participated in training activities at the South African National Space Agency (SANSA) and at ESA in Frascati, where I led the training module on River Basin Hydrology. I am currently helping develop a QGIS plugin for hydrological modelling for GW-A, the basis for which was recently published in Hydrology and Earth System Sciences:

Kittel, C. M. M., Nielsen, K., Tøttrup, C. and Bauer-Gottwein, P. 2018. Informing a hydrological model of the Ogooué with multi-mission remote sensing data. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences 22: 1453-1472 

I also presented the work at EGU General Assembly in 2017 (EGU2017-8182) and in 2018, I presented work on combining Sentinel-1 SAR imagery water masks with CryoSat-2 radar altimetry (EGU2018-6406). Both abstracts were presented orally in Session HS 6.3: Water Level, Storage, Floods and Discharge from Remote Sensing and Assimilation in Hydrodynamic Models. 

Finally, I participated in the IAHS Measurements and Observations in the 21st Century (MOXXI) workshop in Geneva, Switzerland in December 2017 with an oral presentation on the potential to establish a global, operational river monitoring based on Sentinel-3 water surface elevation observations. I was also invited to sit in the panel for an interview-style discussion on sharing experiences and challenges of using innovative technologies in capacity development projects.		Professor Peter Bauer-Gottwein, Department of Environmental Engineering, Technical University of Denmark		No		I wish to join the ESA Earth Observation Summer School to expand my knowledge on using remote sensing observations. My strong programming skills and experience with various remote sensing observations set a solid foundation for getting the most out of this summer school. I have a basic understanding of the theory behind a number of remote sensing techniques, and I think this course could provide me with practical experience in fully exploiting certain types of observations. For instance, I see great potential in data assimilation, which could add an interesting dimension to my work. I believe this course could provide me with a useful introduction to methods; I could apply directly in my research.  

Furthermore, I hope to expand my understanding of the physics of remote sensing observations and thus the potential and limitations of Earth observations. I believe that an end-to-end understanding of remote sensing will help me in communicating my work to potential end-users.   

The summer school is also a great opportunity to network and interact with fellow scientists working with remote sensing. As an early career scientist, a strong, cross-disciplinary and international network is highly important and valuable and I see this summer school as a great platform to build up my network.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD 		PhD		I have followed a post-graduate course on remote sensing, which included an introduction to polarimetric and interferometric SAR techniques and to remote sensing techniques at visible and infrared wavelengths but no practical applications. I have worked with a range of remote sensing products in the context of hydrological modelling applications, including Sentinel-1 SAR imagery for water masking, radar altimetry for water surface elevation and GRACE for total water storage information. I have also used Sentinel-2 optical data for water detection. 		I am an advanced user of Python, and competent in Matlab and R.		YES

		1058		Ms.		female		Anna Michalina		Kopeć		Anna Michalina Kopeć		anna.kopec@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27		50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		+48 71 320 68 22		Polish		1992-Mar-21		Wrocław		true		1		2018-Apr-27 13:10		2018-May-21 10:48		normal		anna.kopec		1058		Software: DORIS, StaMPS, TRAIN, Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
Data: 
SAR data: ERS 1/2, ENVISAT (ASAR), Sentinel 1A/B
Spectrometric data: MERIS (from Envisat) and MODIS (form Terra and Aqua)
Weathers models: ERA-Interim		My research interests are related to the measurements of surface deformation of the Earth using radar interferometry (InSAR). In March 2018 I am opening my doctoral thesis, subject: Analysis of the possibility of increasing the accuracy of radar interferograms in the aspect of determining post-mining land displacements. The scope of my research is the influence of atmospheric disturbances on radar waves for InSAR measurement techniques.		So far, I've presented my works at the following conferences:
• 55th Conference of Students' Scientific Groups of the Mining Division in Krakow, December 2014, subject: Avalanche risk assessment in selected regions of the Karkonosze Mountains
• 17th Conference of PhD Students and Young Scientists, Szklarska Poręba 22-26 May 2017, subject: Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge
• 22nd Autumn School of Geodesy, Wałbrzych 21-22 September 2017, subject: The use of InSAR techniques in the monitoring of post-mining terrain deformations
Achievements:
 A. Kopeć, Reduction of atmospheric disturbances in PSInSAR measure technique, based on ENVISAT ASAR data for Erta Ale Ridge , E3S Web of Conferences Volume 29, 2018.
		Vice-Dean for Student Affairs, Wojciech Milczarek, PhD, Eng
Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		My scientific activity is related to remote sensing. I would like to broaden my knowledge about SAR data processing, but also learn to better use remote sensing data to predict the conditions in the Earth's atmosphere that affect the quality of InSAR measurements. 
I miss programming skills, I hope this course will help me improve them.
In addition, an international group of participants will allow me to meet other interesting scientists, their ideas and improve my language skills.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD student - 2nd year 		PhD		Processing of SAR data using Doris and StaMPS software
InSAR atmospheric delay reduction using TRAIN
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) 
		Python - basic
C+ - basic		YES

		1054		Ms.		female		Mary Francesca		Langsdale		Mary Francesca Langsdale		mary.langsdale@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		Department of Geography, King's College London		Strand		WC2B 4BG		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07971631593		British		1992-May-31		London		true		1		2018-Apr-27 11:08		2018-Apr-30 16:39		normal		mlangsdale1		1054		Software: ENVI, ArcGIS, Panoply, Python, R
Data: I have primarily worked with MODIS (LST, SSE and level 1b), Himawari (LST and level 1b), MSG SEVIRI (LST), Landsat series (especially OLI/TIRS) and hyperspectral airborne datasets (Specim Aisa OWL and Fenix). 		I am currently working on developing methods of land surface temperature and surface spectral emissivity retrieval from multispectral and hyperspectral sensors and instrumentation. This involves consideration of validation techniques, with two validation field campaigns thus far planned and conducted to evaluate the performance of satellite or airborne LST and SSE products.		I completed my undergraduate degree in mathematics (MA Hons 1st Class from the University of Edinburgh, 2010 - 2014) before a MSc Climate Change degree at King's College London (Distinction, 2015 - 16). In this course I took a remote sensing module which made me interested in the subject and seek to do a PhD in this field. 

In my PhD thus far, I have attended and presented at the National Centre for Earth Observation Early Researcher's Forum, the FRM4STS workshop and the joint GlobTemp/Eustace User Meeting. I have also conducted two field campaigns to enable calibration and validation of land surface temperature and emissivity products from geostationary satellites and a hyperspectral airborne thermal sensor (the AisaOWL).		Professor Martin Wooster, King's College London and National Centre of Earth Observation		No.		I am primarily interested to develop my remote sensing skills and knowledge, and particularly my ability to process EO data, of which this course has a strong focus on. At this stage of my PhD, I would benefit greatly from developing these skills as I still have time to apply them to topics that will be in my final thesis. 

I also particularly want to develop my understanding and application of data assimilation techniques as I believe these will be incredibly useful to furthering my career and research, with some of these techniques (e.g. Kalman filter) having been applied to current satellite observations to develop new LST products.

The course itself covers the scientific and theoretical principles underlying much of my research. With my background in mathematics rather than environmental science, I often find that there are some gaps in my understanding of Earth system processes which I believe this course would help redress. I think that attending this course would develop my understanding of the Earth system processes that contribute to my research, as well as perhaps motivate interest in a research area for the next stage of my career.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD		PhD		I am competent at working with and processing optical remote sensing products, particularly those in the thermal infrared. I have minimal experience of working with radar although am familiar with the concepts, having assisted on teaching a Masters-level course in Remote Sensing.		I am competent in coding using Python and have some past experience with R and Matlab.		YES

		1066		Ms.		female		Hannah		Nguyen		Hannah Nguyen		hannah.nguyen@kcl.ac.uk		martin.wooster@kcl.ac.uk		King's College London		King's College London				WC2R 2LS		London		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447982654094		British		1993-Jan-29		UK		true		1		2018-Apr-27 17:15		2018-May-29 13:54		normal		hannah.n		1066		Software:
Panoply
ENVI
Python
NetCDF utilities, ncdump,ncview ect
Data:
SEVIRI - FRP-PIXEL product
MODIS AOD
Global Geostationary Gridded Cloud Product (NASA LARC) (previous work)		My current project involves the use of a new fire emission inventory (FREM) in a coupled meteorology-chemistry model (WRF-Chem) to 1) evaluate the inventory against MODIS AOD data and 2) to optimise a scaling factor to be applied to the emissions to account for fires burning below the sensor's detection threshold and to account for the changing spatial resolution with satellite view angle.		Chemistry (MSci University College London)
Non-Equilibrium Systems (MSc King's College London)
2nd Year PhD on Biomass Burning Emissions Via Sensing and Modeling (King's College London)
Training Courses: Data Assimilation at ECMWF & Uni of Reading
Work Experience: 6 months with Reuniwatt, French start-up specialising in solar irradiance forecasting. In my time there I worked on building data assimilation capabilities into their operational WRF model. Cloud property retrievals derived from geostationary  satellites were assimilated into the model using the Data Assimilation Research Test-bed (UCAR). 		Professor Martin Wooster
King's College London		NO		
This summer school on Earth Observation would be a crucial opportunity for me to build on my understanding of remote sensing and more specifically provide more hands on experience for processing different kinds of earth observation data. The breadth of the topics covered by the school would be especially useful as I do not have an environmental science background and gaining and understanding of how earth observation plays in to each of these earth systems would give me a more holistic understanding. The practical sessions on using the ESA EO toolbox for data processing would be extremely beneficial to my work as utilising and manipulating Meteosat and MODIS data will play a large part in my project. The data assimilation lectures and practical would also be of particular interest to me as later stages of my project may focus on the assimilation of fire data into the WRF-Chem model.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD		PhD		some knowledge of remote sensing principals/theory
intermediate experience in handling/visualising satellite data (raw and retrievals)  
very little experience in processing of raw satellite data 
no experience with radar remote sensing 		unix/linux - proficient
python - intermediate
Matlab and R - basic 		YES

		1139		Ms.		female		Karolina		Owczarz		Karolina Owczarz		karolina.owczarz@pwr.edu.pl		wojciech.milczarek@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		27 Stanisława Wyspiańskiego St.				 50-370		Wrocław		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		726876416		Polish		1993-Mar-29		Trzebnica		true		1		2018-May-14 19:54		2018-May-15 22:02		normal		Karolina		1139		Software: GMT5SAR, SARPROZ, SNAP, SNAPHU, QGIS, ArcGIS

Data: Sentinel-1, Sentinel 2, SRTM		Currently, I am studying the influence of induced seismics on terrain surfaces with the use of satellite radar interferometry. I use Sentinel satellite imagery to determine displacements.		I work at the Wroclaw Institute of Spatial Information and Artificial Intelligence and there I deal with the processing of satellite imagery and Geographic Information System (GIS). I take part in the project CheckGREEN Application for Monitoring of Greening Practices and DIAS - Copernicus Data and Informaton Access Service.		Wrocław University of Science and Technology		NO		The course at ESRIN is very interesting to me because it is related to the issue of remote sensing. I use knowledge in this field both during doctoral studies and in professional work. Participation in this course would enable me to acquire new knowledge, skills, experience, raise qualifications and get to know specialists in the field of remote sensing. In my doctoral thesis I use the processing of satellite imagery to determine deformations on the surface of the terrain. Therefore, participating in this course would help me find the best solution to this problem. Nowhere else will I get the remote sensing knowledge at such a high level as in ESRIN. Participation in these workshops is very important to me because I want to develop scientifically and professionally in remote sensing.		Fair		Female		Terms and Conditions		first year PhD 		PhD		During my studies, I came across a remote sensing which I consider to be a very interesting field. Therefore, I became more interested in the topic and wrote a master thesis on the dislocations of the  North Anatolian Fault in Turkey using the SBAS method. Since then I have been dealing with teletexting all the time. I process satellite imagery to generate a numerical terrain model, classification, calculate indicators such as NDVI, displacement detection. I have knowledge about radar images, optical images, methods of their development, software.		Python - basic level		YES

		1009		Ms.		female		Gaia		Piccioni		Gaia Piccioni		gaia.piccioni@tum.de		florian.seitz@tum.de		DGFI-TUM		Arcisstr. 21				80333		Munich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 (89) 23031-1214		Italian		1990-Oct-13		Tarquinia		true		1		2018-Apr-09 17:08		2018-Apr-13 14:52		normal		gaiapi		1009		I use level-2 ocean altimetry data from the following missions: TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2, ENVISAT, ERS-2.		My main task at DGFI-TUM is to improve and update the former Empirical Ocean Tide model (EOT) with the latest altimetric data, focusing on performance enhancement in coastal and polar regions. At the moment, I am analysing the performance at the coast of a tidal solution obtained from different retracking methods along Jason-1 and Jason-2 satellite tracks.		After my BSc in aerospace engineering in 2013 (University of Padua, Italy), I attended the MSc in Earth and Space Physics and Engineering (ESPE) at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), from September 2013 until August 2015. My final thesis was made in collaboration with ESA/ESRIN, where I worked for 4 months (February-June 2015) as trainee. After my graduation, I worked as research assistant for the DTU Space department, in the division of geodesy, from August 2015 until June 2016. During this period I had the chance to co-author an article about the sea level variations monitored with satellite altimetry in the Arctic (Andersen and Piccioni, 2016) . In July 2016 I started my PhD at DGFI-TUM in tide models with ocean altimetry. In the last three years I attended  workshops with poster contributions, such as Sentinel-3 For Science (2015), 9th and 10th Coastal Altimetry (2015 and 2017) and the ESA Living Planet Symposium (2016). In 2017 I attended the Ocean  Surface Topography Science Team (OSTST) meeting, with an oral presentation on  "Coastal improvements for tidal models: the benefit of ALES retracker".		Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Florian Seitz, DGFI-TUM		ESA Advanced Training on Ocean Remote sensing. Brest, 2015		The final purpose of my PhD is to derive a tide model from altimetry data, with focus on areas of great interest for climate change studies, such as coastal and polar regions. I believe that the ESA EO Summer School will be useful for my research on different levels: insights on the Earth system and different monitoring techniques will deepen my understanding on ocean observation, and help me to locate the role of tides on the overall climatic system. Moreover, the knowledge of different monitoring techniques may be used in the future to validate my final tide model - or inspire a new synergistic product. Furthermore, I consider the topic of data assimilation of great interest for my work, because I can learn new methods to optimize and evaluate my model.
Finally, I am highly convinced that such kind of events are fundamental for young scientists, as they give the chance to not only exchange ideas with people coming from different backgrounds, but also to begin relationships which can become future collaborations.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year of PhD		PhD		Advanced level in ocean radar altimetry, with which I work for my PhD, and basic knowledge of other remote sensing techniques.
		Working knowledge of Matlab (advanced level), Fortran (advanced level), and Python (intermediate level)
		YES

		1085		Ms.		female		Annunziata		Pirro		Annunziata Pirro		apirro@nd.edu		Harindra.J.Fernando.10@nd.edu		University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		University of Notre Dame, 156 Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering				46556		Notre Dame		US		United States		United States of America		North_America		+15743399110		Italian		1985-Apr-29		Nocera Inferiore		true		1		2018-Apr-30 17:00		2018-May-01 16:17		normal		nunziapirro		1085		For my research I use the Climate Model Diagnostic Analyzer (CMDA), which is a system developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory to analyze climate datasets. It contains multiple satellite observational data, reanalysis data, and model outputs. It also provides single and multiple-variable analysis tools that can be used with the original input datasets or with a user-uploaded datasets. I use the AVISO Sea Surface Height (SSH) data set to investigate the Rossby waves in the Bay of Bengal by performing analysis of time series and averages in time and space of the ocean surface variable. The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from MODIS Aqua, GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate) and wind field from ECMWF are used to study the behavior of the upper ocean and lower atmosphere before, during and after a monsoon event in order to investigate the air sea interaction in the Bay of Bengal. The NASA METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) supports this analysis by identifying events of deep atmospheric convection. 
I also use software like Grapher and Surfer to create 2D-3D maps of the Bay of Bengal based on physical ocean properties detected by remote sensing.
Output from COAMPS coupled ocean-atmosphere model developed by the US Naval Research Laboratory, observational dataset from shipboard instrumentations such as VMP, ADCP and moorings, are processed using MATLAB. The scope is to compare and complement results from remote sensing analysis with model outputs and high-resolution in-situ ocean measurements. Data acquisition, data analysis and visualization are obtained through MATLAB scripts that I created.  
		I am a fourth-year doctoral researcher in the Department of Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences at University of Notre Dame. My dissertation in Physical Oceanography seeks to better understand the physics and dynamics of the Northern Indian Ocean with the ultimate goal of increasing weather forecasting accuracy. More specifically, I study the effect of oceanic intraseasonal oscillations on the Indian Ocean's monsoons dynamics, in particular the coupling of ocean and atmospheric disturbances of 30-60 day periods. Since the coastal communities of Southeast Asia are prone to floods, tsunamis and storm surges, improving our understanding of the Indian monsoons will minimize risks to the population and will mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters. 
In 2014 and 2015, my work focused on ocean-field observations in the Bay of Bengal. As a member of two scientific cruises, I collected ocean/atmosphere data using in-situ and remote sensors instruments. For my research, I also used the Sea Surface Height (SSH) AVISO satellite remote sensing data to delineate the migration of Rossby waves in the ocean. These waves produce distinct SSH patterns, which could be related to intraseasonal variability of oceans. After two years of data analysis, I realized that the information provided by in-situ measurements and remote sensing is a useful key input when assimilated in regional atmospheric models to improve monsoon forecast. To this end, during the summer of 2016 I started working with numerical “model” colleagues at US Naval Research Laboratory in Mississippi on atmospheric models as applied to monsoon forecasting.
So far, my data shows that the measured subsurface flow is well-linked to the SSH features, and hence Rossby waves. In addition, the analysis of the surface currents in the BoB combined with the wind field dataset from ECMWF shows that the 30-60 day oceanic intraseasonal oscillations appear in conjunction with the beginning of the summer monsoon season confirming a correlation between monsoon phenomena and ocean dynamics during the summer season.
In order to better observe the ocean response (to the monsoons) in terms of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and the influence of the upper ocean on the atmospheric dynamics during monsoon events, this summer I will collect simultaneous ocean-atmosphere data in a strategic area of the BoB (2°-22°N; 85°-90°E) aboard the R/V Tommy Thompson. Here, I will have the opportunity to operate the Remote Ocean Surface Radiometer (which measures the SST with an accuracy higher than the satellites) and I will analyze high-resolution atmospheric data collected by the W-C130 aircraft, which will conduct flights through monsoon events. Satellite retrievals from MODIS Aqua (SST), GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement for rain rate), TOPEX POSIDON-Jason and METEOSAT-8 (deep convection) are key tools that I will use to support and integrate my analysis to understand the ocean-atmosphere interaction. From this summer work, I am expecting to have a clear understanding of the ocean and of the atmosphere dynamics before, during and after a monsoon event. In addition, the unique dataset collected will be an invaluable resource for future data analysis with the ultimate goal of improving monsoon forecast accuracy. The use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interaction in the Northern Indian Ocean with evident beneficial results for the society.
		I completed my Bachelor’s and Master's degrees in Civil Engineering at the University of Salerno (Italy) in 2013. My Master thesis aimed to predict the effects of climate change on the durability of building structures and to provide workable solutions to increase mechanical strength and the life-expectancy of construction materials. The research involved extensive experimental work on concrete cubes under extreme thermal conditions. 
After my studies in Italy, I realized that a Ph.D. in Physical Oceanography would allow me the opportunity to explore current environmental and climate questions and to apply my skills in both computational techniques and experimental methods in a field committed to sustainability of life on earth for all humankind. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the University of Notre Dame's graduate program in Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences in 2014.
As stated previously, my doctoral research seeks to better understand the role of the Indian Ocean in controlling the intensity and timing of the Indian Monsoons’ variability. By increasing the accuracy of monsoon forecasting, we will be able to mitigate the devastating impacts of the ocean's natural disasters to the coastal communities of South East Asia. To achieve my research goal I use in-situ ocean-atmosphere data collected by ship-based and remote sensing instruments during two scientific cruises (2014 and 2015) in the Bay of Bengal (BoB). The results are augmented by satellite products like Sea Surface Temperature, Global Precipitation Measurement, Sea Surface Height and wind field and, by coupled ocean-atmosphere COAMPS models outputs.
In the summer of 2016, I started a collaboration with leading oceanographers at NASA’s Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. Here, I learned how to process and analyze the data collected during the 2015 cruise, and I saw firsthand how models can be combined with observational and satellite data to enhance our understanding of severe weather events. The curiosity for learning more about models and satellite assimilation stimulated me for a new challenge. Therefore, I applied and was accepted into the highly competitive summer program at NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) during the summer of 2017. Here, I had an exclusive opportunity to learn from experts in the field on how to use satellite observations to advance climate models. While working at JPL, I used my communication and personal skills to establish professional relations with scientists working at NASA, which led to research collaboration.
The results obtained from the 2014 fieldwork led to a co-author publication to the peer-reviewed Journal of Geophysical Research. Currently, I have two first-author articles for publication that will be soon submitted.
I have been very active in presenting the results of my work at national and international conference, workshops and scientific meeting. Specifically, in 2015 I attended a professional meeting at UMass Dartmouth and in New Orleans. In 2016, I presented a poster at the OSM in New Orleans, at the 48th International Colloquium in Liege and I gave a talk at Oregon State University. Lastly, I gave a talk at the 2018 OSM in Portland. The work presented at these conferences was based on the accomplishments from the 2015 field campaign. The Liege Colloquium was funded by a NASA travel grant while, the 2018 OSM was supported by the IndianaView scholarship, which I was awarded for using remote sensing to advance my research.
The 2018 summer will be a very fruitful period for my research and professional development. I will present at the 8th ISEH conference at Notre Dame and, after participating into the 3rd field campaign in the BoB (June 30th – July 20th), I will give a talk at the University of Bologna (Italy), were I was invited by the Prof. Nadia Pinardi to talk about my recent research outcomes and discuss future research opportunities.
Serving as student representative of The Oceanography Society and laboratory mentor for undergraduate students, I hope to improve students’ education in ocean science. 
		Harindra Joseph Fernando, Wayne and Diana Murdy Endowed Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Earth Sciences and Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA		No		The 2018 ESA Earth Observation (EO) Summer School provides a unique opportunity to work with an international and diverse group of researchers. The interdisciplinary nature of the Summer School will allow further development of my applied skills using remote sensing and earth system modeling that are critical to answering the most challenging questions of my research projects. In particular, the use of models and remote sensing contributes significantly to my research in understanding the air-sea interactions in the Bay of Bengal since they overcome the limitations of in-situ measurements by covering a larger spatial-temporal area, and providing a wider dataset. A secondary, but no less significant benefit of the Summer School is the platform afforded; one in which I will have the opportunity to discuss my current work with scientists from varying cultures and backgrounds, and to learn from the perspectives of my contemporaries. Lastly, the 2018 ESA EO Summer School is the perfect platform to establish successful scientific collaborations, which lie at the heart of modern scientific progress. As an Italian female scientist, I enjoy the ability to work across disciplines, personalities, and cultures to generate innovative ideas to challenging research questions. I look forward to beginning the Summer School for many reasons, but the perhaps the most important is the opportunity it provides to conduct cutting-edge research by honing my gained professional skill set in remote sensing. Specifically, I aim to learn different applications and types of remote sensing, to improve remote sensing techniques and lastly, complement my studies by learning how satellite observations can be assimilated into earth system modeling. My love for people, my passion for science and my varied research experiences have prepared me for the challenges of the program, and I feel confident in my ability to be a valued team player. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		PhD		I am knowledgeable about both optical and radar remote sensing. I have four years of graduate training in this field at University of Notre Dame and other coursework. More specifically, my recent training was at NASA in 2017. The summer program “using satellite data to advance climate models” was a useful course to learn the basic properties of the two systems and the principles of operation. I was also trained on different methods for acquiring information and different applications in earth sciences, with a main focus on satellite assimilation in climate models. Because my research aims to investigate the Bay of Bengal under monsoon events, which are associated with extreme weather conditions, I need to strength my train on optical and radar remote sensing. Through the ESA summer school, I aim to reach a higher level of knowledge on remote sensing techniques especially on microwave remote sensing. Since these types of remote sensing have the advantage of being unaffected by cloud cover or rain at low frequency, with day and night observations, they can carry out surface observations frequently and operationally. Thus, they are crucial for the purpose of my research.		I have more than 12 years in MATLAB programming experience. Through formal coursework that began as an undergraduate, I started to learn this useful programming language. My Master’s thesis utilized MATLAB to acquire 2D images of concrete cubes and create 3D models and, simulate the changing of concrete cubes over the time exposed to different climate conditions. As a doctoral researcher, MATLAB is the primary tool I use to perform data analysis. I use it for the satellite and in-situ measured data acquisition, the computation, and for plotting data. Specifically, I am able to create 2D and 3D maps of geographic areas taking as input satellite oceanographic and atmospheric products. I also use MATLAB for image processing techniques in a remote sensing application. In addition to course work and graduate research training, I have taught others how to use MATLAB, in particular I have been a Teaching Assistant for the undergraduate class Computational Methods during 2016.		YES

		1105		Ms.		female		Alina		Radutu		Alina Radutu		alina.radutu@rosa.ro		radu.gogu@utcb.ro		Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest (UTCB)/ Romanian Space Agency (ROSA)		Lacul Tei No. 122-124				020396		Bucharest		RO		Romania		Romania		Eastern_Europe		+40213168722		Romanian		1984-Aug-22		Valenii de Munte, Prahova, Romania		true		1		2018-May-04 17:27		2018-May-15 11:44		normal		radutu		1105		I used NEST, SNAP, ENVI, Remote View, ArcGIS. I'm learning SARPROZ. I used Landsat, SPOT, Modis, SMOS, Envisat, Sentinel 1, Sentinel 2 data 		My current research activity is related to the use of remote sensing techniques and EO data for assessing the groundwater dynamics in urban areas. Many urban areas are affected by subsidence caused by groundwater pumping for industrial and residential needs. In this context, my research is focused on the use of SAR techniques for mapping vertical ground displacements and their correlation with the underground phenomena and processes involving groundwater (underground infrastructures, pumping, recharge, etc.)		Since 2008 I am involved at Romanian Space Agency in related activities to emergency and disaster response services using satellite imagery. I am part of the ROSA organization team for EO events, including an annual conference dedicated to Copernicus programme. Some relevant EO projects (from ROSA and UTCB) are: 
-2008-2012: Fp7/ Geoland2 (towards an operational GMES Land Monitoring Core Service); 
-2008-2011: Fp7/SAFER (Services and Applications For Emergency Response); 
-2008-2011: PNCDI II/MUTER (Applications and utilities for monitoring land use using geospatial data and technologies).
-2015-2016: Norvegian Grants/N4D (Nature4Decision-making) - Demonstrating and promoting natural values to support decision-making in Romania
- 2016-2018: ERA-LEARN 2020/INXCES- Innovations for eXtreme Climatic eventS
Relevant articles: 
- “Damage assessment of affected areas using satellite imagery during the floods in Romania, June-July, 2010", TIEMS 18th Annual Conference, Bucharest, Romania, 2011, A. Radutu, D. Bratasanu, I. Nedelcu, I. Vlad
- "An overview of ground surface displacements generated by groundwater dynamics, revealed by InSAR techniques", 2017,  Procedia Engineering, 209, pp.119-126. doi: 10.1016/j.proeng.2017.11.137 

		Prof. Dr. Habil. Constantin Radu Gogu, Head of Groundwater Engineering Research Centre, Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest		- ROSA/ESA/DLR Radar Remote Sensing Course 2009, 26-30 October 2009, Bucharest, Romania
- 6th ESA Advanced Training Course in Land Remote Sensing, 14-18 september 2015, Bucharest, Romania		Urban areas represent very dynamic human settlements. Environmental aspects represent important features for the sustainable urban development. My research is related to the environmental problems from the urban areas, with a special focus on the dynamics of groundwater and their influence on vertical ground displacement. I am sure that I can learn many useful things for my research from this course, as groundwater represents one of the reservoirs of water cycle, which will be presented during the course. I'm interested also on the influence of cryosphere and of other systems interacting in the urban environment. I think that remote sensing is a powerful tool which can be used for assessing sustainable development, and which is not yet enough exploited.  ESA Summer Schools and trainings are the best programmes of learning the new techniques and use the new Remote Sensing data available at European level. The professors giving the lectures are always among the best specialists in their field.This is why I would like to attend this course, in order to learn more how I can use EO for approaching environmental aspects and for improving my skills in the remote sensing domain.		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		MSc., 2nd year PhD		PhD		I am familiarized with different remote sensing data both optical and radar. I used optical data for environmental applications assessing vegetation indices, soil indices, different classifications, change detection. I used both radar and optical data for assessing flood masks. For radar remote sensing I realized terrain geocoding, oil spils detection, DInSAR and now I'm practicing on PSInSAR.   		I used for different projects basic programming in Matlab		YES

		1015		Ms.		female		Alzira Gomes		Ramos		Alzira Gomes Ramos		alzira.ramos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		maria.pereira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico		Av. Rovisco Pais 1				1049-001		Lisboa		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		00351965776388		Portuguese		1985-Jan-07		Lisboa		true		1		2018-Apr-12 13:44		2018-Apr-29 15:33		normal		ramosag		1015		R, GDAL, SNAP and QGIS		PhD student in Earth Resources by the Instituto Superior Técnico. 		Relevant publication: Ramos, A., Pereira, M. J., Soares, A., Do Rosário, L., Matos, P., Nunes, A., ... & Pinho, P. (2015). Seasonal patterns of Mediterranean evergreen woodlands (Montado) are explained by long-term precipitation. Agricultural and forest meteorology, 202, 44-50.
My ORCID: http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3307-8253.		Prof. Maria João Pereira, Instituto Superior Técnico		Yes (4th ESA Advanced Course on Radar Polarimetry). 		My goal is to build a strong understanding of concepts in remote sensing datasets along my PhD. 		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Master in Forestry Engineering and Natural Resources
		PhD		My knowledge in remote sensing is mainly with optical satellite images. I have been studying vegetation dynamics in drylands with a coarse resolution dataset. 		I have some experience using spatial tool with R, bash and a little experience in python.
		YES

		1093		Ms.		female		Raquel		Serrano-Calvo		Raquel Serrano-Calvo		ryserranocalvo@dundee.ac.uk		m.e.j.cutler@dundee.ac.uk		University of Dundee		University of Dundee		Geography, School of Social Sciences		DD14HN		Dundee		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44 07522187885		Spanish		1987-Oct-29		Barcelona (Spain)		true		1		2018-May-01 13:55		2018-May-29 10:55		normal		ryserranocalvo		1093		In the research projects that I did for the masters of sciences I hold (MSc Degree in Geology Engineering and MSc in Geographical Information Sciences) I used as main software packages: ArcGis, ERDAS and ENVI. The satellite imagery handled was MODIS (Terra and Aqua), Landsat-7 and Sentinel 2.

In my PhD (current research), the data I use come from multiples spectrometers such as ASD Pro, OceanOptics, PhotosynQ and hyperspectral cameras. Additionally, data from an UAV with a hyperspectral camera incorporated and data from Sentinel 2 and FLEX sensor (if it is launched before the end of my current research project).
		Now, I am in the middle of my PhD research by undertaking one of my experiments to investigate plants growing in hydrocarbon contaminated soils. During the experiment, I grew 70 willows and 70 blackberries in contaminated plant pots to simulate pollution conditions from oil spills and natural oil seeps places. Measurements from multispectral, hyperspectral and hyperspectral cameras were taken weekly to monitor the impact of the hydrocarbon soil on them. Additionally, data was gathered from a contaminated field using a hyperspectral camera attached to an UAV. 
Further experiments will involve undertaking imagery using drones and Sentinel-2 to complete the upscaling workflow of the response of vegetation impacted by hydrocarbons and its detection using satellite imagery. 
		I focused my career to become an Earth Observation Specialist. For this reason, working as a Geoscientist in an Earth Observation environment has been my target since I discovered remote sensing as a science (back in 2009), its potential to analyse the Earth and help humanity to find solution to current problems.

During the time I worked in the RISKNAT Research Institute at the University of Barcelona, I took part in several projects involving new geosciences methodologies to study the evolution of the snow cover with MODIS imagery. Furthermore, during that time, I was awarded with several ESRI course scholarships that allowed me to further develop my GIS and data analysis skills.

At the University of Aberdeen, my preparation to become a geoscientist with an Earth Observation background went on by facing a series of projects that required the application of remote sensing and GIS in fields like hydrology, ecology, oil and gas, agriculture or urban pollution among others. The MSc thesis that I developed focused on the prediction of land subsidence using vegetation indexes from Landsat-7 Imagery. The research I undertook allowed me to gain exposure to the analysis of Earth observation data and study the potential of vegetation to show us what is happening in the subsurface. The thesis was carried out in collaboration with the British Geological Survey where I could develop my interpersonal skills. The project I developed was awarded with the first prize by the Geological Remote Sensing Group and presented in the conference "Challenges in Geological Remote Sensing" held at the European Space Agency offices in Frascati  in December 2015.

Now, I am developing deep research skills in vegetation remote sensing and imagery by carrying out several experiments involving from ground level measurements to satellite imagery and which will allow us to better constraint upscaling problems.
As part of my development as researcher, I decided to consolidate my professional relationships with other colleagues, research institutions and/or companies. In this direction, I collaborate with TOTAL S.A (a major energy company), I presented at several conferences like FLEX in 2017 or the CDT Conference in Oil & Gas and I attended workshops around Europe like the Field Spectroscopy course delivered by NERC in Spain. In all these opportunities, I showed the potential of satellite imagery to find solutions to our daily challenges. 
		Dr. Mark Cutler 
Reader at University of Dundee 		No		The EOSS is, from my point of view, the perfect combination of knowledge gathering and interaction with the leading organization in Earth Observation in this planet.  For that reason, since I started studying remote sensing and satellite imagery I wanted to attend, but one of the requirements was be a PhD student! I have been trying since I was a bachelor student.  
To have a global overview of the earth observation applications will give me a broad knowledge of satellite imagery usability and applicability to my current and future research. 

The EOSS is an important opportunity for me to engage with other colleagues who also enjoy working in the Earth Observation, sharing ideas and why not, maybe to start collaborating with other colleagues. 

To conclude, I would like to say that my passion for the Earth Observation, the hard-work done during all my assignments and my motivation to know more about how we can effectively use the information gathered from a satellite imagery, made me to become a person who does not mind dedicating efforts to achieve my goals.

For all of this, I think that I am a suitable candidate who would excel and take the most of the Earth Observation Summer School. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PhD in Remote Sensing ( 2nd year of four )		PhD		Optical: Advanced (not only satellite imagery, but field spectroscopy (multispectral and hyperspectral) and hyperspectral cameras). I attended to a course organized by NERC and delivered by the UK Field Spectroscopy Facility and the BARSC  in the Albacete Experimental Centre "Las Tiesas"(Spain). 

Radar: Intermediate. I know the basic theory behind and I have worked with it but not at higher level. 
		R- Intermediate 
Python - Intermediate
Matlab - Beginner 
		YES

		1124		Ms.		female		Soraia Alexandra		Teixeira		Soraia Alexandra Teixeira		soraia.teixeira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		fsancho@lnec.pt		Instituto Superior Técnico/ Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil		Avenida do Brasil 101				1700-066		Lisbon		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		+351919084163		Portuguese		1990-Dec-07		Lisbon		true		1		2018-May-11 22:23		2018-May-11 22:24		normal		Soraia.Teixeira		1124		Software: BEAM, SNAP and ArcGis (or another GIS software)
Data: Landsat 5, 7 and 8 optical and IR imagery; Sentinel 1 e 2 imagery. 		I'm a second year PhD student from H2Doc - Environmental Hydraulics and Hydrology Programme, a collaboration between Instituto Superior Técnico and Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil. My thesis's about the performance of shoreline evolution strategies, where I hope to deepen the current knowledge about shoreline evolution models, making use of data that can improve its validation and calibration, being satellite imagery one of the main sources used, along with data
of wave time series and hindcast data.		I have a geology degree, with the specialization in mineral resources and environmental impact and master degree in Marine science. My master thesis had as its theme the formation of beach scarps and associated processes.
Publications:
-Beach scarp generation: insights from field experiments and database analyses (conference paper). Morfodinâmica Estuarina e Costeira conference May 2017(Porto, Portugal)
-Shoreline: from satellite imagery detection to long-term evolution model (accepted), to the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico (Lisbon, Portugal) in June 2018;
-Repercussions of using different sensors in satellite imagery acquisition for shoreline extraction (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in July (Toulouse, France).
-Applying CPA to meteo-oceanographic parameters of the Iberian Atlantic Coast (submitted, waiting for the acceptance), to the IX Iberian Atlantic Margin Symposium in September 2018 (Coimbra, Portugal)		Dr. Francisco Eduardo da Ponte Sancho, Laboratório Nacional de
Engenharia Civil
(http://www.lnec.pt/hidraulica-ambiente/pt/equipa/francisco-sancho/)
Prof. Dr. António Trigo-Teixeira, Instituto Superior Técnico
(https://fenix.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/homepage/ist11951)		No.		This course will be extremely important in my scientific training and for my PhD thesis because it covers two of the main tools I proposed to use. In the future I hope to continue working on coastal zone management, continuing my research, and for that, i think it is very important to gather all the information and knowledge about satellite imagery and earth system modeling i can. Also I think the data assimilation skill will be very useful to me in the future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD Student		PhD		I have attend three extra-curricular courses under the SOPHIA project on remote sensing. One about Sea Surface Temperature and Ocean Color, using RGB and Infrared imagery. The second course was on Geographic Information Systems: Satellite Data Analysis with the aim of exploring and representing remote sensing data related to the marine environment using geographic information systems. The last course was on Application of Synthetic Aperture Radar Images, using SAR imagery in the coastal and marine context. I also attended 
 a advanced course of information systems to
support a project where I carried out a study with the aim of quantify the differences between different sensors (SAR, RGB, IV) and satellite imagery on the precision of the shoreline extraction. i have submit this work in a poster format for the Geo Blue Planet Symposium in Toulouse.In addition to the courses mentioned above, I also attended courses in numerical modeling and programming applied to civil engineering, where I developed a conference paper that will be presented on the 5th Jornadas do Hidrográfico on the effects of the intrinsic uncertainties of the shoreline position extraction from the different satellite imagery in long-term modeling using a numerical model. 		As I mentioned in the previous point, I attended a course of numerical modeling and programming where I used the uncertainty arising from the use of different sensors and satellite imagery and verified if these influenced the results in the simulation of a long term shoreline evolution model. I achieved this by synthesizing, from a real shoreline, shorelines with the variations observed previously. I compared the results obtained for the different coastlines, both by the final position and by the longshore sediment rate rate after 10 years. Also, numerical modeling is my main tool in my thesis. I'm learning every day how to improve my programming skill.		YES

		1036		Ms.		female		Kristi		Uudeberg		Kristi Uudeberg		kristi.uudeberg@ut.ee		anu.reinart@ut.ee		University of Tartu		Univerity of Tartu		Ülikooli 18		50090		Tartu		EE		Estonia		Estonia		Eastern_Europe		+37251969263		Estonian		1983-Sep-08		Estonia		true		1		2018-Apr-25 18:49		2018-Apr-28 14:04		normal		uudeberg		1036		Software: BEAM and SNAP
Data: Envisat MERIS, Sentinel-3 OLCI and Sentinel-2 MSI		I am currently a PhD student in physics (PhD work title is "Remote sensing algorithms for turbid waters") at the University of Tartu in Estonia and junior researcher at Tartu Observatory in group of remote sensing of waterbodies.
My current research activities mostly contain the in situ data collection, processing and interpretation side of water remote sensing. When Sentinel-3 was launch, then I started to work more with satellite images. At the moment I work on classification for our inland and coastal water and studied opportunities to estimate the these optical water types from satellite’s images.		During my studies in University of Tartu I have been introduced and trained on a variety of subjects fundamentals of physics and math. Since my final bachelor's year I started to focus more on environment and especially remote sensing of water. Taking additional courses: Physical Oceanography of the Baltic Sea (University of Helsinki, 11.06.-16.06.2009), Radiative transfer theory and practice of Hydrolight software (Stockholm University, 15.-21.05.2011), ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course (Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012), Remote Sensing of the Baltic Sea and Other Optically Complex Waters (Lauenburg, Germany, 28.10.-01.11.2012) and AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources (Sirmione, Italy, 18.-22.09.2017). I love give something back so I teached water remote sensing part in subject Environmental Remote Sensing I at University of Tartu and in subject Methods of Investigations of Waterbodies at Estonian University of Life Sciences, supervised B.Sc theses (two defended and two will in this spring), visited schools to talk about natural science, physics, remote sensing and being a part of popularization events as Festival of Lights, Teadusbuss and Space Scientists at School.
Since 2005, I have participated or organised fielded work for water remote sensing in Tartu Observatory and participated in three international field works: Wadden Sea (on vessel Navicula 30.04.-16.05.2006), Baltic Sea (on vessel Aranda 3.-24.08.2009) and Baltic Sea (on vessel Oceania 9.-13.05.2016).
My work at conferences
Uudeberg, K., Põru, G., Ansko, I., Ansper, A., Ligi, M., Estimation of the lakes optical water types from satellites' images, HIGHROC scientific conference, Belgium, 2017
Soomets, T., Dainis, J., Uudeberg, K., Spatial and Temporal Variability of Optical Water Types in Largest Latvian and Estonian Lakes in 2017, 2nd Mapping Water Bodies from Space Conference, Italy, 2018 
Alikas, K., Anper, A., Kangro, K., Uudeberg, K., et al, Validation of Sentinel-3A/OLCI data over Estonian inland waters,  Sentinel-3 Validation Team (S3VT) 4th meeting, Germany, 2018 
Valdmets, K., Ansko,I., Reinart,A.,Effect of Calibration Uncertainty and Spectral Band Location to Modeled Remote Sensing Reflectance, Ocean Scienas Meeting, Florida, 2008.
Publications
Uudeberg, K.; Ansko, I.; Lätt, S.; Randoja, R. (2012). An integrated collaborative tool for water remote sensing data management and analysis (at Tartu Observatory). Ocean Optics XXI Conference; Glasgow, Scotland; 2012.
Alikas, K.; Ansko, I.; Reinart, A.; Lill, E.; Valdmets, K. (2008). Testing available MERIS image processors for lakes. 2nd MERIS - (A)ATSR Workshop Proceedings. ESA SP-666 (CD-ROM).
Reinart, A.; Valdmets, K. (2007). Variability of optical water types in Lake Peipsi. Proceedings of the Estonian Academy of Sciences. Biology, Ecology, 56 (1), 33−46.
Reinart, A.; Ohvril, H.; Alikas, K.; Ibrus, P.; Teral, H.; Valdmets, K.; Okulov, O. (2007). MERIS products over large european lakes - comparison with measured data about aerosol and water quality. Procceedings of ‘Envisat Symposium 2007’, July 2007, 6 pp. : Envisat Symposium 2007, Montreux, Switzerland 23–27 April 2007 . (ESA SP-636).
Valdmets is my maiden name.		PhD Anu Reinart
Director
Tartu Observatory, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of Tartu		ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course, Tartu, Estonia, 16.-20.04.2012
AIT Summer School – Sentinel for water resources, 18.-22.09.2017
RUS environment demo: Mapping waterbodies from space, online, 03.04.2018
RUS environment demo: Ocean colour monitoring with Sentinel-3 data using ESA SNAP S-3 Toolbox, online, 2018		When I saw topics and programme of the Earth Observation Summer School I knew that I would like to be part of this experience. Remote sensing of water has grown into my big passion and I hold a deep interest to devote my professional career towards on that. So I want to be as good as possible and to know all aspects about remote sensing of water. Also the same time I recognized that nature is  a one big system and to understand on good level water part I have to know more about atmosphere, land, ice and weather. Also, I feel that I am missing technical skills to approach problems of processing EO data. Therefore, I firmly believe that curricula of the summer school will provide good knowledge and skills to improve my work in this autumn and also in future.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		4rd year PhD in Physics		PhD		All my knowledge of remote sensing is connected to water.
Optical remote sensing - my knowledge are good. I am familiar with the theory and I have studied connection between water reflectance and optically active substances to be able do find solution for remote sensing Estonian waters.
Radar remote sensing - I know very little. I have participate in one radar course and now just for my own interest I use radar images to map waterbodies now and then.		I have used Phyton, Java, Pascal, C++, R, MATLAB, but proficiency level is fair. I worked as systems analyst in software company Cybernetica AS and I know how if and for sentences work and I was able to write down in specific language all work flows and rules. In research field I have used some written programs and modified them or some short pieces to make my life easier. At the moment I am trying to educate self in this field, so I am studying Phyton to find the knowledge how to process my data. 		YES

		1135		Dr.		female		Eva		Flo		Eva Flo		evaflo@icm.csic.es		jisern@icm.csic.es		Marine Sciences Institute (ICM-CSIC)		Passeig Marítim de la Barceloneta, 37-49				E08003		Barcelona		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		(34) 932 309 500		Spanish		1976-Mar-02		Barcelona		true		1		2018-May-14 15:57		2018-Jun-04 09:08		normal		flo		1135		I will start to work with Sentinel-2 data, specially chlorophyll concentration in the coastal zone.		My current research activities are related to the implementation of the main  Environmental European Directives in the Mediterranean Sea, specially the Water Framework Directive. At national level, I collaborate with the Catalan Water Agency to develop methods to assess the general physicochemical conditions and the ecological status based on the biological quality element phytoplankton (linked to chlorophyll-a concentration). Besides, I am developing a method to assess the continental pressures that affect coastal waters and test it against impact indicators measured in coastal waters. At European level, I am collaborating with the European Commission in the draft of the "Best Practice Guide on establishing nutrient concentrations to support good ecological status". Besides, I am involved in a research project entitled "Understanding top-down control in coastal bloom-forming protists: opening the parasitic compartment" and in teaching and scientific dissemination activities.		Since 2001, my scientific interests are land-ocean interactions and their effects on the coastal zone, with special focus on anthropogenic impacts and, in particular, cultural eutrophication. Specifically, my research examines: 1) the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of physicochemical and phytoplanktonic parameters in the Mediterranean Sea, 2) the coastal dynamic processes that cause this heterogeneity, and 3) the assessment of environmental quality of coastal waters. The characterisation and evaluation of coastal waters provide a better understanding of the structure and functioning of these waters and this knowledge has a direct applicability for Environmental European Directives, specially the Water Framework Directive and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.

Selected publications:
* Flo, E. 2017. Opening the black box of coastal inshore waters in the NW Mediterranean Sea : environmental quality tools and assessment. PhD. Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. http://hdl.handle.net/2117/113985.

* Camp, J; Flo, E; Vila, M; Arin,. L; René, A; Sampedro, N; Manzanera, M; Garcés, E. 2015. Pros and cons of biological quality element phytoplankton as a water quality indicator in the NW Mediterranean Sea. In Munne. A. et al. editors "Experiences from Ground, Coastal and Transitional Water Quality Monitoring: The EU Water Framework Directive Implementation in the Catalan River Basin District (Part II)". The Handbook of Environmental Chemistry, Springer International Publishing, Switzerland, 43: 135–160.

* Flo, E. 2013. Linear model: an approach to the successful intercalibration of data in the Water Framework Directive. On-line abstracts of Jornades de consultoria estadística i software II. Barcelona, October 23 to 25, 2013. http://jornades.uab.cat/consultoriaestadistica2/content/abstracts#Flo

* Flo, E; Garcés, E; Manzanera, M; Camp, J. 2011. Coastal Inshore Waters In The NW Mediterranean: Physicochemical And Biological Characterization And Management Implications. Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science, 93 (4), 279-289.

In addition, I presented more than 50 posters and oral presentations in conferences, symposiums and workshops.		Dr. Jordi Isern-Fontanet
Geophysical Turbulence Group / BEC
Dep. of Physical and Technological Oceanography
Marine Sciences Institute (ICM-CSIC)		No		Until now, I have worked with field data from the Mediterranean Sea, mainly the 1990-2017 time series data base from the Catalan coast, to gain knowledge on its coastal zone and to fulfil the requirements of the above Environmental European Directives. To be able to assist to this summer school will allow me to use satellite data available for the coastal zone, to model the structure and functioning of this zone and to combine field and satellite data with data assimilation procedures. Future results will be of great interest not only for the scientific community but also to the Catalan Water Agency, the Spanish Environmental Ministry and the European Commission, with whom I usually collaborate. Specifically, since the Sentinel-2 data are available, I am really interested to check whether these data 1) agree the field data I already have in terms of chlorophyll (sampling points located from 0 to 5000 m from the shore along 400 km of coast) and 2) if these data are useful in the framework of the Water Framework Directive and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		1st year Post-Doc		Post-Doc		Basic knowledge.		Basic knowledge. I have programmed with Fortran, started to work with data assimilation, and currently I am an R user.		YES

		1030		Dr.		female		Elena		Ghezzo		Elena Ghezzo		elena.ghezzo@unive.it		mala@unive.it		Ca' Foscari University, Venice		Via Torino 155				30170		Vencie		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3334365026		Italian		1986-Jun-20		Venice		true		1		2018-Apr-24 07:06		2018-May-21 17:40		normal		ElenaG		1030		ENVI, QGIS		I am a Global Marie Curie fellow, with a post-doc position within the Ca' Foscari University, Venice, Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics. For the next three years (from September 2018), I am the main researcher for the project REFIND, that includes an outcome phase at the University of Oregon as a visiting scholar, and different collaborations with several International Institutions and museums.		I'm a palaeontologist. My PhD dealt with GIS analysis of palaeontological sites in Europe. 
I published an online map for palaeontological sites (paleogeographic.com) and about how to use the historical spatial information to retracing the original distribution of fossils within a palaeontological site. During my Master, I analysed multispectral satellite images in order to locate exposed fossils at the Dancalia desert (Eritrea). 		Professore Associato, Stefano Malavasi, University of Ca' Foscari, Venice, Department of Environmental Sciences, Informatics and Statistics		no		For the next three years, I will dealing with satellite images applied to palaeontological surveys. My plan consists to use multispectral images and endmembers in order to link fossil endmember with images recorded by satellites. The second goal of my research will be to relocate the paleogeographical ranges of extinct species within Europe, retracing the climate changes effects to their distributions before their complete disappear. 
Your proposed course will be an intensive training regarding Remote Sensing potentialities and tools, and will increase my competences in satellite digital analyses, taking advantage of interpolation and filtering tools. Moreover, I will use this opportunity to increase my capabilities to interpreting climate changes to the Earth surface through successive timing, an important topic in palaeontological research. I will apply the latter skill to animal paleodistribution, in order to verify similitudes and differences within the European context.  		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		PostDoc		Post-Doc		I defended a Master degree on GIScience with a thesis on Remote Sensing, about satellite images analyses applied to palaeontological surface surveys on deserts.		Python as beginner		YES

		1056		Dr.		female		Cornelia		Klein		Cornelia Klein		cornkle@ceh.ac.uk		cmt@ceh.ac.uk		Centre for Ecology & Hydrology		Maclean Building, Benson Lane				OX108BB		Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		00491781333535		German		1987-Aug-27		Berlin		true		1		2018-Apr-27 13:04		2018-May-21 15:47		normal		cornkle		1056		I don't use any remote sensing software. The data I use for my research at the moment are brightness temperatures from MFG/MSG (and further processed GRIDSAT data), TRMM rainfall radar snapshots, information on vegetation fraction/ leaf area index from SPOT/ SEVIRI, Aqua AMSR-E soil moisture. We work at (from an atmospheric perspective) high spatio-temporal resolutions of a few kilometres and sub-hourly to weekly scale and hence use rather high-frequency data. For modelled rainfall validation, I also used gridded datasets like TRMM 3B42/43, CMORPH, CHIRPS ..		I'm an early-career post-doc interested in how land surface characteristics (e.g. vegetation, albedo, soil moisture patterns) affect the atmosphere at different scales, which could range from the initiation of a single convective storm up to a considerable modulation of the large-scale dynamics. With a focus on the West African region, I'm currently assessing whether the development of individual convective updraughts in mature mesoscale storms is sensitive to underlying land-surface condititons. In this context, I use earth observation data for assessing cloud characteristics, rainfall intensities and surface properties. 		I'm working at the interface of the land surface and the atmosphere. I used to work from the (regional-)modelling perspective and now switched to primarily using remote-sensing data, evaluating feedbacks between the surface and the development and maintenance of storms in tropical regions (Sub-Saharan Africa, India, China, Amazon). I collaborate with scientists with a background in earth system modelling, land-surface modelling and remote sensing.
First author publications:
• Klein C., Belušić D., Taylor C.M. (2018): Wavelet scale analysis of mesoscale convective systems for detecting deep convection from infrared imagery, JGR-Atmos, https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JD027432
• Klein C., Bliefernicht J., Heinzeller D., Gessner U., Klein I., Kunstmann H. (2017): Feedback of observed interannual vegetation change: a regional climate model analysis for the West African monsoon, Clim. Dyn., doi: 10.1007/s00382-016-3237-x
• Klein C., D. Heinzeller, J. Bliefernicht, H. Kunstmann (2015): Variability of West African monsoon patterns generated by a WRF multi-physics ensemble,Clim.Dyn,45(9-10),2733–2755
		Dr Christopher M. Taylor, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Wallingford, UK		NO		I started to entirely focus my research on earth observation data just recently and still feel like a novice since I never got a basic introduction into this field. Originally, I have a regional atmospheric modelling background (PhD work, no GCMs), which is why I find the wealth of available earth observation data often overwhelming and difficult to navigate in terms of advantages and limitations for certain scientific applications. I have an idea of how such data can be of use in atmospheric models, however I often have the impression that it is used too lightheartedly by modellers due to a lack of knowledge and missing experience regarding challenges in observing certain variables from space, sensor types and their abilities. In collaboration with remote-sensing scientists, I often ran into communication problems regarding the requirements of models for input data on my side, and their ability to deliver data of certain specifications. I'm enthusiastic to attend this summer school because my feeling is that covered topics aim at closing this knowledge-gap between modelling and remote-sensing by discussing the whole chain from data collection over data processing all the way to different applications. Since I just started working on climate change topics, I would also be extremely interested to hear about applications of satellite data in a climate context and to learn about the robustness of diagnosed trends / changes in satellite products, given potential sensor changes and other technical issues I might not be aware of. And whilst I have been working with earth system model data, I have no experience in how satellite products help in that area. Generally, since I'm working in pure research without any possibility to teach, I feel it is more difficult than ever for me to find the time and opportunities to gain new fundamental insights that broaden the horizon and enable me to reach out to closely related research fields (rather than digging deeper into my tiny niche). I would love to get the opportunity to get a more holistic view of the field I'm working in, to gain more confidence in using the EO data I'm relying on for my research and to learn how they help to improve our models from global to regional scales. 
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc (2nd year)		Post-Doc		During my PhD, I focussed on regional atmospheric modelling with WRF and often used satellite data for model validation, but these were always highly post-processed, user-friendly remote-sensing products, which I more or less trusted blindly. Only recently I started to use earth observation data as the primary data source for my analyses, making me painfully aware of my lack of knowledge about trustworthyness, do's and don'ts and technical issues to consider when using different products.		I have several years of programming experience with IDL and Python. My code probably qualifies for the "quick and dirty" label but I'm quite fluent, so I'd consider myself an intermediate (typical scientific?) programmer. 		YES

		1031		Dr.		female		Jonilda		Kushta		Jonilda Kushta		j.kushta@cyi.ac.cy		jos.lelieveld@mpic.de		The Cyprus Institute		The Cyprus Institute		20 Konstantinou Kavafi str		2121		Nicosia		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		00357 22208693		Greek		1977-Jul-15		Albania		true		1		2018-Apr-24 13:13		2018-Apr-26 11:40		normal		kushta		1031		Columnar information of pollutants, aod, calliop vertical profiles, trmm precipitation 		Post Doctoral Researcher at the Cyprus Institute 		My expertise stands in applications related to air pollution, online integrated modelling tools, atmospheric processes and their links and feedbacks with the chemical components, atmospheric cycle of natural aerosols like mineral dust, sea salt, volcanic ash, secondary aerosols from biogenic VOCs, etc. My current interests include atmospheric modeling, air pollution, dust cycle in the atmosphere, impacts of pollutants on regional weather, severe atmospheric phenomena (e.g. hurricanes, floods, dust storms), impact of pollution on ecosystems and human health. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1309104217301587
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aabf29
		Director of Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Mainz, Germany		NO		Use of satellite data is necessary in my work for either air quality studies, and also impact of pollutants on radiation, clouds and precipitation, vertical distribution, emission inventories etc. 		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post Doc (3 years)		Post-Doc		Use of satellite data for emission inventories 		Fortran, Python, bash scripting, ncl 		YES

		1130		Dr.		female		Elisa		Sorrivi		Elisa Sorrivi		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		elisa.sorrivi@unibo.it		UNIBO - DICAM		via Mazzalasino n.25				42019		Scandiano		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393280454672		Italian		1976-Aug-26		Scandiano (RE)		true		1		2018-May-14 11:28		2018-May-14 11:28		normal		elisa.sorrivi		1130		SNAP		▪ Adjunct Assistant Professor at IAS – Institute of Advanced Sciences – Yokohama National University (http://ias.ynu.ac.jp/research/fujino.html)		Recent publications: 
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Yozo Fujino, Dionysios Siringoringo, Erasmo Viola, “Offshore Extreme winds mapped from JAXA’s Satellite remote sensing. Case study by GCOMission-W1” – in press – International workshop on measuring high wind speed over the Ocean – METOffice – 15-17 November 2016
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “Offshore wind-temperature mapped from JAXA`s Satellite remote AMSR2 sensing over the North Pacific Ocean, Offshore Wind Energy 2017 – 6,8 June 2017, London, UK
▪ Elisa Sorrivi, Erasmo Viola, Yozo Fujino  and Dionysius Siringorongo “JAXA`s Satellite remote sensing AMSR2: Offshore wind-temperature mapped over the North Pacific Ocean”, Earth observation, (geo-resources, productive resources, geopolitics, natural calamities and cultural heritage) – 27,28 June 2017, Bologna, Italy
		▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory”
 University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna 		▪ “Cliamte Change Initiative” Information Day, ESA-ESRIN, July 6, 2017, Frascati, Roma Italy		▪ PhD degree in “Structural Mechanics” at Faculty of Engineering – University of Bologna – with Tutor Professor ERASMO VIOLA.
▪ Position as PostDoctoral Researcher at the “Department of Civil Engineering - Bridge & Structure Laboratory - Wind Tunnel Laboratory” University of Tokyo Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656 Japan;
▪		Good		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doct at UNIBO		Post-Doc		I'm a beginners in the remote sensing by satellite.I would learn more and improve my knowledge about it for an application in Offshore Wind Energy Prediction.		Matlab, C++, Pyethon (beginners)		YES

UV: Dear EOSS 2018,
on 20/06: talking with my Colleague at Yokohama National University (Japan) I could join the Summer_School longer: I can stay from 30/07 to 10/08.

I'm Dr ELISA SORRIVI (DICAM-University og Bologna-Viale Risorgimento n.2 - 40136 Bologna).
I can attend the EOSS 2018 from 30/07 to 2/08 because the second week I will be busy.
Thanks in advanced for your kind consideration.
Regards,
Dr Elisa Sorrivi

		1088		Dr.		female		Jennifer Louise		Williamson		Jennifer Louise Williamson		jwl@ceh.ac.uk		cev@ceh.ac.uk		Centre for Ecology & Hydrology		Environment Centre Wales		Deiniol Road		LL57 2UW		Bangor		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44 1248 374500		British		1983-Dec-23		Loughborough		true		1		2018-Apr-30 22:03		2018-Apr-30 22:03		normal		jwl@ceh.ac.uk		1088		I have used Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2 data to develop tools to monitor peatland condition in the UK. To atmospherically correct Sentinel 2 data I have used the Sen2Cor package. I have developed R scripts based on available packages to topographically correct Sentinel 2 data and to remove cloud cover from Sentinel 2 scenes. I have visualised EO data using ArcGIS, QGIS and R and have written Python code and R scripts to calculate indices from individual layers. I use QGIS and ArcGIS to carry out unsupervised and supervised classifications on satellite scenes. More recently I have begun using aerial imagery to look at using pixel unmixing techniques including random forest regression to investigate sub-pixel variability in Sentinel 2 images.		I am currently part of the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology’s Research Associate programme, a scheme designed to help further train early-career post-doctoral scientists to equip them with new inter-disciplinary skills in order to further the impact of their research. My background is in the impacts of land use change on peatland dynamics, including water quality changes and greenhouse gas emissions. I am currently working on a project for the UK government demonstrating the potential of earth observation data, primarily Sentinel 1 and 2 data, to monitor peatland condition in order to assess changes over time on a country-wide scale. This can be used to provide the input data to report UK greenhouse gas emissions from managed peatlands. I am also developing the use of earth observation within a Welsh national peatland monitoring strategy. Further afield I am working on a UK Space Agency project using InSAR data to assess changing peatland surface dynamics linked to peat swamp drainage and rewetting in south-east Asia. This information will be assimilated into a decision making tool for land managers in this area, which is particularly important in the global carbon cycle, both in terms of quantity of carbon stored in the peat and in the scale of the greenhouse gas emissions following deforestation or fire.
I am particularly interested in developing my skills in the field of remote sensing and earth observation in order to measure changes in peatland condition over time and under differing management regimes in both temperate and tropical areas. One area that I am particularly interested in developing is the use of EO data to monitor carbon cycling in temperate and tropical peatlands, also incorporating the assessment of downstream fluxes of carbon through river and estuary systems in order to model the fate of terrestrially derived carbon in the marine system, a process that is currently poorly represented in many earth system models.		I have presented work on using Sentinel 1 and 2 data to map peatland condition in the UK to national scale peatland conferences in the UK, including the IUCN UK Peatland Programme’s national meeting. The work on this project has been reported to the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. I have also participated in discussion groups in how to incorporate satellite monitoring into national scale peatland strategies. I have been learning how to incorporate Sentinel 1 and 2 data into my research during the Research Associate programme and I feel I have shown a strong aptitude for this work.		Professor Chris Evans. Centre for Ecology & Hydrology		NO		The Paris 2015 climate agreement resulted in a commitment from countries to reduce their CO2 emissions. In order to accurately assess this, countries need to know what their total emissions are at a baseline level and what changes are occurring over time. One area that has to date been excluded from the UK reporting is greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from modified wetland systems. Emission factors for these ecosystems were developed for the IPCC wetland supplement in 2013 but recent UK work has shown that at the national scale there isn’t up to date spatially accurate data to enable year on year reporting of emissions.
My work has become increasingly focused on the use of satellite imagery to classify peatland ecosystems as a method to move on from traditional time-consuming ground based methods. This work is providing the basis for the incorporation of GHG emissions from modified peatlands into the UK GHG inventory as accurate classification of peatlands and accurate change detection over time will allow these emissions to be included and paint a more accurate picture of the UK’s contribution to GHG emissions. Through official UK government Overseas Development Aid funding I have become involved in project working on peatland conservation and restoration in SE Asia, where the scale of tropical peat swamp forests means that satellite-based monitoring methods are the only feasible method to provide accurate data on the extent and condition of the peatland resource and to assess change over time. I am currently involved in a UK Space Agency funded project to develop a monitoring tool that can be used by government departments, conservation agencies and companies in Indonesia and Malaysia to assess the impact of their work. For this, the course section on Global Change will be of particular interest as this is an area where I particularly wish to develop my skills.
This course will develop my knowledge of the science of Earth Observation, as my background is in more on the ground monitoring methods and my current training post at CEH has allowed me to focus on EO as an emerging science area across the organisation. Of specific interest to me are the sections of the course on Data Assimilation and Global Change, as with knowledge of the methods and skills used in these areas has the potential to bring forward the incorporation of changing peatland GHG emissions over time into UK level and international reporting.
		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc, in 4th year		Post-Doc		I have been working with optical remote sensing data for nearly 18 months and I am managing a project for the UK Government investigating the potential of using Sentinel 1 and 2 data to monitor changing blanket bog condition in the UK. During this project I have carried out atmospheric and topographic correction on Sentinel 2 tiles, worked on removing the effects of clouds and cloud shadows, carried out supervised and unsupervised classifications of upland landscapes in the UK using R, QGIS and ArcGIS software packages, and investigated the potential of using various indices derived from Sentinel 2 layers to define varying wetness and vegetation productivity. My experience with optical and radar remote sensing has been relatively rapidly developed but has to date consisted of training within projects in order to achieve a specified goal. I feel that I would strongly benefit from an overview of the range of possibilities opened up by remote sensing in order to expand the potential of my work and to learn about the range of techniques and skills used in a more structured manner.		I am an experienced R user and have used it extensively over the past 8 years for a range of spatial and non-spatial data analysis and presentation, including using R to topographically correct and display Sentinel 2 images.
I use Python in conjunction with ArcGIS to carry out data analysis, produce and modify shapefiles and to automate routine tasks. Although I am less experienced at writing Python code in comparison to using R I have a functional working knowledge of how to modify existing code and further develop my own scripts.
I have used Fortran in a previous job to run hydrological models and to downscale outputs from Earth System Models such as JULES in order to provide appropriate spatial and temporal scale inputs into the hydrological models.		YES

		1089		Ms.		female		Cherry Ann Wooller		Jones		Cherry Ann Wooller Jones		cherry.jones@cefas.co.uk		lauren.biermann@cefas.co.uk		Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas)		Cefas Laboratory		Pakefield Road		NR33 0HT		Lowestoft		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07453318293		British		1995-Jun-12		Norwich, England		true		1		2018-May-01 10:24		2018-May-31 11:57		normal		CherryJones		1089		Mainly use analysis ready remotely sensed data, for example, very high resolution aerial photography which has already been geo-rectified and digital surface models constructed in Agisoft PhotoScan software, which I then analyse and manipulate using ESRI ArcGIS and Python. The X-band radar data and CCTV images I work with are processed and analysed in MatLab. I have used Fledermaus to view and modify LiDAR bathymetry and topography.		Since graduating Environmental Geophysics with a Starred First from the University of East Anglia 18 months ago, I have been working as a Coastal Processes Scientist for the British Government at Cefas (Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science). I study shore line change and sediment transport pathways, with a focus on new nuclear build sites, using novel remote sensing techniques, such as very high resolution (15 mm) aerial photography, DSMs derived using structure from motion, X-band radar and CCTV imagery.  I also study coastal vulnerability to storm events, coastal classification from breaking wave characteristics using high resolution LiDAR bathymetry and topography and collaborate internationally on building the scientific capability of small island state Government's.
I represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) Earth Observation Centre of Excellence, where cutting edge applications of Sentinel data are developed, and I am involved with projects from this group, including the automated detection and identification of sea vessels using AIS and SAR data. 		I have a background in geophysics and have studied the use of satellite remote sensed data as a tool for monitoring volcano and earthquake activity. I have focussed on coastal processes since starting at Cefas 18 months ago, and I am working on my first paper for potential publication, comparing traditional methods of measuring rock platform erosion (micro-erosion meters) with the use of very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models. 
I have been chosen to represent Cefas and the marine sector at the DEFRA Earth Observation Centre of Excellence for the last 6 months, where I have been exposed to numerous innovative applications of satellite data, predominantly for land use classification and natural resource management.		Dr Lauren Biermann, Senior Remote Sensing Scientist, Cefas		NO		I am eager to develop my earth observation skill set, in order to identify potential innovative applications. I am interested in extending my work on automated shoreline detection using terrestrial x-band radar and CCTV photography to use satellite data. I think this could be of particular use for small island states where historical data is scarce, and satellite data may provide a cost effective coastal monitoring technique. I am also interested in the integration of satellite data and coastal models.  		Fluent		Female		Terms and Conditions		Starred First BSc(Hons) and 1.5 years as professional scientist. 		Professional		I work frequently with very high resolution aerial photography and digital surface models derived from this photography using structure from motion. 
I studied satellite remote sensing theory, including the different orbital types, and the physics and applications of different sensor types (LiDAR, SAR, altimetry, multi-spectral). 
I analyse non-satellite remotely sensed data at a professional, post-graduate level. 		I have used a number of programming languages throughout my education and career. I am most fluent in Python and use it regularly to automate data processing and GIS tasks. I have been taught MatLab and have used and adapted MatLab code for geo-rectifying images and other data processing tasks but have not written original code in MatLab for some time. I was taught Java whilst at university, and whilst I have not written or applied Java code since then it was a valuable way to learn higher level object-oriented programming theory. I have an introductory knowledge of R. 		YES

		1024		Ms.		female		Davide		Di Carlo		Davide Di Carlo		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		davidedicarlo88@gmail.com		IUAV		San Leonardo Filieri				03043		Cassino		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3737740996		Italian		1988-Dec-31		Cassino		true		1		2018-Apr-19 12:10		2018-Apr-19 12:10		normal		davidedicarlo		1024		SNAP		
Currently I’m collaborating on two EU funded projects (EASME), SUPREME and SIMWESTMED coordinated by CORILA (http://www.msp-supreme.eu/). In such projects I’m supporting research staff and technicians to develop reports on current state of knowledge about legal and planning framework on MSP. Specifically, I deal with the approach of different countries on EU directives implementation and with graphic layout of presentations and deliverables.		During my internship and thesis research, I've supported researchers of ISMAR CNR for the Systematic Conservation Planning on Biodiversity conservation in the Adriatic-Ionian Region, giving a positive contribution in data analysis and modelling phase, thanks to my good capability in data management with GIS software’s and MARXAN tool. The work contributed to a publication of an academic paper that will be published in December 2017 (Gissi et al., Addressing complex conservation challenges through marine spatial prioritization, Conservation Biology, Forthcoming).		Daniel DePellegrin, Researcher at the Italian National Research Council – Institute of Marine Sciences (CNR-ISMAR; Venice,
Italy)		NO		My willingness to join resides in several reasons, firstly, my efforts focus on providing to decision makers the best information possible in order to make an informed and conscious decision on different issues. 
I'm very keen in learning new technologies such as remote sensing and SAR and very interested in the interdisciplinary application of GIS technology in support  biodiversity conservation, sustainability issues and urban planning.
I'm confident that such experience with ESA can give an added value to my eventually forthcoming PhD in Science and Management of Climate Change in Venice regarding the adaptation in policies of Adriatic coastal strip in a global change.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master in Planning and Policy for the Landscape, city and environment		Masters		Basic knowledge of radar Remote sensing		Basic knowledge of Javascript, SQL, Python		YES

		1065		Mr.		male		Louis		Baron von Freytag-Loringhoven		Louis Baron von Freytag-Loringhoven		louis_freytag@yahoo.de		martin.wegmann@uni-wuerzburg.de		Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg		Sanderring 2				97070		Wuerzburg		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		0049 16093827986		German		1990-Apr-13		Munich		true		1		2018-Apr-27 16:47		2018-May-27 11:16		normal		Pixelschubser		1065		Software: QGIS, SNAP, ENVI, SAGA, GDAL, Orfeo-ToolBox (OTB), PyCharm, RStudio, own scripts/functions
Data: S1 (IW_GRDH), S2, S3 (OL_1EFR), MERIS, RapidEye, Landsat, MODIS, VIIRS, SRTM-DEM, TerraSAR-X/ TanDEM-X		Master's degree candidate for: "EAGLE - Applied Earth Observation and Geoanalysis of the Living Environment" University of Würzburg
http://eagle-science.org/
in cooperation with Brockmann-Consult
https://web.brockmann-consult.de/

Currently working on Water Quality algorithms at Brockmann-Consult
Master thesis title: "Remote sensing of water quality using Sentinel-2 for mapping cyanobacterial blooms and distinguish it from Algae” in cooperation with Brockmann-Consult in the “CyanoAlert” framework (Horizon 2020 program No 730141)
Other recent research activities are: Ship Tracking, Lake Catchment areas, Biodiversity models, spatial metrics, supervised land use classifications, pseudo-change/ -dynamics Error-Propagation.		Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) University of Würzburg Bachelor thesis English title: "Investigation of the dependency of vegetation vitality on topography on cultivated land in northwestern Benin by creating a semi-automatized process chain"
Internship at "Airbus Defence and Space" mainly working with SAR data
Student employee at Institute for localauthority data-processing in Bavaria (AKDB)
Currently:
Master's degree candidate for: "Applied Physical Geography - Geosystem Change and Geosystem Protection" University of Würzburg
Master's degree candidate for: "EAGLE - Applied Earth Observation and Geoanalysis of the Living Environment" University of Würzburg
		Dr. Martin Wegmann
Academic Council at the Institute for Remote Sensing
Head of Biodiversity and Nature Conservation
EAGLE Coordinator		NO		My major motivation is to fill data gaps to support decision makers. Therefore I like to develop algorithms and software, which can then be used to compute products.
That's why I don't want to miss the possibility to improve my knowledge in remote sensing, especially in relation to improve the end-to-end perspective.
The summer school would match perfectly in the context of my current research. The topics Water Cycle, Ocean Science, Carbon Cycle as well as the practical exercises fit direct to my master thesis (Cyanobacteria and Eutrophication) and my daily tasks related to water quality.
During my international master and internships, I have enjoyed the international environment and would be very happy to socialize with interesting people.
Meeting persons like Prof. Dr. Martin Visbeck or Dr. Lucille Gaultier and completing practical exercises with them would be of great interest to me.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) 3rd Master semester		Masters		Optical: Advanced
Radar: Intermediate		Used programming languages: R, Python

R for: statistics and Data management, process and plot EO Raster and vector data, and model Biodiversity...
Python for: customise GDAL and integration of own functions into QGIS, develop code for special analytic purpose e.g. pixel extraction of global Land classifications for overlapping multipart polygons (Catchments).

level of proficiency: Intermediate-Advanced		YES

		1102		Mr.		male		Marco		Cerri		Marco Cerri		cerri.mar@gmail.com		guenter.strunz@dlr.de		Technical University of Munich TUM		Arcisstraße 21				80333		Munich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+49 1525 5676559		Italian		1990-Oct-02		Milan (Italy)		true		1		2018-May-04 16:32		2018-May-28 16:19		normal		CerriMar		1102		Some RapidEye and TerraSAR-X water masks,
CORINE land use layers,
Landscape ecology metrics derivation tools (FRAGSTATS, LecoS, V-LATE),
GIS software QGIS and ArcGIS,
Data analysis with R		Master thesis student of Environmental Engineering, focused on hydrological extremes (floods), their modelling and the caused losses on the human society		Academic background: Environmental Engineering (bachelor + master). Together with interests in Geodesy, Climate change, GIS, I'm focused on modelling of the hydrological processes and especially the extremes (floods) and their analysis with EO and RS tools.
Internship at German Aerospace Center (DLR), Department Geo-Risks and Civil Security, Oberpfaffenhofen, to develop a Study project thesis (three-month workload project) about "Flood simulation using HEC-RAS hydraulic model calibrated with remotely sensed water mask: a case study of Mulde River, Germany".
Internship at German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ), Section Hydrology, Potsdam, to write the Master thesis about "Multivariable flood damage modelling for residential buildings using open data with random forests method", with possible development for a published paper in Autumn 2018		Prof.Dr.-Ing. Günter Strunz,
Head of Department Geo-Risks and Civil Security,
German Aerospace Center (DLR)		NO		I'm deeply interested in EO and RS disciplines, especially in their use to analyse weather hazards and their effects on the human settlements and the environment. My background is now based more on the physical processes at surface level and on the modelling of the hydrological systems, with a basic understanding of the most important EO databases and services. I wish to widen my knowledge of the RS tools and to acquire new skills, to be able to apply them to the risk management chain for natural hazards, to implement more effective defence system and to a more accurate derivation of model's parameters.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Completed 2-year Master of Science		Masters		I know the basic theory of Geodesy, the different types of SAR, their technical functioning, some image processing concepts, a good GIS knowledge in general		MATLAB, R, intermediate level
Python, C beginner level 		YES

		1111		Mr.		male		Davide		De Santis		Davide De Santis		Davide.De.Santis@uniroma2.it		Fabio.Del.Frate@uniroma2.it		University of Rome Tor Vergata		Via del Politecnico 1				00133		Rome		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+390672597711		Italian		1990-May-07		Santhià (Vercelli - Italy)		true		1		2018-May-08 18:22		2018-May-16 16:48		normal		davide.desantis		1111		. Remote sensing software:
SNAP, ENVI, QGIS, ArcGIS, Google Earth Pro

. Data:
Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, Landsat 5, Landsat 7, Landsat 8 
		. Fellowship in Environmental Monitoring using Satellite Data
. University of Rome Tor Vergata FabSpace Manager

		. Master's degree in Environmental Engineering at University of Rome Tor Vergata with a master's thesis on the Thermal Characterization of the Bracciano Lake using Satellite Data

. Participation to six months Erasmus+ Program at Trier University of Applied Sciences (Germany) 

. Participation to the Poster Session of the Mapping Water Bodies from Space 2nd Conference (27-28 March 2018, ESA-ESRIN). Poster title: "Monitoring of Climate Change Effects on Water Surface Temperature of the Bracciano Lake".		 Prof. Fabio Del Frate, University of Rome Tor Vergata		No		The partecipation at the ESA EO Summer School 2018 can play a very important role for my background and can be really useful for my current/future work and research activities. 
I would be really glad and excited to participate to this course.

		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		7th month Master's degree		Masters		. Good knowledge of optical remote sensing 
. Basic knowledge of radar remote sensing 		. Basic knowledge of Python 		YES

		1044		Mr.		male		Stavros		Ntioudis		Stavros Ntioudis		stavros.nti@gmail.com		aravasn@gmail.com		University of Thessaly		Department of Mechanical Engineering - University of Thessaly - Leoforos Athinon, Pedion Areos				38334		Volos		GR		Greece		Greece		Eastern_Europe		+306978529216		Greek		1995-Aug-30		Drama, Northern Greece		true		1		2018-Apr-26 15:13		2018-Jun-02 10:17		normal		ntioudis		1044		Currently not using any remote sensing software. However,I'm conversant with Simulink systems specialized in remote sensing for racing vehicles as well as with various motorsport data acquisition software.
		Currently occupied with Finite Element Analysis and mostly with ABAQUS user defined subroutines, researching reduced integration techniques as well as hourglass control on finite elements with a single integration point.		Served as head of data acquisition and analysis department of Centaurus Racing Team (a FSAE team based in University of Thessaly, Volos), for three years and participated in various international student racing competitions organized by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). Attended an applied vehicle dynamics and data analysis seminar held in Graz, Austria, and the Ansa, Meta & Composites Basics Seminar (Finite Element Analysis - Computational), as well as other minor events and seminars concerning automotive sensors.		Dr. Nikolaos Aravas, Professor of Computational Mechanics, University of Thessaly		NO		Although my current domain of research is not closely related to Earth Science Disciplines, I've always wanted to pursue a career which gives me the opportunity of exploiting my passion for sensors, numerical methods and engineering in pursuance of preserving nature. Given the fact that I'm already familiar with remote sensing, data acquisition and treatment, I strongly believe that I'll be able to keep up with the concepts of Earth Observation. Of course the EOSS 18 will not only provide me with the essential knowledge for a later career as an Earth Observation Scientist, but it will also connect me with ambitious and skillful individuals, which in my opinion, is the most important aspect of summer schools in general. Undoubtedly spending time in an environment with other young scientists will enhance my communication skills and will assist me evolving into a team player which praises cooperation, when it comes to confronting major environmental issues.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Mechanical Engineering, 5th year as an undergraduate student (Five years of undergraduate studies in Greek Engineering Universities lead to a diploma equivalent to a Master in Engineering or Science)		Masters		Experienced in remote sensing in the context of automotive engineering. Installed, calibrated, acquired and analysed data from linear potensiometers, accelerometers, gyro sensors, hall effect sensors, gas throttle position sensors, air-fuel Ratio sensors , lambda sensors and optical sensors e.g. infrared sensors for tire temperature measurement. Familiar with analog circuit design, CAN BUS loggers and data acquisition algorithms.		matlab, level: Advanced
fortran, level:Advanced
arduino, level: Intermediate
Micro C, level: Novice
python, level: Novice
C, level: Novice		YES

		1047		Mr.		male		Francesco Niccolò		Polinelli		Francesco Niccolò Polinelli		francesconiccolo.polinelli@polimi.it		marco.gianinetto@polimi.it		Politecnico di Milano		Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32				20133		Milano		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		0039 340 411 4701		Italian		1990-Nov-25		Milano		true		1		2018-Apr-26 16:41		2018-May-01 22:14		normal		Francesco.Polinelli		1047		Software:
ENVI
ArcGIS

Data:
Landsat
Sentinel		Research assistant in the remote sensing lab of Politecnico di Milano.

Estimation of soil erosion dynamics according also to future climate change scenarios, in Val Camonica, an Italian Alpine basin.
Soil erosion parameters evaluated from remote sensing products.
		Sep 2014 - Apr 2017 || Master Science in Environmental Engineering at Politecnico di Milano
     – Dissertation thesis in the remote sensing field: Analysis of crop farming areas from Landsat images
     – Dissertation title: «Multitemporal analysis of crop farming in the Dudh Koshi basin (Nepal)
and climate change»

Jun 2017 – Jan 2018 || Internship at Politecnico di Milano
     – Remote sensing research: image processing, Land Cover classification and indices analysis from satellite images, soil erosion parameters evaluated from Landsat and Sentinel 2 products, and environmental analysis in HERASE project; estimation of soil erosion dynamics in future climate change scenarios

Feb 2018 – Present || Research Assistant at Politecnico di Milano
     - Remote sensing research: Internship follow-up


Publications:

Marco Gianinetto, Francesco Polinelli, Federico Frassy, Martina Aiello, Francesco Rota Nodari, Andrea Soncini, Daniele Bocchiola (2017). Analysis of changes in crop farming in the Dudh Koshi (Nepal) driven by climate changes. Proceedings of SPIE Remote Sensing (edited by Ulrich Michel, Karsten Schulz), Warsaw (Poland), vol. 10428, 104281R, pp. 1-9, CCC code: 0277-786X/17/$18, DOI: 10.1117/12.2278637.

Marco Gianinetto, Francesco Rota Nodari, Martina Aiello, Federico Frassy, Renata Vezzoli, Francesco Polinelli, Daniele Bocchiola, Giovanni Ravazzani, Maria Cristina Rulli, Chiara Corbari, Andrea Soncini, Davide Danilo Chiarelli, Corrado Passera (2017). HERASE: monitorare l’erosione del suolo nelle Alpi con tecniche Geomatiche. Atti della Conferenza ASITA 2017, Salerno (Italia), pp.633-640.		Prof. Marco Gianinetto
Politecnico di Milano		NO		This course could give me a deeper knowledge of the Earth Observation tools in the field of the environmental monitoring. A more solid consciousness of some environmental processes and remote sensing potentials could easily improve the efficency of my work and be the foundation in the development of new researches.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master of Environmental Engineering (1 year)		Masters		Good knowledge of optical remote sensing:
- Image processing
- Land Cover classification
- Spectral indices analysis		Python - Basic
IDL - Basic
Matlab -Basic		YES

		1144		Mr.		male		Guido		Riembauer		Guido Riembauer		guido.riembauer@esa.int		klaus.scipal@esa.int		ESA - ESTEC		Keplerlaan  1				2201 AZ		Noordwijk		NL		Netherlands		Netherlands, The		Western_Europe		004915757212414		German		1989-Apr-15		Wolfenbuettel, Germany		true		1		2018-May-16 11:30		2018-May-18 17:23		normal		guido.riembauer		1144		Data:
- P-Band SAR campaign data 
- Sentinel-1 data
Software:
- Python
- Matlab
- SNAP 
- QGIS		German National Trainee at EOP-SME. I am currently working on several topics of ESA's 7th earth explorer mission BIOMASS: So far, I performed a coverage analysis in order to estimate revisit times for different locations on earth. At the moment I start looking into the ongoing Level-2 product algorithm research which is aiming at generating a global map of above-ground-biomass after each global coverage cycle of the satellite. My research question here is how the AGB estimation algorithm prototypes perform under different conditions (topography, forest types, climate,...).		My background consists of SAR remote sensing on one hand and earth observation education on the other hand. I worked two years on a web-based learning environment for the implementation of earth observation in schools at the Heidelberg University of Education. In this context, I presented at relevant conferences (e.g. EARSeL) and published a first conference paper (EDULEARN 2016). I then decided to specialize in SAR remote sensing and worked in a project focusing on SAR methods for satellite-based disaster mapping at the Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy in Frankfurt. During this project, I attended the Fringe conference 2017 in Helsinki. As I aim to get a deeper understanding of SAR missions and their development and connection to the scientific community, I started my traineeship at EOP-SME in march 2018.		Dr. Klaus Scipal, Mission Scientist at EOP-SME (Mission Science Division, ESA - ESTEC)		NO		As a major part of the course focuses on the carbon cycle, it can substantially help me to understand the underlying dynamics as well as the observables that will be primarily investigated by the BIOMASS mission. Furthermore, most AGB retrieval algorithms rely on physical or empirical models that are fitted to observed data. Here, the data assimilation fundamentals and techniques covered in the course can be of great benefit to me in order to contribute to the algorithm development in a scientifically sound way. I also hope to gain hands-on experience in the practical exercises which will help me to pick suitable tools for specific tasks. In this context, I expect to learn about processing tools which may be useful to my research and best-practices in earth observation data analysis. Finally, I am curious to learn about earth observation applications in fields other than my current research to enhance interdisciplinary thinking and to locate my research topic in a bigger picture. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Masters in Geoinformation and Visualisation (2015)		Masters		I am familiar with the fundamentals of optical (multi + hyperspectral) remote sensing through various university courses and my bachelor's thesis. In both my bachelor's and master's thesis I worked with radar remote sensing, hence I am familiar with SAR amplitude processing techniques and the fundamentals of InSAR. Perspectively, I would like to deepen my knowledge in PolSAR and PolInSAR.		I have used Python and R for earth observation data analysis. I would consider myself an intermediate user - I am able to implement procedural algorithms in both languages, however maybe not always in the most processing-efficient way. Currently I am starting to learn programming with Matlab. 		YES

		1048		Mr.		male		Calogero		Schillaci		Calogero Schillaci		calogero.schillaci@unimi.it		marco.acutis@unimi.it		University of Milan la Statale		Via Celoria 2				10123		Milano 		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3207928054		Italian		1986-Dec-01		Mussomeli (CL)		true		1		2018-Apr-26 17:50		2018-Apr-26 17:51		normal		Calogero_esa		1048		ERDAS, ENVI and (Sarscape basic), QGIS, Google Engine		PhD student third year at the University of Milan la statale.		1. Lombardo L., Saia S., Schillaci C., P. Mai M., Huser R. - Modeling soil organic carbon with Quantile Regression: Dissecting predictors' effects on carbon stocks – 
2. Schillaci C., Sergio S., Acutis M.-Modelling of Soil Organic Carbon in the Mediterranean area: a systematic map (accepted paper)
3. Schillaci, C., Acutis M., Lombardo L., Lipani A., L., Fantappiè M., Märker M., Saia S., 2017. Spatio-temporal topsoil organic carbon mapping of a semi-arid Mediterranean region: The role of land use, soil texture, topographic indices and the influence of remote sensing data to modelling. 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2017.05.239
4. Schillaci C., Lombardo L., Saia, S., Fantappiè M., Märker M., Acutis M., 2017. Modelling the topsoil carbon stock of agricultural lands with the Stochastic Gradient Treeboost in a semi-arid Mediterranean region. Geoderma 286, 35–45. doi:10.1016/j.geoderma.2016.10.019
5. Kusak M., Kropacek J., Vilimek V., Schillaci C., Analysis of the influence of the tectonics on the evolution of the valley networks based on SRTM DEM, Jemma River Basin, Ethiopia_ September 2016 Geografia Fisica e Dinamica Quaternaria.
6. Kropáček J., Schillaci C., Salvini R., & Märker M. (2016) - Assessment of gully erosion in the Upper Awash, Central Ethiopian highlands based on a comparison of archived aerial photographs and very high resolution satellite images. Geogr Fis e Din Quat 39:161–170. doi: 10.4461/GFDQ2016.39.15
7. Schillaci C., Braun A., Kropáček J. 2015. Section 2.4.2: Terrain analysis and landforms recognition, In: Clarke, L.E & Nield, J.M. (Eds.) Geomorphological Techniques (Online Edition). British Society for Geomorphology; London, UK. ISSN: 2047-0371.
8. Novara A., Gristina L., Kuzyakov Y., Schillaci C., Laudicina V.A., La Mantia T. 2013 Turnover and availability of soil organic carbon under Mediterranean land use as estimated by 13C natural abundance. European Journal of Soil Science 8: 11107-11138, 10.1111/ejss.12038.
		Marco Acutis, Full Professor of Agronomy and crop science, University of Milan		Only short courses at the EGU 2017-2018		Motivation 
With the Earth Observation Summer School, I believe that I will be able to be up to date about the newest open source remote sensing bigger European project and its tools. In my case this knowledge will converge toward a more thorough vision of the digital soil mapping (DSM) for the agricultural soils assessment and especially for soil properties mapping at country and regional scale. Exploring the capabilities of ESA products, ESA toolboxes and disseminate results as high quality peer review papers is my short term objective. Being an active part in that, the course information’s can result in a new reading key for a better understanding of the relation between aboveground biomass, climate and topsoil agroecosystems SOC pool.
Furthermore, the inclusion of remote sensing data in the assessment of soil organic carbon (SOC) content and stock of agricultural soils constitutes a key item for the nowadays research development in agro-ecosystem studies. In two paper that I co-authored as first author we have shown that remote sensing imagery and indices has brought always an increase in explained variance, and a better mapping result. 
I have been working with remote sensing data since 7 years. Satellite data are nowadays more and more available, it is an issue of big data, and we have to learn how to face the situation in an efficient way. With the SNAP ESA toolbox the way to use the Copernicus mission data has change a lot. I am looking forward to automate workflows where possible, especially when preparing covariates as input for soil mapping. And also to include multi temporal acquisition form both optical and radar imagery in DSM spatio-temporal mapping of soil properties. My research will be focussed on resampling and mosaicking tiles for regional studies. Specific issues that I am interested in are also the detection of the farming management and mapping the annual and inter-annual crop variability throughout the fields, I am also started to use google engine as a tool to manage big amount of data.
I have a complete dedication towards my work and profession and therefore, I would more than exceed your expectations and produce the best results for your organization. I wish to learn a lot during the school under your guidance. Kindly, consider my application for the Earth Observation Summer School. 
Thank You very much for considering my application.
Yours Sincerely
		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Master of Science		Masters		Optical Multispectral and Hyperspectral imagery, unsupervised and supervised classification. Aerial and drone imagery georeferencing, mosaiking and digitalization. Digital elevation models, Landsat 5,7,8, SRTM, ALOS PRISM stereo imagery and DEM preparation, PLEIADES high resolution imagery, RAPIDEYE represent the data and the techniques that I have used in the research projects.		Python (raster, scikit-learn), R statistical computing, especially with the regression based algorithm packages, machine learning (dismo, random forest, caret), SQL queries.		YES

		1078		Mr.		male		Matteo		Venanzi		Matteo Venanzi		matteo.venanzi@cgi.com		gaetano.pace@cgi.com		CGI Italy srl		CGI Italy srl		Via Enrico Fermi 62		00044 		Frascati (Rome)		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+3903801818192		Italian		1987-Aug-03		Rome		true		1		2018-Apr-30 10:06		2018-May-01 22:01		normal		venanzi		1078		I currently use free data available at :
Copernicus open access hub
https://imagery.geocento.com
Worldview
LEOworks

to conduct self study practice studies following suggestions from ESA's online course (by FutureLearn) "Earth Observation from Space" which I have completed (certificate available).

		Ground Segment Engineer for Galileo constellation		I have a Master of Science in Space Engineering. I have been working on space ground systems for 6 years: first for launchers (I have also launched Sentinel 2A with Vega VV05 launch :) ) then I moved on navigation systems (Galileo) where I currently work on and I am interested on Earth Observation to which I would like my next challenge to be.		Director Consulting Services		I have completed with a score of 91% ESA's online course "Earh Observation from Space: The Optical View"

(certificate here: https://www.futurelearn.com/certificates/v1qn0gz)		My goal is to work on earth observation ground segments. Indeed, I enjoy when my work has a direct communitarian goal. I feel highly motivated about helping my European fellow citizens in their everyday lifes. Working on EO as a ground engineer would allow me this more than any other space applications as there are so many ways to contribute: I can think of air pollution monitoring, safety of flights, natural hazards (wildfires, storms, natural disasters), just to name a few.

This course offered by ESA would allow me to apply my theoretical knowledge on space systems and remote sensing technologies hence bolstering my understanding and analysis skills of earth observation products. My idea is to better understand the products in order clarify what users want and need so to enhance the upstream EO ground systems to better match the expectations and improve the services and thus the final usage of the products.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Masters		Masters		I have a strong academic background on space systems for earth observation covering remote sensing principles and technologies. My knowledge encompasses both active and passive sensing instruments: optical, SAR, Lidar, radar altimetry. And I have basic analysis skills for interpreting the related products.		linux shell (bash, tcsh) - expert
python - advanced
matlab - advanced
perl - intermediate
java - basic
perl - basic		YES

		1060		Mr.		male		Benedict		Vierneisel		Benedict Vierneisel		b.vierneisel@fz-juelich.de		b.vierneisel@fz-juelich.de		Forschungszentrum Jülich		Forschungszentrum Jülich, IBG-2 Wilhelm-Johnen-Straße 				52428 		Jülich		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		015759401125		German		1991-Feb-21		Haan		true		1		2018-Apr-27 14:17		2018-May-30 10:15		normal		BenVier		1060		QGIS, ENVI, R-Statistics

Sentinel 2, Ground-based measurements, SNAP products such as Sentinel-2 L2B LAI product (leaf area index).		Publishing parts of my master thesis for the special issue: Hyperspectral Remote Sensing of Vegetation Traits and Function - mainly based on the inversion of radiative transfer  models (PROSAIL) implemented in ARTMO software on the basis of Sentinel-2 data and novel hyperspectral HyPlant sun induced fluorescence (SIF) data.		Vierneisel, B., Willkomm, M. und P. Dannenberg, 2016. Land use dynamics in the Mt. Kenya region - a remotely sensed analysis using RapidEye satellite images. Zentralblatt für Geologie und Paläontologie 2016(1): 23-40.
		Uwe Rascher, University of Bonn		Yes but online, EO-College - Echoes in Space		I really want to get better with handling all ESA based data. As I have already worked with Sentinel-1 data to identify open pit mining over a set time frame and Sentinel-2 data to monitor plant growth cycle by using radiative transfer models and generating LAI (master thesis). There is still much to learn and I feel like policy and decision makers will greatly benefit from this free data that gets even expanded further in future (e.g. S-3 launch on 25.4). Currently, I am looking forward to the upcoming FLEX mission as it will provide novel datasets on agricultural sites as well as forests. I am also keen to be part of the research team that accesses, analysis and forwards the data to add on the knowledge we gather by earth observation (EO). The upcoming course could therefore give me new insights on EO data provided by the ESA and help me to improve my overall methods by hands on training.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		M.Sc. 		Masters		Advanced optical earth observation knowledge (Landsat, Sentinel, RapidEye), finished another EO college course on radar remote sensing. Use of various remote sensing (ENVI etc.) and GIS software (QGIS) and statistics software (R-Statistics). 		Little expierence of Python programming and R-Scripting.		YES

		1068		Ms.		female		Jaroslaw		Wajs		Jaroslaw Wajs		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		jaroslaw.wajs@pwr.edu.pl		Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27				50-370		Wroclaw		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		713206872		Polish		1988-Feb-24		Lodz , Poland		true		1		2018-Apr-27 21:27		2018-Jun-03 15:27		normal		Jaroslaw.Wajs		1068		SNAP, GMT, Matlab, R, ArcGIS, QGIS (Orfeo, GRASS, GDAL), 		I do my PhD at Mining Department, Geodesy and Geoinforamtics Unit, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology, Poland. My PhD focused on remote sensing data integration for open pit mining monitoring. Currently, I use Sentinel 1A SLC products by DinSAR time series processing and it allows me to mining subsidence monitoring. In other side, I use the optical Sentinel 2 data form land cover changes estimation.		I participate in Polish Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing science 2017. I participated in International Geodetic Students Meetings organized by OGSO in Wroclaw 2013, Munich 2016, and Zagreb 2017. At the begining of my PhD I worked on UAV low cost photogrammetry DTM modelling, LiDAR point cloud processing and Surveying. My recent publications are on my researchgate profile: 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Wajs_Jaroslaw
		Ph.D. Eng., D.Sc., Jan Blachowski, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology		No		I would like to get some skills in SAR processing and see other ESA sensors data products. I'm sure that, the detailed information from this course helps me to understand the big potencial  of Sentinel data and its aplications in my area of interests.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD 		PhD		I use optical data for land cover mappin and land changes detection. Furthermore, I try to apply machine lerning alghoritms to achieve more accurate results of classification. 
My experience with Sentinel 1 SAR products is conected to processing it with SNAP software. Currently I'm worikng at processing by GMTSAR package.		During the master level a I learned VB .NET basics and Matlab scripting. Actually i have some experience with bash, GMT scripts, which helps me into data processing. 		YES

		1138		Mr.		male		Matteo		Alparone		Matteo Alparone		mattewbass@gmail.com		ferdinando.nunziata@uniparthenope.it		Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope		Centro Direzionale, isola C4				80143		Napoli		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+39 329 9251152		Italian		1988-Oct-18		Rome, Italy		true		1		2018-May-14 17:55		2018-May-15 11:37		normal		matteoalp		1138		My research activity led me to work with radiometer data collected by AMSR-E and SSM-I and SAR data collected by COSMO-SkyMed constellation. With respect to the software I have a basic knowledge of ESA SNAP toolbox.		I am a PhD student in Microwave Remote Sensing at Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope. My research activity deals with inverse problems in microwave remote sensing and radar observation of sea pollutants. Currently I am developing methods to enhance the spatial resolution of radiometer data and I am working to observe sea pollutants related to micro-plastic films using SAR measurements.		I received B.Sc. (2013) and M.Sc. (2016, summa cum laude) in Physics & Astrophysics at Università degli Studi di Roma La Sapienza in Rome. I am currently a PhD student in remote sensing at Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope, where I also spent a 6-month internship. My PhD advisor is Professor Ferdinando Nunziata, IEEE senior member.

Latest conferences attended: 
(1) Advanced Numerical Techniques for Inverse Problems” (Cagliari, July 2017)
(2) ASI Workshop“La Missione COSMO-SkyMed: Stato dell’Arte, Applicazioni e Prospettive Future” (ASI Headquarters, November 2017)
(3) ESA SeaSAR 2018 (ESA ESRIN, May 2018)

Publications: 
[1] R. Schneider, L. Graziani, S. Marassi, M. Spera, M. Mapelli, M. Alparone, and M. de Bennassuti. The formation and coalescence sites of the first gravitational wave events. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society: Letters, Volume 471, Issue 1, p.L105-L109, July 2017.
[2] M. Alparone, F. Nunziata, C. Estatico, M. Migliaccio, F. Lenti. Spatial Resolution Enhancement of Microwave Data Using a  Lp - penalization Approach with Variable p, Proceeding of IGARSS 2018, Valencia, Spain.
[3] N. Davaasuren, A. Marino, N. Ackermann, M. Alparone, F. Nunziata, C. Boardman. Detecting Microplastics Pollution in World Oceans Using SAR Remote Sensing, Proceeding of IGARSS 2018, Valencia, Spain.
[4] M. Alparone, F. Nunziata, C. Estatico, M. Migliaccio. Spatial Resolution Enhancement of Microwave Radiometer Data in Lebesgue Spaces with Variable Exponent, SUBMITTED, IEEE TGRS.		Ferdinando Nunziata, PhD
Department of Engineering,
Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope,
Centro Direzionale, isola C4
80143 - Napoli - Italy		NO		I firmly believe that the 9th ESA EO summer school is a unique opportunity to improve my skills and enrich my research activities. In fact, the topics covered by this school can give me the chance carry on new ideas both from a theoretical point of view, by learning new inverse methods arising when dealing with data assimilation techniques, and on an application level, by gaining a more in-depth knowledge of themes such as the observation of global change from space. Moreover, I believe that the school will contribute to combine my background in physics with my current remote sensing knowledge, allowing me to achieve better results in my research work.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		I am in the first year of my PhD and I gained a comprehensive understanding of remote sensing by attending the remote sensing course at Università degli Studi di Napoli Parthenope. In addition, my key skills concern microwave active and passive instruments and inverse problems for remote sensing applications. 		I am proficient with Fortran language, that I used extensively during my master thesis, and MATLAB language, which I am using for my PhD work. 
I’m also familiar with C and Python languages.		YES

		1032		Mr.		male		Mauro		Arcorace		Mauro Arcorace		mauro.arcorace@esa.int		giorgio.boni@cimafoundation.org		DIBRIS University of Genoa / CIMA Research Foundation		University Campus - Via Armando Magliotto, 2				17100		Savona		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3335299673		Italian		1986-Feb-12		Chieri		true		1		2018-Apr-24 18:39		2018-May-16 11:04		normal		mauro_arcorace		1032		Remote sensing software:
SNAP, ArcGIS, ENVI, GDAL, GRASS, GeoServer, Broadview Radar Altimetry Toolbox (BRAT).

Remote sensing Data:
• SRTM Digital Elevation Model for terrain characterization and extraction of hydrological derivatives,
• Precipitation estimates from TRMM/GPM as input for hydrological modelling,
• Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 data for SAR-based flood mapping.
• Sentinel-3 radar altimetry data for measuring river and lake water levels,		In the context of my PhD programme at DIBRIS University of Genoa I am currently doing research at CIMA Research Foundation, which is the National Center of Excellence for hydro-meteorological risk of the Italian Civil Protection Department.
My PhD research aims to enhance existing Flood Prevention and Disaster Risk Reduction initiatives lead by CIMA Foundation and its UN partners, with the provision of innovations in terms of knowledge and/or methodologies by coupling Hydrology and Remote Sensing.
In particular, my current research activity is focused on validating existing solutions for national flood forecasting systems over poor-gauged river basins and on developing a new modelling chain by using rainfall-runoff modeling outputs as well as satellite-detected surface water extents and river water levels.		I hold a MSc in Civil Engineering (specialization in hydraulics) from Turin Polytechnic. Few months after my graduation in July 2013 I won the “Master dei Talenti 2013” grant funded by Fondazione CRT that gave me the occasion to begin my working experience with the UN in Geneva (https://www.geospatialworld.net/article/i-never-thought-geomatics-would-become-so-important-in-my-working-life/). I stayed in Switzerland for three years where I worked for UNITAR-UNOSAT (https://unitar.org/unosat/) and WHO’s Health Emergencies Programme (http://www.who.int/features/qa/health-emergencies-programme/en/) as Hydrologist and GIS Specialist. On December 2016 I moved to Frascati for working in ESRIN as a EO application support engineer within the ESA Research and Service Support team (http://rssportal.esa.int).
Over the last six years spent in Emergency and Disaster Risk Reduction units within no-profit organizations (ITHACA, UNITAR-UNOSAT, WHO) and research centers (Turin Polytechnic, ESRIN) I went through different applications of Earth Observation data. From this experience I realized that the integration of satellite data with numerical modelling can make a difference in environmental monitoring applications such as operational flood management services. With the aim to deepen my knowledge on the hydrological application of Remote Sensing data, in November 2017 I started my PhD in Systems Engineering at DIBRIS University of Genoa in collaboration with CIMA Research Foundation (the National Center of Excellence for hydro-meteorological risk of the Italian Civil Protection Department).

Below are listed relevant publications and/or participation to workshops or conferences in the field of remote sensing:
• Delgado Blasco J.M., Cuccu R., Arcorace M., De Luca C., Casu F., Foumelis M., Rivolta G. and Sabatino G. (2017), “ESA Research and Service Support: making easier the Sentinel-1 data exploitation”, ESA Fringe 2017 Workshop on Advances in the Science and Applications of SAR Interferometry and Sentinel-1 InSAR, 5-9 June 2017, Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland.
• Arcorace M., Silvestro F., Rudari R., Boni G., Dell’Oro L. and Bjorgo E. (2016), “Forecast-based Integrated Flood Detection System for Emergency Response and Disaster Risk Reduction (Flood-FINDER)”, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 18, EGU2016-8770, EGU General Assembly 2016.
• Arcorace M, (2016) “SRTM-FM, Hydrologically Conditioned SRTM Data”, 4th Workshop of the Global Flood Working Group (GFWG), UNOSAT and USGS oral presentation, 4-6 March 2014, ECMWF, Reading, UK.
• Arcorace M, Dell’Oro L, Piemontese L, Bjorgo E, Dave R, (2015), “SRTM-FM – A Hydrologically Conditioned SRTM Dataset for Flood Mapping A Case Study over the Zambezi River Basin, Mozambique and Malawi”, UNISDR Scientific and Technical Advisory Group (STAG), Online Case Studies: Using Science for DRR, Case Studies 2015, PreventionWeb.
• Alfredini P, Arasaki E, Pezzoli A, Arcorace M, Cristofori E, Sousa Jr W, (2014), “Exposure of Santos Harbor Metropolitan Area (Brazil) to Wave and Storm Surge Climate Changes”, Water Quality, Exposure and Health, DOI 10.1007/s12403-014-0109-7, Springer.

Planned participation to coming workshops or conferences in the field of remote sensing:
• Arcorace M., Milani L., Cuccu R., Rivolta G., Delgado Blasco J.M., Orrù C., (2018), “Enabling Enhanced Support in Forest Fires Monitoring and Management to Western Africa Countries through Multisource EO Data Integration and Analysis”, ESA Proba-V Symposium 2018, 31 May 2018, Ostend, Belgium.
• Milani L., Arcorace M., Cuccu R., Rivolta G., Marzano F.S. (2018), “Clear-Air Anomaly Detection Using Modified Kalman Temporal Filter From Geostationary Multispectral Data” IGARSS 2018 IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 26 July 2018, Valencia, Spain.
• Arcorace M., Benveniste J., Boni G., Dell’Oro L., Gabellani S., Masoero A., Sabatino G., Sénégas O., Silvestro F. (2018), “Evaluating the Use of River Level Estimations Derived From Radar Altimetry Data into Hydrological Modelling of the Chari River Basin”, 5 Years of Progress in Radar Altimetry Symposium, 24-29 September 2018, Ponta Delgada, São Miguel Island, Azores Archipelago, Portugal.		Dr. Giorgio Boni, DIBRIS University of Genoa / CIMA Research Foundation		NO		As an hydraulic engineer, currently enrolled into a PhD programme in Systems Engineering at University of Genoa and working in EO service industry at ESA-ESRIN, my current objective is to continue doing research in the exploitation of Earth Observation data for Environmental Monitoring purposes.
In this domain I believe that is crucial to be closely involved into future challenges such as multi-mission satellite EO data exploitation, numerical modelling of complex dynamic processes, natural disaster monitoring and forecasting systems.
Despite my interest in these topics I believe that, in order to effectively contribute to the scientific community, it is necessary for me to deepen the acquired knowledge in Remote Sensing and to improve practical skills in EO data assimilation, processing and exploitation.
For these reasons I have chosen the ESA Summer School 2018 as a strategic course of my PhD study plan in which I look forward to participate and learn best practices to be applied in my future career in the EO sector.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		PhD Candidate, 1st year PhD		PhD		Operational experience with natural disaster emergency mapping using Optical and SAR data for humanitarian response (e.g. satellite-based flood impact assessment).
Advanced skills in terrain analysis of digital elevation models derived from Satellite, Airborne LIDAR and UAV (DEM generation, data filtering, hydrologically conditioning).
Extensive working experience in handling remote sensing and data into GIS for environmental mapping and modelling (watershed delineation, hydrological modelling, change detection using remotely sensed environmental indices).
Particular interest in satellite altimetry applications for inland water monitoring.
Advanced skills in MSG SEVIRI data handling and modelling for NRT Fire Detection purposes.
Basic knowledge of SAR Interferometry.		Six years of academic and working experience in developing automated routine for GIS mapping/modelling, Earth Observation data exploitation, Data visualization and filtering.
• Python: Advanced 
• BASH: Intermediate
• MATLAB: Intermediate
• C++: Basic
• JavaScript: Basic		YES

		1107		Mr.		male		Florian		Beyer		Florian Beyer		florian.beyer@uni-rostock.de		ralf.bill@uni-rostock.de		Rostock University		Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences		Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 6		18059		Rostock		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		00493814983213		German		1983-Jan-21		Leipzig		true		1		2018-May-07 09:01		2018-May-22 14:50		normal		florianbeyer		1107		I mainly use the programming languages Python and R for method development. Furthermore, I use ENVI, ERDAS, EnMAP-Box, ArcGIS and QGIS for simple tasks.
Currently I use multispectral satellite data (Landsat 1-8, Sentinel-2, RapidEye, MODIS) and multisensoral UAV data (RGB, SfM, multispectral, thermal), as well as spectral point measurements with a spectrometer (350 - 1'000 nm). These data are correlated with ecological parameters collected by the project partners (soil and vegetation parameters, greenhouse gas emissions ...).		I am currently investigating remote sensible proxies in different peatland sites. My PhD thesis is a part of the joint research project WETSCAPES, which is an Excellence Initiative of the EU and the german federal state Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. In WETSCAPES we are investigating sustainable and gentle cultivation of peatlands and wet coastal sites, particular degraded and later rewetted areas (https://www.wetscapes.uni-rostock.de/en/). Two main objectives of the remote sensing part are, first, to identify methods to derive important bio-physical parameters on different scales (field, UAV, satellite) and second, to analyse them over time using different temporal datasets (annual and intra-annual changes).
		I studied geography with focus on physical geography and remote sensing at the University of Halle. Here my focus was on the analysis of hyperspectral airborne data. 

- Götze, C., Beyer, F., Gläßer, C. (2016): Pioneer vegetation as an indicator of the geochemical parameters in abandoned mine sites using hyperspectral airborne data. Journal of Environmental Earth Sciences, 75(7), doi: 10.1007/s12665-016-5367-1.
- Conference: 32. Scientiﬁc-Technical Conference of the DGPF (2012), Potsdam, Germany
----------------------------

After that, I worked for 3 years as a research assistant at the University of Osnabrueck. The focus of the work was on multi-temporal satellite data to distinguish a variety of agricultural crops in northern Israel.

- Cerra, D., Bieniarz, J., Beyer, F., Tian, J.,Müller, R., Jarmer, T., Reinartz, P. (2016): Cloud Removal in Image Time Series through Sparse Reconstruction from Random Measurements. IEEE Journal on Selected Topics on Geoscience and Remote Sensing , PP(99), 1-14, doi: 10.1109/JSTARS.2016.2550084
- Beyer, F. , Jarmer, T., Siegmann, B. (2015): Identiﬁcation of agricultural crop types in Northern Israel using multitemporal RapidEye data. Journalfor Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Geoinformation Science. 1/2015. 21-32. doi: 10.1127/pfg/2015/0249.
- Conference: 36th EARSeL Symposium, Bonn, Germany
- Conference: MultiTemp 2015 – Annecy, France
----------------------------

Currently I am working, as a PhD candidate, with satellite time series and multi-sensory UAV data to answer ecological questions on peat sites (see “Your Present Occupation”).

- Beyer, F., Grenzdoerffer, G. (2018): Klassifikation von Vegetationstypen auf Moorstandorten unter Verwendung von multisensoralen Drohnendaten. Proceedings: PFGK18 : Photogrammetrie 
- Fernerkundung - Geoinformatik - Kartographie - 2018
- Beyer, F., Grenzdoerffer, G. (2018): Multisensor Data to derive Peatland Vegetation Communities using a Fixed-Wing UAS. (in preparation)
- Conference: PFGK18: Photogrammetrie - Fernerkundung - Geoinformatik - Kartographie – 2018, Munich, Germany
------------------------------

Please see all conferences and publications on www.flobeyer.de and www.researchgate.net/profile/Florian_Beyer3
		Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ralf Bill
Rostock University
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Professorship of Geodesy and Geoinformatics		NO		I would like to participate in the ESA Summer School for several reasons. Initially, ESA’s Frascati site is one of the European hotspots for earth observation. It would therefore be very exciting to get to know this institution. I am also interested in continuous training and international networking. In recent years I have experienced, that the exchange with young and experienced scientists from all over the world is extremely fruitful for my own work. I am also particularly interested in four topics in the programme of the summer school, as they fit in very well with my current scientific work. These are the theoretical lectures "Earth system science", "Water cycle" and above all "Carbon cycle". I am particularly interested in the carbon cycle because of the strong focus on measurements of greenhouse gas emission at our peatland sites in the project. On the other hand, I am of course very interested in the practical part and hope to gain in-depth knowledge about programming and the approach to remote sensing issues at ESA. That is why I expect a lot from getting to know the ESA toolboxes. It would be great to take this opportunity.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Masters
2nd year of PhD		PhD		Until now, my focus has been on optical EO systems on all spatial and spectral scales, both mono- and multi-temporal. I gained my first experiences with hyperspectral scanners such as CASI and HyMAP. My Diploma thesis was about the derivation of geochemical parameters in an open cast mine using HyMAP data (Spectral Unmixing). I then worked on a research project using multitemporal satellite data (RapidEye, Landsat, Hyperion) to distinguish a variety of agricultural crops. I have been working with multisensory UAV data and satellite time series in the current research project since one year (see section: “Your Present Occupation”).		With a special focus on remote sensing I have advanced knowledge in the programming languages Python 2.7/3.5 and R.		YES

		1083		Mr.		male		Michael Peter		Cartwright		Michael Peter Cartwright		mpc24@leicester.ac.uk		jh592@leicester.ac.uk		University of Leicester		Earth Observation Science / Michael Atiyah Building		University of Leicester / University Road		LE1 7RH		Leicester		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07900302453		British		1992-Jul-04		Shoreham-By-Sea		true		1		2018-Apr-30 14:43		2018-May-16 11:06		normal		MikeC		1083		The remote sensing software I am currently using is ULIRS, written in IDL/GDL, which is a satellite retrieval scheme primarily used for carbon monoxide (CO), but is also capable of retrieving other gases and also the RFM, which is written in Fortran.

At the current stage in my project, I am adapting ULIRS to retrieve OCS. My work will consist of amending the microwindow selection from which IASI will retrieve spectra, inputting an apriori representative of an OCS profile - ACE-FTS and appropriate climatologies.

My understanding of the global distribution of OCS stems both from the literature and my analysis of ACE-FTS retrieved OCS concentrations, which will be used as an apriori for my work with IASI.

Also, I have analysed CO total column data output from ULIRS in NetCDF format.

To date these exercises have been an excellent opportunity for me to develop my capabilities in using IDL and Python, in that I have had to write scripts and procedures to analyse and plot the data.
		I am currently in the first year of a PhD at the University of Leicester, in the Earth Observation Science group within the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

I am working with data from the Infrared Atmopsheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) instrument aboard the Metop-A and Metop-B satellites. Currently I am adapting the University of Leicester IASI Retrieval Scheme (ULIRS) to retrieve atmospheric carbonyl sulphide (OCS). In conjunction with Prof. Martyn Chipperfield's group at the University of Leeds, I will then work on modelling OCS in the 3D chemical transport model - TOMCAT, with the aim of mapping OCS concentrations globally. A further aim of the project is to use OCS to infer insights into the carbon cycle: OCS is a proxy for the photosynthetic uptake of carbon dioxide CO2 - Gross Primary productivity (GPP).		Graduated from University of Reading in 2014 with a Masters in Meteorology (MMet).

Began my PhD at the University of Leicester in academic year 2017/2018, in the Earth Observation Science group within the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Associated with National Centre for Earth Observation and attended a 'researchers forum' within this organisation, aimed at PhDs and early career scientists. For this I had to make a poster and give a presentation on my project. Also work collaboratively on some group work to explore the application of Earth Observation on various areas of science and business.

I have done work experience with an actuarial scientist at the insurance company Tokio Marine, looking into the application of meteorological and climatological modelling on risk assessment and extreme event forecasting.		Dr. Jeremy J. Harrison
University of Leicester		NO		My project focuses on the retrieval of OCS from the IASI instruments onboard metop satellites, but also on the mapping and validation of this data. Furthermore, OCS can be used to infer GPP, which can potentially be used to map photosynthetic update of CO2 globally.

The morning sessions of the summer school will improve my understanding of how land, atmosphere and oceans interact from a climatological, meteorological and ecosystem perspective. Which is important as this impacts vegetation and therefore photosynthetic uptake of CO2 and OCS.

The carbon cycle lectures will be of particular interest to me, as the carbon cycle is very important when studying GPP. Better understanding of sources and sinks of the carbon cycle will be very useful for when I am investigating and quantifying the sources and sinks of OCS, especially so for quantifying the sink from vegetation. As the ocean is a large source of OCS (both via direct emission and through oxidation of emitted dimethyl sulphide (DMS)), the talks on ocean science would help my understanding of why that is and how different oceans vary and how ocean dynamics might influence this.

The lab work, will provide me with a more advanced approach to processing, handling, manipulating and visualising Earth observation data. Furthermore, developing my knowledge of ocean, atmosphere, land and ice modelling will improve my understanding of how models utilise Earth observation data. Also how models are used to observe and forecast environmental issues, such as drought or flooding, where this is an important and popular topic currently.

During my undergraduate degree I studied numerical weather prediction and ensemble forecasting, these modelling sessions offer the opportunity to refresh this knowledge and hopefully to develop it further.

I consider myself quite versatile when it comes to data analysis and programming, so I am always eager to learn and utilise new methods for analysing data. Having the opportunity to use and have guidance on some of the ESA data packages would allow me to consider their application to my project and how I could use them in the future.

Completing research and developing new science is what constitutes completing a PhD, but I want my PhD project to have impact within the trace gas retrieval and carbon cycle elements of Earth Observation Science and to be used by my field after completion, where I have the intention of publishing some of my work. This course would be an excellent environment to learn new skills and to hopefully make this aim of mine a reality.

Beyond my PhD I hope to pursue a career in science that encompasses carbon cycle processes and perhaps OCS also. Exploring Earth System and Ocean models, as well as data assimilation techniques, would prepare me with the background I would need to potentially include these in my future research.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		My project is limited to the use thermal infrared remote sensing, more specifically the use of fourier transform spectrometers. I am familiar with various projects both currently active and no longer operational: IASI aboard metop-A and metop-B, ACE-FTS aboard SCISAT-1, MIPAS aboard ENVISAT.

During my undergraduate degree, at the University of Reading in meteorology and climate, I studied atmospheric physics and atmospheric radiative transfer and their application to remote sensing. Some important parameters can be retrieved by inverting Earth's emission spectra, such as Temperature (sea surface, land surface and atmospheric), concentrations of atmospheric gases, including: water vapour, greenhouse gases and trace gases, also surface vegetation, albedo, emissivity.

As previously mentioned, I have experience using a satellite retrieval scheme (ULIRS), I also use a forward model, the Reference Forward Model (RFM), and understand its key role in calculating radiance spectra. Furthermore, I various concepts within a retrieval scheme: jacobian, gain matrix, averaging kernel, degrees of freedom for signal, apriori data and the Levenberg-Marquardt iteration method.

Having spent a year in Oklahoma during my undergraduate degree, I was taught about the use of radar to measure precipitation type and size, also on observing circulation, where this was applied to weather forecasting and mesoscale meteorology.
		IDL - Good
Python - Good
Matlab - Fair
SQL - Good
Also confident using LINUX/UNIX bash commands (including running Fortran code)		YES

		1097		Mr.		male		Carlo		Convenevole		Carlo Convenevole		c.convenevole@cranfield.ac.uk		s.e.hobbs@cranfield.ac.uk		Cranfield University		College Road, Cranfield				M43 0ALK		Bedford		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+44(0)7400211033		Italian		1990-Jul-26		Roma		true		1		2018-May-01 22:48		2018-May-01 22:53		normal		cconvenevole		1097		My only experience with real remote sensing data was with TERRA SAR X raw data at the 9Th International Summer School on Radar/SAR organised by the Fraunhofer FHR in BONN last July. I have never used any remote sensing software for my research (I have always written my simulators) and I have just a broad knowledge gained through the ESA MOOC Echoes in Space that I successfully completed.		My PhD title is “Geosynchronous SAR Performance Estimation and Mission Design” and now I am working on the clutter (mobile targets signals) estimation. Due to the mission parameters already chosen (GeoSTARe proposed for ESA’s Earth Explorer 9, G-CLASS proposed for ESA’s Earth Explorer 10), the long integration time (compared to LEO SAR) gives some uncertainty (due to the clutter) on the performance we can achieve in realistic weather conditions on realistic landscapes. Our mission design challenge is to obtain a good enough Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) avoiding the trap that destroyed the American GEO SAR concept (their set of objectives was too ambitious and ended up with a huge circular antenna, 25 m diameter, and a massive power consumption, ≈ 10 kW).
I am working on the implementation of the methodology presented at IGARSS 2016 in Beijing and I gave a talk at the RSPSoc2017 Annual Conference at the Imperial College, London. I am also working on a side research project on a Passive Bi-Static GEO SAR. This latter project has been funded by the UK Centre for Earth Observation and Instrumentation (CEOI), Cranfield is the leading part of the group and I am in charge of the numerical simulations of the system in order to check the theoretical expressions of the azimuth and range resolutions. We have been accepted for a short paper at IGARSS 2018
(https://www.igarss2018.org/Papers/viewpapers.asp?papernum=4191 ). 
I am also working with my supervisor on the G-CLASS GEO SAR mission and we will present our mission at the International Astronautical Congress 2018 in Bremen (https://iafastro.directory/iac/paper/id/47197/summary/ ).		My background is Aerospace engineering and SAR Imaging (for the system design part as I have never worked on real raw data). This is the list of my relevant experience.
PhD in Aerospace engineering:  Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (January 2016 - January 2019)

• Topic: Geosynchronous Radar Performance Quantification and Mission Design

9Th International Summer School on Radar/SAR: Fraunhofer FHR, Bonn, DE  (14th - 21st July 2017)

• Modules: Antennas, Compressed Sensing with Radars, Radar Fundamentals, Radar Remote Sensing & Polarimetry, SAR and Moving Target Indication, SAR Fundamentals, SAR Interferometry, THz Imaging, Waveform Design and MIMO Radar
• Workshop: SAR Imaging for Experts

Concurrent Engineering Workshop: ESA Academy, Redu, BE (14th - 17th March 2017)

• Team: Optics/Payload, we choose the payload among the off-the-shelf cameras to perform the requested mission of observing a target debris (Envisat) in order to provide the information for the e.deorbit disposal mission.

RESEARCH PROJECTS & PUBLICATIONS

• C. Convenevole and S.E. Hobbs, Simulation and Modelling of Dynamic Clutter in SAR Imaging, RSPSoc2017 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2017, Imperial Collage, London.

• S.E. Hobbs, C. Convenevole, M. Gashinova, M. Cherniakov, Passive Geosynchronous Radar Imaging and Applications, RSPSoc2017 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2017, Imperial Collage, London.

• S.E. Hobbs, C. Convenevole, M. Gashinova, S. Cassidy, M. Cherniakov, Feasibility of Passive Bistatic Geosynchronous Radar using Comsats (Passive Bistatic GeoSAR), CEOI10 Pathfinder Project.
• C. Convenevole and S. E. Hobbs GEO SAR Performance statistics: wheat clutter model, Young Professionals Conference on Remote Sensing, 20th-21st October 2016, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany.

• S. E. Hobbs and C. Convenevole GEO SAR Performance Statistics for User Applications, RSPSoc2016 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2016, Nottingham University, Nottingham.

• S. E. Hobbs and C. Convenevole “Simulation and Parametrization of Dynamic Clutter in SAR Imaging”., RSPSoc2016 Annual Conference, 5th-8th September 2016, Nottingham University, Nottingham.

• S. E. Hobbs, C. Convenevole, A. Monti Guarnieri, and G. Wadge “GeoSTARe System Performance Assessment Methodology”, 36th IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, IGARSS 2016; Beijing; China. Volume 2016-November, 1 November 2016, Article number 7729359, Pages 1404-1407
		Dr. Stephen Hobbs, Director, Cranfield Space Research Centre		Concurrent Engineering Workshop: ESA Academy, Redu, BE (14th - 17th March 2017)		I think that this summer school can give me an enough detailed overview on the applications of remote sensing and the tools available to process the data. I think that this knowledge can have a huge impact on the last part of my PhD where I will have to do the mission design and decide what applications are feasible from a Geosynchronous orbit in order to achieve some scientifically useful data. A general knowledge of existing missions’ data and products available with the existing tools would be incredibly useful for my further works. Moreover, I noticed that those international courses, like the ESA Concurrent Engineering Workshop or the 9th International Radar/SAR Summer School, are very useful to build a network of young researchers across Europe.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		3rd year PhD in Aerospace Engineering		PhD		I have a general knowledge of optical remote sensing (I led the payload subsystem at the ESA Concurrent Engineering Workshop for the mission e.Inspector) and I have a detailed knowledge of the radar remote sensing both monostatic and passive bi-static. I have worked on the numerical simulation of the resolution for a passive bi-static feasibility study and I am also working on an End to End clutter simulator supporting the research proposal G-CLASS: H2O for ESA’s Earth Explorer 10. My experience is mainly of the performance estimation and so far I have not worked yet on a real application. 		I am an expert user of MATLAB that I have used extensively until I was forced to move to C++ by the computational cost of the backpropagation algorithm. Using the EIGEN libraries, I have avoided going in depth with C++ and luckily I needed to use just 16 cores (on one processor) parallelization so it was sufficient using openmp and there was no need to use mpi. In short for my research I use a simulator I built in C++ to simulate the clutter signal and then I process the data with MATLAB. My knowledge of MATLAB also came through the course of Programming and Numerical Methods (with MATLAB) I attended during my BSc.		YES

		1028		Mr.		male		Thibault		Guinaldo		Thibault Guinaldo		thibault.guinaldo@meteo.fr		aaron.boone@meteo.fr		French Center for Meteorological Research		42, avenue Gaspard Coriolis				31057		Toulouse		FR		France		France		Western_Europe		+33675521019		French		1992-Nov-16		Tarbes (France)		true		1		2018-Apr-23 15:32		2018-May-29 09:38		normal		guinaldot		1028		As part of my work here at the Météo France, I’m used to work with several software and satellite products. The major software we are using for describing land cover is GRASS. I also have strong skills in using QGIS with Sentinel and MODIS data.		I joined the national French Meteorological Research Centre (CNRM-Météo-France/CNRS) in October, 2017, as part of their research group specialized in land surface processes and modelling. As a member of this group, I began a PhD project which aims to improve understanding of the surface-atmosphere interactions, and to obtain further insights into the functioning of the water cycle. More specifically, my project focuses on the development of a mass-balance approach for lake modelling. As I am developing a spatially distributed model with applications all the way up to the global scale, this work relies heavily on satellite products, and in particular, data from the future joint CNES-NASA mission SWOT (Surface Water and Ocean Topography). The core aim of my PhD work is to use a conceptual modelling approach in order to represent the temporal evolution of lake water mass, and to assess the consistency between existing and modelled data at the local, regional and global scales. Finally, I plan to use the CNES/JPL (Centre National d’Etudes Spatial/Jet Propulsion Laboratory) large-scale SWOT simulator in order to explore how to use the associated altimetric data in an optimal way and to evaluate the model I am developing.
In this context, my work focuses on the design of an innovative method for lake volume estimation based on a statistical approach. Optical data are used as inputs for the purpose of computing lake surface area. The second step is to create a lake classification scheme based on morphometric criteria and origins (shape of the sink, geometric form of the surface, glacial/tectonic lake, ...). This represents the preliminary study towards the development of the global scale conceptual lake mass balance model. I am going to use recent Landsat and Sentinel data for the validation of the different methods I plan to develop. I will then work on methods to evaluate SWOT simulated data and their adequacy with this model.

This project has numerous applications in meteorology and hydrology. Among these, lake modelling is of particular interest in certain regions, such as Scandinavia, where the lake density is high and therefore lakes play a key role in the hydrological cycle. In addition, lakes affect the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer and the weather on a variety of scales, depending on their dimension and shape. In the short term, the inherent temperature of a lake is influenced by several meteorological variables and can, in turn, have an impact on the regional near-surface air temperature and relative humidity. Over a long timescale, lakes can influence the regional climatology and the water cycle. As sentinels of the climate change, lakes play also key role in the understanding of the consequences of lake water deficits and shortage.
		I obtained a double degree (French Engineering degree and UK Master of science) in water sciences from both Polytech’ Montpellier and Cranfield University in 2016. During these three years of scientific excellence cursus, I learned about GIS tools and remote sensing theory. After my graduation, I started my professional career at the Hydrosciences Research Centre in Montpellier as a design and development engineer. My main objective was to developed an innovative use protocol form about the collection of suspended matter from a river by centrifugation. This project was a mix of fundamental research in fluid mechanics and development of GIS tools for description of land cover at the local scale (Meditteranean area). I, also, helped a PhD student in modelling of urban pollution in a context of extreme flood events.		Aaron Boone, research hydrometeorologist at the Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques (National Center for Meteorological Research)		NO		In terms of both my short and long-term career perspectives, the ESA EO summer school is an ideal opportunity to get further insights into remote sensing and Earth observation. Moreover, this school was highly recommended by one of my colleagues who participated in the 7th EO Summer School and it seems to be the best summer school which directly fits my thesis project. 
I have had a deep interest in remote sensing and its applications in environmental sciences while studying for my engineering degree, and I decided to dedicate my professional career towards understanding the related Earth processes. Joining this school is not just a chance to pursue my education, but also to take advantage of a centre of excellence in satellite data exploitation and assimilation. I am also persuaded that this experience has tremendous professional networking potential by giving me the opportunity to meet and exchange with interdisciplinary students and researchers with different objectives but driven by the same passion for space-born observations.

During my education and early career as an engineer, I was introduced to various subjects such as programming languages, GIS software and optical/radar remote sensing. They were used as tools for monitoring water bodies for management purposes. Since then, I have also studied the basics of Synthetic Aperture Radar and more recently Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry linked with Sentinel and SWOT (Surface Water and Ocean Topography) missions.

Finally, since I am working on developing a hydrological lake model for use with the future mission SWOT, learning and exchanging about other optical/radar remote sensing missions and methods will be extremely helpful for the success of my current PhD and my future endeavours.

I am convinced this summer school will give me the keys to capture the essence of this innovative field and will fuel my curiosity by being introduced to other processes, such as studies about the magnetosphere, the carbon cycle and the ocean.

		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		Optical : Scholar (Landsat, SPOT)
SAR: Scholar (Sentinel)
InSAR : Self-studied notions (SWOT) 

My knowledge of optical/radar remote sensing, even if they remain scholar, are a great source of interest. 
		As result of my education and my experience as an engineer, I have good programming skills in several languages such as Python, Fortran90 and VBA Excel (3 years experience)		YES

		1018		Mr.		male		Liguang		Jiang		Liguang Jiang		ljia@env.dtu.dk		pbau@env.dtu.dk		Technical University of Denmark		Bygningstorvet building 115				2800		Lyngby		DK		Denmark		Denmark		Western_Europe		91824522		Chinese		1987-Apr-07		Handan, China		true		1		2018-Apr-12 17:55		2018-Apr-28 22:34		normal		ljia		1018		SNAP, ENVI, ArcGIS, etc.
Landsat, sentinel-1, Envisat, Jason-1/-2/-3, CryoSat-2, GPM IMERG, etc.		My research interests are in the areas of surface hydrology, GIS and remote sensing, with focus on inland water (lakes and rivers) monitoring and modeling with EO data, e.g., satellite altimetry such as CryoSat-2, SARAL, Sentinel-3, etc. The main goal of my PhD is to further the monitoring of freshwater variations in China by using EO data. Currently, I am working on hydrodynamic modeling of the Songhua River with multiple altimetry missions (Envisat, CryoSat-2, SARAL, Jason-2). As part of my PhD, this work will demonstrate the value of altimetry data in calibrating hydrodynamic model (i.e. MIKE Hydro River) to better monitor river flow regimes of poorly gauged large river.		I have a MSc in GIS, and BSc in water resources. Currently, I am pursuing my PhD in hydrology and remote sensing. Some of my publications are listed below.
1. Liguang Jiang*, Karina Nielsen, Ole B. Andersen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. “CryoSat-2 radar altimetry for monitoring freshwater resources of China”. Remote Sensing of Environment, 2017, 200: 125-139.
2. Liguang Jiang*, Raphael Schneider, Ole B. Andersen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. “CryoSat-2 Altimetry Applications over Rivers and Lakes”. Water, 2017, 9(3), 211; doi: 10.3390/w9030211
3. Liguang Jiang*, Karina Nielsen, Ole B. Andersen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. “Monitoring recent lake level variations on the Tibetan Plateau using Cryosat-2 SARIn mode data”. Journal of Hydrology, 2017, 544: 109-124.
4. Liguang Jiang, Zhijun Yao, He Qing Huang. “Climate variability and change on the Mongolian Plateau: Historical variation and future predictions”. Climate Research, 2016, 67:1-14.

Conference presentation
1. Liguang Jiang, Henrik Madsen, Peter Bauer-Gottwein. ”Satellite altimetry-derived water level for calibration of river morphological parameters in hydrodynamic models”. EGU General Assembly 2018, 9 -13 April, 2018, Vienna. (Oral)
2. Liguang Jiang, Peter Bauer-Gottwein, Karina Nielsen, Ole B. Andersen. “CryoSat-2 radar altimetry for monitoring surface water in China”. AGU Fall meeting 2016, 12 - 16 December, 2016, San Francisco (Oral)
		Prof Peter Bauer-Gottwein
Technical University of Denmark		NO		Data assimilation is widely used in hydrologic/hydrodynamic modeling. Given that models are not perfect and historical data observations are either scarce or not available, model simulation and forecasting are quite challenging and not reliable to different extents. Data assimilation allows us to incorporate observation into model state once it is available. 
For flood forecasting, data assimilation is a very useful technology to improve model simulation. This is extremely important in large river basins, such as Brahmaputra river, Zembezi river, etc. 
For my project, I plan to assimilate water level into hydrodynamic model to improve model forecasting skill. Specifically, I will incorporate different satellite altimetry data sets into a hydrodynamic model over a poorly monitored river. I hope I can gain data assimilation knowledge in this course.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		PhD		PhD		I use satellite precipitation products, landsat imagery, Sentinel SAR imagery, and satellite altimetry data for my research.		Matlab (very good), Python (good),  R (basic), C# (basic)		YES

		1140		Mr.		male		João Nuno		Oliveira		João Nuno Oliveira		joao.c.oliveira@tecnico.ulisboa.pt		foliveira@lnec.pt		National Laboratory for Civil Engineering / Instituto Superior Técnico		Av. Brasil 101				1700-066		Lisboa		PT		Portugal		Portugal		Western_Europe		+351914188700		Portuguese		1989-May-07		Portugal		true		1		2018-May-14 22:10		2018-May-15 13:11		normal		joao.c.oliveira		1140		I used Sentinel-1 SAR Imagery to study rip currents, requiring image processing in SNAP. Currently I use Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery data in my research to identify suspended sediments in the nearshore. The process requires pre-processing of the imagery using SNAP and the objective is to use the data as input for the MATLAB algorithm.		I’m a PhD student, currently on the 2nd year of the H2Doc – Environmental Hydraulics and Hydrology – PhD Civil Engineering Programme, in an association between IST (Instituto Superior Técnico) and LNEC (National Laboratory for Civil Engineering). I conduct my thesis research in LNEC, under the theme “Beach morphodynamics modelling for the improvement of coastal protection solutions”, supervised by Filipa Simões de Brito Ferreira de Oliveira, PhD, (LNEC) and Prof. António Alexandre Trigo Teixeira (IST), PhD. I’m currently applying the numerical model XBeach in defence schemes of combined groyne fields and seawalls under storm conditions and working on the development of an algorithm for the identification of suspended sediments in the nearshore using ESA’s Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery.		I graduated in Civil Engineering in IST and published my dissertation “Modelling the impact of the extension of the north jetty of the Mondego river inlet on the adjacent southern beaches” in 2016. During my master’s degree I published three conference papers and three technical reports related to wave climate characterization, numerical modelling of longitudinal sediment transport capacity and numerical modelling of coastal defence structures’ impact on adjacent beaches. During my PhD, I published a conference paper on shoreline representativity in long-term evolution and I submitted a conference paper on numerical modelling of beach morphodynamics in defence schemes of combined groyne fields and seawalls under storm conditions (in review). In the scope of remote sensing, I submitted a poster for the 4th Blue Planet Symposium on deriving suspended sediments information from Sentinel-2 multispectral imagery of coastal areas (in review) and a conference paper with further development of the above-mentioned algorithm for the identification of suspended sediments in the nearshore using Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery (in review). 		Dr. Filipa Simões de Brito Ferreira Oliveira, National Laboratory for Civil Engineering		NO		I’m highly motivated to take this training course. I believe the knowledge and skills I will acquire and improve both in the theoretical sessions and in the practical exercises of the course will have an enormous contribute to my research. The lectures on global change issues will provide important insights directly related to research themes I’m involved, such as the rise of the sea average level and the expected increase of frequency and intensity of maritime storms with increasing risk of coastal erosion. The interaction with people from different scientific fields on the scope of remote sensing will surely add up to the knowledge acquired according to the summer school programme and allow me to take in different perspectives for the improvement of the Sentinel-2 based algorithm I’m currently working on.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		2nd year PhD student		PhD		I acquired general remote sensing knowledge in various courses during my integrated master’s in civil engineering in IST. In 2017, during the 1st year of my PhD I focused on the remote sensing knowledge subject in two courses: Advanced Course in Information Systems in Engineering Design; and Image Processing and Computational Geometry. I studied remote sensing in the scope of rip currents observation and measurement in the coastal zone, analysing the signature observability of rip currents in Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery of the Sentinel-1 mission and examine the correspondence in Multispectral imagery of the Sentinel-2 mission. Furthermore, I focused my research on the use of Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imagery by developing a MATLAB algorithm as a first approach to the identification of suspended sediments in the nearshore based on supervised classification.		In the 1st year of my PhD (2017/2018) I attended a course on Programming and Numerical Modelling in Civil Engineering where I learned advanced theory on the subject, enhancing the programming knowledge acquired during my Civil Engineering master’s degree and the course on MS Excel Macros and VBA (21h) I attended at IST in 2016. The above-mentioned algorithm is being developed in MATLAB, the programming language I most commonly use, also to handle the output data of the numerical model XBeach.		YES

		1072		Mr.		male		Juanjo		Peón		Juanjo Peón		juanjopeon@gmail.com		mdrecondo@uniovi.es		University of Oviedo		Polytechnic School of Mieres		Gonzalo Gutiérrez Quirós, s/n		33600		Mieres (Asturias)		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34 627834704		Spanish		1988-Jun-13		Siero (Asturias) Spain		true		1		2018-Apr-29 11:58		2018-May-28 09:34		normal		jpeon		1072		I have used the following software and data in my research:

Software:
- ENVI+IDL (advanced user)
- SNAP (intermediate user)
- ERDAS IMAGINE (intermediate user)
- ErMapper (upper-intermediate)
- ArcGIS (advanced user)

Data:
- Multispectral: MODIS, Landsat, Sentinel-2
- Hyperspectral: AHS, CASI, Hyperion		Currently, I am finishing my PhD thesis in the Remote Sensing Applications (RSApps) Research Group at the University of Oviedo. The aim of the PhD thesis, which is supervised by Dr. Carmen Recondo and Dr. Susana Fernández from University of Oviedo, is to evaluate the potential of airborne hyperspectral data (AHS and CASI), satellite hyper/multispectral data (Hyperion, Landsat, Sentinel-2 and MODIS) and lab spectroscopy (ASD spectrometer) to map topsoil organic carbon in burned areas located in northern Spain.

I am also involved in two ongoing national projects: PERMA-SNOW and HERMANA. PERMA-SNOW project (PI: Miguel Ángel de Pablo, University of Alcalá, Spain) is focused on the accurate monitoring of the snow cover and ground thermal behaviour from very different approaches, including new instrumentation, pictures analysis and remote sensing (optical and radar); in South Shetland Islands, Antarctica. In the context of this project, our research group is validating several MODIS products (MOD10, MOD11) and developing algorithms to estimate air temperature using MODIS land surface temperature. In HERMANA project (SISTER in English, PI: Alfonso Calera Belmonte and José Piqueras from University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain) it is expected to obtain a diagnostic toolset (http://www.spiderwebgis.org/) that will allow to know in space and time demands for water and nitrogen fertilization of crops in southern Spain, trying to adjust water and nutrient input to the crop’s spatially and temporally varying requirements. In the context of this project, our research group is working in upscaling vegetation indices across a wide range of spatial resolutions, from field and UAV to satellite (mainly Sentinel-2).		A brief summary of my background and publications is provided below.

- EDUCATION (University of Oviedo, Spain)
1. PhD student (currently).
2. Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and Geographical Information Systems (2013).
3. Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Geomatic and Topography (2011).
4. Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Topography (2010).

- AWARDS AND GRANTS
1. Three PhD Grants (“FPU” from the Spanish Ministry of Education, “Severo Ochoa” and “University of Oviedo PhD Grant”).
2. Young Talent Retention Grant for Master Studies in Engineering and Architecture (University of Oviedo, 2012).
3. Outstanding Graduation Award “Rafael Martínez Reguero” (Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Topography, 2010).

- RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
Participation in 5 research projects:
1. Tools for SustaInable Supply management of nitrogen and waTER (SISTER, HERMANA in Spanish). PI: Alfonso Calera Belmonte and José Piqueras (University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain)
2. Snow cover characteristics, its evolution and its effects on the thermal behaviour of permafrost and active layer at Livingston and Deception islands, Antarctica (PERMA-SNOW). PI: Miguel Ángel de Pablo (University of Alcalá, Spain)
3. Multitemporal monitoring of fruit orchard vitality with multisensor Belair data (HYPERTEMP). PI: Stephanie Delalieux (VITO, Belgium)
4. Monitoring of topsoil organic carbon stocks in burned soils (SV-PA-13-ECOEMP-40). PI: Susana Fernández (University of Oviedo, Spain)
5. Development of a real-time fire alarm system in Asturias using MODIS data. PI: Carmen Recondo (University of Oviedo, Spain)

- ARTICLES
A detailed record of my publications can be found in ResearchGate (https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Juanjo_Peon), ResearcherID (http://www.researcherid.com/rid/K-1637-2014) and ORCID (http://orcid.org/0000-0001-7551-2236).

The articles in SCI indexed journals are listed below:
1. Peón J et al. (2017). Prediction of topsoil organic carbon using airborne and satellite hyperspectral imagery. Remote Sens. DOI: 10.3390/rs9121211
2. Peón J et al. (2017). Evaluation of the spectral characteristics of five hyperspectral and multispectral sensors for soil organic carbon estimation in burned areas. Int J Wildland Fire. DOI: 10.1071/WF16122
3. Fernández S, Peón J et al. (2016). Spatial modelling of organic carbon in burned mountain soils using hyperspectral images, field datasets, and NIR spectroscopy (Cantabrian Range; NW Spain). Land Degrad Dev. DOI: 10.1002/ldr.2452
4. Calleja JF, Recondo C, Peón J et al. (2016). A new method for the estimation of broadband apparent albedo using hyperspectral airborne hemispherical directional reflectance factor values. Remote Sens. DOI: 10.3390/rs8030183
5. Calleja JF, Hellmann C, Mendiguren G, Punalekar S, Peón J, MacArthur A and Alonso L (2015). Relating hyperspectral airborne data to ground measurements in a complex and discontinuous canopy. Acta Geophysica. DOI: 10.1515/acgeo-2015-0036
6. Peón J et al. (2014). Improvements in the estimation of daily minimum air temperature in peninsular Spain using MODIS land surface temperature. Int J Remote Sens. DOI: 10.1080/01431161.2014.935831
7. Recondo C, Peón J et al. (2013). Empirical models for estimating daily surface water vapour pressure, air temperature and humidity using MODIS and spatiotemporal variables. Applications to peninsular Spain. Int J Remote Sens. DOI: 10.1080/01431161.2013.828185

- PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES
27 communications in conferences:
 - 18 international (NASA Direct Readout Conference, International Symposium on Recent Advances in Quantitative Remote Sensing (RAQRS), EGU, Pedometrics, International Conference On Permafrost, Forestsat, etc.)
 - 9 national (Spanish Remote Sensing Association Conferences, Fire Severity Seminar at University of León, etc.)

- RESEARCH STAYS
1. Flemish Institute for Technological Research (VITO), Mol (Belgium), Apr – Jun 2017.
2. Spanish National Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA), Madrid (Spain), May 2015.
3. Spanish Institute of Oceanography (IEO), Gijón (Spain), Feb – Mar 2013.

- TEACHING EXPERIENCE
In the context of the teaching training programs of several PhD grants, I have been involved in the following modules (University of Oviedo, Spain):
1. Bachelor’s Degrees in Engineering in Geomatic, Civil Engineering and Engineering of Mining and Energy Resources: Remote sensing; Geomatic; Topography; and Cartography.
2. Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and Geographical Information Systems: Radiometric correction, improvement and image classification.

- OTHER INFORMATION
1. Reviewer of international peer-reviewed journals: Land Degrad and Dev, Int J of Remote Sens, Journal of Maps, Int J of Mountain Sci, The Open Atmospheric Sci J. A record of the contributions as a reviewer can be found in: https://publons.com/a/1243947
2. User of ASD VNIR spectrometers and MODIS receiving antenna at the University of Oviedo.
3. Member of scientific networks and societies: European Facility For Airborne Research (EUFAR), Spanish Remote Sensing Association (AET) and Spanish National Network for Earth Observation (RNOT).
		Dr. Carmen Recondo González
Associate Professor
Director & Coordinator of the Remote Sensing Applications (RSApps) Group (http://rsapps.grupos.uniovi.es/en)
Area of Cartographic, Geodesic and Photogrammetric Engineering
Department of Mining Exploitation and Prospecting
University of Oviedo

Polytechnic School of Mieres 
Gonzalo Gutiérrez Quirós, s/n
33600 – Mieres (Asturias) Spain
Phone: +34 985 458034
E-mail: mdrecondo@uniovi.es		NO		ESA Earth Observation Summer School would be a great opportunity to improve the knowledge and skills required in the current research activities and projects in which I am involved. As a member of a multidisciplinary research group at the University of Oviedo (Remote Sensing Applications Research Group, RSApps), I use a wide range of earth observation data to develop different environmental applications, such as topsoil organic carbon mapping in burned areas in northern Spain, estimation of air temperature and humidity using MODIS in peninsular Spain and Antarctica, mapping of burned areas, development of wildfire alarm systems and crop monitoring in southern Spain. This course would help me to understand all these specific applications in a broader scientific context.

I am very interested in the topics of the course not only for its direct link to my PhD project (which is expected to be finished this year), but also for my education. I have been using optical/thermal remote sensing data in all academic levels: in the Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Geomatic and Topography, in the Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and GIS, and currently in my PhD project. I am familiar with remote sensing software (ENVI, SNAP, ERDAS) and with multispectral (MODIS, Landsat, Sentinel-2) and hyperspectral imagery (AHS, CASI, Hyperion). I am also familiar with image processing techniques and programming languages such as R, IDL and MATLAB. Hands-on computing exercises on the processing of earth observing data would be certainly useful for my current research activities.

This summer school would also be an excellent opportunity to meet other international early career scientists that use earth observation data to understand and manage environmental issues. It would be my first contact with ESA and would help me to expand my knowledge on the ongoing ESA Earth Observation Programmes. I have no doubt that this course, like other previous courses and short stays in research centres such as VITO and INTA, will be enriching and will bring some new ideas and tools for my current and future projects.
		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD student		PhD		I have been using optical and thermal remote sensing for several environmental applications (mapping of burned areas, wildfire alarm systems, estimation of air temperature and humidity using MODIS, topsoil organic carbon mapping, etc.) since 2010, when I was finishing my Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering in Geomatic and Topography. I hold a Master’s Degree in Remote Sensing and Geographical Information Systems (University of Oviedo) and currently I am finishing my PhD thesis, which is focused on the use of optical remote sensing (multispectral and hyperspectral data) to map topsoil organic carbon. Regarding my teaching experience, I have been involved in teaching several Undergraduate and Master’s modules at the University of Oviedo, all of them related to remote sensing and geomatic engineering (Modules: Remote sensing; Radiometric correction, improvement and image classification; Geomatic; Topography; and Cartography). I am an advanced user of remote sensing software and I am familiar with several programming languages that are widely used in remote sensing (IDL, MATLAB and Python).		I am familiar with the following programming languages:
- R (advanced user)
- IDL (upper-intermediate user)
- MATLAB (upper-intermediate user)
- Python (intermediate user)
- Shell (basic-intermediate user)		YES

		1033		Mr.		male		Juan Miguel		Ramírez Cuesta		Juan Miguel Ramírez Cuesta		ramirezcuesta.jm@gmail.com		dintri@cebas.csic.es		CEBAS-CSIC		Calle Campus Universitario, 3A				30100		Murcia		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34699689673		Spanish		1988-Jan-02		Madrid		true		1		2018-Apr-24 19:00		2018-Apr-30 19:16		normal		juanmi2188		1033		Remote Sensing Software: ENVI, ERDAS, PCI Geomatic, SNAP.
GIS software: ArcGIS, QGIS, gvSIG
Data used in my research: Satellite images (Landsat, Sentinel and MODIS), airborne images (hyperspectral and thermal images), weather data from Spanish weather network, FLUXNET data, etc. 		Researcher hired at CEBAS-CSIC		Intrigliolo, D. S.; Moreno, M. A.; Jiménez-Bello, M. A.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.(2018). Aplicaciones de drones y satélites en la gestión de cultivos en climas semi-áridos. In: Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5).Lugo (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Sánchez, J. M.; Buesa, I.; López-Urrea, R.; Intrigliolo, D. S. (2018). Efecto de la inclinación de la espaldera de un viñedo sobre la caracterización térmica y el balance de energía. In: Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5). Lugo (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rubio-Asensio, J. S.; Mirás-Avalos, J. M.; Intrigliolo, D. S. (2018). Implementación del modelo de coeficiente de cultivo dual en una toolbox en ArcGIS para su utilización con imágenes de satélite. In: Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5). Lugo (Spain).

Rubio-Asensio, J. S.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Mirás-Avalos, J. M.; Buesa, I.; Maestre-Valero, J. F.; Intrigliolo, D. S.(2018). Evaluación del modelo de balance de agua en suelo Riego-Asesor: Aplicación práctica sobre un cultivo de escarol en el sureste de España. In:
Actas de Horticultura 78: Colección de Actas de Horticultura (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-697-9314-5). Lugo (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Zarco-Tejada, P. J.; Testi, L.; Lorite, I. J.; Rubio-Asensio, J. S.; Intrigliolo, D. S.; González-Dugo, V. (2017).
Water stress quantification for a peach orchard by integrating CWSI with the METRIC energy balance model using thermal and hyperspectral images of high spatial resolution. In: Teledetección: Nuevas plataformas y sensores aplicados a la gestión del agua, la agricultura y el medio ambiente (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-9048-650-4). Murcia (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Kilic, A.; Allen, R. G.; Santos, C.; Lorite, I. J. (2017). Evaluating the impact of adjusting surface temperature derived from Landsat 7 ETM+ in crop evapotranspiration assessment using high-resolution airborne data. International Journal of Remote Sensing, 38: 4177–4205.

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Cruz-Blanco, M.; Santos, C.; Lorite, I. J. (2017). Assessing reference evapotranspiration at regional scale based on remote sensing, weather forecast and GIS tools. International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation, 55: 32–42.

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rodríguez-Santalla, I.; Gracia, F. J.; Sánchez-García, M. J.; Barrio-Parra, F. (2016). Application of change detection techniques in geomorphological evolution of coastal areas. Example: Mouth of the River Ebro (period 1957–2013). Applied Geography, 75: 12-27.

Lorite, I. J; Ramírez‑Cuesta, J. M.; Cruz‑Blanco, M.; Santos, C. (2015).
Using weather forecast data for irrigation scheduling under semi‑arid conditions. Irrigation Science, 33: 411-427.

Cruz-Blanco, M.; Santos, C.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Lorite, I. J. (2013). Evaluación de variables agrometeorológicas mediante teledetección y su aplicación a la optimización del uso del agua. Ambienta.Madrid (Spain).

Rodríguez, I; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Sánchez, M. J.; Montoya, I.(2013). Estudios de erosión con satélite en costas sedimentarias micromareales. II Manual de Métodos en Teledetección Aplicada a la Prevención de Riesgos Naturales en el Litoral. Barcelona (Spain).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rodríguez-Santalla, I.; Barrio-Parra, F.(2012). Application of methods for change detection to identify geomorphological changes. Case study: mouth of the Ebro delta. Littoral 2012: Coasts of Tomorrow. Oostende (Belgium).

Barrio-Parra, F.; Molina-Jiménez, P.; Rodriguez-Santalla, I.; Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M. (2012). Application of cellular model to El Fangar dune system dynamics. Littoral 2012: Coasts of Tomorrow. Oostende (Belgium).

Ramírez-Cuesta, J. M.; Rodríguez- Santalla, I.; Sánchez-García, M. J.; Montoya-Montes, I.(2011).Análisis de las variaciones geomorfológicas ocurridas en la desembocadura del Delta del Ebro mediante el empleo de técnicas de detección de cambios (Período 1957 - 2009). In: Avances en Geomorfología Litoral (I. S. B. N.: 978-84-615-3982-6). Barcelona (Spain).		Dr. Diego Intrigliolo Molina
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-Centro de Edafología y Biología Aplicada del Segura (CEBAS-CSIC).
Murcia, Spain.		NO		In these lines I would like to show you my interest in taking part in the summer school that take plale in Rome from 30 July to 10 Agust. I understand that the courses may help me to improve my knowledge in the field of agriculture and remote sensing. In addition, with this course I will learn new tools and skills to be used in my daily research,

I would be most grateful if you could consider me for taking part in the above mentioned summer school. I will be available for interview at any time and I can be contacted via email.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		3rd year PhD		PhD		During my educational training, I have studied a Master of Geographic Information Technologies at University of Alcalá de Henares, whose director is Emilio Chuvieco, a worlwide known expert in remote sensing technologies. I obtained the best qualification of my promotion in this Master. In addition I have taken a course of  radar remote sensing, led by Frederic Baup from CESBIO, also a well known radar expert. Furthermore, I have published some scientific papers with highly recognized researcher in the thematic as Richard Allen (University of Idaho), Ayse Kilik (University of Nebraska), Pablo Zarco Tejada (IAS-CSIC), SImona Consoli (Univrsity of Catania), Ignacio Lorite Torres (IFAPA) and Cristina Santos (IFAPA). I also carried out different research stays abroad, more specifically at University of Nebraska with Ayse Kilic (6 months) and at University of Catania with Simona Consoli (University of Catania). The main research line of my carrer is focused  on the use of remote sensing technologies to determine crop water status and crop water demands, based on energy or water balance, vegetation indices models, among others.		During my educational training I have learn programming in visual basic, altough my main expertise in this area is with Python programming language, mainly used to programming in ArcGIS using ArcPy. I have performed different toolboxes presented in some conferences, obtaining an award in one of them for the best poster in the modelling area.		YES

		1027		Mr.		male		Matteo		Roccheggiani		Matteo Roccheggiani		matteo.roccheggiani@uniurb.it		marco.menichetti@uniurb.it		University of Urbino		Campus Scientifico "E. Mattei" - Via Ca' le Suore, 2/4				61029		Urbino		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		3409793999		Italian		1991-Jul-28		Ancona		true		1		2018-Apr-23 15:25		2018-Apr-23 15:31		normal		matteo.roccheggiani		1027		In my research I'm using mostly the SNAP ESA software and Sarproz. I worked also with GMT5SAR and GAMMA (the latter in collaboration with
Padova CNRIRPI). I'm using mainly the data of Sentinel missions,
especially radar data. 		Currently I'm a Phd student in Earth Sciences at Urbino University (Italy). In November 2016 I won a research grant funded by an important italian oil and gas
industry contractor (Saipem spa) with a research regarding remote sensing for the analysis and evaluation of geological hazards along linear infrastructure
networks. I am deeply involved in studies regarding geological and geomorphological mapping, landslides modeling and hazard analysis. I am also involved in
many research projects (Urbino geodinamic research group) that deal with earthquakes and active tectonics.		Education:

PhD. 2016-2019,
Earth Sciences, University of Urbino, Urbino, Italy
Master's degree, 2013/2015, with honours, Geology, University of Urbino, Urbino, Italy
Bachelor's degree, 2010/2013 Geology, University of Urbino, Urbino, Italy

Trainings:

COMET InSAR Training Workshop November 2017 (Leeds University) 
Echoes in Space 2017 - Introduction to Radar Remote Sensing (EO College) 
European Space Agency (ESA) 7th Advanced Training Course on Land Remote Sensing (SZIE, Hungary), September 2017
Satellite SAR Interferometry in the geologist and engineer profession" Nhazca Srl SapienzaUniversità di Roma, December 2016

Research collaborations:

INGV – National institute of geophisics and volcanology
CNR IRPI – Italian National Research Council
Saipem spa – Società anonima italiana perforazioni e montaggi

Scientific contributions:

M. Roccheggiani, A. Tamburini, E. Tirincanti, M. Menichetti – “Automated detection of surface ruptures associated with the 2016 Central Italy earthquake sequence by Sentinel-1- SAR interferometry data” – 9th international INQUA meeting on paleosismology, active tectonics and archeoseismology (PATA), 25-27 June 2018, Possidi, Greece.

M. Menichetti, E. Tirincanti, D. Piacentini, M. Roccheggiani, A. Tamburini – “Geometrical and structural controls on rupture zone fabric: field surveys of the 2016 earthquakes in sibillini mountains (central italy)” - 36° Convegno Gruppo Nazionale di Geofisica della Terra Solida, Trieste 14-16 novembre 2017

Roccheggiani M., Guidotti G., Menichetti M., - “Satellite remote sensing techniques for evaluation and analysis of geological hazards along linear infrastructure networks”, 7th advanced training course on land remote sensing, 4–9 September 2017. Szent István University. Gödöllo, Hungary.

Tirincanti E., Menichetti M., Piacentini  M., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A. – “Outcrop-scale anlysis of Adriatic Messinian folds and thrusts geometry”, GIGS – Gruppo Italiano di Geologia Strutturale, Università di Padova 11 Luglio 2017

Roccheggiani M., Mantovani M., Perissin D., Tamburini A., Tirincanti E., Menichetti M., - "Dati Sentinel-1 per l'analisi dell'evoluzione e il monitoraggio di fenomeni franosi in aree urbane", 12° Convegno Nazionale del Gruppo di Geologia Informatica, Gavorrano (GR) - 12/14 Giugno 2017 

Menichetti M., Tirincanti E., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., - "4D Geometrical and Structural analysis of ground ruptures related to 2016 earthquakes in Sibillini mountains (Central Italy)" , Riunione GIGS 2017 - Padova 10/13 Luglio 2017

Menichetti M., Tirincanti E., De Donatis M., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., - "3D multi-temporal analysis of ground ruptures related to 2016 earthquakes in Sibillini Mountains (Central Italy)", 12° Convegno Nazionale del Gruppo di Geologia Informatica, Gavorrano (GR), 12/14 Giugno 2017

Tirincanti E., Piacentini D., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., Menichetti M., - "Analisi Cinematica e strutturale in remoto di pareti rocciose in ambiente GIS", 12° Convegno Nazionale del Gruppo di Geologia Informatica, Gavorrano (GR), 12/14 Giugno 2017

Menichetti M. , Piacentini D., De Donatis M., Roccheggiani M., Tamburini A., Tirincanti T. - "Virtual Outcrop And 3D Structural Analysis Of Monte Vettore Extensional Active Faults" - 35° Convegno Gruppo Nazionale di Geofisica della Terra Solida, Lecce 22-24 Novembre 2016

Piacentini D., Menichetti M., Nesci O., Troiani F., Cavitolo P., Roccheggiani M., Tirincanti E., Antonioli F., Biolchi S., Devoto S., Furlani S. - "Geomorphological features of the Ancona Coastal Cliffs (Adriatic Sea, Italy)", GeoSub - Underwater Geology - Ustica, 13-17 September 2016





		Prof. Marco Menichetti, University of Urbino		European Space Agency (ESA) 7th Advanced Training Course on Land Remote Sensing (SZIE, Hungary), September 2017		I think this course would be a great opportunity to learn new techniques of remote sensing by the best professors and researchers in Europe. I also think it would be an unmissable opportunity to meet researchers from other countries to discuss these interesting and fascinating research topics. I think that this course would be also very advantegous for my PhD research and an enriching and beautiful experience as a young researcher. I would be pleased to be given the opportunity to participate in it.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		2nd Year PhD Student		PhD		Advanced level in SAR applications like differential interferometry and persistent scatterer interferometry. Intermediate user of optical data for burnt areas detection and analysis.		Python and Matlab intermediate level.		YES

		1087		Mr.		male		Daniel		Schraik		Daniel Schraik		daniel.schraik@gmail.com		miina.a.rautiainen@aalto.fi		Aalto University		P.O.Box 14100				00076		Aalto		FI		Finland		Finland		Western_Europe		+358456434343		Austrian		1990-Apr-06		St. Pölten, Austria		true		1		2018-Apr-30 19:41		2018-Apr-30 19:41		normal		danscr		1087		I have basic knowledge about the Sentinel-2 Toolbox. This was used for processing the data I use in the article I am currently working on (see section on present occupation).
Otherwise, most of the software I have used so far are custom made Python scripts that rely on several basic functions, e.g. image processing or modeling. Besides that, I use QGIS and occasionally ArcGIS for spatial analysis and general GIS tasks.
In the near future I will use the Sentinel-2 Toolbox more intensively, and several software products for processing lidar point clouds (e.g. CloudCompare, Cyclone) and more custom scripts.		In my doctoral thesis I study the effect of clumping of canopy scattering elements, i.e. (needle-)leaves and branches, at the crown and stand level on forest reflectance. This is part of the ERC project aiming at devloping a novel method for upscaling forest spectra from needle to landscape level (see reference letter for more details on the project).
I am currently working on my initial article, in which I use Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat 8 OLI satellite images and airborne lidar data to retrieve leaf area index of boreal forest using a physically-based model. The working hypothesis is that in the conifer-dominated boreal forest, leaf clumping on crown and stand level play an important role in forest reflectance. This builds on previous research that showed an important structural effect of shoot clumping on stand reflectance.		Since I have just started my doctoral studies, I do not have any publications.
My background lies in forestry, in my master's degree in remote sensing and forest information systems. My master's thesis, on which I base my current article, I estimated leaf area index in Finnish boreal forest using Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat 8 OLI images and a reflectance model. I created a forest reflectance database based on model parameterizations from literature, and inverted the model with a k-nearest neighbor approach.
During my studies I have participated in several international conferences and workshops, out of which the probably most relevant were UN conferences such as the UNFCCC COP 18 in Qatar 2012, the FAO Committee on Forestry, also in 2012. In those conferences I participated as a youth representative in my role as the president of the International Forestry Students' Association. Most recently, I have presented my master's thesis at the IUFRO 125th Anniversary Congress in Freiburg 2017, and participated at an expert meeting of the FAO Forest Resource Assessment, also in 2017, during which we discussed the needs and challenges the next Global Forest Resource Assessment could and should consider.		Miina Rautiainen
Assistant professor
Aalto University, School of Engineering, Department of Built Environment		NO		There are several approaches on which I base my motivation.
As a remote sensing researcher focusing on forest radiation regime models, I want to broaden my perspective on Earth Observation to be able to get a deeper understanding of capabilities and applications of Earth Observation systems, and to dive into neighboring fields such as atmospheric, oceanic and ice modeling besides learning about different terrestrial biomes than forests, and also learn about new perspectives on my field of study, which is forests.
Also as a researcher, I want to review and improve on my modeling and data handling skills, which I see as fundamental skills in performing research.
During my doctorate, I will teach our master students at Aalto University about modeling of biophysical parameters based specifically on Sentinel-2 MSI imagery in the framework of our advanced remote sensing course.
Last but not least, as an environmental researcher I want to improve my understanding of natural processes in general to become a better science communicator.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year PhD		PhD		My area of expertise is forest reflectance modeling, i.e. the simulation of optical remote sensing images based on forest structural and spectral parameters, and the prediction of biophysical parameters through inverse modeling.
I am familiar with the physical principles of the remote sensing process, technical characteristics of optical satellite remote sensing instruments, and physically-based and empirical data processing algorithms, among others.		Python - advanced level
R - basic knowledge

My "native" programming language is Python, in which I usually rely on the scientific Python stack (e.g. NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib) for data manipulation, and Scikit-Learn and PyMC for statistical analyses or machine learning. I have a working knowledge of general-purpose programming with Python.
I have some experience with base R and data manipulation and visualisation with dplyr and ggplot.		YES

		1061		Mr.		male		Monan		Shan		Monan Shan		shanmonan@gmail.com		nicola.casagli@unifi.it		University of Florence		Via La Pira, 4				50121		Florence		IT		Italy		Italy		Western_Europe		+393313420962		Chinese		1993-Mar-09		Harbin, Heilongjiang Province, China		true		1		2018-Apr-27 14:33		2018-May-23 23:28		normal		shanmonan		1061		Software: SNAP, ENVI, Erdas, ArcGIS, QGIS, MSGToolboxes, etc.
Data: MODIS, Meteosat-2, Sentinel-1/2, Landsat series, etc.		I'm focusing on using radar remote sensing (combined with other RS methods) to monitor the ground subsidence in permafrost area to indicate permafrost degradation.		I have a background of forestry researches using remote sensing methods. And I have also done some researches about permafrost degradation in northeastern China.
Multi-spectral remote sensing based land surface temperature retrieval and isolated permafrost zone segmentation, Infrered and Laser Engineering, 44(4):1390-1396		Nicola Casagli, Full Professor in Department of Earth Science in University of Florence		No.		I think this course will have positive influence on my overall knowledge of remote sensing, and will contribute some new ideas on my previous research of applying radar remote sensing data to the study of permafrost degradation.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		1st year of PhD		PhD		I have a background of GIS and I have experiences of some GIS programs. And I also have experiences of RS data processing for forestry researches.		I have an experience on using C and C# to program GIS system.
And I have also applied Matlab programming language in a project of stereo matching.		YES

		1067		Mr.		male		Johan		Strandgren		Johan Strandgren		johan.strandgren@dlr.de		markus.rapp@dlr.de		German Aerospace Center (DLR)		Muenchener Str. 20				82234		Wessling		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		+4915236113407		Swedish		1990-May-01		Tranas/Saeby		true		1		2018-Apr-27 18:27		2018-May-02 16:32		normal		strandgren		1067		For my PhD I have used the combination of geostationary imaging radiometer observations (brightness temperatures) from MSG/SEVIRI and lidar backscatter retrievals from CALIPSO/CALIOP. Scripts for data processing, computations and visualizations have been written in primarily IDL and C.		I'm a PhD student at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics. For my PhD I have developed a new algorithm (CiPS - Cirrus Properties from SEVIRI) for the geostationary remote sensing of cirrus clouds. To this end I have used predominantly MSG/SEVIRI and CALIPSO/CALIOP satellite data and a set of artificial neural networks. The new algorithm detects (optically thin) cirrus clouds and retrieves the correspondning physical and optical properties. For my PhD I have used CiPS to study the life cycle of anvil cirrus clouds that form in the upper troposphere from the convective outflow of ice crystals from deep convective cumulonimbus clouds.

My PhD is in its very final state, with a planned defense in mid-July. Hence, I'm taking up my next challenge as a post-doc, also at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics, starting from May 1st 2018, where I will continue doing research using satellite remote sensing, but targeting carbon dioxide
		I have a master's degree in Science and Space Engineering from Lulea  University of Technology in Sweden (graduated in 2014).  I wrote my master’s thesis at the Institute of Environmental Physics at the University of Bremen in Germany, where I investigated the capabilities of deriving PM2.5 estimates from satellite retrieved aerosol optical thickness/depth. Since January 2015 I'm a PhD student at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics in Germany.  During my PhD, I have been able to publish the following peer-review publications:

During my PhD I have been able to publish the following first author peer-reviewed publications:

- Strandgren, J., Bugliaro, L., Sehnke, F., and Schröder, L.: Cirrus cloud retrieval with MSG/SEVIRI using artificial neural networks, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 3547-3573, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-10-3547-2017, 2017.

- Strandgren, J., Fricker, J., and Bugliaro, L.: Characterisation of the artificial neural network CiPS for cirrus cloud remote sensing with MSG/SEVIRI, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 10, 4317-4339, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-10-4317-2017, 2017.

and present my research at the following conferences/workshops

- 4th International Conference on Transport, Atmosphere and Climate (2015)
- DLR/UNOOSA Conference on Climate Change (2016)
- 1st workshop of the International Cloud Working Group (ICWG, 2016)
- 16th ONERA-DLR Aerospace Symposium (ODAS, 2016)
- EGU General Assembly (2017)		Prof. Dr. Markus Rapp, Director of the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physic		Yes, REXUS 13		Since I first encountered earth observation and the endless possibilities that satellite remote sensing offers, I have had a great interest in this topic and a constant eager to learn more, both methodologically and thematically. Being selected for the ESA Earth Observation summer school 2018 would be highly valuable for me, as it would allow me to deepen, but also broaden, my knowledge of earth observation and satellite remote sensing. Especially the sessions on the carbon cycle are appealing to me, given my upcoming topic as a postdoc. To put my research in a larger cross-disciplinary context and advance my knowledge about the imperative interplay between earth observation and earth system modeling would further be highly appreciated and beneficial for my academic career. My achievements as a PhD student the past years make my confident that I can transform the experience and knowledge offered at the summer school to a great personal contribution to the field of earth observation in the future.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		PhD		Very good knowledge of space-borne imaging radiometers (e.g. SEVIRI, MODIS) and lidar (CALIOP) for the remote sensing of clouds and aerosols.		IDL and MATLAB: very good
Python and C: good
R: fair		YES

		1040		Mr.		male		Mario Miguel		Valero Pérez		Mario Miguel Valero Pérez		m.miguel.valero@gmail.com		eulalia.planas@upc.edu		Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech		Escola d'Enginyeria de Barcelona Est		c/ Eduard Maristany, 16		08019		Barcelona		ES		Spain		Spain		Western_Europe		+34628414111		Spanish		1989-Dec-11		Nicaragua		true		1		2018-Apr-26 12:58		2018-Apr-26 14:44		normal		mm.valero		1040		I occasionally access USGS's Earth Explorer (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) to obtain data such as aerial imagery, digital elevation models, thermal anomalies and vegetation information (e.g. NDVI).
I have also used LANDFIRE (http://www.landfire.gov) to access vegetation data layers of the US during my collaboration with the US Forest Service.
Finally, I am familiar with NASA's Worldview (https://earthdata.nasa.gov/labs/worldview/) for thermal anomaly and active fire data consultation. 		I am currently working on wildfire remote sensing and simulation. During my PhD, which I am about to finish, I have developed image processing algorithms to extract relevant fire behaviour information from remote sensing data. 
One of my main goals now is to build additional applications upon my previous work. Namely, I want to use remote sensing data to feed data-driven fire simulators. We have tried simple optimization approaches but I definitely want to check more powerful data assimilation techniques. 
Furthermore, I plan to integrate the information provided by my algorithms in a broader decision support system that includes weather, fuel and terrain data. 		I am an aerospace engineer about to finish a PhD on remote sensing of wildfires. I have a strong programming background and a deep understanding of electromagnetic physics. I am well versed in image processing algorithms useful for Earth observation. I also posses a good knowledge of numerical simulation and I am familiar with the basics of data assimilation. 

When I started working on my PhD, I attended an introductory course on remote sensing for wildfire applications, provided by NASA within its Applied Remote Sensing Training (ARSET) webinar series. 

So far, I have collaborated in the following articles related to remote sensing and/or inverse modelling:
- Rios O, Pastor E, Valero MM, Planas E (2016) Short-term fire front spread prediction using inverse modelling and airborne infrared images. International Journal of Wildland Fire 25, 1033–1047.
- Valero MM, Rios O, Mata C, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) An integrated approach for tactical monitoring and data-driven spread forecasting of wildfires. Fire Safety Journal 91, 835–844.
- Valero MM, Verstockt S, Rios O, Pastor E, Vandecasteele F, Planas E (2017) Flame filtering and perimeter localization of wildfires using aerial thermal imagery. In ‘In ‘Proc. SPIE 10214. Thermosense: Thermal Infrared Applications XXXIX’’.
- Rios O, Jahn W, Pastor E, Valero MM, Planas E (2018) Interpolation framework to speed up near-surface wind simulations for data-driven wildfire applications. International Journal of Wildland Fire.
- Valero MM, Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2018) Automated location of active fire perimeters in aerial infrared imaging using unsupervised edge detectors. International Journal of Wildland Fire.

I (or one of my colleagues) also presented some of my work in the following conferences:
- Valero MM, Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2015) Automatic detection of wildfire active fronts from aerial thermal infrared images. In ‘In ‘Advanced Infrared Technology and Applications’’, Pisa, Italy.
- Valero M., Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) New technologies to automatically track the fire perimeter and forecast fire spread in real time. In ‘In ‘International Wildland Fire Safety Summit’’, Barcelona, Spain.
- Rios O, Valero MM, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) A data-driven fire spread simulator: validation in Vall-llobrega’s fire. In ‘In ‘2017 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling’’, Barcelona, Spain.
- Valero MM, Rios O, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) An integrated approach for tactical monitoring and data-driven spread forecasting of wildfires. In ‘In ‘12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science’’, Lund, Sweden.
- Rios O, Valero MM, Pastor E, Planas E (2017) Optimization strategy exploration in a wildfire propagation data driven system. In ‘In ‘International Conference on Computational Science’’, Zurich, Switzerland.
- Valero MM, Verstockt S, Rios O, Pastor E, Vandecasteele F, Planas E (2017) Flame filtering and perimeter localization of wildfires using aerial thermal imagery. In ‘In ‘Proc. SPIE Defense + Commercial Sensing. Thermosense: Thermal Infrared Applications XXXIX’’, Anaheim, CA, USA.

And I am hoping to attend the following conferences this year:
- 3rd European Symposium on Fire Safety Science, Nancy, France, September 2018.
- SPIE Remote Sensing, Berlin, Germany, September 2018.
- VIII International Conference on Forest Fire Research, Coimbra, Portugal, November 2018
		Prof. Eulàlia Planas
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech		NO		I have a background highly related to remote sensing and Earth Observation. I have solid knowledge on the key fields that play a major role when working in Earth Observation and Earth System Modelling, such as image processing, electromagnetic physics and numerical simulation. I already attended a NASA introductory course on remote sensing for wildfire applications, and I have used wildfire data products during the past years.

However, to take the most out of my research, I need to reinforce my skills in some EO areas. My former work has a great potential if it is extended. To achieve that, I will need to integrate a variety of remote sensing data coming from different sources, e.g. digital elevation models, land use, land cover, vegetation properties, soil moisture and weather data. These data have to be up to date and managed appropriately in order to create a comprehensive decision support system for wildfire incident management. An integrated approach is therefore necessary, and data sources, data types and processing algorithms must be selected correctly. So far, I have done a basic usage of Earth Observation data, but I now need advanced skills. This summer school covers essential aspects that I will certainly need to achieve these goals.

Furthermore, I have recently become familiar with data assimilation techniques usually employed in Numerical Weather Prediction. I have been fascinated by this approach I am convinced that these techniques have a great potential for wildfire data-driven simulation. However, I still need to a acquire a deep understanding of their theory and I need some practice in their implementation.

Finally, I am greatly attracted by the fields of Remote Sensing, Earth Observation and System Modelling in general. I am working in the specific field of wildland fires at present, but I do not dismiss to extend the application areas of my research in the future. From my point of view, the knowledge that I would acquire in this summer school would be highly valuable for my future career, no matter where circumstances take me.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		4th year PhD		PhD		I have mainly worked in the infrared ranges (NIR, MIR and TIR), which are used for firespot detection, fire radiative power estimation and post-fire burned area measurement. I have a good knowledge of spectral signatures and atmospheric windows. 
I am up to date about existing remote sensing platforms and instruments applied to the different areas of forest fire monitoring, such as NOAA AVHRR, Terra/Aqua MODIS and Suomi NPP VIIRS. I am also familiar with LIDAR instruments, normally used to characterize vegetation and terrain from airborne platforms.
As for data products, I have a good knowledge of fire data processing (e.g. the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, NDVI, extensively used to detect burned areas). 
Finally, I am well versed in image processing and computer vision algorithms (e.g. image registration, segmentation, change detection), and I have a strong background in the general physics of electromagnetic fields.		I consider that I have rather strong general programming skills. I try to follow general good-practice guidelines and I always try to build modular, scalable, efficient code. I have practical experience with the following programming languages and software:
- Matlab: high level of proficiency. I systematically use Matlab for algorithm development and prototyping, always within the framework of image processing and computer vision. I have also collaborated in inverse-modelling projects applied to data-driven simulation.
- C/C++: medium level of proficiency. I have collaborated in large simulation projects written in C and I have used C++ for image processing and interface development.
- Python: medium level of proficiency. I have attended several courses on Python programming and I have used it mainly for QGIS plugin development, for the integration of remote sensing data into a GIS environment.
- Fortran: I acquired basic knowledge during my aerospace engineering studies, and I applied it to computational fluid dynamics. I have not used it for a while, though.
		YES

		1113		Mr.		male		Thomas Josef		Weiß		Thomas Josef Weiß		weiss.thomas@lmu.de		p.marzahn@iggf.geo.uni-muenchen.de		Ludwig-Maximilians-Universtität München		Luisenstraße 37				80333		München		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		0049 89 2180 6724		German		1990-Apr-17		Altötting		true		1		2018-May-09 13:36		2018-May-14 17:09		normal		mcwhity		1113		SNAP Toolbox, ArcGIS, Gamma software		Pre-processing of Sentinel-1 data
satellite based retrievals of land surface parameters (microwave domain)
using of radiative transfer models for satellite data assimilation		Remote Sensing, Data assimilation
EGU2018: Poster (Performance analysis of different radiative transfer models for soil moisture estimation)
Workshop of EU MULTIPLY project (Feb 2018) held at ESA-ESRIN Frascati		Prof. Dr. Philip Marzahn
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München		NO		Deeper insight into different aspects of remote sensing data. What can be done? What are currently main research topics? Application oriented insights.
Deeper insight into data assimilation. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		3rd year PhD		PhD		optical remote sensing (good)
radar remote sensing (advanced)		Python (advanced)
R (good)
IDL (good)		YES

		1081		Dr.		male		Robert		Kędzierawski		Robert Kędzierawski		rkedzierawski@gmv.com		jm.lecaillec@imt-atlantique.fr		GMV Innovating Solutions Sp. z o.o.		Hrubieszowska 2				01-209		Warsaw		PL		Poland		Poland		Eastern_Europe		+48223955165		Polish		1986-Jul-03		Włodawa		true		1		2018-Apr-30 14:25		2018-May-15 11:08		normal		ROKE		1081		PhD Study: Nothing particular dedicated for Remote Sensing. I have developed my on softwares modules and Matlab scripts.

In GMV: I used EOCFI and OpenSF framework every day in two projects I am involved in. I am do not using dedicated software for processing of the remote data.		Currently I am working as Project Engineer for End-to-End Simulator in GMV Innovating Solutions Sp. z o.o. My professional and research activities are related to Earth Observation systems and methods, mostly active and passive microwaves instruments.		2005-2010. Masters of Science Degree, M.Sc. (Eng), Military University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland, 5-years course in Electronics and Telecommunications, Specialization: Remote Sensing Systems, Individual Study on Digital Signal Processing. Masters Thesis entitled: Development of the Signal Processing Model in Radar System with Synthetic Aperture (partially realized in in Telecom Bretagne, 2009).

Main publication: "The Time-Reversal Technique for SAR Focusing of Buried Targets: Theoretical improvements and practical limitations" in  IEEE Signal Processing Magazine (Volume: 31, Issue: 4, July 2014). 

Moreover, more than 20 papers (oral presentations) at national and international conferences, among others: The International Radar Symposium (IRS) - 2011 Leipzig, 2012 Warsaw, 2013 Dresden; The 2012 International Radar Conference in Glasgow, UK; The 2013 International Conference on Radar in Adelaide, Australia.		Prof. Jean-Marc Le Caillec, IMT Atlantique		NO.		I am interested in this course, since my former scientific experiences are only related to SAR simulation and processing for airborne systems. 

I believe this course is well suited for me and allowed to extend my knowledge on spaceborne Erath Observation technology and applications. In my opinion the course program spread out on theoretical lectures and hands-on computing practical exercises will provide me with the opportunity not only to broaden my knowledge in Erath Observation but also to strengthen my engineering experiences.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		I graduated PhD in 2016, in Co-tutorship (cotutelle) formula between Military University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland and Telecom Bretagne (now IMT Atlantique), Brest, France.		Post-Doc		Radar remote sensing - good
Electromagnetism - good.
Signal processing - good.
Optical remote sensing - basic.		I have used C++ and MATLAB during my PhD Study. The same for professional activities. Both C++ and MATLAB as very good. 		YES

		1050		Mr.		male		Suki Dauda		Sule		Suki Dauda Sule		suki.sule@strath.ac.uk		malcolm.macdonald.102@strath.ac.uk		University of Strathclyde		Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 75 Montrose Street				G1 1XQ		Glasgow		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+447443143897		Nigerian		1981-May-22		Maiduguri		true		1		2018-Apr-26 19:32		2018-May-01 15:41		normal		sukidauda		1050		SNAP Toolbox, Sentinel data		Currently researching on the applications of earth observation and satellite data for measurement of the sustainable development goals (SDGs) indicators with a focus on Tier 2 and Tier 3 indicators. This is part of a wider teaching role for a new MSc in satellite applications which focuses on EO data for measuring the SDGs indicators.		PhD in ground penetrating radar (GPR) for landmine detection by modelling and simulation with 3D electromagnetic software CST. 1 GPR sensor fusion for landmine detection review journal, 1 journal on GPR 3D full wave inversion for landmine detection, 3 conference papers (IEEE Radar, IRS, ICCSS) on GPR full wave inversion and eigenvalue decomposition for landmine detection. COST TU1208 training school on future radar systems, IEEE radar summer school, space mission operations training at Goonhilly Earth Station, IET MILCOMSAT seminar, Access to UK Space workshop. International Space University (ISU) Space Studies Program (SSP) Space Transportation Project Report, Mission planning engineer at Nigerian space agency.		Dr. Malcolm Macdonald, University of Strathclyde		NO		I have just started a job as a teaching associate for a new MSc in Satellite Applications which will involve teaching students on how to use remote sensing and other satellite data to develop novel ways of measuring the sustainable development goals (SDGs) and process satellite data for measurement of the SDGs in general. It is imperative that I acquire sound training in the analysis and interpretation of remote sensing data in monitoring the earth as a requisite skill for my job specification, duties and research plans. The ESA Copernicus data and tools feature prominently in the Course delivery.		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc (Teaching Associate in Satellite Applications) 1st year		Post-Doc		Strong background knowledge of the physics of propagation and technical concepts of remote sensing and satellite systems. Early level knowledge on optical and radar imagery processing.		Low level programming proficiency in MATLAB.		YES

		1092		Mr.		male		Gencer		Sümbül		Gencer Sümbül		gencersumbul@gmail.com		demir@tu-berlin.de		Technische Universität Berlin		Technische Universität Berlin, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,  EN 7-21, Einsteinufer 17, 10587, Berlin, Germany 				10587		Berlin		DE		Germany		Germany		Western_Europe		00905382264636		Turkish		1990-Dec-14		Burdur / Turkey		true		1		2018-May-01 13:10		2018-May-07 14:38		normal		gencersumbul		1092		Software: QGIS, GDAL and PostGIS
Data: UC Merced, AID and I also created a new dataset for fine-grained object recognition in remote sensing imagery (http://www.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/~saksoy/data/tgars_zero_shot_learning_data.zip)
 		My current research interests include computer vision, deep learning and machine learning in general. More specifically, I am interested in fine-grained object recognition with weak supervision on remote sensing images.		1) G. Sumbul, R. G. Cinbis, and S. Aksoy, “Fine-grained object recognition and zero-shot learning in remote sensing imagery,” IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sens., vol. 56, no. 2, pp. 770–779, February 2018. (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8071030/)

2) G. Sumbul, R. G. Cinbis, and S. Aksoy, Fine-Grained Object Recognition and Zero-Shot Learning in Multispectral Imagery, in 2018 26th Signal Processing and Communications Applications Conference (SIU), İzmir, 2018, pp. 1-4.
		Begüm Demir, Professor, Technische Universität Berlin,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science		NO		I think that this course will deepen my knowledge on remote sensing and will make a chance to meet a new remote sensing researcher dealing with similar topics which can also improve my research directly. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		PhD after July 1		Post-Doc		I'm a 2-year remote sensing researcher so that I am capable of generating models and make inference for exploiting high level semantic and spectral information present in remote sensing images. Additionally, I am also competent for remote sensing source types and reading different types of images from these sources.  		Python is the first preferred programming language that I used. I'm an advanced level programmer at Python. For C, C++, C#, and Java, the level of proficiency is intermediate.		YES

		1025		Dr.		male		Hong Cheng		Zeng		Hong Cheng Zeng		sm4hz@sheffield.ac.uk		sm4hz@sheffield.ac.uk		University of Sheffield		38 Broom Green				S3 7XF		Sheffield		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		07425817621		Chinese		1989-May-18		China		true		1		2018-Apr-22 21:35		2018-May-22 10:33		normal		zenghongcheng		1025		SNAP, and PALSAR data.		I currently working as a Post-Doctoral Research Assistant at the University of Sheffield specializing in estimation and correction of effects of the ionosphere on SAR and use of the estimated quantities to learn about the structure of the ionosphere.		Background: 
I received the B.S. degree from China Agriculture University in 2011, the Ph. D. degree in signal and information processing from the Beihang University, Beijing, China, in 2016. Since 2017, I am working with Prof. Shaun Quegan on ionospheric effects in BIOMASS.
Publications:
1. HongCheng Zeng, et al.,  A Novel General Imaging Formation Algorithm for GNSS-Based Bistatic SAR, Sensors, 2016, 16(3), 1-14;
2. HongCheng Zeng, et al., Modified Omega-k Algorithm for High-Speed Platform Highly-Squint Staggered SAR Based on Azimuth Non-Uniform Interpolation, Sensors, 2015, 15(2), 3750-3765.
3. HongCheng Zeng, et al., A modified imaging formation algorithm for bistatic SAR based on GPS-L5 signal, 2017 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. (ORAL)
4. HongCheng Zeng, et al., Image Formation Algorithm for Highly-Squint Strip-map SAR Onboard High-Speed Platform Using Continuous PRF Variation, 2014 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. (ORAL)
5. HongCheng Zeng, et al., A Refined Omega-k Algorithm for Focusing Highly Squint Airborne Stripmap SAR Data, 2013 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. (ORAL)
		Prof. Shaun Quegan, Director
Centre for Terrestrial Carbon Dynamics (CTCD)
Sheffield Centre for Earth Observation Science (SCEOS)
University of Sheffield.		No		I have been long interested in the processing of Earth observation data and understanding the Earth system with Earth observation data. My research is mainly focusing on system analysis and system design, signal simulation and imaging formation. By attending the summer school, on one hand, it could provide me a great chance to explore my technical skills in understanding Earth processing, on the other hand, I can further understand comprehensively about remote sensing system from system design to Earth information extraction.
Therefore, it will be a great honor for me to join the intensive and comprehensive course, and I would benefit from it greatly on global observing, earth system modelling, data assimilation and global change. If I am lucky enough to have this chance, I am strongly believed that the experience in summer school will help me have a better understanding about how my research area fits into a broader context in Earth observation, and it will provide guidance in my future research.		Good		Male		Terms and Conditions		Post-Doc		Post-Doc		I am expert in data simulation and signal processing for radar remote sensing. My current research is about measuring and correcting ionospheric effects on radar and learning about the ionosphere using SAR data.		I am expert in C and Matlab language, and proficient in Mathematica.		YES

		1123		Dr.		male		Juan		Suarez		Juan Suarez		juan.suarez@forestry.gsi.gov.uk		juan.suarez@forestry.gsi.gov.uk		Forest Research UK		Forest Research		Northern Research Station 		EH259SY		Roslin 		UK		United Kingdom		United Kingdom		Western_Europe		+443000675991		Spanish		1965-Sep-16		Valencia		true		1		2018-May-11 16:42		2018-May-15 13:01		normal		juan		1123		ENVI, R, QGIS, Thermolidar software (developed by us), ArcGIS		Remote Sensing Scientist
I have been working in Forest Research UK since 1995.  Currently, I am leading the Remote Sensing Applications Programme in Forest Research.  I work regularly on projects funded by DEFRA, EU and other UK-funded projects.  International cooperation activities include countries like China, Japan, France, Canada, New Zealand, Spain, Germany, Belgium, USA, Ireland and Chile.  		Publications:
• Barnes, C., Balzter, H., Barrett, K., Eddy, J., Fleming, J. and Suárez, J.C. (2017).  
‘Assessment of Crown Decline in a Woodland Affected by Acute Oak Decline with UAV-based Multispectral Imagery.’  Submitted to Forests. 

• Suárez, J.C. and Rosette, J.A. (2018). ‘Modelling stand attributes in Sitka spruce plantations from airborne LiDAR and Yield Class models.’  Submitted to Forestry. 

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Suarez, J.C. and Barr, S. (2017).  ‘Use of Miniature Thermal Cameras for Detection of Physiological Stress in Conifers’.  Remote Sensing, 9(9), 957.

• Zhao, K., Suárez, J.C., García, M., Hu, T., Wang, C, and Londo. A. (2018). ‘Utility of multitemporal lidar to monitor forest change—Tree growth, biomass dynamics, and carbon flux’.  Remote Sensing of the Environment. 

• Barnes, C., Balzter, H., Barrett, K., Eddy, J., Milner, S. and Suárez, J.C. (2017). ‘Individual Tree Crown Delineation from Airborne LiDAR for Diseased Larch Forest Stands.  Remote Sensing, 2017, 9, 231. 

• Barnes, C., Balzter, H., Barrett, K., Eddy, J., Milner, S. and Suárez, J.C. (2017). ‘Airborne Laser Scanning and Tree Crown Fragmentation Metrics for the Assessment of Phytophthora ramorum infected Larch Forest Stands’.  Forest Ecology and Management, 404 (2017), 294-305. 

• Suárez, J.C., Rosette, J.A., Bye, I.J., Ningthoujam, R., Balzter, H. and McKay, H. (2017).  Earth Observation Data Integration Pilot, Research Project 9 – Innovative application of remote sensing to forestry management and monitoring, pp141. Technical Report.  Space for Smarter Government Programme (SSGP). UK Space Agency. 

• Navarro Cerrillo, R.M., Beira, J., Suarez, J.C., Xenakis, G., Sánchez Salguero, R, Hernandez-Clemente, R.  (2016).  ‘Growth decline assessment in Pinus sylvestris L. and Pinus nigra Arnold. forest by using 3-PG model’. Forest Sytems.

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S.L. and Suarez, J.C. (2016) ‘Investigating the performance of a low-cost thermal imager for forestry applications’, Proc. SPIE 10004, Image and Signal Processing for Remote Sensing XXII, 100041E.

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S.L. and Suárez, J.C. (2015) 'UAV-borne Thermal Imaging for Forest Health Monitoring: Detection of Disease-Induced Canopy Temperature Increase', International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, XL-3/W3, 349-354.

• Suárez, J.C. (2014).  ‘An individual canopy delineation algorithm based on Object-Oriented segmentation and classification’.  Book chapter in ‘Challenges and opportunities for the world’s forests in the 21st century’.  Springer.

Conference papers:
• Suárez, J.C., Xenakis, G. and Antolín, R. (2016). ‘Development of an energy balance model for estimating canopy stomatal conductance from airborne thermal data’. ForestSAT 2016. Santiago de Chile, 12-15 November, 2016. 

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S. L. and Suárez, J. C. (2016). ‘Investigating the performance of a low-cost thermal imager for forestry applications’ SPIE conference. Edinburgh, 26-28 September 2016. 

• Smigaj, M., Gaulton, R., Barr, S. L. and Suárez, J. C. (2015). ‘UAV-BORNE THERMAL IMAGING FOR FOREST HEALTH MONITORING: DETECTION OF DISEASE-INDUCED CANOPY TEMPERATURE INCREASE’.  Int. Arch. Photogramm. Remote Sens. Spatial Inf. Sci., XL-3/W3, 349-354, doi:10.5194/isprsarchives-XL-3-W3-349-2015, 2015.  

• Suárez, J.C. (2014). ‘Monitoring processes of Forest Decline, Degradation and Deforestation in the UK’.  Invited speaker to the CLCR and Gionet conference. 24 November. Leicester, UK

• Suárez, J.C., Rosette, J., Mendoza-Rodriguez, A. and Gardiner, B.A. (2014). ‘Running ForestGALES with high resolution data estimated from airborne LiDAR and WAsP. A case study in the Trossachs-Ben Lomond National Park in Scotland’.  ForestSAT 2014 conference. Riva del Garda, Italy. 4-7 November 2014. 

• Suárez, J.C., Rosette, J., Mendoza-Rodriguez, A. and Gardiner, B.A. (2014). ‘Estimating the risk of wind damage in forest stands using a hybrid data model derived from LiDAR’. Wind and Trees conference. Aguas de Sao Pedro, Brazil. 4-8 August, 2014. 
Links with academia and other research organisations:
• Research fellow at the University of Swansea (UK) and Edinburgh University.  Main responsibilities on the supervision of MSc and PhD students.  Currently.

• Visiting professor at Forest Engineering Departments at the Universidad de Santiago de Compostela (Spain) and University of Cordoba.  Main responsibilities on the supervision of MSc and PhD students and lecturing on laserscanning system in the MSc courses.  Currently. 

• Member of the Society of Spanish Researchers in the UK (SRUK). 

• Invited speaker to Innovation for Change, New Drivers for Tomorrow’s forestry.  ICF National Conference 2018, 2-3 May, EICC, Edinburgh.  Presentation about ‘Early detection of tree stress by thermal imagery.’  

• EFI International Summer School on Measurement and Decision Support Tools for Forest Management.  Lecture on Earth Observation applications in Forestry. Waterford, Ireland. June 2017. 

• Invited speaker at the User Requirements for Copernicus II meeting in Brussels, June 2016. 

• Work in China with Newton Grant funding to estimate biomass and fuel conditions in the Yunnan province using a combination of hyperspectral and LiDAR sensors.  Work in collaboration with the Chinese Academy of Forestry and the University of Swansea.  June to December 2015. 


		Dr. Jacqueline Rosette, 
Royal Society University Research Fellow
Department of Geography
College of Science
Swansea University
Singleton Park
Swansea  SA2 8PP
UK
		NO		My current research is focusing on three areas of work: forest inventory, monitoring plant health and the use of time-series of satellite data to monitor forest changes. I have seen the agenda for this course and, although it is intended for early career scientists, I consider myself a novice in the use of satellite imagery analysis.  There is a lot of expectation in the forest industry and UK government about the new opportunities opened by the Copernicus programme.  Most of my research experience is with airborne LiDAR.  I have been working with thermal and hyperspectral sensors for a year looking at the early detection of plant stress.  I see with a lot of interest the opportunity to link all this work with the analysis of satellite imagery because those images can provide a synoptic view over large areas that may set up the foundations for a national monitoring programme aiming at the detection of plant stress associated to pathogens and pests.  The early detection is paramount if we want to implement effective treatments because this is the time where plants still have some capability to resist the diseases.  So, I would appreciate it very much if you could consider my case for this training opportunity.  It would definitely make a positive impact in my current work. 		Fluent		Male		Terms and Conditions		working for government		Professional		Main research activities include Airborne Laser Scanning, Thermography analysis, Time-series analysis of Medium Resolution Optical Satellite Imagery, Hyperspectral Analysis, Structure from Motion (SfM), Wind risk modelling, Growth and Yield modelling, Forest Inventory Applications, Monitoring Forest Health and Condition and Tree Physiology.
I have an MSc at the department of Geography in Edinburgh University in 1996 and a PhD at the department Applied Mathematics in Sheffield University in 2009.  During my professional life I have been authoring or co-authoring more than 50 peer-reviewed papers, two books and more than 100 oral presentations in different conferences.  In 2011, I had a sabbatical at NASA Goddard Flight Space Centre where I was working on the US Carbon Monitoring System as Invited Assistant Professor.  I am member of the Association of Geography Information Laboratories of Europe (AGILE) from 2000 and served in the council of this organisation from 2002 until 2009.  I am now the president and founder of ForestSAT.com, an international organisation that groups researchers working in Earth Observation and Forestry.  I am a visiting Professor at the Forest Engineering Departments of the Universities of Santiago de Compostela and Cordoba (Spain) with main responsibilities on the supervision of MSc and PhD students and lecturing on lasers canning systems in the MSc courses.  Also I am a research fellow at Swansea and Leicester Universities.  I undertake peer-reviews for journals like International Journal of Remote Sensing, Journal of Forest Planning, Earthzine, Forestry, Remote Sensing of the Environment and Canadian Journal of Forest Research.  I am invited editor in Current Forestry Reports		Development of commercial software in Delphi pascal (Wind Risk Model ForestGALES), python and R. 		YES



mailto:sm4hz@sheffield.ac.ukmailto:anna.kopec@pwr.edu.plmailto:thibault.guinaldo@meteo.fr

Lecturers

		Title		Name		Surname		Affiliation		Country		email		Lecture type		Training Days

		Dr		Javier		Amezcua		University of Reading		UK		j.amezcuaespinosa@reading.ac.uk		Practicals

		Mr		Zackary		Bell		University of Reading		UK		Z.N.Bell@pgr.reading.ac.uk		Practicals

		Dr		Bob (Robert)		Brewin		PML		UK		robr@pml.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Dr		Anny		Cazenave		International Space Sciences institute (ISSI)		Switzerland		anny.cazenave@legos.obs-mip.fr		Lecturer

		Dr		Bertrand		Chapron		Ifremer		France		Bertrand.Chapron@ifremer.fr		Lecturer

		Dr		Fabrice		Collard		Ocean Data Lab		France		dr.fab@oceandatalab.com		Practicals

		Dr		Giuseppe		Consolini		INAF		Italy		giuseppe.consolini@iaps.inaf.it		Lecturer

		Dr		Natalie		Douglas		University of Surrey		UK		n.douglas@surrey.ac.uk		Practicals

		Prof		Jorg		Ebbing		Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel		Germany		Joerg.Ebbing@ifg.uni-kiel.de		Lecturer

		Dr		Lucille		Gaultier		Ocean Data Lab		France		lucile.gaultier@oceandatalab.com		Practicals

		Prof		Amos		Lawless		University of Reading		UK		a.s.lawless@reading.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Dr		Miguel		Mahecha		Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry		Germany		mmahecha@bgc-jena.mpg.de		Lecturer

		Dr		Julia		Marshall		Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry		Germany		marshall@bgc-jena.mpg.de		Lecturer

		Prof		Jose		Moreno		Univeristy of Valencia		Spain		jose.moreno@uv.es		Lecturer

		Dr		Hans		Permana		Brockmann Consult		Germany		hans.permana@brockmann-consult.de		Lecturer

		Dr		Ewan		Pinnington		University of Reading		UK		e.pinnington@reading.ac.uk		Practicals

		Prof		Shaun		Quegan		University of Sheffield		UK		S.Quegan@sheffield.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Dr		Marie-Hélène		Rio		CLS		France		mrio@cls.fr		Lecturer

		Prof		Andrew		Shepherd		University of Leeds		UK		A.Shepherd@leeds.ac.uk		Lecturer

		Prof		Leif		Toudal Pedersen		DMI		Denmark		ltp@space.dtu.dk		Lecturer

		Dr		Zoltan		Vekerdy		Uni Twente		Netherlands		z.vekerdy@utwente.nl		Lecturer

		Prof		Martin		Visbeck		GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel		Germany		mvisbeck@geomar.de		Lecturer
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Lecturers: 15 Programme Week 1
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Practical Session Trainers: 13 Programme Week 2
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Livestream

672 Views on Day 1!
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Feedback
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Feedback: Overall Comments

General Comments:

• Organisation: good
• Programme: 

o Wide coverage (Good and Bad)
o Cross-cutting subjects (EO, DA) 

better
o Too much ocean.

• Good networking opportunity
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Feedback: Lectures and Practical Sessions

Comments on lectures
• Some too technical, those more general more appreciated.
• Teachers were approachable, staying in same hotel was 

appreciated

Comments on practicals
• Venue: hot, bad acoustics
• Too much emphasis on ocean
• Task oriented better, less emphasis on following 

instructor.
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Feedback: Balance, and Topics Covered

Topics that could have been included:
• Applications: Inland water (incl soil moisture), land cover 

classification, ground motion, practical sessions for cryosphere.
• More EO: sensors, data access, data types, processing levels.
• More societal applications: security, pollution, disasters. Less 

science.

Topics that could have been left out
• Less ocean
• Geophysics last two days, little more abstract and less 

consistent with overall programme.

Was the balance between theory 
and practical appropriate?
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Feedback: Other Comments

Will you use any data, toolboxes or platforms, introduced during the 
Summer School, for your work?

YES: SNAP, Sentinels, ESDL, OVL, ARTMO.

Facilities
• Computer room: hot, bad acoustics, internet connection slow for some practicals.
• Lecture room: Chairs could have been more comfortable, and with foldable table.
• Villa Tuscolana!
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Thank you very much… 

…and hope to see you again!
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